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The aim of this thesis is to show the inevitable 
resurgence of poetic drama in the twentieth century as an 
element of a general renaissance in the theatre, and in direct 
descent from the nineteenth century. An attempt is made to 
indicate the nature of poetic drama with some of its special 
problems and manifestations in this century, illustrated in 
the critical and practical pioneer-work of Masefield, Drink- 
water and Abercrombie. Evidence is put forward to show that 
Abercrombie is the greatest in stature and has done the most 
notable work of the three, all of whom, however, have made 
valuable contributions. The achievement of the dramatists 
is assessed not only in the renaissance of drama, but as in­
dividuals and as a significant group.
In Chapter I some nineteenth century poetic dramas are 
examined in order to indicate the kind of problems which 
face all poetic dramatists. These and the special problems 
which were bequeathed to poetic dramatists in this century, 
in addition to some achievements and experiments, are used 
to show the direct line of descent. In the second chapter 
Masefield, Drinkwater and Abercrombie are treated as a group. 
They are linked biographically and historically in relation 
to the nineteenth and twentieth century environments. Their
Q  m
critical and practical work is shown to provide varied end 
serious material for the consideration of poetic drama. 
Chapters III, TV and V deal with the dramatists individually. 
Their dramatic theories are detached from their critical work 
as a whole, and their dramas are laid beside their theories. 
% e  central and most extensive section - Chapter IV - is 
devoted to Abercrombie as the greatest of the three. His 
dramatic work and imagery are used to distinguish the dramatic 
poem from the poetic drama,and the philosophic from the 
dramatic conception, as further evidence of the nature of 
poetic drama. In the last chapter, the language of the three 
dramatists is considered. A select book-llst in close 
collaboration with the foot-notes is appended.
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PREFACE.
It is probable that the average playgoer who takes an 
intelligent interest in poetic drama would be surprised to find 
Masefield, Drinkwater and Abercrombie classed as modern poetic 
dramatists, and as pioneers along with Fry, Eliot, Spender,
Auden, Isherwood and Duncan. At first sight. The cocktail
3
Party^. The Ascent of F6. and The Trial Of A Judge may reasonably
4
appear to have little in common with The Tragedy of Nan and the 
God Of Quiet^. Rebellion^ and the Staircase^. The former seem 
unmistakably modern and a new departure, the latter slightly 
demod^. The Georgian poets have unevitably received their share 
of adverse criticism. It must be conceded that although the 
dramas of these three poets have enduring qualities, they can 
easily be distinguished as a group from recent poetic drama, 
although distinctions are less clear between Fry* s Venus 
Observed^ and Abercrombie* s Phoenix? and between Duncan*s
1.) T.S. Eliot, :
2.) written with
3.) 1938.
4.) 1908.
5.) 1916.
6. ) 1914.
7.) 71914.
8.) 1949.
9.) 1923.
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This Way To The Tomb^ and îtosefîeld*s religious drama, to 
name but two instances. Frequently it is a distinction of 
degree rather than of kind# Social and political problems 
have different emphases in Deborah^ and X » 0^. and in The 
Shadow Faotory"  ^and On The Frontier^, and there is a different 
degree of fidelity to a realistic impression of contemporary 
life. Yet Masefield, Drinkwater and Abercrombie have a more 
distinct relationship with the most recent poetic drama than 
is generally allowed and it is the relationship between 
different stages of development.
The Poet - Laureate has had recognition as a poetic 
dramatist# Drinkwater had a brief blaze with Pamhs^. while 
Abercrombie is frequently without mention - or all but the 
briefest - in works on the renaissance of drama. When it 
is recognised that these dramatists were in the van of the 
pioneering of poetic drama, a dividing line is usually drawn 
between them and their fellow-dramatists, and the poetic 
dramatists from 1930 onward. This is a representative and
1.) 1945.
2.) about 1908.
3.) 1917.
4.) Anne Ridler, 1946.
5.) Auden and Sherinvel. .
6.) 1917.
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Indeed true view;- "In the 1930s a number of poets including 
T.S* Eliot, Stephen Spender, W.H. Auden, Christopher Isherwood, 
broke away from the traditional verse play and laid new 
foundations for poetic drama with free verse, modern symbolism, 
satire and social consciousness**^. These are some of the 
salient marks of these dramatists end of poetic drama in this 
century. But it is the aim of this thesis to show that the 
**new foundations’* were also laid by Masefield, Drinkwater and 
Abercrombie and that their work has some of the qualities 
which are said to mark that of poets in the 1930*s. They too 
broke with the traditional verse«^play, and introduced freedom 
in verse; they too brought symbolism and theme in touch with 
contemporary life and art..
Much necessary attention has been paid to the renaissance 
in the theatre and in poetic drama; possibly insufficient 
weight has been given to the significance of the term 
’’renaissance.** A new drama did not erupt in the 1930*s or at 
the beginning of the century; Masefield, Drinkwater and 
Abercrombie are in direct line of descent from their nineteenth 
century predecessors. The renaissance in the theatre came
1.) The Oxford Companion To The Theatre, 
ed. by P. Hartnoll, 1951, p. 623.
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from nature soil as well as from outside influences. It is 
significant that one of the marks of the poetic dramatist in 
this century is his healthy consciousness of heritage, of 
whence he came, whither he is going and ought to go.
This is shown by another distinguishing mark - his attention 
to the theory of poetic drama. Uever has there been so much 
discussion of the nature of poetic drama, its aims and 
responsibilities, and its distinction from prose d r a m a a  
sceptic might point out that this does not necessarily make 
for good poetic drama; that discussion, however good, will 
not bring it back into the theatre; that it is unwise to 
emphasise its distinction from prose drama, and to force on 
audiences the consciousness of listening to poetry. One can 
imagine the amazement of the Elizabethan dramatists if they 
were asked to produce companion essays to Abercrombie*s 
"The Function Of Poetry In The D r a m a o r  to collaborate with 
Fry in "When Poets Write Plays"^, (although it is doubtful 
if any great poet would lack ideas on these matters.) The 
term "poetic drama" would probably seem to them ualegioal - 
and with reason.
n 1.) see boô^list
2.)v 866(1^1^ English Critical Essays. Twentieth Century, 
  ^  selected by P.H. Jones, 1933.
3.) see New Theatre. March, 1948.
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The term is now widely used and it is recurrent through­
out this thesis: some explanation is necessary. It is a
comparatively recent term and not an entirely happy one, since 
it became necessary with the cleavage between prose and poetic 
drama, as drama for the theatre and closet-drama. It can only 
be used as a rough, intelligible description; it cannot cover 
without qualification - Nhn^ or Riders To The and it has
varying definitions, it is not to be expected that it will 
ever again become unnecessary as it was in the Elizabethan 
age, whatever strides are made in poetic drama. Nevertheless, 
Masefield, Drinkwater and Abercrombie, and their successors 
have made It more than a description of remote, restricted and 
unactable drama, and corrected any unsalutary emphasis in 
language alone which it might suggest. Eliot attempts to 
surprise his audience with an acceptance of poetry in the 
theatre, developing Masefield’s, Drinkwater*s and Abercrombie*s 
experiments in naturalising dramatic poetry. The poetry of 
their plays is in strong contrast to the grim, uncompromising 
poetioallity of many nineteenth century dramas, whose language 
frequently seemed to shriek - with the air of a martyr
1.) J. Masefield, Nan, 1908.
2.) J S y n g e ,  Riders To The Sea, 1904.
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"Poetry of the deepest dye." Listening to some of Eliot*s 
plays one could be unaware that they were written in poetry. 
Their poetry is in the entire dramas, not ©imply, or even 
obviously, in poetry of language. In many verse-plays of 
the last century the poetry seemed to extend only to the 
language. Masefield, Drinkwater and Abercrombie are in an 
intermediate position; their poetry is naturalised, but it 
 ^ still declares itself poetry. This may serve to illustrate 
that the term poetic drama has very different significance 
when applied to the drama of the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries. This is an accidental although serious difference; 
poetic drama does not differ fundamentally from century to 
century. The energy which poetic dramatists in this century 
have devoted to the theory of their craft shows their concern 
not with ephemeral fashions in drama but with writing drama 
based on a sound conception of the fundamental nature of 
poetic drama.
This balance of theory and practice In Masefield, 
ûrlûlcwater aad espeoially Aberoroiabie, and continuing 
the present day, gives reason for believing that poetic 
draioa will once more be established in the theatre. It is 
struggling to find a firm foothold now as when these three
-  9 -
drametlstG wrote their plays. lo this century in particular 
Its progress is like a marathon race - far from complete - 
in which the torch is handed on from hearer to bearer. The 
beginnings of the course by which poetry may re-enter the 
theatre are seen clearly in the work of Masefield, Drinkwater 
and Abercrombie.
None of the three is a major poet and Abercrombie never 
had the contemporary recognition which was accorded to 
Masefield and Drinkwater. But they are significant and 
recognised poets who gave serious and fruitful attention to 
poetic drama, as Eliot, Fry, Spender and other acclaimed 
poets today have done. This it is true might be said of some 
of the poetic dramatists of the last century, but it is the 
balance of theory and practice which binds together all these 
dramatists as distinct from their nineteenth century pre­
decessors, and inspires hope for the future of poetry in 
the theatre.
I gratefully acknowledge the assistance of Miss Garnham, 
Librarian of the British Drama League, of Mr. Christopher 
Hassell, and of the officials of the British Museum and the 
National Book League.
Mlneteentb Century Poetic ûrama.
V
Nineteenth century poetic drama cannot he dlsolssed as 
stlllhorn. To see Its importance It Is not necessary to 
excuse its undoubted failings by allowing for the Influence 
of demand, producer and manager, and lack of opportunity for 
practice In the theatre. These factors, particularly the last, 
had a strong and deadening influence. But the plays, considered 
simply as they stand, as poetry and as drama, are important to 
twentieth century poetic drama, because of their fallings, and 
also of their achievements.
The three major factors In the renaissance of English 
drama were Ibsen*a drama. The Irish Dramatic Movement, and 
the work of repertory theatres. These were not entirely 
responsible for It, but they gave an Irresistible Impetus 
to the renaissance which had already begun. There were signs 
of an awakening la Bulmèr - Lytton's Itonev^; with the work 
of Jones and Robertson^ came a definite spirit of pioneering
1.) E.G. Bulttër - Lytton, Money. 1840.
2.) Bulttèr - Lytton’s dramatic career extends from 1836 to 1840; 
Jones’ from 1869 to 1915, and Robertson’s from 1881 to 1871.
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with siaoere themes and craftsiTiaaship, and aa aim to be in
aae
touch with the e&l » Shaw’s drama, coincidiag with the 
impact of Ihsen oa England, showed unmistakably that the 
renaissance of drama had begun in earnest. The importance of 
repertory to actor, manager and playwright cannot be over- 
stressed, whether it be a question of prose or poetic drama.
For it provides the widest possible scope for experiment and 
practice in the theatre. It places its emphasis first on good 
drama and second on profit; it does away with the actor- 
managcr system, long runs and star-parts, and the consequent 
Imitations of successes and stags-types. It is, in fact, a 
powerful antidote to the conditions which thwarted nineteenth 
century poetic drama. In this renaissance of drama, poetic 
drama was but one element (although it may prove to be the 
most important), and twentieth century poetic dramatists stand 
in direct line of descent from their immediate predecessors.
This has been obscured since nineteenth century poetic drama 
influenced poetic dramatists in this century, chiefly by the 
problems which it posed, and the attenqits - spasmodic and on 
the whole unsuccessful - to overcome these problems. Masefield, 
Drinkwater and Abercrombie, widely read in drama, were fully 
aware of these and they are major challenges confronting all 
poetic dramatists today.
«• - 3 —
The controversy on the question of whether poetry should 
be put on the stage persists, Drinkwater himself, who 
started as a poetic dramatist, came to the conclusion that 
"verse" cannot be the "staple", of a drama which means to come 
out into the open.^ All three dramatists were aware of the 
challenge of poetic drama. This challenge is particularly 
evident in nineteenth century poetic drama, since one reason 
for its failure was that it was fettered by imitation of 
Elizabethan drama in subject, method and languor. As long 
as poetic dramatists were content to be Imitators, not 
pioneers, poetic drama remained "closet - drama". But once 
all the reasons and the nature of its failure are considered, 
can it be argued that true poetic drama is outmoded, out of 
touch with contemporary life? Do not the failures reveal the 
incapacity of the dramatists rather than flaws in poetic drama? 
While the poetic drasstists imitated the Elizabethan drama, 
they all tended to make the same mistakes. The more individual 
failures - in Wordsworth’s The Borderers^, in Browning’s 
Strafford^ are hopeful signs for poetic drama. But the
1.) J. Drinkwater, Discovery. 1932, p. 817; and see
Preface to Collected Plays. 8 vols, ppVII-IX
2.) W. Wordsworth, The Borderers. 1795 -6
3.) B. Browning, Strafford, produced 1847.
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oonslsteaoy of failure has given the impression of radical 
incapacities in poetic drama. Abercrombie aptly satirises the 
situation: the offending ghost in "Minos And A Ghost" heaps
one more coal of fire on its head by asserting that "drams . . 
is no longer written in poetry but in prose; for who now wants 
to feel the unnamed and useless emotions which poetical rhythms 
can evoke? The serious playgoer demands an art which will 
illumine the practical conduct of life." ^ Recent critics who 
are also poetic dramatists, notably Bottomley^, Abercrombie^, 
Eliot^ and Fry'^, have insisted that poetry and drama not only 
are not opposed, but that their alliance is necessary for the 
highest reaches of drama’s development: -
"Beyond the nameable, classifiable emotions and motives of our 
conscious life when directed towards action - The part of life 
which prose drama is wholly adequate to express - there is a 
fringe of indefinite feeling which we can never completely 
focus." ^ Both Abercrombie and Eliot stress that under certain
1.) L. Abercrombie, Speculative Dialogues. 1913, p.38
2.) G. Bottomley, Mote to Scenes and Plays. 1989, p.188, and
Poetry and the Contemporary Theatre. 1933.
3.) L. Abercrombie, The Function of Poetry in the Drama. 1912.
4.) T.S. Sliot A Dialogue on Dramatio Poetry.
Selected Essays. 1952.
5.) C. Fry, Poetry and the Theatre. 1951, pp 3, B, 10.
6.) T.S. Eliot Poetry and Drama. 1950, p.34.
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conditions man expresses himself rhythmloelly and in 
heightened language; "The human soul, in intense emotion, 
strives to express itself in verse . . . feeling end rhythm 
are related . . .  the tendency of . . . prose drama is to 
emphasise the ephemeral end superficial; if we want to get 
at the permanent and universal we tend to express ourselves 
in verse." ^ It has "always been man’s need to understand 
the world in some rhythmic manner." ^ Poetic drama does not 
seek to Imitate life, hut the "effect which would be produced 
if you perceived with certainty and clarity the grand 
emotional impulse driving all existence." It employs metre 
for this purpose, to give a "form, which is itself a direct 
expression of the emotion which the words enclose”, of the 
"emotional reality." ® The truth of this conception of the 
relatedness of poetry and drama can be tested by nineteenth 
century poetic drams. An examination of representative plays 
reveals that they not only erred in fundamental dramatic 
aesthetics, but that they failed to be dramatic in so far as 
they failed to be poetic.
1.) op. cit., p.40
?..) L. Abercrombie, Science and the World,
Sneoulatlve Dialogues. 1813, p.138.
3.) L. Abercrombie, The Function of Poetry in the Draw#
- 6 -
Among the poetic dramatists, Byron and Beddoes do not 
claim to be dramatists, Beddoes calls % e  Bride* s Tracedv^a 
"poem", without stating the différénoe between a dramatic poem 
end a poetic drama. Byron claims to have laboured to make 
Manfred ® "quite impossible for the stage for which my 
intercourse with Drury Lane has given me the greatest contempt.* 
But his claims are not entirely genuine, from his study of 
nineteenth century drama Professor Allardyce Micoll concludes 
that "no sure distinction is to be made in this time between 
the acted and the unacted drama . . .  Tiiero is an insistent 
necessity for considering these dramas as a class, and for 
endeavouring to estimate their worth as dramas." ®
The acted and the unacted drama, the "poems* and the plays
\(k
intended for the theatre, will be used as valued evidence of 
the nineteenth century poetic dramatists* achievements as 
dramatists and as poets. ^
1.) T.L. Beddoes, The Bride’s Tragedy, praduced 1822.
2.) op. cit. Dedication.
5.) G. Byron, Manfred. produced 1834
4.) Letter to Murray, Feb. 15th, 1617 
(quoted Everyman 3 vols. vol.2. p.3S3.
5.) A. Hicoll, Nineteenth Century Drama y^QO - 50, 1930, p.191,
6.) The plays do not all belong to the nineteenth century by 
date of composition, but those that were produced were 
produced in the nineteenth century.
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It is only when the failures and therefore the challenges 
of these plays are examined that the problems end achievements 
of twentieth century poetic dramatists can be realised. This 
in itself indicates that there is no flaw inherent in poetic 
drama. The similarity of problems facing poetic dramatists then 
and now, and the way in which the failures of nineteenth 
century poetic drama have been rectified and grappled with 
reveals a continuous line of descent.
This is not to deny that a completely new impetus, aad 
bi'sak with the nineteenth century were necessary. Poetic 
draroa continued in the manner of the "cloaet - drama" could 
only have harmed genuine poetic drama. But twentieth century 
poetic dramatists are as acutely aware of the tradition which 
they are to continue as they are sensitive to the fresh impetus 
it received. The lesson of the nineteenth century poetic drams 
seems to be that the shadow of the man Shakespeare lies across 
the path of those who attempt poetic drama. But in this 
century poetic dramatists have turned back to jfillzabethan drama, 
conscious of their tradition and of their responsibility to 
bring it Into touch with ocntemporary lifev
1.) see Chapter II passim.
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Baîllle’s de Monfort ^ (Jealousy) illustrates that a 
postlo drama oan feil to be dramatic in so far as It falls to 
be "poetic", eooorctlnm to Abercrombie’s conception of the poetry 
of a drama embrracing conceptual poetry, tbe "^oale" of the 
characters and, ac one element only, the poetry of lac'ruage.
For It Is in these specifically dramatic aspects of poetry, 
not simply in language, that de Konfort is reak,
Bellile is the poet of her pley in so fer as she perceived 
a "poetry" in the characters end ection which dictated the form 
of the pley end demanded heightened langtœge. She has a strong 
instinct for the broad outlines of character, and for the 
theeti'lcal possibilities of character and of situation. Her 
characters hi?ve some depth, and each of the aaln cheraeters 
has his iaalrtdual tragedy. Yet the total impression is that 
both chereoter and action are oppressed by theme. The 
chsraoters ere self-conscious; they are la a ccaspiracy with 
Baillie to point out the moral. Beilllc attempts to make 
character and action mutually croattr®, hut chance and 
tangential material are introduced to lllustrata the theme 
and precipitate the tragedy. The whole symbolic structure
1.) J. Eaillin, de :^nfort. produced 1800,
ç •*
which. Includes oharacter, eotj.on, and langage, is not 
therefore, on exact «ne Inevitable ltnt;gc of the theme. Neither 
pi*03c nor poetic drama oar. be «ood Srema unless it Is en organic 
whole, but a more thorough and rich development is the 
distinotion of poetic drar®-,, oiaoe poetry has the greater scope 
for concentration and slraultaneoiis multiple action,and thus for 
relatedness and oignificence.'
While poetic dramatista can afford acre chance even less 
than prose drama, it has means, denied to prose, of transporting 
the audionoc to a plane where sveryaajr standards of judgement 
are act exercised. The '’passion" of do .’.ionfort is doubtfully 
and so inartistioally Ignited by chance, moreover the "poetic 
world" ^ of the drama is not tLoxwuihly built in so as to
rg
disarm ooran:on-a..a&c criticism.'
The cla.ructer£ urn not la the "scale'* ^ of poetry. At 
the criae.3 they bieek down, into wooden, "exalted" language.
They cannot speak poetry naturally;-
1.) oes L. ..bercromble, The Theory of Poetry. 1924, pp 203 ff;
Th# Idea of Great Poetry. 1925,pp 39 ff
2.) L. Abercrombie, The poetic world. The Theory of Poetry,
ch VI pp '90 r,c
3.) L. Abercrombie, The Theory of Poetry, p. 199 ani
Ch VI The Poetic .Vorla
4.) L. Abercrombie. The Fanotion of Poetry in the D r a m . p.25C.
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Jane "Then If affection# most unweaned love#
O’ergen ’ fous lùàn hatn mure authority 
\
More rightful power than crown or aceptrc give
I lio coffliaaaol thee • . •
De Monfort Thua let him Kneel WxiO should abased be
f 1 ■.
And at thine honour’d feet confession make#’*'
It is precisely at these crises chut even dellbarnkely 
"poetical" flights are iiicely to be curriW off# chat the 
stoutest champion of prose - drama might allow heightened 
language# For a poetic dramatist to full here is a worse 
fault than to fail to clothe the whole drama# even the more 
prosaic parts, In natural poetry#
BMllie emphasises the divergence from prose without 
impressing^its inevitability'. It is the exact imagiGg of
passions and thoughts which makes that divergence necessary# 
The language of a drama is a dramatisation, is itself action# 
and poetry is a more thorough dramatisation than prose#
The language of de Monfort however, contradicts and 
suspends character and action# The florid rhetoric is not 
simply "literary". It Is designed to be epoken by an actor-
1.) J# Caiilie, m  Monforx IT, 2
- 11’-
mouthpiece, auci kü produce au Imiediate, strong impression 
on tlis audience, but, without being adapted to the characters 
and the requirements ot the play. It achieves ths theatrical 
at ths expense of the dramatic. '
IV. tloiifort has lie good qualities. Baillie makes spccific#lljfl 
dramatic use of Imagery. It is adapted to oiiaracter - De Monfort I 
Is obsessed with ideas of snalces, fiends, darkness, sturms, and j
It is used to creote a sigEificance enveloping the actual events. 
The story of Cain and Abel uadarlies this passage :- |
Jaue "De Monfort, this Is fiend - like, frightful, terrible, 
khot being, by tb’Almighty Father possess’d 
of flesh and blood, created even as thou.
Could in thy breast such horrid tempest make,
(Xff I
Who e«t thyself hie fellow? "
This h i^er significance is especially conveyed by the
oharaoters’ awaraneaa of nature, But the theme - {jealousy;,
gives the impression that the exalted language and Idiosynoracy
come exclusively from madness. Balllie bus not therefore
solved the problem of racking heightened language natural to
ell the ehareeters. The ludicrous language in which the page
answers one of the more prosaic questions, confinas this;—
1.) J. Bel Hie, De Monfort. II 2.
- Ilk-
Lady Ercbcr,’? "Is oho large La. stature?
1 thought at first hsr stature was gigaatia 
But on a near approach I found, in truth,
Sii9 gcarcely does surpass the middle size." ^
Ihis problem has been grapplad with b;y twentieth century
2 3poetic drasiatlsts, particularly hassficld and Abercrombie.
Altuougli the vGXss of Da Confort is poor especially in
falling tc maintain the height aad economy of poetry, it is its
poapouaness and inflexibility which are especially characteristic
of the period;-
üe. monfort "Stand thou erect in native dignity.
And bend to none on earth the suppliant Jcnes 
Though cloth*d in power imperial." *
The inversions and ellipses which ere used to give an 
imprfjBBlon of exaltedness here, do not simply create un- 
dranatlc poetry, but bad poetry and bad gramnar. They leave 
6 gap between the Bpeaker and the emotions expressed.
1.) op. cit. II, 1.
3.) J. iéisefield, The 'rr&gedv of Nan a r 6 Other Playe. 1909.
S.) L. Abercrombie, four Short Flays, 1932.
'rtae Adder. Deserter. The Staircase, 
The ana af the ~world~.
4.) J. Balllie, De Monfort. T. <L.
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It is open to debate whether mr emphasis on ehereoter ^  
ana psyohoio^ii^ aisti.uguishes poetic* drarra or is due to an 
Imitation ot j'ilzabcthan crcmw. This ecjphr-ela in Ue Monfort 
does not siio^ ? an aaurenees that poetic draiia oan dispense with 
outwarâ,y'aysleal action, that it probes to the underlying 
reality.  ^ For Baiilirj not only centMS her drciac in character, 
but ’compensates'** laoic of physical action by melodrama and spectaoli 
He tonfort is a w&r&ing to the twentieth century poatlo dramatist 
that the attempt is entirely ufinecessary, indeed foreign to the 
aim of pcfctlc drama, this weakness aara many nineteenth century 
poetic drames, but soxni dramatists were aware of the danger.
Taylor makes a plea for a **drama which vill enthrall without 
condescending to vulgar claptrap, crawling realism, or the mere 
physical excitement new christened "sensation* although i-tKc 
does not always reinforce it in practice? D’Arc- depends
heavily on spectacle*
The kind of emphasis millle gives to psychology is
1.) L. Abercrombie, The Function c^ f 3?C)et]rTr ;lfi_ tJbje I>TThia*l,
pp 1 y  et pai&lrc.
2.) T. Taylor, The Theatre la England, The Dark Blue.1871.p.8.
3. ) !'• Taylor, Jeanne O’hro, pronuceu 1D71.
— 16 —
Important; it la distinct from Coleridge’s in Osorio ^ and 
iVordsworth’q in The Borderers, which has affinities with the 
*realistic", prose drataa of Granville ~ Bo^er and Ohew ; for 
it does not preclude interest In the character'as character 
and an raan. The emphasis da psyeaalogy, on an inner life, is 
itself «^ilriportaTit; from it some of the conventions
of poetic drams, especially l_c ti.oXilo\ixx^  ana aside, originated. 
The nineteenth century poetic wnich umdc a strong
emotional ana mental conflict th^lr centre, even when they 
beonmf undramatjcally mcial cr f,lu.loaophiu, were nearer to the 
neturp of poetic drmta than the autrauma^ucea history plays.
KnowlcE^Alfred The Croat has \:ne faults incident to 
hlstorlci^l It lacha thf rlgnt hina or complexity; there
l3 e diversion of interest slace hnuwiss nûs not w d e  one of the 
three rraia fIc^rcg or one Issut salient. Ihere is iiO true 
richness because the came passions ar& merely exemplified in 
différant episodes &nd people. Knowieu has net plucked out the 
"passionate heart*' of tnc muxt^r. The uetuil is too great 
for the outliUG.
14 ) b • J ♦ Coloriage* O n o r , ^ronuuL*
2 . )  J . S .  Knowleu, H m l S S - O l S S Î  (o r  P a tr io t . jC ls g )
proouced IBSi,
5.J ». Maseftfia, lotrofuotton T: g | ? , g _ J L v - a i : ? - U j K > £ g .
1 ^ If* I X- • k ♦
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did not dcmsnd poetic form. Knowles*5 
reason for using it appears to be that his material is noble 
and dlstorte^l. Fo îa 1rsplrad by patriotism, not by a strong 
Imaginative conception. Underlying this Is the realisation 
ttat poetio drama domnnds  ^ "serloue" subject; but confusion 
sc to %hal Is ^serious". 3ynge makes the vitel distinction:
"the drama is made "serious" not by the degree with which it 
Is taken up »ith problems that era serious in theT?»elvo8, but 
by the degree in which It gives the nourtsbmcnt, net o?^ay to 
define, on which our icia^jlnations 11?%,
iQ hiatorioui rirai.ia there Is r danger that the use of 
verse will emphasise, not cloac the gap of tire. îiasefielA 
has triea, t&lLhout success, to solve the nrobler in Pomney 
The Jre&t '-j patches end lyrics are ufed to
heighten uaû co bring heme the al tuctl^Cs arcreeding ^^erely
c.
In oreutiiit, « rcjjotoaoss. In IMrGev %n T*:p- OstheaTwl ^
T .b . r il io t  bod a t a "nnntrs l s ty lo" corralttei? n e ith er
to the présent nor t£e past; c- tnosa ’•nodern cotiTersation
uaa txie ’s.ioiialc” ! I'Als "nrntrcl stylr" sneccssfnlly brings
1
1.5 J.ii. Silvia, Preface rn Tiic Tinker» ■« acAllne, 1908.
2.) J. Masefield, fomn'v TUe Croat. 1910.
3.) T.w. iliot, Murfisr In The Cetfaalral, 1935.
4.) T.S, Eliot, Poetry i.nd Drama'. %m 23 > 24,
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home the "contemporary relevance" of the situation.
The verse of Alfred The Great destroys It, The play is 
Isolated in subject end language. Ho vital Impression of 
something larger than the actual events emerges. There is 
nothing remote about a historical eubjeet if the dramatist 
convlnSes us that the characters are potentially our con­
temporaries In the special situation of a period in history; 
if he convinces us of a poetry in their lives which is still 
spoken by the life about us, end uses the full resources of a- 
poetic language in touch with spoken language, to reveal the 
identity. But the characters of Alfred The Great arc bogged 
in the untransmuted externals and facts, they seem intent on 
declaring that they are from a remote ^bme.
On the whole they self-consciously deliver speeches to 
each other, although there are occasional glimmerings of real 
dialogue, where Maude's rough, oollogulal humour leavens the dv/.lD 
stiff rhetoric, A similar comedy of peasant dialogue and of 
situation is used to bring home the contemporary relevance 
of history in Lady Gregory’s The #hlte Oookade;-^
1.) Lady I,A, Gregory, The White Cockade. Irish Folk History
Plays, 1912, see Chapter II, pp4.3>f—
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Alfred "If the game
Maude
Are scarce and shy, I cannot help It.
Out*.
Your aim, I wot, is shy, your labour soantl 
There's game enow, wouldst thou but hunt for them 
And when you find them, hit them*, what expect'st 
Today, for dinner?
Alfred What Heaven sendsl
Maude Suppose
It send us nought?
. . .  See if thou hast the skill 
To watch these cakes the while they toast 
Alfred I'll turn them dame . . .
Maude You'll turn the cakes, forsoothl
As likely thou could'st make the cakes as turn themi" ^ 
There is some dramatic imagery - from the sea, the elements, 
archery - to underline the world in which the characters move. 
But, as often, it is merely a concrete way of argument, and 
does not vitally deepen the whole significance, emotional as 
well asintellectual.
1.) J.S. Knowles, Alfred The Great. II, 3.
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Byron calls Manfrad ^ a "kind of poem in dialogue (in
blank verse) or drama" which he has "rendered impossible for
2
the stage." Although Manfred is not a stage play, the spirit 
of a poetic drama is mors evident here than in plays like 
Alfred The Great which are, technically, better plays.
Manfred is a "tour de force" which demanded poetic form.
It is virtually devoid of physical action, and Manfred is its 
sole character. Byron attempts to drematlb^the reverse of a 
kind of experience which is peculiarly intractable to dramatic 
form - mystical experience. This experience does not normally 
require the ordinary dramatic media - the surfaces of character 
and plot. Yet Byron has given Manfred a beginning, middle and 
end, in the drama in Manfred's soul, and has set this drama 
inside a universal drama, witnessed by a cho&ap audience of 
spirits who regularly impinge on the terrestrial drama:- 
Destiny "The blest are the dead 
Who see not the sight 
Of their own desolation - 
This work of a night -
1.) G. Byron, Manfred. produced 1834.
2.) Letter to Murray Feb,15, 1817(quoted Everyman vol 3 p 363)
“ le -
This wreck of a realm - this deed of my doing,
For ages I’ve done, and shall still be renewing." ^
Ee has given an Illusion of the man Manfred while 
conoentrating entirely on his spiritual drama, and has achieved 
a complete poetic world which we never doubt to be physical and 
actual, although its spiritual reality engrosses us.
The importance of Manfred lies in its expansion of dramatic 
form to epic scope by the use of a drama within a drama, 
narrative eommentary, and choruses of spirits and powers,
Manfred anticipates the great epic-drama of the twentieth 
century - Hardy’s The Dvaasta ^ Abercrombie recognised The 
Dynasts aa a new kind of "armchair" drama, specially adapted 
to man’s Increased faculty for visualizing, end to the modern 
consciousness of man’s relationship to the power which created 
him.®
Abercrombie's own The Sale Of 3aiat Thomas^, with its 
panoramic scenes, interspersed with narrative commentary, 
owes much to The Ovnaste. Both have affinities with Manfred.
1.) Manfred. II, 3.
2.) T. Hardy, The Dvnasta. IPOS - 1908.
3.) L. Abercrombie, Thomas Hardy. 1912, pp 192-6, and Chapter VII
■Me EviVr f n S .  pp 116 ff.
4.) L. Abercrombie, The Sale Of Saint Thomas. 1931.
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Byron has specially chosen the high charge and unlimited 
suggestion of poetry to compass an experience which transcends 
our ordinary laws of experience; and the form of poetic drama 
for its power to dispense with the imitation of the narrower, 
everday reality, and to create an individual world supplying 
and bound by its own criteria. Among twentieth century poetic 
dramatists who have chosen the form for similar reasons are 
^  Abercrombie in The Sale Of Saint Thomas.1 Masefield in his
stylised dramas and T,S. Eliott,
The source to which Byron returns in Oain^^ is a "mystery". 
Masefield has made strenuous attempts to revive the methods of 
mediaeval drama in his stylised drama, notably The ComioK Of 
Christ^, which is in the tradition of The Wisdom That Is Christ.& 
The morality play has been adapted by poetic and prose
1.) op. oit.
2.) J. Masefield, Philip The King. And Other Poems, 1914, 
X. The Trial Of Jesus. 1988.
m e  Coming Of Christ, rfee.
Easter. 1929.
End and Beginning. 1953.
3.)T.S* Eliot, The garniIv Reunion. 1959.
4.)G« Byron, Cain. Ig^TI
5.) J. Masefield The^Coming Of Christ. 1928.
6.) A Morality Of Wisdom >^ ho Is Christ o. 1460. The Macro Plays 
Ed. by F-FurnWal end A. Pollard. 1901
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dramatists; by Masefield In CtoJd Friday by Tests in The 
Hour Glass 2, by Priestley in Johnson Over Jordan by Dunean 
in This Way To The Tomb and by Connelly in Green Pastures 
among ethers,
iffhere Masefield fails is in not malntalaing a complete 
stylisation. This danger is illustrated in Cain where the 
middle act "in the abyss of space" is placed between two 
stageeble acts, and we are not finally committed to either of 
the two worlds.
Byron's Sercanapalus ® is n better made play, but It lacks 
the strong Imaginative unity and economy of Cain end Manfred. 
Byron has imaginatively transmj^ted the bare events into a vital 
significance, but Sardananalus has net the magnitude which 
demands poetic form. The issues are too-clear-cut, and the 
characters have a self-knowledge and wisdom which step outside 
the bounds of the play itself. Byron has exercised too much 
judgement in the conception of his characters, so quenching 
their spontaneity and preventing the kind of Interest which
1.) J. Masefield, Good Friday. 1915.
2.) W.B. Yeats, The Hour Glass, 1903.
3.) J.B. Priestley’i Johnson Over Jordan. 1939.
4.) H. Duncan, This V8ay To The Tomb, 1945.
5.) M. Connelly, Green Pastures. 1930.
6.) G. Byron, Sardaganalus. produced 1834.
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a dramatist should have in his eharaoters - "for better for 
worse." Minor eharaoters - Arbaoes and Belesis - are profile 
characters only, too strictly subordinated to the plot. 
Sardanapalus himself is not a consistently drawn character. It 
is true that each character brings out a different facet of 
Sardanapalus, yet a facet remains unrealised until the close; 
that the gradual change in the attitudes of Myrrha and Salamenes 
to each other is convincing. But there are weak'verras in 
motive, inconsistencies and clumsinesses which must have been 
avoided had Byron's conception been intensely realised and a 
unity. At the close, the introduction of Sardanapalus' wife 
Zarina with the consequent wavering of his love for Myrrha, 
unnecessarily complicates and detracts from the exaltation 
which should accompany his and Myrrha's deaths.
The action is frequently suspended by philosophical 
discussion, and soliloquies are used for meditation which is 
only vaguely relevant. This shows a slackness in dramatic method 
and an interest which exceeds the needs of the drama; the 
soliloquy should take us into the heart and mind of a character 
and show his closest desires.
An attempt to widen the significance of the play by the 
introduction of religious and racial scruples, and discussions 
of gods and astrology is tedious. The culmination of a drama
- 22 -
impresses a unified signiflcanoe which has been built in 
throughout. Because Sardanapalus was not consistently and 
passionately Imagined, or conceived as a unity, the exaltation 
at the close does not seem to be reinforced by the whole play.
Although there is no necessity for Sardanapalus to have 
been written in poetic form, the verse itself is frequently 
good. It has freedom and directness and there is a good to- 
and-fro thrust in the dialogue, qualities which were lacking 
in De Monfort and Alfred The Great;- 
Sardanapalus "What would the slaves?
A king.
And what
Am I then - - - - 
In their eyes a nothing, but 
In mine a man who might be something still.
The railing drunkards, why what would they have? 
Have they not peace and plenty?
Of the first
More than is glorious; of the last far less 
Than the king reeks of.
Whose then is the crime
But the false satraps who provide no better?
Salamenes
Sardanapalus
Salamenes
Sardanapalus
Salamenes
Sardanapalus
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Salamenes And somewhat In the monarch who ne'er looks 
Beyond his palaoe-walls - - - - " ^
\ o
Lytton's The Duchess De La Yalliere is a romantic, 
religious drama with a moral, hut the moral issue is not 
allowed to over shadow the drama. The four "conversions" 
and the "commentary" spring from individual characters, and 
from the inter-action of character and plot.
The minor characters are weak. Lauzan and Madame de 
Montespan are puppets, but we believe in their reactions to 
Louise De La Valli^re. Even Bragelone is at times a mechanical, 
cruel prig. Lytton has in fact expended all his force on the 
two central characters, Louise and Louis, and they come vividly 
to life. The situation is frankly melodramatic and Lytton 
exploits every opportunity to harrow our feelings. Neverthe­
less the relationship of Louis and Louise is drawn with skill 
and power, and the central conflict is intensely realised.
The verse of The Duchess De La Yalliere is an advance
on Baillle's De Monfort and Knowles' Alfred The Great; its 
fluency is surely lost, and the rhythm is not perpetually and 
designedly remote from living speech. Although it has not the
1.) G. Byron, Bardanapalus. 1,2. \
2.) E.G. Bulwer-Lytton, The Pushess De La Yalliare. produced
1837.
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transparency of dramatic verse, and still calls attention to 
itself as verse, it reinforces the drama, and very rarely 
dislocates the thoughts and feelings from the characters.
Much of the verse is merely pleasant; occasionally it begins 
to grip, although still la an obviously Tpoetical? manner:- 
Bragelone "The shelter for mine age
The hope that was the g a m e r  for affection 
The fair and lovely tree, beneath whose shade 
The wearied soldier thought to rest at last.
And watch life's sun go calm and cloudless down 
Smiling the day to sleep - all, all lie shatter'dl" ^ 
Occasionally there is good satiric verse :- 
Lauzun "Art has grown my nature.
And if I see green fields or ill-dressed people,
I cry "How artificial*" With me, "nature"
Is "Paris and Versailles". The word, "a man"
Means something noble, that one sees at court.
Woman* s the thing Heavenmade made for wearing
trinkets
And talking scandal*. That's my state of naturel 
You'll like it soon." ^
1.) E.G. Bulwer-lytton, The Duchess De La Yalliere. II, 2,
2.) op. oit. III.
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There are oooasional lapses into pompous, inflexible speech, 
but it is significant that the servant, Bertrand, who Is drawn 
in swiftly and sympathetically, speaks verse as naturally as 
Louis
Bertrand; "What news for my good darnel i faith I'm glad 
I was the first to learn the secret. So 
This year a wife « next year a boyl I'll teach 
The young rogue how his father clove the dutchrasn 
Down to the chin', Ha, hal old Bertrand now 
Will be of use again on winter nights 
I know he'll be the picture of his father." ^
It is not to the point that this is frankly sentimental.
What is important is the fluency and approximation to living 
speech and speech is rhythms. The problem of endowing all the char­
acters of a play naturally with verse was overcome by some nine­
teenth century poetic dramatists. Taylor's 'Twixt Axe And Grown 
has a measure of success. The verse is natural to the daughter 
of the Tower warder, it is adapted to individual characters 
Clcilv "Oh, yes, I wait on all
That lodge on the lieutenants, and - oh Edward- 
lord, I mean, it breaks my heart sometimes,
1.) E.G. Bultsfer-Lytton, The Duchess De La Yalliere. I 3.
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Just when I've learnt to love some gentle lady 
She's taken hence - to Tower green . . . .
And now the Lady Elizabeth - that's as easy 
To love as Lady Jane, who knows but soon 
They'll come for her? She uses to walk here
Maybe if you stand by you'll chance to see her." ^
It is not surprising to find Taylor asserting that "every 
drama submitted to the Judgement of audiences should be prepared 
to encounter that of a reader." ^ Some dramatists even made
rustics the chief characters of their poetic dran»s and
introduced dialect as in the opening of Gilbert's Engaged ® and
Jone^rGrace Mary f The latter is comparable with Synge's
Riders To The Sea and Masefield's The Tragedy of Nan, from 
this point of view. Jones takes an apparently sordid incident 
from life on the North Cornish Coast, and raises from it the 
tragedy and a sense of exaltation. He makes use of an illusion 
of grim everyday reality, but the play turns on the appearance 
Grace Mary's ghost, and the realism of Cornish speech is ^
submitted to poetic intention
1.) T. Taylor, 'Twixt Axe And Crown, produced 1870, III, 2
2.) T. Taylor Preface to Historical Dramas. 1877.
3.) W.S. Gilbert Engaged, produced 1877.
4.)\A\A. Jones, Grace Mary, produced 1695.
5.) J.M. Synge, Riders To The Sea. 1904,
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Nlok "There’s evil in me - I know it well, when I’m away
from hur, sims to me, I’m moast oal evil. But when I 
do come anigh to hur, hur du quicken the gudeness in me 
into a flame, an’ I’m moast oal gude. Isaac, I’ve come 
back to hev a new life with hur, vor my own der wife. 
Daun't ee part us, I’ll change from thez hour."
The problem of endowing all the cMracters of a play with 
poetic language has become crucial since the "realistic" prose 
play. Storm Jameson goes to the root of the problem when she 
denies the peasant a place in serious dram^ prose or poetic; 
but she bases her denunciation on Masefield* s poetic drama 
The Tragedy Of Nan, in which Masefield achieves a large measure 
of success, and on Abercrombie’s fine poetic play Deborah.^
"It la possible that the average peasant ought not to be 
set talking by dramatist or poet except in the way of light 
comedy . . . When we have forgiven Wordsworth The Idiot Bov . 
and the aesthetic heresy, we find it hard to forgive him that 
he set the door ajar for the garrulous midwives, the earthy 
philosophers, sham mystics, impassioned degenerates, and foul 
mouths of naturalist imagination, y/
1.) L. Abercrombie, Deborah. Oliver Elton conjectures that
Deborah was started in 1908, finished late 
1909 or early 1910, see Elton, Lasoelles 
Abercrombie. 1939|pi7,
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The Imagery of The Duchess De La %lli#re has vital 
dramatic functions. At the opening, the nature of the play 
is concentrated into an image. This concentrated foreshadowing 
we now associate especially with Shakespeare’s drama;)
"Some natures take from Innocence the lore 
Experience teaches; and their delicate leaves 
Like the soft plant, shut out all wrong, and shrink 
From vice by instinct, as the wise by knowledge." ^
This image is iterative, which testifies to the unity and 
strength of the conception. It is unusual in Nineteenth 
century poetic drama, which is marked by decorative, envolved 
imagery, and a profusion of images "for the nonce". The 
iterative imagery reveals the attitudes of the characters and 
marks changes in them;- 
Louis at last sees Louise as a
"Violet, shrinking in the modest shade 
until transplanted to this breast - to haunt 
The common air with odours . . .  2
%
Louise sees herself as a "lowly flower" in the sunshine of 
royal favour.
1.) E.G. Bultftfer-Lytton, The Duchess De La Yalliere. I 1.
2.) op. cit. Y 5
3.) op. oit. Ill 2.
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Wordsworth's The Borderers leaves the final impression 
that the psychology and philosophy probe too deep to be fully 
borne out by the play, or summed up in rounded characters.
The psychology is acute, but the figures lack the surfaces 
of character. What at first appears to be growth of character, 
is depth of psychological analysis; in reality more of the 
characters is reoVcatl^ and explained.
The mental reaction of one charactef to another is 
convincing, so is the logical sequence of action from psychology 
and motive; but there is little impact of one flesh and blood 
character and action. The hand of the puppeteer is painfully 
obvious.
This danger is not peculiar to poetic drama, but more 
likely to affect it since it concentrates on an inner life 
and the chief action lies in the poetry itself. It faces two 
of the foremost poetic dramatists of today - Eliot and Fry, 
neither of whom has been entirely successful in dealing with it. 
The bare bones of psychology show through in The Cocktail 
Party 1, particularly in Celia. In Fry's Venus Observed 2 
the plot is trivial and the characters almost mathematically
1.) T.S. Eliot, The Cocktail Party. 1949.
2.) C. Fry, Venus Observed. 1950.
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plotted out yet the whole is made to obtrude a deep symbolism. 
It is, paradoxically, the plot or surfaces of story, which, 
however flimsy, far from proving an obstacle, fix and guide 
our attention to deeper issues.
The Borderers demanded poetic form because of the 
intensity of its conception, and because the action moves 
in recesses of the mind and spirit. Poetic drama with its 
power of dispensing with outward signs, of substituting 
illusion for imitation, is specially fitted to compass this 
kind of material. But Wordsworth has not relied on poetry 
or drama. He has given equal scope to the psychologist.
He is not content to sum up in a phrase, to leave character 
and action to comment on each other. He has merely utilised 
dramatic form. He analyses the characters and action in 
dramatic terms in order to come to grips with a problem 
himself. Thus the characters themselves excel in analysis, 
and Wordsworth has recourse to a number of agents who exist 
merely as pawns on the psychological chessboard.
The chief weakness of The Borderers springs from the 
fact that Wordsworth's judgement and moral sense were too 
involved to allow his characters and action spontaneous growth. 
He was prompted by humanitarian instincts, not by a true
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sense of tragedy, or the dramatist's intimate yet flkjeotive 
interest in bis characters. The morbid, protracted discussions 
compel us to exercise our judgement not to submit to an 
aesthetic experience.
Its strength is in the high quality of much of the verse. 
Highly significant is the attempt to close the gulf between 
poetry and prose - particularly the prose of everyday speech 
Idonea "That dismal moor -
In spite of all the larks that cheered our path 
I never can forgive it.
. . .  I spied a covert wall'd and roofed with sods 
A miniature: belike some shepherd-boy
Who might have found a nothing-doing hour 
Heavier than work, raised it." ^
Originally Wordsworth wrote;-
"Some shepherd's boy raised it half in sport 
To cheat the lazy time and half to screen him 
From rain and the bleak mind."
The compound and the colloquialism are not at home here, 
but the instinct prompting their use is sound. Wordsworth 
sought for one vital word to condense and animate the detail.
1.) W. Wordsworth, The Borderers. I.
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Abercrombie, & champion of the use of colloquialisms in 
poetry, stresses the need for their judicious placing. ^ 
There is an undramatic completeness about many of the 
speeches. But frequently there is a remarkable freedom and 
illusion of spontaneous colloquial speech;- 
Beggar "Angry1 well he might
And long as I can stir I'll dog him - yesterday 
To serve me so, and knowing that he owes 
The best of all he has to me and mine.
But 'tis all over now - That good old Lady 
Has left a power of riches; and I say it,
If there's a lawyer in the land, the knave 
Shall give me half." ^
The Borderers has little imagery ; where it occurs it 
is used chiefly for argument. But some passages have the 
pregnancy and economy of imagery:- 
Oswold "Action is transitory « a step, a blow
The motion of a muscle - this way or that - 
•Tis done, and in the after - vacancy 
We wonder at ourselves like men betrayed;
1.) L. Abercrombie, ColloQuial Language In Literature. 1931.
2.) W. Wordsworth, The Borderers. I.
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Suffering is permanent, obscure and dark,
And shares the nature of infinity," ^
There is an undercurrent of implied imagery here which 
is fused with the thought and passion* This possibly 
indicates a breaking away from the patently unravelled and 
decorative imagery in which many nineteenth century poetic 
dramatists endeavoured to imitate the Elizabethan drama; 
and a movement towards the interpenetration of imagery, 
thought and passion.
It is significant that parts of Coleridge's Osorio ^ 
were included in the Lyrical Ballads of 1798, Many of the 
speeches in Osorio are complete in themselves. It is also 
significant that Osorio has the sub-title "Remorse". For 
Coleridge, as for Wordsworth, the philosophy is more 
important than its dramatic formulation; the plot is in­
sufficient to uphold the sentiments and philosophy. Because 
the moral moved Coleridge strongly, he attempted an "exalted" 
poetic form. But his moral preoccupation led to the 
undisciplined emotion and language which mar many nineteenth 
century poetic dramas, Coleridge could not confine his
1.) op. oit. III.
2.) S.T. Coleridge, Osorio. 1797, produced as Remorse. 1813.
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feeling to the limits and requirements of each individual 
character: Osorio lacks the objectiveness of drama,
Buillie unwisely attempted a series of dramas illustrating 
the "passions".^ She achieved some success because of her 
strong sense of the theatre, and of the broad outlines of 
character. This Coleridge lacked. The knowledge shown in 
Osorio is of man, not of men; the interest is In mental, 
unseen action Illustrating a philosophy, not in an imaginative 
conception which only exists in terms of the dramatic 
embodiment. Coleridge shows no conception of the difference 
between an exhibition of the working of a mind, end an 
illusion of character.^
Although he has a gift for dramatic poetry be cannot 
make poetry spring naturally and individually from his 
characters. All the oliaracters speak alike, Coleridge is 
uneasy in dramatic form; the characters therefore feel the 
burden of putting us into possession of the facts 
Zulimez "You have thrice told already
The years of absence and of secrecy 
To which a forced oath bound you." ®
1.) J. Saillie, flays OaJ%e_#salqas*_ in 3 series.
1789, 1802, IBIS.
2.) See L. Abercrombie, The Idea Of Great Poetry. pl93 ff.
Thomas Hardy, pp 218-219,and p 32 ff,
3.) S.T, Coleridge, Oaorlo. 1,1.
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TJie effort to express himself through the discipline 
of dramatic form makes Coleridge frequently write not 
simply undramatic poetry, hut bad poetry verging on the 
ridiculous:-
Ordoriio "This,then,is my reward* And I must love her?
Scorn'd’. Shudder'd at. Yet love her still?
ïea. Yes.
By the deep feelings of Revenge and Kate
I will still love her - woo her - win her tool
(il pause) Isidore safe and silent and the portrait
Found on the wizard - he, belike, self-poieon'd
To escape the crueller flames - my soul shouty
triumph.
The mine is  undermin'd I  Blood*. Bloodl Blood I 
They thirst for thy bloodi thy bloodi Ordoniol ^
The impression of undramatic enervation is not simply 
due to the punctuation of the play when read.
T.S. Eliot has shown that rhetoric has a vital function 
in drama especially when it is used by characters who are 
consciously dramatising themselves. 2 But in Osorio all the 
characters constantly dramatise themselves in pompous
1.) op. cit. Ill 2 ^
2.) T.S. Eliot, "Rhetoric* And Poetic Drano, Selected Essaya
1953.
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language because Coleridge cannot himself bring them to life. 
Their self-oonsoiousness is Coleridge's own, and it prevents 
the objectlveness of drsmc. The laa^;uage does not therefore 
dramatise the thoughts and passions and the characters; it 
dislocates them. It cannot convince us of its power to create 
reaction.
Coleridge attempts to produce the general effect of drama 
without a oraftman's knowledge or use of its means. Frequently 
his rhetoric gives a general impression of great passion and 
conflict having been experienced, although the language itself 
does not verbally create them. This failure is due to a high 
appreciation of drama, such as is shown by Coleridge and Lamb, 
which often prevents the perception of a drama as a "thing made", 
relying on a meticulous symbolic structure.
It is significant that the quality of the poetry rises in 
soliloquies where there is no need tooreste contact with other 
characters 5-
Alvar "And this place my forefathers made for maul 
This is the process of our love and wisdom 
To each poor brother who offends against us.
Most innocent, perhaps - and what if guilty? 
la this our only cure? Merciful God.
Each pore end natural outlet shrivell'd up.
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By Ignorance and parching poverty.
His energies roll back upon bis heart
And stagnate and cormpt, till, changed to poison,
They break out on him, like a lotheaome plaguespot*** 1 
There is no reason why Osorio should have the form of a 
poetic drama. Coleridge’s primary aim was to enforce a moral. 
This he achieves, but it is not vitally connected with the 
progress of the play, or with any ahapeliness of form, and it
is clothed in the barest outlines of character and action*
o
Lamb’s John A’oodvil " is a moral hietorloal drama which 
falls to make either its moral or Its history Interesting or 
dramatic. Poetry is used because Lamb le an ardent admirer 
of the Elizabethan and Jacobean drama, and because he imagined 
that a drama placed In the post-Restoratlon period required 
an older oast of language. ,
The play opens promisingly. Larib allows his moral 
purpose to accomodate a sympathetic scene of the sottish 
retainers. Thenceforward the action end character ore drawn 
in patent black and white in strict obedience to a moral 
purpose. Even where there is vital action in character, drama 
cannot easily dispense with a, rudimentary plot. John Æoodvil
1.) 6.T. Coleridge, Usorio. V 1.
2.) C. Lamb, John Soodvil. 1802.
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is devoid of character and shows extreme poverty of invention.
It is not that ^raorals^ or a moral idea are unsuitable material 
for drama, but that here they have not been submJ.tted to the 
purpose# of poetic drama which is not pi’ii;srily "tn instia^t-, 
but to give an aesthetic experience simultaneously quickening 
a moral sense.
In John Woodvil. es in Knowles’ Alfred The Great, the 
verse cuts off the historical material, whereas a truly dramatic 
use of poetry obliterates time distinctions, or gives an illusion 
of past time without severing it from the present. The 
nineteenth century poetic drama is net without its successes.
In Gilbert’s PvRimllon And G&lathea.^ the language is in touch 
with living language and the delightful comedy and fantasy at 
one with the verae:-
Leuoinne "In truth I hardly know. I’m new at it;
I’m but a soldier. Could I fight my way 
Into 6 maiden’s heart...But to talk and sigh 
And whisper pretty things, I can’t do that;
I tried It, but I stammered, blushed and failed.
My^ine laughed at me - but, bless her heart,
1.) W.S. Gilbert, Pygmalion And Calathce. produced 1871.
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She knew my meaning, and she pulled me throughl** ^ 
But this btsv^ i^ng of the time «"gap, and bringing of material 
into touch with contemporary life lies as much in the treatment 
of the material as In the rerse. One of the most hopeful signs 
for poetic drama is the unabashed attempt at a comedy of 
situation, and witty, colloquial dialogue. Gilbert treats his 
verse play in the same robust spirit as prose playi Alfred 
The Great is a self-conscious poetic drama, and its humofous
K
soenes appear thin beside fvamalion And Oalathea.
Jones in the prologue to The Tempter ® bide ue 
"Leave social maladies to be redressed 
In Nature* s surgery, by her wise knife 
. . .  close ears,
close eyes, awaken in long-past lovely years."
This it is true, is ironic. It is the theme of the play 
that the devil is as active then as now. But Jones* verse is 
flexible and in touch with contemporary life, while it 
convinces us that we are in "long-past lovely years." Once 
more it is the treatment of the material as well as the 
language which u»kes the drama "contemporary." Jones so 
frankly discusses sexual sin and hypocrisy, that one member
1.) op. cit. I
2.) H.A. Jones, The Tempter, produced 1893.
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a contemporary audience denounced It as "perfectly outrageous.*^ 
Jones carries into his poetio drama some of the qualities of 
"realistic" drama - a timely and significant more which 
anticipates the revival of poetio drama,^ He brings 
psychology anda vein of coarse humour into the play. His 
moral purpose does not necessitate unrelieved seriousness; 
to the devil he gave "certain words and expressions which are 
not usually heard in drawing-rooms." ®
It is refreshing to find in Shelley a dramatist who 
intends The Cenci * for the stage and eonstruots his play 
accordingly. The preface shows Shelley’s sound conception 
of the nature of all drama, and his reasons for choosing 
poetic form anticipate the theory of one of the ablest 
advocates of poetio drama in the twentieth century - Lascelles 
Abercrombie. In his choice of the subject of incest which 
is specially intractable to dramatic representation, Shelley 
demonstrates Abercrombie*s idea that any subject is "poetic."^ 
He shows that poetio drama has special means of compassing
1.) H.A. JOnes, preface to The Tempter. 1893.
2.) see Chapter II pp Hîf ff, ^  ■
3.) H.A. Jones, preface to the Tempter. 1893.
4.) P.B. Shelley, The Cenci. produced 1886.
5.) see L. Abercrombie, Ihe Theory Of Poetry, pp 49 - 50.
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intractable material; he uses it to "increase the ideal and 
diminish the actual horror of the events", thatia to 
transport us beyond the evil, the chaos, and the Judgements 
of everyday life in the plane of sheer delighted experience. 
Shelley stresses that he is not concerned with a "moral 
purpose", but with the aesthetic experience which comes from
the exhibition of the "poetry which exists in these
cri
tempestuous sufferings and enviee", which mitigates the "moral 
deformity from which they spring." Implicit in this statement 
is Abercrombie's distinction between a moral and a moral 
effect which inevitably follows from the forming of the chaos 
and evil of life into a meaning order and beauty of form. ^ 
Shelley's use of the word "poetry" in a wider sense than lan­
guage anticipates Abercrombie's phrases "conceptual poetry" ^ 
and the "scale" of poetry, ®
Shelley goes to the root of poetic drama, and of its 
failings in the nineteenth century when he claims that The 
Cenci has no"mere poetry"*, for he implies the essential 
relatedness of poetry end drama. In Knowlle»\ Alfred The Great
1.) See L. Abercrombie, The Art Of tordsworth. 1953.pp lo6-114.
2.) L. Abercrombie, Thomas Hardy, p. 188.
3.) L. Abercrombie, The Function Of Poetry In The Drama, p.256.
4.) P.B. Shelley, Preface to The Cenci. 1619.
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and Baillie's De Monfort much of the Imagery could have been 
dispensed with, and the pompous language created a gap 
between the speakers and the emotions and thoughts they 
expressed. Absolute I’elatedness and significance marks the 
verse of The Cenci. Ite language is itself action, drama­
tising minutely the passions and thoughts. The imagery is 
a commentary enveloping the play with a wider significance.
It stresses the reversal of the normal, the good, the 
accepted;- the body is a prison, blood flecks the heavens, 
sunshine is black. It underlines the world in which the 
characters move, and the individual world of each character; 
death is ever present ^  Beatrice, but after her father’s 
murder, she feels identified with light and air. There are 
cycles of iterative imagery - from extreme anguish and 
nightmare, from religion, from the father-child relationship, 
which plot the characters' growth of mind, their preoccupations 
and decisions. The only cases where the imagery is less 
obviously integral, are Giacomo's meditations on the candle 
lighting his room ^ and Beatrice's description of the 
on the way to the castle at Petrella But here the oharaotes
1.) op. oit. 3L.t.
2.) op. cit. in ,
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are groping their way, by Imagery, to a decision their minds 
oannot otherwise formulate, and the imagery in each case 
depends on a parado^y^inherent in the subject of incest and 
parricide and fooi&ed by the actual object. Imagery from a 
re-enacted war between hell and heaven, from microcosm and 
macrocosm, creates a sense of larger, non-human issues and 
spectators.
Although The Cenci is related to nineteenth century
melodrama by its theme and its theatrical strengths,
particularly the banquet, trial and prison scenes, Shelley
stresses that the action lies in Beatrice's soul. In fact
the chief physical action about which the play revolves -
incest - is merely adumbrated (and possibly over-blurred.)
The Cenci illustrates how poetic drama dispenses with ou+ivarj,
signs and the narrower everyday reality, not by neglecting
them, but by giving an illusion of their having been imitated
I
while it concentrates on the inner and eternal.
When The Cenci is considered as nineteenth century 
poetic drama, perhaps Shelley's most important statement in 
the preface is that he used the "real language of men in 
general." The idea of allying such language with poetio 
drama was foreign to the majority of nineteenth century poetic
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dramatists. By the "real language of men in general",
Shelley does not mean a reproduction of the coarseness and 
inoonsequentialities of everyday language, but an avoidance 
of an "over-fastidious and leasned choice of words." The 
majority of poetic dramatists conceived poetry as constantly 
and automatically exalted, ' exempt from the intelligibility of 
everyday speech. Shelley aims at richness only through 
dramatic fitness and comprehensibility; it is the great passim 
portrayed which "raises the low" and"levels to the com­
prehension that, which is lofty."
Possibly too much emphasis has been placed on bringing 
poetry into touch with everyday speech, and not enough 
emphasis on raising everyday speech to the pitch of poetry. 
Christopher Fry has stressed the need for both in his drama, 
and in "Poetry And The Theatre." Both the "lowbst Common 
Multiple between poetry and conversation", and the "Highest 
Common Factor . . .  the point to which common speech can be 
heightened without losing its identity" are necessary to 
poetio drama. The nineteenth century poetic dramatists
 :  — ^ ------------------
l ^ -L. Abercrombie. The Functkn Qf Poetgy Jn The Drama
4.) C. Fry "Poetry And^TTte Theatre", p 8.
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placed too much emphasis on "poetical" verse divorced from 
everyday speech. la the drama of T,S. Eliot there is a 
tendency to over-atress the "krwrst Common Multiple" between 
poetry and conversation.
In The Cenci the oolloqaialisias are subordinated to the 
spirit of poetry, in keeping with the individual characters 
and the character of the whole drama 
Camlllo "That matter of the murder is hushed up
It needed all my interest in the conclave 
To bend him to this point." ^
There is a remarkable illusion of everyday language; - 
Cenci "So the next day his wife and daughter came
And asked if I had seen him; and I smiled.
2
I think they never saw him any more."
The Cenci is good theatre, a good drama, and a good 
poetic drama. But it has one serious flaw - Bunti’icc'e 
justification of the murder, and her treatment cf the murderers 
The exaltation of the close is made to depend on a deliberate 
paltering with the values implied througixout, and on a 
blurring of Beatrice’s character. Although this impresses
1.) P.B, Shelley, The Cenci. £ 1.
2.) op.cit. V 1.
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the central paradox of the justification of parricide by the 
cause of incest, it appears to come from Shelley’s private 
philosophy, instead of being validly drawn from the play. 
This blurring ia effective theatre, but it mars The Cenci as 
drama, A sliuilar situation and method is found in some 
Jacobean dramas “ from which Shelley perhaps learnt them. 
There, however, they are reinforced by the vision of life 
shown throughout the dramas; the paltering la full-blooded. 
In The Cenci it savours of dramatic juggling, and Beatrice 
is too entangled in her own character to carry it off.
In his dedication of The Bride's Tra»;ed,v. Beddoes says 
that it is a "poem" written exclusively for the closet, ^
The "poem" is unsuited to the stage, and Beddoes commits 
every fault possible to the dramatist. The Bride's Tragedy 
has no characterisation; it is heavy with melodrama based 
on a series of unconvincing mistakes, and a sense of tragedy 
is prevented by the impression of sheer waste. There is no 
vital interaction of character and plot^ and the poetry is 
frequently elaborated, for itself, without forwarding the
1.) See J. Webster, The White Devil. 1612, and
J, Middleton. The Changelink. 1622,
2.) Dedication of The Bride’s Tragedy, produced 1822.
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play.
Nonetiieleas this ’’poem*’ has the authentic ring of poetic 
drama. There ia a large, staple, tragic marshalling
the whole, with a deep sense of irony, which never becomes 
explicit. In spite of much that is florid and stained, there
A
is a restrained passion which saves the play from ’^rant^.
This Is evident in the scene between Hesperus and the 
bereaved mother of Florimel,^
Although the verse of The Bride* s Traaedy is weak as 
dramatic verse, and the craftsmanship is faulty, the play 
gives the impression that its oonoeption demanded poetio 
form. The verse has an occasional fluency and sureness:- 
Hesperus "All I know of death
Is that*twill come. I have seen many die 
upon the battle-field, and watched their lips 
At the final breath, pausing ia doubt to hear 
If they were gone: I have marked often times
Their pale eyes fading in the last blue twili^t. 
But none could speak the burning agony.
None told his feeling. I ne'er dreamed I died
O
Else might I guess the torture that attends it,"
1.) T.L.Beddoes, The Bride's Tragedy. V.2.
2.) op. oit. V,4.
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It Is the occasional appearance of verse like this which 
must have prompted Christopher Hassall’s statement that 
Beddoes achieved "an almost perfect adaptation of a conven- 
tlonal Terse-form to the exlgeaoies of contemporary speech."
It Is significant that Beddoes* iimgination takes fire
from the theme of death. This theme and the potential scope
of his vision lin% Beddoes with the Jacobean dramatists.
Tennyson did not eonoeive 9,uaen Mary ^ in the spirit of 
poetry. His historical and dramatic instincts were at war, 
and the lack of a central motive, and the episodic progress 
of the drama show that the historic instinct triumphed.
The play has its good points. There is some dramatic imagery.
The first member describes how he
"Watched a hive of late
My seven-years* friend was with me, my young boy.
Out crept a wasp, with half the swarm behind 
Philip says he . . . "  and this provokes the other 
members of the Commons to discuss the marriage of Mary and 
Philip in the same imagery. This imagery arises naturally
1.) C. Hassell, Note to Christ's Comet. 1937.
2.) A. Tennyson, ttueen Mary, produced 1876.
3.) A. Tennyson, ftueen Mary. III.3.
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and suddenly focuses the feelings of dissentlon far better
r
than the protracted exhibition of wangling peers. Moreover
A
It is well placed, before the entrance of the queen, and the 
declaration of amity between Mary, Philip and the Pope. This 
true dramatic instinct appears only spasmodically.
Queen Mary has some fine descriptions in good dramatic 
verse, many small scenes vividly etched with telling detail:- 
"Here was a young mother.
Her face in flame, her red hair all blown back.
She shrilling "Wyatt", while the boy she held 
Mimick'd end piped her, "Wyatt" as red as she 
In hair and cheek, and almost elbowing her.
So close they stood, another, mute as death.
And white as her own milk." ^
But the vividness of the detail is too much for the whole. 
Tennyson, like Browning, loves detail for its own sake, and 
his power to invest every slightest detail with dramatic 
significance carries its own warning.
The verse is fluent and flexible, and frequently its 
rhythm is very close to living speech:-
1.) op. cit. II.2.
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Bagenhall "Seventeen - and knew eight languages - in music 
peerless - her needle peerless, and her learning 
Beyond the churchmen; yet so meek, so modest
So wife-like, humble to the trivial boy
H.3 ,
% i s  match'd with her for policy. I have heard
She would not take a last farewell of him
She fear'd it might unman him for his end.
She could not be unmann'd - no, nor outwoman'd
f I
Seventeen - a rose of grace. "
Although.the verse absolutely dramatises the thoughts 
and passions of the speaker, it is undramatio since it is 
not used solely for forwarding the drama. It elaborates the 
significance, especially the emotional significance, beyond 
the needs of the drama, instead of allowing the action and 
characters, and the fact of the whole play, to speak for 
themselves. This inability to allow the play to speak for 
itself characterises nineteenth century poetic drama. It 
is due to lack of objectivity end of trust in dramatic media. 
Tennyson has not distinguished between the methods of the 
novel and the drama. This failure was perhaps fostered by 
the achievements in the novel. Just as no vital distinction
1.)op. cit. III.1.
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was made between poetio and prose drama, so, at least in 
practice there was confusion as to the distinct methods of 
narrative and drama. Jones, however, makes an admirably clear 
distinction. "There ia scarcely an English poet or man of 
letters of the present passing generation, who has not given 
much valuable leisure to teach English dramatists how not to 
write a play." He is conscious of the need for objectivity, 
and for the union of literature and drama. The dramatist has 
"to be, to impersonate, to speak, not with his own voice or 
manner or opinions, but to strip himself bare of every 
distinctive literary grace," Drama must be "dramatic and 
impersonative, not descriptive, and . . .  written in such 
language as can be immediately seized by the most stupid boy 
in the gallery." 1 The ascendancy of the novel is complete 
in this century, but there is greater awareness of the 
distinct natures of out-forms. Masefield,^ Drinkwater ® 
and Abercrombie * in particular have devoted critical work 
to distinctions between the novel, epic, drama, and poem.
1.) H.A. Jones, Preface to The Tempter. 1893.
2.) J. Masefield, *Playwriting?, Recent Prose. 1932.
3.) J, Drinkwater, Swinburne. An Estimate. 1913, and
Introduction to Morris* The Life And 
Death Of Jason. 1910.
4.) L. Abercrombie. The Erie: bornas Hardy.
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Masefield has not always distinguished them in practice,! 
from lack of power, and Abercrombie, in The Sale Of Saint 
Thomas^, has deliberately combined them*
Browning’ a The Blot In The Scutoheoa ^ opens promisingly 
)üo^ï>a$tie. on an admirable/tragedy* The scene creates a momentum, and
'IjUt
vf^ cUyy^  prepares the entrance of the chief characters, who are
speedily distinguished against the full background* The play 
develops inevitably and organically from this initiation*
Yet, even in the first scene, the power to invest the 
smallest detail with dramatic significance carries its 
warning; the detail tends to obscure the main lines, and 
claims interest for itself* The dialogue is frequently clogged 
with detail, the imagery complicates and fosters idiosyncracy, 
instead of deepening the whole significance. This confirms 
that Browning has a strong dramatic instinct, but that his 
interests are not entirely those of a dramatist* Although 
the imagery is dramatic, it proceeds chiefly by analytic, 
detailed argument; it is not of the profoundly dramatic kind 
which is dynamic and pervasive:-
1.) See I* Masefield, Good Friday, 1915, and
A Kj.ng’8 Daughter, 1923.
2.) L* Abercrombie, The Sale Of Saint Thomas, six acts, 1931* 
3*) R. Browning, ?he Blot In The Scutcheon» produced 1843.
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"But I . . .  to hope that from a line like ours 
No horrid prodigy like this would spring,
Were just as though I hoped that from these old 
Confederates against the sovereign day,
Children of older and yet older sires.
(Whose living coral berries dropped, as now 
On me, on many a baron’s surcoat once
on many a beauty’s wimple) would proceed
No poisott-tree, to thrust from Hell its root 
Hither and thither its strange snaky arms." !
The exaltation of the close is drawn from the actual 
events. But it ia here, not throughout, that Browning makes 
a "palpable design" on us:-
"Vengeance is God’s not man’s."
This moral, it is true, is illustrated in the play, but
it does not impress us as the focal point. If this is the
culmination, it has not been sufficiently built into the play, 
The play itself impresses a web of inevitably cross-cutting 
loyalties, such as in Galsworthy’s Xioyaltiaa*^ Hb neat
1.) R. Browning, The Blot In The Scutcheon. III.l.
2.) J. Galsworthy, Loyaltie8._,1932.
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epigram can sum up the sense of tragic irony accompanying 
this cross-cutting of loyalties.
The quality of the verse is high. Where it falls it is 
not in dramatic or poetic power, but because of Browning’s 
interest in the workings of the mind, in detail for itself:- 
Austin "I’d not think that all was safe
Because my lady's brother stood my friend . . .
I would have prayed the brother, "Speak this speech 
For Heaven’ a sake urge this on her - put in this - 
Forget not, as you’d save me, t’other thing 
Then set down what she says, and how she looks 
And if she smiles,"and (in an under-breath)
"Only let her accept me, and do you
And all the world refuse me, if you dare." !
Its chief strength is its intellectual vivacity which 
makes for good dialogue and for language which is itself 
action.
The Blot In The Scutcheon shows that Browning has skill 
in craftsmanship, and some of the greatest qualities of a
dramatist. He has a deep insight into the mind, and great
1.) R. Browning, The Blot In The Scutcheon, 1.2.
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sympatay with all his charaotera. He has a gift for vital, 
oharaoteristio dialogue which creates reaction and action, 
and for passionate utterance. He has an instinct for the 
dramatic in speech, character and action, and the ability to 
hold in unity a mass of detail.
In Strafford there are not unqualified strengths. Although 
the material could not be in a different order, the mass of 
detail prevents the perception of the final shape. It is 
difficult to grasp the play read, and it is doubtful whether 
this kind of difficulty would vanish on the stage. Browning 
instinctively gives an impression of the physical as well as 
the inner man, but his characters are in danger of becoming 
merely reacting minds, of having a knowledge which outruns 
the needs of the drama. Browning has the "case-history" 
interest in his characters.
His insight into the mind gives him great skill in 
dialogue, monologue, and in scenes of few characters. But 
his characters never leave an impression of what they might 
have said; they always say everything, leaving little to 
inspire and retain the audience's imagination. This logically 
results in a few dominant characters on whom all the attention 
is lavished, and many minor figures whose characters are
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superceded by a complexity of motives.
Browning bus not a wholly dramatlo instinct for com­
pression and illusion, although he can command them. His 
natural way of thought is analysis which must be consecutive 
and deductive, rather than symbolic and simultaneously many- 
planed. His trenchancy is not the highly-charged image, but 
a kind of"short-hand." His tendency to the "aside" shows 
where his interest lies, - in interesting but not wholly 
relevant byways.
Browning makes a more systematic and obvious attempt than 
'Aordsworth or Shelley to close the gap between poetry and 
everyday speech. He uses the sentence and paragraph structure 
to imitate the eddies and Inoonsequentialties of spoken 
language, not for any virtue inherent in them for themselves, 
but because they capture the movements and stresses of thoughts 
and passions. The excessive analysis which accompanies this 
however, sometimes results in dislocated speech. This special 
manner of illusion - the broken, meandering thought, the half- 
expressed - has its place in drama. But drama must also give 
a proportionate amount of statement; it must have an obvious, 
immediate impact, as well as a half-realised, cumulative power. 
The logical conclusion of Browning’s way of bringing verse
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into tonoh with everyday speeoh, ia not poetry, but prose 
such as that in Granvllle-Barker*s drama,^ For it tends 
towards reproduotion and the minimum of straightfoiward 
statement. It tends away from poetic illusion and 
concentration in its attempt to reproduce the casual and 
inarticulate. Poetry uses the large-scale illusion which 
transcends, while preserving fidelity to,detail. The 
impression of any one of the speeches in The Cenci is of 
absolute fidelity to the ebbs and flows of thought and 
feeling, and so to living language, but the details of 
sentence-structure, rhythm end vocabulary ere not, and 
cannot be, exactly imitative of everyday speech.
Lascelles Abercrombie, among twentieth century poetic 
dramatists, has the powers of Browning without their 
drawbacks. Hia attempts at a similar verse are highly 
successful^ and it is probable that he learnt much from 
the achievemsnts and failings of Browning,
Stephen Phillips*^ drama provides a bridge between 
nineteenth and twentieth century poetio drama. Paolo And 
Francesca ® is highly successful theatre, and a competently
1.) of. H. Granvllle-Barker, nssta. Three Plays. 1909.
The Madras House, 1910.
3.) Of. L. Abercrombie, Four Short Plays. 1922.
3.) S. Phillips, Paolo And Francesca. 1910.
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made drama. Phillipa haa plucked out the "passloaate soul"^ 
of his material, aal givea the pla/ unity and shape. It has 
inevitability although the heavy irony of the opcningsosne 
tends to make the rest of the draoA merely aa'*8Xpressioa"of 
what was clearly prophesied, rather than a spontaneous growth, 
Phillips hag attempted to give the play breadth by the 
introduction of Luoretia and the psychic Angela, neither of 
whom become characters. They are, however, skilfully used 
to implicate other characters in the plot, and to give inevi­
tability. The incident of the soldiers provides an ironic 
comment and relief, and Phillips skilfully draws it into the 
action. Nevertheless the "commenting" seems to come from 
outside the play.
The chief characters are adequate. Phillips has some
c
power to inter into each of his characters, and he is
interested in the characters themselves, not in a moral idea.
((
The question with which the lovers part seems to be put by
«
life itself^:-
Paolo "How wilt thou punish us who cannot part?" ^
1.) J. Masefield, Introduction to the
Poems of H.Ü. Philllmore. px
2.) L. Abercrombie, Tliomaa Hardy, p. ISO
3.) S. Phillips, Paolo And Prancesca. V.
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Although the characters have no great depth, a delicate 
growth in Paolo and Francesca Is convinciagly portrayed#
In spite of its good qualities, Paolo And Francesca 
remains merely a very adequate play. There is a thinness in 
the characters and in the language which does the brace the mind 
end give the vast association and shock of acquiescence which 
mark good poetio drama. There are no truly memorable lines 
or images. The verse has a pleasant air of simplicity and 
fluency. A pathetic lyricism frequently takes the place of 
intensive imagery;-
"She hath but wondered up at the white clouds,
Hath just spread out her hands to the warn sun.
Hath heard but gentle words and cloister sounds." ^
Paolo And Francesca is an essentially lyric drama. This
frank alliance of lyric and drama offers a challenge to the
poetio dramatist in this century. Drinkwater’s Gouhetua ® 
is not a considerable play as a whole, but its method has 
great promise for poetic drama. Abercrombie, hailed it "a 
perfectly dramatic thing in lyric measure." ^ This is one
1.) op. cit. II.
2.) J. Drinkwater, Goohetua. Pa-vns. 1917.
2.) J. Masefield, Discovery. 1932, letter to Masefield from
Abercrombie quoted p. 221-2.
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wey to J:\ciilevu % i o t ’s "dcsi£;n of humri action and words nuoh 
as to present at onco the tv/o aspects of dramtic and uusical 
order . . . without losinr , . . contact with the ordinary, 
everyday world/’ !
In Hero Phillips exploits his theatrical skill almost 
to abuse. L magnificent and dramatic situation are contrived 
for the opening scone. The nurder of Claudius by his wife 
Agrippina is followed by th^streloger’s two-edged prophecy 
concerning Agrippina’s son:-
"Herc shall reign, but he shall kill his mother." ^
The two little children plead to be allowed to kies their 
murdered father goodnight; there is music,a crowd, acclaciation
'lo+ter
and - enter Nero gorgeous as a character.
There is much high-sounding imagery. Seneca envisages 
Nero as an artist who uses for colour "this red blood of ours,
Composes music out of dreadful cries 
His orchestre our human agonies." ^
But even the imagery is theatrical. Phillips is highly 
successful in scenes where characters dran&itisc themselves:-
1.) T.8. Eliot, Poetry Di^ama ,, pp 34-5
2.) Nero. 1906.
3.) op. oit. X.l.
4.) op. oit.
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Agrippina "A thousand lovea and lusta have left no line 
Tremendous fortunes have not touched my hair 
Murder hath left my cheek as the cheek of a babe."^ 
This Instinct for the theatrical frequently leads Phillips 
astray
Agrippina; "I am bloody from heed to toe for sake of him 
And for my cub am I incarnadined.
Much of the effect of his verse depends us in this passage 
on the double expression of one idea, on alliteration and the 
plentiful use of polysyllables. It has all the externals of 
poetry.
It is not difficult to see shy Phillips* drama was 
acclaimed. It has theatrical qualities shich can be exploited 
commercially; it demands marvellous settings, music, dancing, 
and it caters for the star-part.Phillips* subjects are 
romantic and B»lodramatie; they do not make great demands on 
an audience, and the isq^ression of classical form and subject 
is possibly flattering to an audience. Phillips* subjects 
allow scope to his genuine lyrical gift. They have heightened 
conflicts, strong emotional endings, suspense and good
- .1.) op. cit. II 
**'op. cit.
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denouements. Phillips always maintains a strong, general 
interest.
He creates a general impression of great passion and 
always gives passion and action as much scope as character.
It is the broad lines of character, not individual characters 
which interest him. An impression of richness is given because 
a clear construction and strong final unity are allied with
I
the Slizabethan multiple effects as la the scene of the ribald- 
soldiers,^ and the scene of the purohaalng of the poison.^ 
Phillips* plays are good theatre, and pleasant, competent 
drama. But they only occasionally ally good theatre with good 
drama. Phillips provides a bridge between the nineteenth and 
twentieth century poetic drama. Albery, Gilbert and especially 
Merston successfully took poetic drama into the theatre. 
Phillips was the first "modem" poetic dramatist to show once 
more that verse drama could pay. The commercial value of 
Phillips* drama is humourously described in Arnold Bennett’s 
The Regent, where Edward Uachin is inveigled into supporting 
the "Intellectual Theatre" by the thought that there is "money 
in the poetical drama” and the prospect of a long run of 
Phillips* plays.®
1.) S. Phillips, Paolo And Francesca. II 8.
2.) op. cit. 111,1.
3.) A. Bennett, The Regent. 1913, p.108.
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On the one hand there were the poetio dramatlsta who 
refused to become theatre-men 9 on whom no manager oould be 
induced to risk his money; on the other hand was Stephen 
Phillips who made his plays good theatre which «payed** at the 
expense of being good drama. Phillips found a way of writing 
poetry more easily than prose. The majority of nineteenth 
century poetic dramatists conceived poetic drama as more 
"difficult" and so "exalted*^. They and their dramas have the 
air of martyrs. They did not «mite in poetry because it was 
easier than prose. Gilbert, Jones and Albery are important 
exceptions. Gilbert* s Broken Hearts 1 is described as an 
"entirely original Fairy play." It is frankly unrealistic. 
In Pygmalion And Galathea Gilbert brings a salutary vein of 
comedy into verse drama. On the whole, one is more impressed 
by the facility of his verse than the strength of the verse 
and of the conception. His strength appears to be the over­
laying and embellishing of a whimsical or emotional subject, 
and he has a keen eye for the potentialities of a humourous, 
ludicrous or emotional situation. Pygmalion And Galathea 
has the same spirit of whimsical comedy as Engaged. These 
qualities were the best thing possible for a poetic drama
1.) W.S. Gilbert, Broken Hearts, produced 1075.
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striving to be reborn, although they may not make the dramas 
in question lasting plays. Albery*s Orlana 1 is comparable 
with Gilbert's fairy play Broken Hearts. Marston*s Donna 
Diana ^ is excellent comedy bringing a faint breath of 
Shakespeareanian comedy into poetic drama, perhaps of Much 
Ado About Nothing. At one point the salvation of poetic drama 
seems likely to come from the "fairy" and comic poetic dramas.
The examination of these dramas shows that some nineteenth 
century poetic dramatists had a dramatic instinct, or the scope 
and intensity of vision which might have produced good drama 
had they been allied with craftsmanship and practical theatre- 
work. Beddoes might have made a dramatist in the Elizabethan 
environment, Wordsworth had a dramatic instinct, and psycholo­
gical insight which might have produced drama, encouraged by 
work in the theatre. Browning who wrote for Maoready, allying 
dramatic skill with practical experience achieved success as 
a dramatist. Lytton and Knowles were competent workmen. Only 
Lamb and Coleridge in spite of their depth of feeling, and fine 
appreciation of drama, leave any doubt whether they would ever 
have become dramatists. Shelley and Byron stand out as having
1.) J. A 
8.) J.W.
lbery, Oriana. produced 1873.
Marston, Donna Diana, produced 1864.
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special gifts, and Beddoes a potential gift, for poetic drama. 
There is no doubt that Jones, Albery, Marston and Gilbert are 
dramatists. They bring a new, enlivening spirit into poetic 
drama, allied with craftsmanship, so breaking down its 
isolation in subject and language*
Apart from success or failure there is much to be learnt 
from the nineteenth century poetio drama from the two aspects 
of poetio drama and fundamental dramatic aesthetics.
Shelley and Byron recognise that the "poetry" of a poetic 
drama embraces every aspect-conception, plot, scale of 
characters, and language. The prevalent idea was that a poetic 
drama is written on a subject which is already "poetic", - 
"poetic" appears to mean "exalted", and preferably not taken 
from everyday life. Jones and Gilbert stand out for their 
robust handling of poetio drama. They treat it in the same 
practical spirit as their prose dramas, as a form for the 
theatre not for the ivory tower. They show that poetic drama 
is capable of wit and fantasy as well as morals and eternal 
truths. Usually a "poetic" subject was historical, classical, 
or moral and involved a strong romantic or moral conflict.
This poetic subject is then expressed in language which is 
high-sounding, and obviously different from everyday speech.
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The oonoeptloa has a germ of truth; It was fostered and 
perhaps entirely due to the imitation of Elizabethan drama.
Baillie* s De Monfort has a "noble" moral theme, a 
passionate oonfliot and high-sounding language; but the 
poetry only extends to the language, and the language is bad 
dramatic poetry because it is not devoted to forwarding and 
revealing the drama. Its chief positive quality as poetic 
drama is its dramatic use of Imagery.
KnowlesV Alfred The Great has a "noble" patriotic theme, 
but it is not shaped to any vital significance which demands 
and is imaged in poetic form and is in touch with contemporary 
life.
Byron recognises that poetic drama is not simply drama 
which might have been written in prose but sounded better in 
poetry. He makes use of the peculiar, wider scope of poetic 
drama - its powers of illusion and suggestion, of compassing 
any material, especially that which transcends our ordinary 
laws of experience and resists dramatic representation.
Byron enlarges the form and scope of poetic drama in Manfred; 
in Cain he suggests the possibilities of the methods of 
mediaeval drama, and of a completely stylised drama. Sardanapajus 
makes some use of the special resources of poetry to dramatise
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exactly the characters* thoughts and feelings.
In Lytton*s The Duchess De La Yalliere. the problem of 
naturally endowing all the characters with poetic language is 
overcome, and there is a dramatic use of imagery.
Wordsworth* s The Borderers makes an Important use of 
colloquialism and often achieves an illusion of everyday speech 
without losing the richness of poetry. The beggar-woman speaks 
poetry as naturally as Oswold and Marmaduke, and the language 
is individually adapted to characters. The use of colloquialisms 
demonstrates the need for their judicious placing, so that they
notr
do^btrude on the verse and attract attention for themselves. 
Although true poetic drama is marked by dynamic Imagery, and 
there is little imagery in The Borderers. Wordsworth*s use of 
Implied or submerged imagery tends to the interpenetration of 
thought.passion, and imagery, and breaks away from the evolved, 
decorative imagery imitative of the Elizabethan drama.
Shelley specially chooses the form of poetio drama for 
intractable material which resists dramatic representation, 
and which moves in the recesses of mind and spirit. His preface 
to The Cenci has important implications and statements which 
anticipate Abercrombie’s theory of poetic drama. A distinction 
is implied between poetic and prose drama. There is recognition
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that the whole of a is ’poetry** g aot simply the language »
and the essential relatedness of poetry and drama la stressed. 
It is implied that any suhjeot is poetio, and that poetic 
drama has special powers, particularly its power to increase 
the ideal and diminish the evil. Here Shelley anticipates 
Abercrombie’s exposition of the artistic mastery of existence, 
of the reconciliation of evil and good in tragedy, the highest 
form of which is poetic tragedy. A special use of the word 
«poetry” is made, to include oonceptüal poetry, a «poetry” 
existing in the actions and characters. The special marks of 
The Cenci are the absolute relatedness of the poetry and drama, 
and the dynamic. Interwoven end iterative imagery which mark 
poetic drama.
Browning’s drama shows by its weaknesses the special 
strengths of poetic drama - its use of the rich economy of 
illusion and imagery, its power to dispense wltli reproduction 
and outward detail, and to concentrate on the inner and eternal# 
Among these dramatists Browning makes the most determined 
attempt to relate poetry and the «real language of men”. His 
poetry is itself action, dramatising the eddies and stresses 
of thought and passion. But Browning does not find the happy 
mean between dramatic verse and everyday speech.
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Lamb* s John Woodvll shorna that although poetio drama can 
dispense with outward action, it cannot entirely dispense with 
plot and it must retain the audience’s attention by other means
The worst fault la these dramas is their failure to make 
an inevitable relation of the poetry and the drama; the most 
frequent is pompous, wooden language dislocated from character 
and from life. Beddoes, Shelley, Wordsworth, Marston, and 
Taylor take steps to overcome this. In Donna Diana Marston 
imitates Elizabethan blank verse, but the play is not vitiated 
by it. Taylor in "Twiit Axe And Crown claims that "In the 
versification of this and my other blank verse plays there Is a 
studious avoidance of frigid rhythm. The metre is arranged 
for speaking rather than reading." ® Els claim is warranted.
Few of the dramatists show an objective sense of drama 
as a "thing made", a symbolic structure aetiouloasly imaging 
the imaginative conception. Jones stands out for his objective 
attitude to drama. He challonges anyone to write a play on 
the tempter and"fill a West End Theatre for seventy-three 
nights." ^ This"demaads a knowledge of stagboraft that would 
take many years to gain." Jones had this knowledge.
1.) T. Taylor, *Twlxt Axe And Crown, produced 1870.
2.) T. Taylor, Preface to ’Twiit Ai« And Crown.
Historical Dramas. 1877.
3.) H.A. Jones, Preface to The Tempter. 1893.
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Frequently the theme uud ite dreimtle embodiment are not 
attuned; the moral or philosophical ianue is clear, but It 
Ic insufficiently illuntretcd In the drarm itself, or 
formally related to it. In Osoric and John Woodvll the moral 
issues have net been inevitably envisaged in terms of character 
and action, but only thinly veiled. The commentary or wider 
significance is sometimes vrsll incorporated in the characters 
or in imagery' as in ‘Ihe Duchess De La Yalliere. and The Cenoi. 
but frequently there is a clumsy ejtposition as In Osorio and 
Sardunaoalus. Where an attempt is made to include the com­
mentary in characters they have frequently too much wisdom to 
become fully rounded chai-actei-s reacting one to another. 
Examples of this are to be found in The Borderers end in 
üarûansnelus. A confusion is frequently made between the 
psychological analysis and the illusion of character; between 
organic growth in character anfi the mere revelation of further 
detail. Attempts to give breadth to a drama, ecpeclally by 
comic relief, are often clumsy, and only vaguely relevent as 
in he Monfort. and richness is confused with detail and 
multiple illustration especially in the historical plays - 
Knowles’ Alfred and Browning’s Strafford ,
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All drama impresses some kind of unified signifioanoe, 
although this may not be a moral or philosophy, nineteenth 
century poetio dramatists, frequently engrossed with a moral 
or philosophy, neglected to give the surfaces of character 
and plot sufficient to uphold the sentiments, or they did not 
confine themselves to the probabilities and requirements of 
individual characters. The results of this neglect were that 
the exaltation or wisdom reached at the close of a play was 
not reinforced by the whole drama; it was too patent, it 
appeared to be added to, aot elicited from the drama.
Not only were the details of dramatic technique neglected 
but t*e attention to the shape and final unity of the drama.
Most of the dramatists oould not allow the whole fabric of 
interwoven character and action to speak for itself. They 
could not trust entirely the dramatic media. Frequently they 
did not firmly relate detail to outline. No distinction was 
made between a moral and a moral effect which follows inevitably 
from the perception of the final shape, unity, and aesthetic 
satisfaction of a drama. Shelley is the chief exception. This 
moral quickening is frequently prevented by the dramatists» 
failure to create or maintain a complete poetic world which 
suspends ordinary judgement, and transports us to the plane of
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the Ideal though aeathetio enjoyment.
Host of the poetic dramatists had a sense of the theatrical; 
but they only spasmodically allied it with a sense of drama.
Good drama is good theatre, but good theatre is not necessarily 
good drama. Frequently the theatrical possibilities were 
exploited to the distortion of the drama, as in De Monfort.
Even the best of these dramas The Cenoi is not exempt from 
this weakness.
The majority of nineteenth century poetic dramatists failed 
both as poets and as dramatists, although , as a group, they 
have many of the elements necessary for good poetio drama.
There is rarely a passage which is good poetry but not good 
drama; there are frequently passages which are good theatre, 
but bad poetry and consequently bad drama. There are exceptions, 
for instance in Oolerldge» s Osorio. It is remarkable that in 
their dramas the poets often allowed poetry which is not simply 
undramatic, or bad dramatic verse, but poetry which is bed 
considered from any point of view, and which they would 
probably not have tolerated outside the drama. Dramatic instinct 
was definitely not quenched by poetic power; the best poetry 
is found in the best drama » in Shelley’s The Cenci. Browning's 
The Blot In The Scutcheon.
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Undoubtedly some dramatists failed fi'om a complete lack 
of skill in drama. This is true of Coleridge and Lamb. But 
in some oases the failures could have been rectified by 
practice and practical theatre work.
The emergence of a theory of poetic drama as distinct 
from prose drama,in the preface to Shelley's The Cenci is 
significant; it is the medium for the relation of poetry and 
drama, a relation which Shelley's fellow-dramatists, in general, 
failed to achieve in theory or in practice. Because of the 
failure to perceive the essential difference between prose and 
poetic drama in aim, conception and execution, the majority 
of plays written in verse might equally well have been written 
in prose. This maladjustment is consequently marked throughout; 
characters speak poetry which isolates them from their own 
thoughts and feelings; poetry makes us conscious of itself 
for itself, Instead of achieving the transparency of dramatic 
poetry.
Although it cannot be traced in strict chronological order, 
there is a movement away from the slavish imitation of 
Elizabethan drama which divorced nineteenth century poetic 
drama from life and from genuine poetio drama; and a movement 
towards a poetio drama based on a distinction between prose
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and poetio drama, with a consequent freedom of theme, and a 
language in touch with everyday life. There is, in fact, an 
aim to produce poetio drama which fulfils its prime public 
function, and is adjusted to the age. It is significant that 
Taylor feels it necessary to claim "I have no wish to screen 
myself from literary criticism behind the plea that my plays 
were meant to be acted « « • every drama submitted to the 
judgement of aldienoes should be prepared to encounter that 
of the reader." This we may place beside Beddoes* statement 
that The Bride's Tragedy is closet-drama, not Intendedfor the 
stage, and Byron's statement that he has made some of his dramas 
unfit for the stage. ^ Jones divides modern literary plays 
into "Those that are not plays; those that are not literature; 
and those that are neither", and asserts that "a literary play 
should, first of all be a play . . .  it should stand the noisy 
test of representation on the boards". . . the construction of 
a play is the first virtue which the author set himself to 
acquire." These do not amount to a theory of poetio as 
distinct from prose drama, but they place a necessary emphasis 
on the requirements common to them both. T.S. Eliot conjectures 
that poetic drama is "more likely to cause poets learning how 
to write plays, than from skilful prose dramatists learning
1.) T. Taylor, Preface to Historical Dramas. 1877.
2.) see supra, page to.
3.) H.A. Jones, Preface to The Divine Gift. 1913. pp 10, 27,
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how to write poetry*” ^ This is probably less true of the 
niueteeath oentury drama. Poetic drama began to oome Into 
the theatre againon an equal footing with prose drama, when1C
\
written by dramatists who were primarily prose dramatists, and
had learnt their trade in prose drama. Jones’C Graoe Mary 
belongs to the twentieth rather than the nineteenth century.
The Tempter has no enduring qualities as a poetic drama, but 
it is a well made play constructed for the theatre and it speaks 
directly to a contemporary audience* Gilbert’s Gretchen ^ is 
very similar to Stephen Phillips^' Paolo And Francesca, and it 
has the same strong stage appeal. Pygmalion And Galathea 
helps to close the gap between prose and poetio drama. While 
it is true that there is a fundamental distinction between the 
two, for the revival of poetic drama it was necessary to 
emphasise their common qualities. The question of a revival 
of poetic drama was identical with the general renaissance of 
drama, and this is a further illustration of the direct line 
of descent of poetic drama from the nineteenth century.
1.) T.S. Eliot, Poetry and Drama^ p 33.
2.) W.S. Gilbert, Gretchen, produced 1879.
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MâaEPIîïLÛ, D R i m m T A E  AND ABKRORO%miÀ.
Masefield, ûrinkwater and Abercrombie early formed 
a strong friendship. They mingled in the same literaiy 
circles, they were mutually attracted and admired each 
others* work*^ All three were fortunate to find the 
friendship and, in the best sense of the word, the ’patronage* 
of other pioneers in the artistic world, and were especially 
drawn to one aspect of the new aovetaent then abroad - poetio 
drama.
In his autobiography Masefield has described the 
literary' scene into which ha entered on his return fr<sa 
America to London In 1897} - "A passion for writing seaaed 
to fill the air .... there were Symbolists, Bamassians, 
Realists, Heglonallsta, Celts, Celtic Fringe's, Imperialists,
K
Fresh-Air-ists, Blue-Dcsae-ista," all seeking a change from 
the "polite perfection” which had been achieved in prose 
and verse. They felt that the "perfection was not shared 
by enough people, that it did not touch the world, that it 
drew no strength from the popular heart." Changes in 
publioatlwj were exercising a great influence; there was 
needed "a method and a language that would delight the 
thousands then beginning to read and collect books."
1. J. Drinkwater, Discovery. 1952, pp 215-216.
2. J. Masefield, Do Long to Learn. 1%2, pp 100107.
7 ?
1‘ha "sciencas" and "slang" wora daily adding new words to 
the language. There m s  only one criterion by which new 
art should be tested - "Is this universal?"^
Nevinson’s review of ïoats* poems in 1899 made fi&sefleld 
Teats* disciple, 9y 1900 ha was a regular visitor at Yeats* 
’Monday evenings’ at 18, Woburn Buildings, where in 1910 
he was to meet Drlnkwater.^ Here "all manner of things 
were discussed,.., new melÆtods of speaking verse were prac­
ticed . ., there were new books .,,, new plays ... to talk 
of.”^  This m.B perhaps the inspiration of Masefield’s own 
valuable work in the reform of verse-speaking which in its 
turn has vitally influenced his own drama. In 1922 Aiaefield 
was asked to help judge the speaking of verse at the 
Edinburgh Festival, The pupils trained by Miss Marjorie 
Gullan had an immediate, profound influence on him, Mrs, 
Masefield suggested that they should attempt an annual 
festival at Oxford. The first Oxford Recitations, devised 
by Masefield, his wife, and Gilbert àfuzray, were held In 
1925.^
In the same year Masefield was the l-resident of the 
Scottish Association for Versa Speaking, In 1950 illness 
thwarted his plan to take a team of verse-speakers t<^‘ngland.
1, op. cit* p.107,
2, J. Drlnkwater, Discovery, pp 176-173.
3. ^  So hrtag to beam, pp 141-145*
4. (jTl&isefleld^ So song to Learn, pp 192-194.
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Wales t and abroad* The strong influence of Yea tsîj pioneer 
work was shown by #i8efield’s commemoration in 1930 of the 
thirtieth anniversary of their meeting# by a festival of 
verse-speaking at his Boar’s Hill Theatre*
Although Masefield m s  first attracted to Yeats as a 
poet# he was more profoundly Influenced by him as a poetic 
dramatist* He saw Yeats drawn to the theatre and to the 
pioneering of poetic drama#^ All young artists at that 
time were conscious of the great work done to better the
speaking of verse on the stage by Sir Frank Benson and
2
william Poel. But it was Yeats who impressed on Masefield, 
and maiv young drmwtlsts, the need for tâiis reform.
The visit of the Fays* small company of Irish amateur actors 
to Saint George’s Hall, London, in 1903, must have increased 
this consciousness*
In the same year, at one of Yeats^ ’Monday evenings, * 
Masefield met John Synge, the greatest poetic dramatist of 
the Irish dramatic movement, of whom he remarked, perhaps 
after their discussions of Shakespeare; - "his mind was 
perhaps a little like Shakespeare’s.”^ For sœne months 
they had daily meetings. The contrast between the work of
the Irish dramatists! and most contemporary plays was
4 5impressed on him when he heard read' uynge’s Riders to the Sea^
1. Gp. cit. pp 141-143•
2. Gp. cit. p 128*
5* J. Masefield, J.M.Synge. 1913*
4. J. msefleld, iao Wn g  to Learn, p. 134,
3. J.a.Synge, Riders ~to the 8ea7~1904.
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and Bh&dow of the Glen^;- knew that Synge had heard 
the fables of these plays in lonely places in or near 
Ireland ###,* they came out of life# and this could not be
p
said of the plays than most in demand*" Masefield rooords 
how to him, and to many other young writers, came the 
thought of finding in the iSnglish counfety subjects as 
moving, fables as lively, and amateur actors to do the 
same for England. ?tosefield, b o m  at wdbury, had himself 
known the "great, passionate, secret, almost savage life" 
of part of England} "I said to myself; "So?seone ought to 
do sœnething here."^ Abercrwabie and Drlnkwater were 
along those young writers who set themselves the same task. 
Hannaa-Olark includes the tâtree in his Drsuaa In Gloucester­
shire. indeed he names Masefield's The Tragedy of Wan.
the "only classical work of Glouoesterahire fiction,"^
c
Masefield's A Play of Saint George follows a strong 
Gloucestershire tmdition. The scene of The Tragedy of Naif 
is BrcKidoak on Severn in 1810, and Han omamits suicide in
7
the unique tide, the Severn 'Bore.* She Canpden ««caider 
is built round an actual event. Drlnkwater*s Bird in Hand
1. J.M, Synge, The Shadow of the Glen . 1903.
2. J» Maaeflold. Go Long to ïjeam.' pp "134-5.
3# cit.
4. T« Hannam-Clark, Drama in Gloucestershire,1928. pp 154-8.
5. J. Masefield. A l^ lay of i^int Séorge. l94a.
6. J. Masefield, m ' Æ â S ë d ÿ '6f"M h : ' I908.
7. J .  Masefield. ® e  iüanpden wonder, 1907.
8. J. Drinwater, mra~in'*^SEnd; "1957*
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Is descrlbsd as a ’Cotswold Comedy’* Drlnkwater lived 
for some time at Oakridge# and much of his work was written 
there, Including ihe Storm.^  Abercrombie*s The End of the 
Worldf 'Ihe Shepherds.^ The Deserter.^ and The Staireaae^ 
were Inspired by Gloucestershire, and mostly conceived 
and written there. Ihe Deserter and Ihe Utairoaae were 
suggested by a single train of events that happened there, 
and by Pyton personalities'ihe dates of these plays 
reveal a tradition continued by these dramatists until 
almost recent times. In these plays, ’fagefield, Drlnkwater 
and .iaercroBibio attempted to do for England what <ynge,
Lady Gregory and ïoats had done for Ireland, Other 
Gloucestershire dramatists vho were their friends were 
8t. John Hankin, Gibson and Flecker.
The poetic plays of these three dramatists have been 
performed chiefly by repertory companies, They are not, 
primtrily, plays for the common traffic of the stage, although 
many of them are excellent drama and theatre. Vedrenne-
Barkor season at the Court Theatre from 1905 to 1907 was
1, J. Drlnkwater, The Storm. 1915» TdWhs 1917,
2. L. Ab«reroettble.~'fhe iSodr of the it or id, 1914. F e w  Short
5. Only 1 act of 'The Shepherds' was conqpletad, E^SiZïâêê* 
see Lyrics and Unfinished Poems. 1940.
4, L. Abercrombie, 'The Deserter' ? 1922, Four Short Plays
1952,
5. L* Abercrombie, 'The Staircase* ? 1914, Four Short
IFlays. 1922.
6* See T» Hannan-Clark, Drama in Gloucestershire.
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an attûiapt to ostabllsh a oonsoiontlous but ’paying’ 
theatre in Dondon# and other socletiee made the same attempt 
without seriously contactiwng the public - Ihe Independent 
Theatre A  Stage Soetetgr,^ the Slizabethan Stage Society?
In 1907 the Irish Players visited aondon. This visit must 
have intensified a want which 'asefield already felt 
acutely; the 'Wnt of a living theatre in the zna%r little 
towns that bad once built and supported one."^ Drlnkwater, 
too, in his autobic^raphy, records the prevalent growing 
discontent with existing stage conditions, and attempts at 
Manchester, Dublin, Bristol and Glasgow, and Liverpool, to 
form a theatre "worth the attention of poets and creative 
men of letters," It would be difficult therefore to over- 
atress the influence of reportoiy on these three dramatists, 
among many others, particularly of Miss flomiwin's Gaiety
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liieatre, Manchester, the Abbey Theatre, Dublin,' and
Barry Jackson’s Birmingham Repertory Theatre,® where the
majority of their poetic plays were first performed. These
companies by no means empbatised poetic drama, but the drama
1* Pounded 1891,
2, Pounded 1899,
5» Pounded 1894,
4» Lee J, f#sefield, So Long to Learn, p.156,
5 See J, Drlnkwater, Discovery. p,148,
6» The Gaiety Theatre subsidised by 41 as Homlman froa
1907 to 1921.
7, The Abbey Theatre, built by Mias Homlman in 1905; the
company was set up in the following year,
8, The Birmingham Repertory Theatre built by Sir Barry
Jackson in 1915 for the Pilgrim Players who then 
assumed professional status as The Birmingham Repertory 
Company.
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of these three dramatists was strengthened by its justapo- 
sition with a sincere and varied prose dr^ ima, and some of 
the greatest poetic drama of the world. At the Birmingham 
Repertory Theatre alone, Drlnkwater produced some thirty- 
five authors including Masefield, Abercrombie and himself; 
Euripides, Goldsmith, Glboyedov, Rankin, Ibsen, Jonson, 
Massinger, Moliere, Pinero, Shakesp^re, Strindberg, Synge 
and Teats. Miss Homlman much admired Masefield, and 
The Tragedy of Ran became a regular prop of #ie Gaiety.
The visit of the Irish i'layers was of vital importsmeo 
also to DrinlCTater. A friend, Bertie Milligan, introduced 
him to Barry Jackson in 1904, and Drlnkwater soon became 
a regular visitor at the Jacksons' home. The Grange. Here
Jackson produced plays and built up a nucleus of players,
?
including himself and Drlnkwater, who were first known as 
The Pilgrim players, and in 1913 became the Birmingham 
Repertory Owapany.^ The aim of the Pilgrim Players was 
to develop a demand for simplicity in the drama, it is 
significant that in 190? The Interlude of Youth was produced 
at The Grange. In 1910 ®ie Pilgrim Players produced Yeatses 
The King's Threshold. and Yeats asked them to give three 
more performances at the Irish Rational Theatre Loeiety’s
1, See Sache Matthews A History of the BimiOKbam Repertory
Theatre. 1924, and J . Drinfcwater^ Discovery. p194 f.
2. A',B« Yeats, The King's Threshold. 1904»
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season at the Royal Court Theatre, London.^ Although 
it WAS not successful, Yeats* attempt to bring the Irish 
and English players together must have borne fruit indirectly, 
To Drlnkwater it seemed to reveal that Yeats " put too much 
burdon on his actors, and so was driven ftrcwi the theatre 
to the drawing-room.
work with the Pilgrim Players gave Drlnkwater a variety 
of e:Q)erlence and of connections in the theatre and literary 
world. It inspired his first is^H^à writing and his early 
poetic plays. In 1911 Drlnkwater edited The Scallop Shell, 
the organ of the Pilgrim Players, and this brought him into 
touch with Miss Hornlman, Gibson and Royes, who were contri­
butors. In his lecture on 'The Draped Ltage*^ during this 
period, he made s me of his first observations on poetic 
drama, which shows his theory developing alongside his 
practice. Drlnkwater himself acknowledges that through 
Barry Jackson he realised that hie principal aim in the 
theatre was not to act or produce, but to write plays. The 
Pilgrim Players gave him the chance to learn his metier in 
the theatre, a chance which came to few nineteenth century 
poetic dramatists. His first poetic drama Cophetua^ and
1. Lee Bache mtthews, A  History of the BirminKham Heportory
Theatre, pp 2-5.
2. J. Drlnkwater, Discovery, pp.171-4.
5. (Moted in # e  Blrming&m Daily mil, 21st. April, 1908.
4. Cophetua. 1911»
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bis Puas in Boots^ wore produced in 1911.
The Birmingham Repertory Theatre which grew from the 
Pilgrim Players was important to all three dramatists, 
and gave many of their plays their first productions. 
Drinkmter produced amorcromble’s The End of the orld^ 
in 1914, and his own Rebellion^ in the same year; his 
atora^and rasefield's The Faithful^in 1913; in the following 
year Masefield's 'The Sweeps of '98 and his own 'The 
God of ^ttlet'^ ; in 1917 his Cophetua® and *X - O'9, and 
in 1913 his Abraham Lineoln *^^ . Amoi^ those present at 
the first night of 'Rébellion' were Gibson, Aberorwable
and Davies* Drlnkwater's % r y  atuart^^ and Biid. in Hand^^.
^Masefield's translation The Witoh^^ and fhe lyogedy of Kan^^ 
and Abercrombie's 'The A d d e r * w e r e  also produced by the 
Birmingham Repertory Theatre, although not for the first t i m ^
1. xMss in Boots. 1913*
2. the End of the World. 1914*
3. Rebellion, igiC----
4 . 1915. WelbB. 1917,
5* The Faithful. 1913 iprose) 1916 (verse)
6. 'the aweeps of '98*, The iragedy of Han and ether Plays.
1909*
7. 'The God of Quiet' 1916. PeMaa*
8. Cophetua. 1911* ,
9. 'X 4 oP 1917, jM-'ém,
10. Abraham hineoln* 1918#
11. !ary~oi5hrt. 1921, 1st. produced 1933*
12* Bi'ra in 1927, 1st. produced 1928.
13, H* Wlers-Jenssen, Anne Pedersdottw. translated 1911*
1st* produced 1911*
14* The Tragedy of San 1908, 1st* produced 1906*
15. * The Adder' i 1913* Four short Plays. 1922. 1st* produced
-*t o :------  ----------------
le.
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It is interesting to note that in 19)4, when Drinkwater 
had achieved considerable status, he collaborated with 
Barry Jackson in his new ventuie, the Malvern Festival 
founded in 1929, contributing his play, A Man's House.^
when Barry Jackson asked permission to produce
2
Back to Methuselah , Shaw's aiaazemaat at first knew no bounds; 
"It would have been a convulsive departure from the ordinary 
routine of trade-theatre, but it was a normal incident in 
the Birmingham Rep."^ For Barry Jackson w s  a pioneer 
following the example of Mias Homlman who founded the first 
English repertory theatre at ^Manchester in 190). He saw 
the productions at Manchester, and the Irish players in 
London, and was inspired to do the same for Birmin^iam and 
England, Both Barry Jackson and Miss Homlman insisted on 
giving the best drama to the people, and actually flnancèd 
their own ventures. Miss Homlman gave the Abbey Theatre 
to the Irish people, and subsidised the Gaiety, and Barry 
Jackson financed the Binaingham Repertory Theatre. In them, 
poetic and prose dramatists found patrons who were ready 
to risk their money on good drama, not mnagers of 'trade- 
theatres.' Miss Homlman, fired by the work of the Abbey
1. A Man's House. 19)4.
2. G.B. Shaw. Hack to Methuselah. 1921.
). A.Bache-Matthews. A Histo^Tof the Birmingham Repertory 
Theatre, p.168.
4. See M. pQgsoa, Miss Homlman and the Gaiety Theatre. 
Manchester, 1952.
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Theatre# believed that English dramatists# given encourage­
ment# could do the same for England# Ir&lswortby# Shaw#
St# John Hankin# Granville-Barker# had already written 
fine dramas# and these formed a large part of the ’Gaiety’ 
repertory# Miss Horniman not only’discovered’ work of some 
standing however# she encouraged young new writers# The 
first production at the Gaiety was Gterles McEvoy’s David 
Ballard# Houghton# Brighouse# and Monkhouse, who are
g
generally known as 'The ilanchestsr School’ were given the 
chance to develop in regular theatre-work, with strong 
competition from some of the finest drama of the world.
.The list of plays produced at the Gaiety is impressive; . 
it includes Euripides, Molière, Shakespeare, Jonson,
Beaumont and Fletchor, Sheridan, Goldsmith, Hauptmann, Ros­
tand and Ibsen.^
The Vedrenne-Barker season at the Court Theatre from 
1903 to 1907, was not true repertory; no fixed company 
was employed, and the bill was changed every two or three 
weeks. But it was inspired by the same ideals. It became 
known for revolutionary productions of Shakespeare, and the 
home of the finest ’realistic* drama then being written -
1» C. McEvoy, David Ballard, 1907.
2, First used In 'the ma^zlne of the Mancâiester Grammar
School, October, 1909.
3. E. Pogson, Miss Horniman & the Gaiety Thea tre.Manches ter « 
appendices.
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eapooially Shaw’a. It was also a home for poetic realistic
1 9drama - scenes from Hardy’s The Dynasts were produced, 
and Masefield’s The Tragedy of Kan^« as well as his prose 
The Gaapden wonder^ and Gilbert Murray's translations from 
Kuripidesf^ Maeterlinck^ and Yeats^ -, But it was Miss 
Komlmctn who set the flag flying for such ventures, for 
Norman Macdermott's Everyman Theatre at Hampstead, Alfred 
#reing's Repertory Theatre at Glasgow, Nugent Monck's 
Maddermarket Theatre, Hoiwlch, Lilian BaylisJ55 The Old Vic 
Theatre. One of the regular mœnbera of the audience at the 
Birmingham Repertory Theatre, who watched his growth, has 
summed up its achievements under four headings which must 
be the golden rules for all repertory companies;- "artistic 
Idealism, catholicity of tmste, efficiency of acting, cour-
g
ageous enterprise." These are precisely the characteristics 
of the Abbey and the Gaiety. Barry Jackson, however, stands 
out for his tendency towards poetic and imaginative drama.
1. P.P. Howe, % e  Repertory Th^tre. 1910, p.53 ff.
2. T. Hardy, The Dynasts. 19C9-8.
). J. Masefield, The Tragedy of Han. 1908.
4, J. Masefield, 'The Campden bonder' 1907, The Tragedy of 
Nan and Other Plays. 1909.
5• See W. Archer The Yedrenne-Barker season. 1904-5.
6. 'An Impression’ by R.A.noats, quoted by Baehe-Matthews,
A History of the Birmingham Theatre, p.18) ff.
Many of the plays produced by Drinkwater were consequently 
of this nature, and this must have encouraged him to attempt 
poetic drama.
In 1911, following some correspondence, Drinkwater 
visited Abercranbie at his home The Gallows, Eyton, in
Gloucestershire, which became the centre of much poetic
1 . 2 . 
activity.* Prmi The Gallows, New Numbers ‘ was issued;
Robert frost, Gibson and Rupert Brooke were among Abercrombie’s
friends who stayed there.' In this year, Abercrombie, who
was reader of plays to the Liverpool Playhouse, tried with-
a
out success to get Drinkwater’s ’Cophetua* performed.
The immediate purpose of Drinkwater’s visit was to find a 
suitable place for a tour by the Pilgrim Players. Abercrombie 
suggested Ledbury, ’.fesefield’s birth-place. Although this 
visit was a fiasco, it shows Abercranbie associating with 
Drinkwater to bring drama to the people, and poets to the 
d r a m a I n  1911, Drinkwater sponsored productions of Gibson’s 
The Garret and Womenkind. These were unsuccessful, and 
Gibson himself felt that his work was "more suited to make 
its appeal from the intimate pages of a book than from the
1. See J. Drinkwater, Discovery, p.218 ff,
2. New Numbers, published at Hyton in four numbers; no more
were issued. The contributors were Drinkwater, Gibson, 
Abercrombie and Brooke, 
j.. J, Drinkwater, Dlscover^^ letter from Abercrombie to
Drinkwater quoted, p.211 ff. 
oe op. cit. P3
gpiodStidncxpx£i^ (
ij. Se pp. 2l)-219*
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boards of a theatre."^ But the project significantly 
gave a poet the chance to leam dramatic craftsmanship 
in the theatre* Abercrombie suggested to Drinkwater the 
poetic drama of Bottomley and Sturge-’foore.^
Rupert Brooke9 a close friend of Abercranbie and 
Sir Edward Marsh’s first ’protege', first met him in 1906. 
Francis Meynell suggested that Sir Edward Marsh should 
review Brooke's poems in The Poetry Review, edited by 
Harold Monro; "Thereafter he never looked back. Gont«aporary 
poetry burst on him Marsh 3 with the suddenness of a 
revelation, and when Masefield brought out 'The Everlasting 
Merey' a few mcmths later there seemed to be no doubt that 
a great renaissance had dawned."^ It was Brooke who in 
October 1912 suggested that it would be fun to write a 
"dozen poems under a dozen different pseudonyms" and pass 
them off on the public. Sir Edward Marsh replied that
there were many poets alive wdio needed the encouragement.
c
Harold Munro agreed to publish Sir Edward Marsh's selection; 
Georgian Poetry was born. In its pages D.H.Lawrence first
1. Qp. ext. p.214.
2. J. Drinkwater Discovery, p.219.
). 0. Hassall, 'Edward Marsh; Patron of Poets & painters.1954,
4. Georgian Poetry, published by The Poetry Bookshop, 1912.
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appeared as a poet, and Flecker, Sassoon, Brooke, Drinkwater, 
Stephens, Bottoaley, Gibson, De La Mare, Blunden made 
their reputations. De La m r e  records timt he had four 
letters in three days from Sir Edward Marsh fired with 
his project;- "I want to do something to make people 
realise the quality of the work being done nowadays in poetry 
...... to throw the poems hard at the public's head.
Sir Edward Marsh was an ardent theatre lover, and he 
gave liberal intuitive help to poets and dramatists.
Among the exhibits at the recent 'Edward Marsh Exhibition'^ 
was the much emended manuscript of Abercrombie's The End 
Of The World?, which was dedicated to Sir Edward Marsh. 
Doubtless Abercrœabie benefitted from his advice while 
writing this and other plays; Sir Edward Marsh's opinion 
of The End Of The World and 'The Staircase'^ was "both 
magnificent."^
These movements and people were some of the most 
important contemporary influences on Masefield, Drinkwater 
and Abercrombie. Each responded in his individual way, 
and each was influenced by the others. It is, surprisingly,
1. C. Ikissall and D. Mathews, Eddie !'arsh. 1953, pp.2021.
2. The 'Edward Marsh Exhibition’ at the National Book
League, March 9th, 1954.
3. L. Abercrombie, The End Of The World. 1914.
4. L. Aberer<rabie. 'The staircase* Ÿ 1914. Four Short Hays. 
1922.
5. Sir Edward Marsh, A Number of People. 1939; his letter
to Eiqpert Brooke quoted p.291.
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Abercrombie, who appears to keep in the background, who made 
the most of the opportunities presented from the point 
of view of poetic drama# Drinkwater, actor, producer, 
and the most practical theatre^man of the three, in fact 
did the least of the three for poetic drama# He started 
as a pioneer of poetic drama, and found that his true 
allegiance was to prose drama#^ Ifctsefield started as a 
•realistic* prose dramatist, and gave himself to poetic 
drama# He was regarded as being in the van with the 
•realistic* dramatists at the time of the Vedrenne-Barker 
season at the Court Theatre from 1905 to 1907, when his
2
The TT»ap:edy of Han and The Campden Wonder were produced. 
%sefleld continued to experiment with poetic drama all his 
life, and he entered into the theatre far more than 
Abercrombie. Abercrombie, however, 1ms done the most 
valuable work of the three, although he never achieved the 
popularity of Masefield and Drinkwater. He was a life-long 
pioneer of poetic drama both in his critical work and in 
his own plays. He lacked Drinkwater*s training in the 
theatre, and the latter part of his life was chiefly taken 
vyp with academic and critical work.
1. J. Drinkwater, Discovery, pp.154-5.
2. See p . %
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Abercrombie's work has had a strong Influence on 
Masefield and Drinkwater; ^sefield's critical work in 
particular shows a debt to him# Drinkwater, specking of 
his own change from poetic to prose drama, says that 
Abercrombie regarded him sotiewhat as a "deserter”, although 
**throughout my life I have owed more to the inspiration 
of his praise than to that of any other man's#”  ^ Drinkwater 
seems to realise that Abercranbie is the greatest in 
stature when he says:- ”His loss to the theatre was, in 
my opinion, the most serious of my time#” He hazards the 
conjecture that if Abercrombie had come into the theatre, 
"crusading” with him at that time, he too would have decided 
that "verse could not be the staple of a modem draipa that 
wants to come out into the open." The evidence of tdie 
whole of Abercrombie's work makes this extremely unlikely.
Masefield alone of the three stayed in the theatre 
as a poetic dramatist. But it is significant that his latest 
draiaas, culminating in End and Beginning^, have been more 
suited to the Poet-Laureate's private theatre at Boar’s Hill 
than to the everyday stage.
1. J. Drinkwater, Discovery, p.217-218.
2 . Qp. c it .
3. J. Masefield, Snd and Beginning. 1933.
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work of these three dramatists provides valuable 
material for the consideration of the question ’what is 
poetic drama?’ Masefield’s critical work is valuable 
for the theory of poetic drama. He is heavily indebted 
to Teats and Abercrombie, but he always unforgettably trans­
mutes what he imbibes, whereas Drinkwater seems to catch 
up the prevailing ideas and eiqoress them clearly and 
forcibly, ’fasefield’s critical work is brilliant but, 
unlike Abercrombie’s, fragmentary. Kram his drama we 
frequently leam what is not poetic drama, but when his 
drama is laid beside his theory, it is clear that it is 
the practice, not the theory, which falters. His work is 
particularly valuable for its continual experiment. He spent 
most of his dramatic career ejg>erimenting to find the form 
suited to him, and at last found it in stylised drama.
The particular form suited to Masefield is not, however, 
one which is likely to challenge the eveiyday stage.
Drinkwater, whose allegiance was to prose drama, 
gives definite, practical reasons for changing from poetic
to prose drama,^ and experiments in carrying into prose
2
drama some of the qualities of poetic drama. His best 
drama is prose drama, but this is not due to any fault 
inherent in poetic drama.
1. I. Drinkwater, Discovery, p.217-218, and Preface to 
Collected Piays. 2 vols. Sidgwiek & Jackson.
Vbl.I. pB.vil-vlii.
2. op. cit.
The whole of Abercrombie's poetic work, and even 
some of his critical prose writing, is dramatic. But 
there is a clear distinction between poetic drazu and 
dramatic poem. Too often the verdict on nineteenth 
century poetic drama was that it was dramatic poetry 
without being poetic drama. Abercranbie’s work provides 
distinctions between the two forms. Much of his critical 
work is devoted to distinctions between art forms and artistic 
intentions. Abercrombie alone of the three built up a 
united theory of art and of poetic drama. All his drama 
is poetic, and it is not only s valuable vindication, but 
an extension of, his theory. The Sale of Saint Jhomas 
is an extended form of poetic drama, moreover its theme 
is mystical experience which is peculiarly intractable.to 
dramatic form. There is nothing in the critical work of 
Masefield or Drinkwater which is not suimed up in Abercrombie’; 
and Abercrombie’s poetic drama is more considerable than 
theirs. Be is the greatest in stature of the three, as a 
dramatist and as a critic.
(
It is significant that these three dramatists are 
also critics. They have theories dx%twn from their own 
practice, their reading, and the contemporary theatre^
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but, above all, from their own practice. This marks 
them off from ths majority of nineteenth century poetic 
dramatists. It also indicates one reason for the failure 
of poetic drama in the nlneteentâi century, and for its 
successful revival in the twentieth. The nineteen^ 
century poetic dramatists in general did not see clearly 
where they stood, or where they were going. They were 
obsessed with ’whence they came’ - the Elizabethan drama.
They had no individual reasons for using poetic form, 
and they made little attempt to write a poetic drama of 
and for the age. The poetic dramatist of the twentieth 
century is typified by T.S. Eliot, whose theory of poetic 
drama is based on a thorough study of drama Incremented 
by his own experiments. He knows where he is going, and 
he has fresh ideas of how to get there. It is possible 
to examine poetic drama now as It stands, knowing that 
the dramatists understand tdie problems of a poetic drama 
in tune with contemporary life. Its failure cannot be 
excused by ’existing conditions’, like some of the nine­
teenth century poetic drama; it is as definite and respon­
sible in its aim as in its achievements. T.3. Eliot finds 
idiat tills underlies Middleton Murry’s Cinnamon and Angelica^; 
"The poet who now applies himself to the drama will be one 
with a strong and philosophic ccaaviction in favour of this
1. J. Middleton Murry, Cinnamon and AnKClica« 1920.
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form* He will be a very oonseious poet with an historical 
sense .«*..• He must stand quite alone.”
Although it is not readily apparent in 1954, Masefield, 
Drinkwater and Abercrombie were pioneers in the renaissance 
of poetic drama. The ieonoelasm, originalfiy, and initial 
unpalatableness associated with pioneer-work are probably 
less obvious now in their work, than in that of Auden,
ISherwood, Eliot, Pry and Duncan. In a sense specially 
true of the twentieth century, every poetic dramatist 
is, and must be, a pioneer. The nineteenth century poetic 
dramatists with very few exceptions, did not have this 
sense of pioneering, although they were very conscious 
of being different. Moreover, it is doubtful vbother any 
of these three dramatists will be most memorable as a 
pioneer of poetic drama. Masefield is best known as a poet, 
Drinkwater as a prose dramatists and poet, and Abercrombie 
as critic and poet; he alone of the three has never been 
popular; his hour is yet to come. In what sense ‘Uien can 
these three be grouped together as pioneers of twentieth 
century poetic drama?
They are not ptoneers in the sense of being cut off 
from their nineteentti century predecessors. But t h ^  are 
conscious of being pioneers, and this consciousness is distinob
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frc^ that of the nineteenth century poetic dramatists 
in general, since it co-ordinates theory and practice#
Beddoes saw clearly that the man who is to "awaken the 
drama must be a bold, trampling fellow - no creeper into 
worm holes, no reviser even - however good ••### we had 
better beget than revive - attempt to give the literature 
of this age an idiosyncracy and spirit of its own and 
only raise a gbost to g^ze on, not to live with#"^ Beddoes 
himself had not the power to put this into practice, and 
Wordsworth, Shelley, Qyron, Gilbert, Jones and ‘farston 
achieved only partial success# Beddoes* prophecy, against 
the background of a poetic drama thwarted by imitation of 
Elizabethan drama, seems to imply that a complete break 
is necessary# This is only partly true. It was possible 
to make a new departure within that imitation# The 
imitation of ElizabeHian drama necessarily persists, but 
it is with conscious aim and significant modulations#
p
Christopher Hassall*s aim in Christ’s Comet is to blend 
the "modem language and outlook with so much of the old 
practice as is not a relic, but still lives." Thus he 
introduces a "muleteer" who is "descended from the 
Shakespearean fool." His adaptstioa is based on a 
challenging theory of what the present century needs
1. Letter to Kelsall. 1823* see Complete Works. Fran^olico 
Press, 1929, i.23. '
2» 0. Hassall. Christ’s Comet. 1937.
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"There ia place in these days for two kinds of poetic 
drama to exist side by side with the same end in view, but 
differing methods, the one experimental, remotely derived, 
perhaps, from the Greek Tragedy and Mediaeval laystery, 
the other no leas progressive, but more directly based on 
its chosen tradition, tiat of the Elizabethan model.
It is significant that Hassall looks back to one of the 
rare achievements of the nineteenth century poetdc drama.
He finds in Beddoes an^"almost perfect adaptation of 
conventional verse-form to the exigencies of conventional
t
speech." * Bis own blank verse "Often little more than 
present>-day conversation coaxed almost imperceptibly intaj 
iambics but elevated into rhetoric or sonething more than 
rhetoric, as occasion dœiands."
Masefield, Drinkwater and Abercrombie were not pioneers 
in the sense that they made a complete bireak witii imitation 
of Elizabethan drama, but in their attitude towards their 
heritage of drama. Iheir use of Elizabethan drama is part 
of a wider return to the greatest models, jaf their heritrrge 
of mediaeval and classical drama. Their return is less 
obvious and deliberate than Hassell’s, and than that of
1. Note to Christ’s 0«net. Heineman, 1937.
2. op. cit.
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the nineteenth century poetic dramatists* This is 
partly because it is a return not simply to a manner of 
language but to dramatic craftsmanship* The blind man
in Masefield's Good Friday ^ and the gaffer in The Tragedy
2
of Nan blend the Elizabethan fool and the Greek chorus. 
Drinkwater's use of verse and chroniclers in his prose 
Abraham lAncoln^ recalls King John and Hamlet. Abercrombie's 
verse at its best is Elizabethan in its sinewy exuberance 
and imagery.
The true enfranchisement of poetic drama came, 
however, not through poetic drama, but through prose drama, 
and the major influence was Ibsen's prose, social drama 
which became known in England during the last three decades 
of the nineteenth century. It has been shown that certain 
prose dramatists associated with the early stirrings of the 
renaissance in the latter half of the nineteenldi century, 
carried some of the spirit of pioneering into poetic drama, 
and lessened tbs gulf between prose and poetic drama.^
The ground was prepared for a revival of poetic drama by 
the effort to wite sincere, realistic drama. Even tbe 
Irish Literary Theatre, lAich aftenmrds became the Abbey
1. J. msefield. Good Friday. 1913.
2. J. Masefield, The Tragedy of Nan. 1908.
3. J. Drinkwater, Abraham Lincoln. 1918.
4. See Chapter I. t .
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Theatre, owed a great debt to Ibsen. Denis Gvynn argues 
convineingly that Edward lartyn's share in the Irish 
revival has been neglected, although he overstates when 
he claims that Martyn's "cult of Ibson ..... brought the 
Irish theatre to life."^ Of the collaborates in the 
founding of the theatre - Teats, Moore, Lady Gregory 
and himself, Ikriyn alone «anted an Irish drama concerned 
with problems of ideas and life, following the exumple 
of Ibsen and Strindberg. But those ecstneeted with the 
revival responded to the poet in Ibsen if «aly by contact 
with Martyn, who devoted much fine critical writing to 
the poetic realism of Ibsen's drama.
Ibsen is an essentially poetic dramatist, but he first 
impressed England as a prose, social dramatist, and English 
dramatists were swift to imitate and adapt these facets 
of his drama. Indeed, the ground had been prepared for 
realisMc drama in the preceding decades. The immediate 
influence of lysen is seen at its best in the realistic 
drama of Granville-Barker, Shaw, St. John Hunkin, Galsworthy 
and Houghton. Masefield, Drinkwater and Abercrombie were 
among the first dramatists in England to respond to the poet 
in Ibsen. His plays, "for all their criticisn of life," 
owe their appeal to the "poetry concealed in Ibem, awakening
1 0 1
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an answering pride of life in ua."^ This response revels 
that the question of a revival of poetic drama was originally 
identical with the renaissance of drama in general.
The importance of Ibsen's drama was not only the 
strength of its departure from outworn subjects and methods, 
but the strength of what it offered in its place. Ibsen's 
'retrospective method', his method of dialogue, substi'tuting 
a new formality for the unrealistic conventions of drama, 
his illusiCHi of an imitation of everyday reality, his themes, 
have been studied and imitated in detail. Ihey were and 
are important. But Ibsen was first of all important because 
he was precisely the man whom Beddoes foretold, tt» herald 
of new departure. After Ibsen, it imis incessible for 
poetic dramatists, had they so wished, to return to the 
methods of the nineteenth century imitators, although it 
was inevitable that they should return to the Elizabethan 
drama itself. The lines of poetic and prose drama necessarily 
diverged after the original impetus had been given, but it 
was the new departure tttxieh was of vital importance to than 
both. The realistic drama brought fresh salutary problems 
and challenges for the poetic dramatists in addition to 
re-focussing with urgency those posed by the nineteenth 
century poetic drama. 3he latter showed a muddled idea 
that the subject of a poetic drama should be serious or
1. L. Abercroable, 'The Function of Poetry in The Drama',
1912, p.268.
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worthy. The realistic play was eminently serious, but 
it too tended to confine seriousness within narrow limits.
The topical, the social, the moral and psychological - this 
was realistic matter for drama and it demanded a realistic 
method, and illusion of everyday life and language. This 
challenge of realism, of the contemporary, has had to 
be faced by poetic dramatists. They have d<me this in two 
chief ways. They have taken over the topics of realistic 
drama and treated them in the spirit and language of 
poetry. !%asefield and Abercrombie are social dramatists, 
but for them, social issues are viewed as an aspect of 
poetic drama. In addition, they have evaluated in terras 
of contemporary life, psychology and language, those 
subjects which were not realistic according to the new 
emphasis on contemporary realism; the Bible, legend, 
history classical themes. Christopher Fry has written 
The Firstborn.^ Borman Nicholson The Old fton of the Mountaing^
X 4.
T.S. Eliot The Family Reunion"  ^and Murder in the Cathedral «
Jean Anouilh Eurydice^ and Antigtmef Paul Claudel
n
L*Histoire De Tobie Et De Sore; The problem of bringing 
uncontemporazy material into a significant relationship
1. 0. Fry, The Firstborn. 1946.
2. N. Nicholson. The 013 Man of the Mountains. 1946.
3. T.S. Eliot, The femiiy Reunion. 1939%
4. T.S. Eliot, Murder in the daïEedral. 1955.
5. J. Anouilh, Eurydice. 1941.
6. J. Anouilh, Antigcbe. 19^.
7. P. Claudel, OTfst^re De Tobie Et De Sara. 1942.
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with everyday lifejbad been posed by the nineteenth 
century poetic drama. The realistic drama made it crucial.
The ways in which this problem has been grappled with are 
a testimony to the scope and strength of poetic drama, 
to its true reality. Pry sums up the response of twentieth 
century poetic dramatists; - "the over-emphasis nowadays 
on being 'contemporary* is meaningless .... the period 
(except in a strictly historical play) is merely the colour 
on the brush, the extra illumination of the idea .....
contemporary ....  means 'Living'" Abercrombie sums up
the response of Masefield and Drinkwater when he says
2that the "ready made boot of existence" is insufficient.
It is possible that more poetry in this century can 
be termed difficult thin that of any other. There is a danger 
of difficulty becoming a prime poetic virtue. Underlying 
this is the idea that poetry in touch with contemporary 
life, should not make an immediate, flambuoyant approach, 
it should insinuate itself by allusion, sub^^, the half- 
expressed, an idea which is part of a reaction against 
poetical poetry, and of the emphasis on realism. Tet this 
very flarabucyancy, this fullness and immediacy of expression 
are qualities cm vhieh the Elizabethan drama thrived.
1. C. Pry, 'Poetry and the Theatare*, Adam. International
Review. 1951, p.8.
2. S. Abercrombie, 'The Function of Poetry in the Drama',
p.260.
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T h ^  are inherent in dramatic poetiy, but since the 
realistic play, and especially after the lessw of the 
nineteenth century poetic drama, they are no longer felt 
to be right for poetic drama. Pry's plays, it might be 
argued, have precisely these qualities; in fact, they are 
a compromise between the modern and the Elizabethan drama. 
Masefield, Drinkwater and Abercrombie have, on the one hand, 
stood firmly by the flambuoyant, Elizabethan blank verse, 
and on the other hand taken into account the demand for 
realism* They have closed the gap between realism and 
poetry, msefield's early training in realistic, prose 
drama in 'The Locked Chest' and 'The Sweeps of '98'^ is 
important to his poetic drama. In The Tragedy of Han .^ 
a poetic-prose play, Masefield unites the two, chiefly by 
the use of naturally poetic, rustic language. Their 
blend is specially apt since in Nan. Masefield draws from 
realistic, domestic material and setting a "vision of 
the. heart of life."^ Of the three, Abercjrombie comes 
closest to Elizabethan rhetoric, but he allies tt with it 
an apparently unflambuoyant and unobtrusive use of 
colloquialism, of the allusive, the half-expressed.
1. J. Masefield, Two Plays in Prose. 1916, 'The Locked
Chest' 1906, and “The Sweeps of'98', 1905.
2. J. Masefield, The Tragedy of Han. 1908.
3. J, Masefield, preface to The Tragedy Off Man. 1911.
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Drinkwater occïvsionaily strikes a mean between unleavened 
language which rises in the context, and exuberant rhetoric, 
which appears to leave nothing unsaid, particularly in 
•The otoio*^.
The majority of theatre-goers today can be divided 
according to Eliot's assessment of the audience for which he 
caters* There are those who feel that poetry is unnatural 
on the stage save in verse plays which "take their subject 
matter from some mythology or else .... some remote 
historical period, far enough away frœa the present for the 
characters .... to be licensed to talk in verse", - and
those who are "prepared to enjoy the play and the language....,
2
as two separate things." She suspicion that poetry is 
unnatural on the stage has found currency because it was ruftr 
natural on the lips of characters of the realistic play.
The logical conclusion is that if poetry is not natural 
in the serious end realistic play, it cannot be in touch 
with everyday life. This distrust has had to be overcome 
by prose as well as poetic dmimetists, for prose is as 
unnatural on the stege as verse. Eliot draws a triple 
distinction between "prose and verse, and our ordinary 
speech, which is mostly below the level of either verse
1. J. Drinkwater, 'The Storm', 1915, Bihks. 1917.
2. T.S. Eliot, Poetry and Drama. 1951, p.13.
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or prose”i f-rcHfr it it follows that "prose, on the stage, 
is as artificial as verse . or alternatively .. verse 
can be as natural as prose.”^ Abercrombie, however, 
goes to the root of poetic drama, when he points outfit is 
the business of the dramatist to create a world in which 
poetry is not only natural, but the only conceivable way 
of speech for characters; ”it would be a wrench for
p
them not so to utter themselvesT" ’fesefield makes the 
same point that the of naturalness comes from
within the drama. Heightened language is natural to Han 
who is "pushed beyond the limits of the dying porsonalily,"^ 
Drinkwater points out that in realistic as well as in other 
drama the speech is "selected, heightened, arranged into 
dramatic sequence."* The greatest problem facing the 
poetic dramatist is, in fact, the success with which scsae 
prose dramatists have given an illusion of everyday 
language. For it is here that the frontiers between 
prose and poetry begin to recede, that the use of the 
pause, the deliberate understatement, flatness, begin to 
compete with poetry on its own grounds - in concentration, 
economy and suggestion. Christopher Hassall has thrown
1. T.S. Eliot, Poetry And Drama, p.l).
2. L. Abercrombie, ’The Function Of Poetry In The Drama’,
p. 254.
3. J. Masefield, preface to The Tragedy Of Han. 1911.
4. J. Drinkwater. The Gentle Art Of Theatre Going. 1927.
P.1C5.
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an unusual light on the prose dramas John Gabriel Borkman^ 
and The Cherry Orchard^, by asking "in what way would the 
use of verse have falsified their author's purpose?" His 
answer shows that thin partitions divide fine prose and 
poetic drama, when prose dramatists find a way to satisfy 
the audience's inate demand for poetry without letting it 
know; - "Verse would have given ..«• the poetry foremost* 
whereas much of the poignancy in these plays lies in the 
ordinariness of the world •ttiat is shown as the outward and 
visible sign of an unexpected poetic vision the poetic
effect lies in the very fact that we are 'safe' from poetry." 
It is the lack of a "sense of syncope" which distresses us." 
We prefer "unspoken before spoken poetry."^ This last 
distinction indicates the gulf between the modem and the 
Elizabethan poetic dramatist. In general, the nineteenth 
century poetic dramatists failed to bring the poetry of 
the plays into touch with evryday life. In this century, 
the issue is less clear. Hot only has poetry to be in 
touch with, but to disguise itself as prose, or everyday 
language - Abercrombie in particular, and also ffcisefield 
and Drinkwater, have experimented in bringing poetry into
1. H. Ibsen, j<am Gabriel BoPkaan. 1893-6.
2. A. Chehov, Ihe Cherry Orchard. 1903.
3. 0. Hassall. 'Notes On The Verse Drama'. The Masque. Ko.6.
1948, P.15.
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touch with everyday, colloquial language. But they have
not gone ag far as Eliot, in disguising poetry. Their
poetic dramas still assert themselves as poetry. This
is fundamental to poetic drama; it must be "spoken",
as well as "unspoken poetry." Nowadays, poetic drama
has to compete with a prose drama which has successfully
given an illusion of everyday reality by means which have
frequently raised it towards the level of poetry. This
is true of the drama of Chehov, Granville-Barker, and at
times, Shaw. The power of this dialogue in The -'larrying
of Ann Leete comes, not from its illusion of everyday
language, or from its inate poetry, but from their blending;
Ann; "I won’t be married to any man. I refuse to be 
tempted..... I won't see him again.
Carnaby; Yes. It's raining .....
Sarah; Ann, what is to become of you?
Carnaby; Big drops .... big drops!
Ann;
Carnaby;
Ann;
Carnaby;
Ann;
Carnaby;
John Abud .... you mean to marry, when you marry, 
...... will you marry me?
Take me indoors, 
to marry you.
I asked him.
I heard you ask the gndener
Take me indoors. I heard you ask the gardener 
to marry you.
I asked him.
I heard you say you asked him. Take me in 
but not out of the rain.
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Ann:
Abud:
Look .... he's straight-limbed and clear-eyed, 
and I'm a woman..... If we two were alone here 
in this garden and everyone else in the world 
were dead ..... wha t would you answer?
*^ hy ..... yes.
Carnaby; Then that's settled .... pellucid. (He attempts 
to rise but staggers backwards and forwards. 
Sarah goes to him alarmed.)
Sarah; ibpal .... There's no rain yet.
Carnaby;
Abud;
Ann;
Hush, I'd*dead .... help me up steps .... son- 
in-law.
I'll carry him.
(Sobbing a little and weary^ Such a long day it 
has been .... now ending." * . ^
The flatness, the intensifying of realistic detail 
symbolism, the illusion of the inconseguentialities of 
spoken language, answering the deeper eddies of thought 
and feeling; all these approximate to poetic method.
%sefield, Drinkwater and Abercrombie have shown them­
selves acutely aware of the problems posed by realistic 
drama. It is only in such an awareness that pioneer work
can be founded. The chief distinction between the two
2
editions of ’fesefield's Shakespeare is that the former re­
iterates the contrast between Shakespeare's poetic drama, 
and the contemporary drama, while in the latter, these 
contrasts are omitted or modified. This indicates that 
twentieth century poetic dramatists - notably Masefield,
1. n . G ranville-B arker, The Marrying of Ann Leete . 1899,111.
2 . J. Masefield, A illiam  Shakespeare. 1911, Home U niversity  
Library, revised 1954. Heineman.
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Drinkwater, and Abercrœnbie, have, with some success, attemptei 
to close the gap between relistic and poetic drama. Fre­
quently ’lasefield makes an explicit contrast; the Eliza- 
betMns "got their emotions from the thing done and the 
thing said, not, as with us, from the situation;" there was 
no "dawdling" over "business;" the aim w x b  at "illusion" 
not "realism."^ His attitude is not simply one of depre­
ciation. He realises the skill and distinct appeal of the 
new drama; the modem dramatist sees that his play "climbs 
to its culmination by a series of interruptions or crises," 
ends on an "interesting or splendid moment, artfully 
delayed and carefully prepared.... with a gradual knitting 
together of all the energies of his characters with a sit-
p
nation happier or more haunting than any before." He 
accurately diagnoses the results which are significant 
to the poetic dramatist. Modem audiences want poetry 
on the stage "made" natureil by realistic scenery and the 
"field of vision is restricted and the object brought near."^ 
Masefield nowhere denies the strengths of prose, realistic 
drama; these are some of the major problems facing the 
poetic dramatist.
1. op. c i t .  1911, p .21.
2 . op. c i t .  p .150.
3 . J . Masefield. Shakespeare. 1911. p .155.
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Abercrombie*s critical work on any particular aspect 
of art is always founded on his knowledge and theory of 
the nature and origins of art in general.. This gives 
special weight to his corroboration of Masefield# Abercrom­
bie stresses the limitation and materialism of prose, realis­
tic drama"Poetic drama is concerned with imitation of 
life" only for "exigencies 6f technique,"^ and the "represen­
tation of life" hecmes a "complete re-creating of life’s
materials with a symbol charged with the satisfaction of
2
our profoundest desires#" In every way the poetic drama 
has supremacy over prose drama; it allows the conception 
free scope# Itrose has "nothing to fall back on"^ besides 
its imitation of reality* It cannot "transcend the laws 
of ordinary experience" whereas poetry has always the 
"direct imitation Of emotional reality to maintain 
credibility#"^ of Abercrwibie’s distinctions show
the poetic dramatist taking advantage of the lesson of 
realistic drama# The criticism of life is no work for 
poetry, but %here is no reason why poetry should not be 
used for the contemporary."'^ Although it Is pleasant to 
see the "particularities of our own manners aped on the
t; "a. Abercrombie 'The Function of Poetiy in Drama' pp266-7-
2. op. cit. p.267.
3. op. cit. p.268.
4. op. cit.
5. op. cit. pp.269-270.
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stage’% minutiae so engaging "distract from that which 
poetry sets out to say#"^
Drinkwater is a less profound critic than Abercrombie^ 
and he rarely has Masefield» s flashes of insight. But he 
has a sound conception of the differences between prose 
and poetic drama ^ and of the problems facing the poetic 
dramatist. He claims boldly that "literature without 
drama is useless in the theatre" and that "drama without 
literature may achieve some life there, but it is a life 
that has hardly any interest for people who have taken
the trouble to become familiar with the significant art
2
of the world»" Here the poetic dramatist is speaking, 
conscious of the tradition he is to continue. Criticism 
of the realistic subjects of modem drama underlies his 
statement that the "supreme excitation of drama can only 
be achieved whan the life presented is such that an audience 
finds' itself straining in happy spiritual exercise up to 
its tragedy or achievement."^ But Drinkwater makes it 
clear that this is not denied to realistic prose drama; 
the "post-war theatre" has always been "significant" 
when following this tradition, and admitting an "infusion 
of this heroic life ..... attempting the ... heights of
great a r g u m e n t . f h i s  he illustrates in Shaw’s Back to
in op".' bit. " ' '
2. J. Drinkwater, Introduction to The "Twentieth Century 
Theatre, by Prank Vernon, 1924, p.2.
5. op. cit. p.6.
4. op. cit.
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Methuselah, and in Abercrombie’s Rioenix.^ He too sees 
the challenge of a prose dmrsa in which the speeéh is 
"selected, heightened*',, and the potential value to poetic 
drama of the "trivial and temporary" when it is used to 
express the dramatist’s "vision of fundamental things»"^
He distinguished between drama which uses "the Idiwn 
of our own time ... but ... never for its own sake" and 
"lifeless realism."^
Apart from exercising a general influence through 
■the realistic prose play, Ibsen had a direct influence 
on Mesefield, Drinkwater and Abercrombie as a poetic 
dramatist. It is noticable how often the nature of this 
influence coincides with that of the Irish dramatists.
This is partly because the Irish dramatists were influenced 
not only to revolt against Ibsen, but, perhaps unconsciously, 
to emulation.^ Moreover, Ibsen is an essentially poetic 
dramatist, and his aims, methods and results were bound 
to coincide with, and have value for, poetic dramatists. 
Atisefield, Drinkwater and Abercrombie were pioneers since 
they, together with the Irish dramatists, responded both 
consciously and unconsciously to the poet in Ibsen, and 
turned the lessons of his drama to the specific uses of
1. L. Abercrombie. Phoenix, 192).
2. J. Drinkwater, The Gentle Art Of Theatre-Going« pp.82-). 
). op. cit. pp.8)-^
4. see pp. 15-16.
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poetic drama.
In his prose, social dramas, which had the greatest 
impact on jaiglish daramatists, Ibsen is a realist, but 
always a poetic realist. His emphasis is not primarily 
on the rehtlon of the individw1 to society, but on the 
inter-relations of individuals, and on the relations 
between the inner and outer man in individuals. Shaw 
points out that the theme of Little Kyolf^ is a gospels 
"Inasmuch as ye have done it unto the least of these my 
brethren, ye have done it unto me." This is as true 
of the social dramas.
Ibsen uses every stnnd of his play like a poet, as 
a symbolic structure creating an exact image of his con­
ception.. The form of his plays is always an aspect of 
the theme. J-îaterial, physical details of plot and scenery 
are used as symbolism without losing their ordinary nature. 
The feuÉt in The feast at Solhank^ mirrors smooth, material 
prosperity cloaking a spiritual unheaval. The intensely 
realistic landscape in Brsnd^ symbolises the waste-land 
of the soul, and physical action is used throughout to 
assert a spiritual antithesis. Characters are symbolic, 
their exact grouping is symbolic, yet they remain flesh
1. H. Ibsen, Little Syolf. 1894.
2. G.B, Shaw.~T^e (uinl^sence of Ibsenism. 1922, p. 1)6. 
). E. Ibsen, The Feast At 8olha*lk,
4. H. Ibsen, Brand. 1866,
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and blood characters irresistibly drawn together, in 
1
Ghosts and in the later plays, every single detail 
projects forward. The most stupendous, literal redupli­
cations which mark the crises of these plays are a playful 
or a chance detail elaborated into a paradox or an obsession. 
Yet an illusion of unbearable reality is preserved . The 
use of realistic details for psychological and spiritual 
probing, especially for creating an obsession has been 
skilfully used by 'lasefield in The iragedy Of Nan^ and by 
Abercrombie in The Deserter, the Staircase and The Adder 
The imagery of Ibsen’s plays embraces the gioi%)ing of 
characters, and the relationship of character and plot.
The characters in Ghosts^ are keyed to the full circling 
of a wheel; in the last act Regina chooses what she 
refused in the first, and the exact opposite of what Mandera 
believed, and ’rs.Alvtng expected, occurs. The play turns 
on an exict stripping and reversal which is imaged in the 
grouping of characters and the shape of the play. In 
Abercrwnbie’s drama, in particular, this kind of imagery 
is mtirked. The title. The Deserter, is thus mirrored in 
the play, and the central paradox implicit in The Staircase
1. H. Ibsen, Ghosts. 1881.
2. J. Masefield. The Tragedy of Ran. 1908.
). L. AbercrtXttbie'l The Deserter. 71922. The staircase. Î1914, 
The Adder, ?1913. Four Ghort Plays, 1922,
4. Ï1. "IS sen: Ghosts. 1881";
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- the white, new staircase in the rotten house — is 
imaged in the movement and grouping of the characters*
This use of imagery which embraces the whole drama, and^o 
annihilates distinctions between realistic and poetic drama, 
had e strong influence on iânglish and Irish dramatists, 
and especially on Masefield, Drinkwater, and Abercrombie.
It counteracts one of the weaknesses of nineteenth century 
poetic dramatists who were lead by the imitation of 
j^lizabetban drama, to concentrate on explicit verbal 
imagery, often decoratibe rather Idmn strictly dramatic, 
and to neglect the use of the whole drama as imagery.
Ibsen’s technique of withholding information, of 
gradually shaping the past into a crucial relationship 
with the present, his illusion of the surfaces of everyday 
life, are devoted to the revelation of recesses of mind 
Spirit. iSdward Martyn, the Irish dramatist, who was 
profoundly influenced by Ibsen, speaks of the "subtle 
mental poetry" expressed in the most direct realism of 
speech,"^ especially in the later plays. This is as 
strongly marked, and therefore more significant, in the 
social plays. Teats and Dynge must have responded to 
this poetic realism, and there is ample evidence of its 
appeal to #sefield, Drinkwater and Abercrombie.
1. Martyn papers quoted by Denis Gwynn in iïdward Vaxtyn. 
p.142.
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The habit of pervasive imagery - in setting, 
character, and external realistic details, is remarkable 
also in the work of the Irish dramatists, particularly 
of Fadraic Colum, the realistic prose dramatist. Granville—
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Barker, Shaw, and Galsworthy,^ are among the ’realistic' 
dramatists who have used a similar symbolic method. In ' 
Strife. Galsworthy juxtaposes the prosperous dining-room of 
Mr. Onderwood’s, and its enormous fire, with the Roberts’ 
bare cottage, meagre fire and shivering, ashen-faced 
occupants. The significance is pointed by the opening 
dialogue;-
Silder; "Can I have a screen. Tench?
Underwood; Bither I I’m sorry .... we’re not used to 
complaints of too much fire down here just 
now.
Wilder; (In an Injured voice) - You mean the men.
iL
Scantlebury: Poor devils."
The screen is an actual realistic detail functioning 
in the play. It also Images a spiritual thick-skin, and 
the desire to hide from reality.
This use of imagery embracing the entire play makes 
a complete break with the elaborate settings, melodrama 
and formol devices of nineteenth century poetic drama.
1. E. G ranville-Barker. The MarryinK Of Aon Leete , 1899.
fh'e' Décret SrfëT1922;---
2 . G.B. Shaw. The Doctor's Dilemma, I906« Major Barbara,19C5
) .  J . Galsworthy. S tr ife . 1909.
4 . op. c i t .  I .
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Physical action and plot arc constantly translated into 
an inner action and significance by the imagery, and the 
more formal elements of poetic drama are not rendered 
unnecessary, but forced underground to re-appear as a new, 
unobtrusive kind of formalism. The characters» probing 
of each other in Ibsen»s plays is no less formal than the 
soliloquy and aside. Ibsen»s skill in dialogue showing 
the divergence of minds makes these conventions not 
»unnatural», but unnecessary. The new, unobtrusive formalism 
has no virtue for itself alone. It is the inevitable out­
come of the fresh areas of subject and character opened 
up by Ibsen, and part of the » theme» which runs throughout 
his drama.
His profound meditative studies of small town life 
have given a unique place to the slow, inarticulate peasant- 
type, the apparently » normal» humdrum men and women who 
conceal a strange, unrealised life. He has "invented a 
whole new world for drama «••• the drama of the mind," 
worked out with a **mastery of art."^ Ibsen»s characters 
are frequently the »mean. » It is Ibsen» s aim to reveal 
the poetry of their existences, the poignant discrepancy 
between inner and outer life, the potential tragic or
1 1 9
heroic stature of Gina,^ Hora,^ Peer Gynt,^ Captain 
Alving.^ An illusion of everyday life and language is 
necessary because the fundamental reality actually lies 
in them, and because it is part of Ibsen's purpose to show 
his characters growing and startled awareness of the 
significance of their own and others' lives. It is 
because of this aim and emphasis that Ibsen eaqperlmented 
with the basic dramatic problems of conveying the 'higher 
significance* of his plays, of suggesting unspoken thought, 
and the hidden, irregular movement of spiritual and mental 
growth.
Another aspect of Ibsen's poetic realism is his 
mingling of conedy and tragedy. % e  nineteenth century 
'serious* play - Coleridge's Osorio^. Baillie's De Monfort^. 
was often ludicrously monotoned. There were set ideas 
as to what was tragic, what was comic, vhich were only
9
spasmodically broken down. Gilbert's Pygmalion And Galatea 
stands out for its broad, topical humour naturally allied
O
with verse form. Jones' The Tempter 189), shocked some 
audiences of the time by its frank alliance of humour ^
1. H. Ibsen, The Wild Duck, 1884.
2. H. Ibsen, % e  Polios Ëouse. 1874.
). H. Ibsen, Iber Gyht. IwèyJ
4. H. Ibsen, Ghosts. T887.
5. 8.T. Coleridge. Osorio. 1797.
6. J. Baillie, De Mbnfort. pd. 1800.
7. iS.S. Gilbert. AnmalTon And Galatea, pd. 1871
8. B.A.Jones, The TOTPter. pd. 189).
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with the diacussion of sexual ein and hypocrisy. The 
twentieth century * realist play» tended to confuse the 
sordid and unrelievedly grave with fundamental seriousness. 
Ibsen»s mingling of comedy and tragedy to create high tragic 
irony is a mark of true tragic vision. It is simultaneously 
part of the higher theme and part of his illusion of every- 
day reality. In the opening of The tfild Dnck^. and 
throughout The Pillars of the Society^, comedy and tragedy 
and inextricable and mutually commenting. There is no 
surer dafeguard against the melodrama and monotony of much 
of the nineteenth century poetic drama than this 'mingling* t 
it gives the death-blow to sentimentality and pomposity.
Â similar 'mingling' characterises the work of the Irish 
dramatists, particularly of Teats. It has had a strong 
influence on Masefield, Drinkv&ter and Abercrombie.
It is now a commonplace in the history of drama that 
Ibsen brought back 'seriousness* into the theatra. It 
is difficult, however, to imagine a more 'serious* play 
than Lamb's John Woodvil. Jones' The Tempter or Coleridge's 
Osorio. But the seriousness of theme and integrity of 
craftsmanship were not in harmony in these plays. Ibsen 
brought back into the theatre a poetic, broad seriousness,
1. H. Ibsen, The «iild Duck. 1884.
2. H. Ibsen, '(me filiars Ùf The Society. 1877.
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and an artistic and dramatic integidty which wont hand in 
htind* Edward tartyn finds that it was pi'ecisely this dual 
seriousness - the ^-dramatic psychology coming in logical 
sequence" at a time when "average play-goers abhor above all 
dramatic requirements, the requirements of having to think 
consecutively in the theatre*;^ tliat at first made Ibsen’s 
drama repellent. 'Jhis was undoubtedly one reason for 
the revulsion frcmi Ibsen’s drama.
The general significance of Ibsen’s drama is similar 
to that of the Irish dramatists. In both, national tempera­
ment and the social and parochial are used to portray 
fundamental human nature and spiritiml issdes. The close­
ness of aim is revealed by Yeats’ description of the Irihh 
dramatic movement|-
"Our movement is a return to the people .... The play that 
is to give them a quite natural pleasure should tell them 
either of their life, or of that life of poetry where
p
every man can see his own image.” Ibsen revealed that 
"life of poetry" in the lives of ordinary men and wœaen.
The small-town characters are to his drama what the peasants 
are to oynge's. Lady Gregory's and Colum's. The peculiar 
effects of their prosaic environments are used to reveal 
a significant, concealed life. The arc of materials for
1. Marlyn Paners quoted by Denis Gwynn, Edward Martyn,
p.l4).
2. W.B. Teats, Plays and Oontroversles. 192), p .)2 .
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U3C in poetic drama is widened and poetic use is made of 
the detailed Illusion of everyday life and thought.
In both the Irish and Ibsen's drama there is a 
thorough and absolutely dramatic use of imagery. In the 
Irish drama this comes from the characters' poetic habit 
of thought and language, and their ingrained sense of 
greater forces - nature — the elements - working through 
their own lives. In Ibsen's it is due to the characters’ 
amikenlng from a lethargy to the sense of the symbolism 
of their ovm and others' lives, and of the immediate, 
pl^sical, humdrum world
Bemick; "Where have I been? You will be shocked when 
you know. Now I feel as if 1 bad come to my 
senses after being poisoned. But what I do feel 
is that i can be young and strong again .... 
Oomo, Betly ... And you .... .'&irta, I don't 
seem to have seen you all these years.....we 
have a long, hard day's work ahead of us...
But let it come" 1
In both cases therefore the characters are naturally in
the "scale" of poetry, and the realism is a specifically 
poetic realism. The very severity »
/and apparently flat realism of Ibsen's method Jtes a
distancing effect which yields ultimate intimacy, com­
parable with that of Yeats' Four Plays for Dancers .
Yeats prefers to go straight to the underlying reality, 
Ibsen to arrive at it through the surfaces of life. Yeats 
prevents our ever thinking of everyday reality: "The arts
1. Henrik Ibsen. The Pillars Of The Community. Act IV, 
see Three Plays translated by #.Sllls-Feraor,19)0.
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which interest me, while seeming to separate from the 
world and us a group of figures, images and symbols, 
enable us to pass for a few moaents into the deep of the 
mind ... -iy theatre must be the ancient theatre that can be 
made by unrolling a carpet or marking out a place ....'1^  
Ibsen's method is to direct our atrtention to the surface 
in order to prevent our dwelling on it. This ia part 
of his theme. It is precisely when people and environment» 
appear to be most normal, prosaic and sure, that they are 
most abnormal and significant. In both cases there is a 
"drowning of the dykes that separate man,"^ in Ibsen's 
this accompanies the gradiml destruction of the deceits 
and lethargies built up in everyday life; in Yeats', it is 
a direct appeal to the generic. This is not an obscure 
artistic prejudice. Comparable to Yeats' reciter - "I 
bring to the eye of the mind" - is Henri Gheon's property 
man in Parade Dm font Au Diable^ who announces that the 
authors have decided to show what cannot be seen ; "en ne 
vous montrant rien de tout. En tournant le dos au réel 
ou plus exactement au realisms. En rétablissant sur notre 
théâtre le regne absolu et illimité de Dame convention .... 
soeur de lait de Dame Fantaisie, qui est apparenté à Dame
1. S.B. Yeats, Rote on 'At the Hawk's Well' Four Piays 
For Dancers. 1921, p.86.
2. Ëee A.B. Yeats, The Cutting Of An Agate. 1919» p.)5.
3 . G. Gheon, Parade Bu Pont Au Diable. 1924»
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Poesie laquelle  nous devons Icyalement serv^ ir — des objets 
seront donc ic i  les signes éloignés d'une ré a lité  absente»"
*To show what cannot be seen' — th is  is  the key to h is  
deliberate  avoidance of an illu s io n  of r e a lity , as i t  is  
to M aeterlinck's insistence on the eternal r e a lity  of 
"un v ie lla rd  assis dans son fu u 'teu il, attendant s ii^ len en t 
sous la  lamps, écoutant sans le  savoir toutes les tfois 
é tem elles  qui régnent autour de sa maison, in terp rétan t 
sans le  comprendre ce q u 'il  y a dans le  silence des partes 
e t des fenêtres e t dans la  p e tite  voix de la  lum ière, 
subissant la  présence de son ame e t de sa destinée, in c li­
nant un peu la  te l» , sans se douter que toutes les  puissances 
de ce monde interviennent e t v e ille n t dans la  chambre 
comme des servantes a tten tives  Abercrombie sums
up these varied expressions of one idea when he stresses 
the insu ffic iency of the "ready made boot of existence," 
and that poetic drama should*heglect the outer shells of 
re a lity ,"  and d ire c tly  "im ita te  the core." Abercrombie, 
Masefield and B o ttm l^  are among the Gewgian dramatists 
who upheld th is  ideal of poetic drama.
I t  is  more d if f ic u lt  to view 'lase fie ld , Drinkwater 
and Abercrombie as pioneers when they are placed in  the 
environment of the Ir is h  dramatic movement which was a t
f i r s t  p rim arily  p o etic . I t  is  possible to trace the
1. M. riieterlinck. Le ü&écsor Des Bumbles, XÜ96, pp 1ÜB-I89.
2 . L . Abercrombie, 'The Function Of Poetry In  The Drama'
p p .260261
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influences of the Irish drama in some detail, there are 
obvious links between Abercrombie’s Bie End Of The Aorld^ 
and Eynge's The Playboy Of The Western World^i Abercrombie’s 
Debopal^ and Yeats’ Ihe Land of Heart’s Desire^* Drink- 
water’s ’Cophetua*^ and Yeats’ The King ’s Thr u w m b m i nA 
Four Plays For Dancers^t between Masefield’s The Tragedy 
Of Kan^. and Synge’s Riders To The Sea^» But the Irish 
drama is first of all important to the revival of poetic 
drama because, like Ibsen’s, it is a new departure evolving 
its own kind of theatre, with distinct themes and language 
aad enabling and ccm^elling dramatists to learn their 
craft in a theatre which should speak to the people. It 
too fulfilled Beddoefs challenge.
(Die Irish dramatists had a profound and distinct 
sense of the real, which was never confined to fidelity 
in everyday life. The two chief sources to which they 
turned for their material were tl» heroic tales and legends 
of Ireland, and the lives of the peasants. Fidelity to 
an inner, eternal truth was not confused with psychological
1. L. Abercrombie The End of the World. 1914.
2. J.sa.aynge, The l^ layboy ù£ The Western world. 1907.
3. L. Abercrombie. Beooroh. ia te. I9Ô9 <nf early 1910.
4. IS.B. Yeats, The land of Heart*3 Desire. 1894.
3. J. Drinkwater. ’’ggphetua  ^19H.
6. i.B.Yeats, % e  King's Threshold. 1904.
7. W.B. Yeats.~*Pour Prays for Dancers. ’At The HaWc’s Well* 
and ’The Only Jealousy Of Amw^,19l6; ’The Dreaming Of 
The Bones' and 'Calvary', 1917.
8. J. Masefield, The Tragedy Of Wan. 1908.
9. J.M. Synge, The Hiders to the Sea. 1904.
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or moialiatle, probing* Yeata, in his Four Plays For 
Dancers^ uses stylised heroic legend to reveal "those
ft
profound emotions that exist only in solitude and in silence.
The psychological probing underlying The Only Jealousy
Of jàaer and 'Galvaiy* is as acute (although less explicit)
as that *f The Pillars Of goeietar? or The Madras House»*
Ibsen allows us to see more of the processes of thought
and feeling; Yeats gives tiie results which imply them; -
Lazarus: .... death is what I ask
Alive I never could escape your love, 
ilnd vdien I sickened toward my deatdi,
I thought.
I'll go to the desert, or chuckle in a corner 
Here ghost, a solitary thing .....
"Cone out!" you called 
You dragged me to the light as boys drag out 
A rabbit whoa they have dug its hole away 
You travel towards the dea& I am denied
Third Roman
É'oldiw: Die in peace.
There's no one here but Judas and ourselves.
Christ: And who are you that ask your God for nothing?" ^
In The only Jealousy of a«er as much light is thrown by 
suggestion on an underlying social probloa as in Shaw's 
j,!rs. ghrren's Profession. The peasant's ingrained sense
2
1. W.B.Yeats, Four Plays For Dancers 1921; 'At The Hawk's 
Well' and 'The &ily Jealousy of iSmer' 1916; 'The Dream­
ing Of The Bones' and'Calvary', 1917.
2. Note on 'At îhe Hack's well', p.87.
3. H. Ibsen, The Pillars Off Society. 1877.
4. H. Granville-%rker. Thé 'fadras House. 1909.
5. 'Calvary'
6. G.B.Shaw, Mrs. Warren's Profession. 1893#
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of powers greater thanworking through his life, created 
by communion with nature. Is used to reveal the mov^nente 
of mind and spirit, especially in moments of crisis. The 
psychological insight underlying The Riders to the 3ea 
is profound, but it is chiefly summed up in the characters 
and action, and it is also an Implication surrounding the 
whole play. It is netfer explicit, or resolved into the 
social problem which it might become.
In these ways the Irish dramatists have taken over 
and been specially equipped to take over, the material 
of ’realistic’ drama, to create a poetic realism. Even 
the ’realistic* prose dramatists - Colum, Robinson and 
Murray, place the emphasis on the individual, spiritual
reality, and are poetic in method. In his note to Three
1 2 
Plays Colum says that The Fiddler’s House shows the
"conflict between the individual and the family group."
But this conflict is viewed as one between truth to an
inner, spiritual law, and the rational, even tenor of life.
Conn Houricun, like the king of the ’Royal Blackbird' had
it'Ulways before him to win something grander and finer
than king ever won before," but he "never won anything."^
This aim, unettained, haunting the soul, paradoxically
1. P. Colum. Thrae plays, 1917, (The Fiddler’s House; The 
Lund; Thcraas Wnskerry)
2. P. Colum. The Fiddler's House. 1907.
3* op. cit.
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reveals an individual triumph# The central image — the 
fiddler's house - is the sure refuge given up by Maire and 
Conn who place more value on truth to an inner spixdtual 
necessity* The house is given over to Anne and James who 
are not unaware of this, but voluntarily neglect it, for 
the safe and ordinary# The use of the house and fiddle as 
central symbols simultaneously functioning in the physical 
play, strikingly resembles Ibsen's method. It is a mean 
between the realistic illustion of everyday life, and the 
deeper poetry it conceals. It is in fact pibetic realism, 
Abercrombie has adopted this method in his drama.
The house in *^The Deserter^ is a similar symbol. In Murray's 
Maurice Harte^. social implications are subordinated to 
the presentation of a mental and spiritual death. This 
play is remarkable for its high tragic irony, its mingling 
of an edged humour with tragedy, and for its dialogue 
simultaneously reverberating on several planes.
«e arrive at the characters in these plays by a 
•reading between the lines', by a Juxtaposition of sentences, 
ideas and characters. The persistent use of tragic irony, 
'mingling', and of the implications, especially with the 
structural implications of dialogue* show^ a movement tonards
K.
integral method, in strong contras t to the nineteenth century 
poetic drama, and some 'realistic' prose drama. The
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characters do not patently probe each other; the seriousness 
ia never 'raw*, character and action speak for themselves# 
This method has had a strong influence on Masefield, 
Drinkwater and Abercronbie. Abercrombie's The Staircase 
finely achieves this implication and 'mingling'. The 
white staircase standing out in the rotten house comments 
unobtrusively throughout by its presence, and also by the 
characters' natural references to it, in the same way as 
the white shawl in Rosmersholm^. and the house in The 
Fiddler's House# The method of characterisation in 
The Staircase is extremely skilful. From the first, the 
maturity and unpredictable force of personality ->f the 
beggar woman, are contrasted with the joiner's, iuumaturlty# 
Her language draws attention, humourously, to hard facts;- 
"well done, young manl 
You know a thing or two; a baby it is - 
Finish your job, and I'll keep on at mine," 
contrasted with the joiner's habit of running ahead in 
hazy speculation. Even while the woman temporarily submits 
to the dream, her reiterated, rooted verbal slips reveal 
deeper ties and a sense of personal responsibility ;- 
"My man and I ......” ;
Yet there is a link between the two revealed by the way
1. H. Ibsen. Rosmersholm. 1386.
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they both luxuriate in an ideal, she rmniniecen in the
same way as the joiner dreams and specula tes;—
Ijoman; "They are pretty work, your stairs,
••.• Like a mind where the dirty world has lived
and slept.
But still remembering in midst of the soil.
Some childish morning spent in games and laughter. 
Under a blowing orcl^rd." This enrichment 
by implication, this poetry revealed in realistic detail; 
show a debt to the Irish and to Ibsen's drama.
The Irish dramatists rival Ibsen in their power to
JVirvyx
elicit the heights of comedy and tragedy fer the apparently 
trivial and sordid. ?ary, in The Tinker's Wedding^, with 
her"store of grand unwanted stories," the reconciliation 
of Michael and Dan in The Shadow of the Glen^ - une^qpeoted 
but deeply right without being spectacular, reveal the 
potential wonder and greatness of drab, everyday life, 
and the characteristic, yet ine:q)licable movements of 
man's mind, and his longings. The sense of strength and 
constructive significance given by lady Gregory's Ihe 
Workhouse Ward^ actmlly arises out of the trivial and 
pathetically sordid. The Irish dramatists' power of
1. J.M. gynge. The Tinker's Wedding. 1908.
2. J.M. Gynge, % e  Shadow Of The 'GIen. 1904.
3. À. Gregpry, The Workhouse «'^ ard. l908.
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transformation is an aspect of their incorrigible genius
for myth-making; and of their awareness of their heritage
of legend. Lady Gregory's Spreading The Sews^ and The Pot 
2
of Broth epitomise this genius. With this is allied an 
instinct for a thoroughly good tale and plot, which gives 
firmness to plays which are, delightedly, 'nothing but talk.' 
This natural characteristic has given the Irish dramatists 
special skill in dramatic psychology. Their easy transition 
from fact to fantasy makes them aware of, and delighted to 
reproduce, movements of the mind. In their drama they 
move from the national to the International. The national 
genius is parodied in Lynge's The Playboy of the Western World 
where the spontaneity and humour perhaps conceal the exact 
plotting of the characters' minds. It is at the climax, 
when the Playboy awakes from his dream onlÿ to find that 
it is potentially true, that we see the Everyman.
The Irish language ds used by the dramatists makes 
for good psychological drama. It is true that their plays 
are often 'nothing but talk', just as it is true of 
Granville-Barker'a or Stow’s, where there is fr*qu®otly 
mental activity o#ly. Gynge and Lady Gregory in particular, 
base their language on the peasants', which has intellectual
1. A. Gregory, Gpreading The News, 1904.
2. A. Gregory, The Pot Of Broth. 1902, (in collaboration 
with Yeats.)
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vivacity as well as subt^lty* is full of spontaneous 
imagery incorporating emotional and spiritual significance. 
This language* as nearly as language may* captures the 
first full flush of sight and feeling* The pervasive* 
spontaneous imagery gives the impression that the characters 
are seeing and feeling everything as if for the first time* 
This makes it particularly easy for the dramatists to 
dispense with physical action* and yet to avoid mere inter­
action of words and minds* A similar quality is found
1 p
in most rustic speech, 'iasefield, Drinkwater, and 
Abercrombie,^ have used it, to do for the English dreaa 
what and the Irish peasants did for the Irish drama.
Jones^ and Gilbert^ made some attempts to use dialect 
and peasant life for a poetic effect in the nineteenth 
bentury. In Abercrombie's The End Of The world verbal 
imagery is the natural expression of the rustics, it is a 
fearful or delighted expression of mind in face and marshal 
new e^qieriences. The rustics have a literalness of mind 
which is related to the faculty of imagery - an inate 
sense of spirit in, not necessarily behind, appearance.
They use many personifications and concrete images for
1. J. Masefield, The Tragedy Of San. 1908.
2. J. Drinkwater. 'Gtora^ febfas". 1913. Bird in Hand. 1927.
3. L. Abercrombie. The End Ott The <îorld. 1914. Pour Ghort 
Plays. 1922.
4. H.a . Jones, Grace îary. pd. 1893.
3. W.S. Gilbert. hngaKedT pd. 1877.
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abstracts, thoughts and desires.
There is a reticence as well as a flowing luxuriance
in the language of Gynge's peasants, which comes frcm a
sensitivity to the structure of spoken language, akin to
a musical sense. This sense of structure gives that added
implcation, and makes explicit statement and character
probing unnecessary. For this reason a 'reading between
the lines' is not only necessary, but exploited by these
dramatists. The old men Hurtagh and Martin stand side by
side although their words are in apparent disagreement; -
Mur ta Kb: "oui men should have light hearts when their
care is gone from them.
Martin: There's nothing in the world like men with .
their rearing gone from them and they old".
This is revealed by the juxtaposition of "care" and
"rearing", "oui men" and "and they old", and by the added,
different stresses in Martin's words.
Thex'e is naturally in the qpeech of oynge's and
Colum's peasants what Is deliberately achieved in Chehov's,
Ibsen's and Granville-Barker's drama. Its reticence with
luxuriance is in tune with the 'modern' demand for the
unobtrusive and half-e:Q>ressed.
Connected with this habit of mind and language is the
faculty for moving easily bets/een two worlds. This has
done much to eradicate the prejudice against the use of
1. P. Colum. Ihe hand. 190)«
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•uncontemporary* material* and of the peasant and low 
life in poetic drama# IVho but an Irish dramatist at that 
time would have introduced the blind man and beggar into 
the stylised, heroic legend On Baile's Strand^? This is 
not simply a matter of ’comic relief’. Yeats is drawing 
on a national trait especially evident in the Irish peasants* 
whose minds are impregnated with myth and legend* and who 
have a sense of their contemporaneity* of their being re­
inacted through their own lives. Modem poetic dramatists 
have felt the need to use ballet* pantomime* music-hall 
songs* kaleidoscopically in order to jerk the familiar
p
elœnents into a new, vital significance* Shaw's drama 
often depends on a superb balance of the fantastic and 
commonplace, as in Androcles and the liion^  and Heartbreak 
Housed In a similar way the Irish dramatists use legend, 
fantasy, history, and farce to create a new kind of 
psychological drama, a new kind of contemporaneity, as 
realistic as that of the 'realistic' drama, but not limited 
by an illusion of everyday life. In Yeats' On Baile's Strand, 
the legendary conflict is brought into contemporary 
significance by the-use of farce and nature. Parce and 
histoiy intermingle in Lady Gregory's The White Cockade^.
1. &.B. Yeats, On Baile's Strand. 1904.
2. See B. Duncan. This m y  To The Tofab. 1945, Paul Claudel 
L'Histoire De îohie Kt ûe Sara. 1942. T.S. Eliot The
Cocktail isfty. --------- —
3. ÏÏ.B. shaw. khwQCles And The M o n . 1912.
4. G.B. Shaw, Heartbreak House. 19l'/.
5. A. Gregory, The white Cockade. Irish Polk History Piays.
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The history is translated into the psychology and speech 
of contemporary Ireland without incangruity# Mrs. Kelloher 
speaks unawares to the king;-
Mrs. Kelleher; It is well you came before these Northerners
had all swept. It’s the rogue of a cat 
would find anything after them.
ÜüSË§î (impatiently) i have had quite enough.
Mrs. Kel leher ; Look now * don’t be downhearted. Bure you
must be sorry for the king being in danger, 
but things must change. It is they them­
selves might be dancing the back step yet ....
The darkest hour is before the dawn ......
lîlveiy spring morning has a blackhead ......
The help of God is nearer than the door . - 
I knew he hadn’t enough ate. It’s the 
hungry man that bees fierce.
The supr^e example of the treatment of a social and 
p^chological problem through legend and contemporary 
speech is datlileen Ni Houlihan.^
The great lesson to be leamt from the Irish dramatists 
 ^ must be finally committed to one world or the other, or
maintain plastic boundaries. Masefield in Pompey The Great^
1. W.B. Yeats, Cathleen Ni Houlihan. 1899#
2. J. msefield, Pompey The Great. 1910.
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has not achieved either. The attempt at a ’historical 
present* by means of sailors* shanties is unsuccessful.
The realist elements jar against the formal. In Drinkvrater’s
1 o
CophetUB the mood and world are one. In Deborah #
Abercrombie has skilfully portrayed minds impregnated with 
legend, instinctively feeling undei^tress, that those 
legends are being re-enacted in their own lives.
By far the most important link between history, legend 
and contemporary life in the Irish drama is nature. Invariablj 
when the nineteenth century poetic dramatist wiihed to give 
universality and a higher significance, he introduced, or 
forced, nature into his play. This is true of Baillie’s 
De Montfort^ Coleridge’s Qsorio\  and Wordsworth’s The 
Borderers^. Nature, for the Irish dramatist, is inextric- 
ably inwoven with legend. In Yeats’ The Green Helmet and 
On Bailie’s Strand, and in gynge’s Deirdre QC The Sorrows^ 
and The Bidors to the Sea, the two are fused. No doubt 
this C(mbination is found in rustic life generally.
^ . J. Drinkwater, *^CophetucL*". 1911.
2 . L. Abercrombie, ’PeboraifT  1909-10.
3 . J. Baillie, De fJontfort. pd. 1800.
4. 8.T. Coleridge. OsprioT pd. 181).
5. W. Wordsworth, The Borderers. 1795-6.
6 ♦ kV.B. Yeats, The Green Helmed. 19C®.
7 . J.M, Synge, Deirdre of The Sorrows. 1909*
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SSasefiôld with partial success in The Tragedy Nan^ 
and Abercrombie in Deborah^, have attempted this synthesis»
It is one of 'jasefield*s aims to use the ^secret savage 
life" of rural JSngLand in his drama.^ It is partly because 
of lack of power that he did not achieve complete success# 
and also because this distinct awareness of the Irish 
peasant is too specialised to be imite ted# The thinness 
and monotony of Drinkwater*s The Storni^ are patent by 
comparison with Drinkwuter’s model The Riders To The Sea.^
g
Of the three, Abercrombie has achieved success in Blind .
The Bad. Of The World‘S and Deborah.
This specialisation is also true of the language*
T.3. Eliot has said that Synge*s plays;- "form a rather 
special case, because they are based upon the Idiom of a 
rural people whose speech is naturally poetic, both in 
Imagery and rhythm;" and that the language is "not available 
except for plays set among that same people, since the 
originals of his characters enabled him to make their talk
O
poetry and remain real people." Yet this can be overstressed, 
The principles on which tho language used by Yeats, Colum, 
Synge and Lady Gregory is built are of universal value.
1. J. Masefield, The Tragedy Of Han. 1908.
2. L. Abercroabie. Deborah. 19Ü9-iÔ.
3. J. Masefield, So Long: To Leem. pp.154-5»
4. J. Drinkwater, 'The Storm*, 19l5. fhuna. 1917»
5. J.M. Synge, The Riders To The Sea. 1904.
6. L. Abercronb'Ie. 'Blind*. 1909. Poems. 1930.
7. L. Abercrombie, ’The End Of The world’ 1914, Pour Short
flag, 1922.
8. T.s. Eliot, Poetry And Drama, p.20. '
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though the Irish dramatists had revsrence for poetry, 
tb%r had no exaggerated idea of ’poetical* poetry. To 
thœn, poetry was an instrument as adaptable and practical 
as prose, and they used luxuriant poetiy for all purposes.
The salient qualities of this language are a fresh concrete 
imagery and colloquialism springing spontaneously from the 
chara&ers, and testifying to an instinctive poetic apprehen­
sion of life. The sense of the structure of language, the 
trenchancy with exuberance mafte for dramatic Illusion, 
economy and concentration, and especially for the realism 
of ’mental poetry.’ These qualities are found in Abercrombie’e 
drama, and in less degree, in Masefield’s and Drinkwater’s.
The nineteenth century poetic drama, in general, lacked 
intellectual vivacity. It could be intellectual and leasned, 
but frequently the straining after 'poetical’ exalted 
language was fatal to the drama. %sefield has failed to 
give this intellectual vivacity to Tristan And Isolt,^ 
and the lack of it is specially noticeable in the scenes 
of the rustics. Abercrombie has achieved it, notably in 
The End Of The World. It is precisely by this intellectual 
vivacity that Irish dramatists achieved poetic drama written 
in prose form. This in itself has helped to remove the 
’dead hand of Elizabethanism," for it has placed the emphasis
1, J. ’tosefield, Tristan And laolt. 1927.
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not üimply on the poetiy of language^ but on -i poetry working 
fron within outwards - through conception^ character, 
relation of character and plot, and language.
Irish dramatists have shown that the * realistic* 
prose play, and poetic drsima are not necessarily 
in black and white opposition. They have achieved a 
distinct poetic realism incorporating the methods and 
materials of realistic prose dr^ima. They have cut across 
convontional ideas of cœiedy and trt-gcdy, of prose and 
poetry. Their frequent use of the short and one-act forms
hcLj
læ-s made for economy. In particular it has shown that
dramatic dignity is not necessarily corimensurtite with the
ohakespearofin five acts. Synge has achieved tragedy in
1
the ono-act form , Yeats in Four Plays For Dancers. The 
Irish dramatists h?.ve opened up new areas of materials 
for use in poetic drama, especially experience probing 
beyond and beneath the everyday level of oxperienco, to 
the mystical, the generic, and sub-conscious. They rely, 
not on the relative truüi of everyday reality, but on 
poetic, artistic truth, and this is the key to the integrity 
of their craftsmanship. If the artistic truth of Yeats 
Four Plays For Dancers faltered for one mmient, the whole 
deeper spiritual significance would collapse.
To corapass this generic, spiritual experience Yeats,
1. J.M. Synge, The Riders to the Sea. 19W.
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like Byron, Abercrombie and Masefield, has used a stylised 
form. This he has part created, part founded on tbe 
Japanese ^oti plays. In them the formal elements of drama 
which were frequently used mechanically, or to abuse, it the 
nineteenth century poetic drama, are given a new significance, 
answering to a deeper realism of mind and spirit. They 
represent, too, one of the limits of poetic drama. For 
althoi^h they are unlimited in dwnanding only a bare stage, 
or small room, a few actors, masks, a curtain, they are not 
suited to the.everyday stage. In I910 Yeats asked The 
Pilgrim Players to give three performances of The King’s 
Tlireshold at the Court Theatre, during the season of the 
Irish players. Drinkwoter felt that the presence of the 
Dublin players had contributed to the failure of this 
venture. But Yeats suggested that Ibe Pilgrim Players 
needed to concentrate on the "deepening of emotions.” 
Drinkwater’s comment is valuable
"Too often the poet was setting his players tasks the very 
nature of which they could not understand. It was, perhaps, 
this difficulty that eventually drove Teats out of the 
theatre into the drawing-rowa with his masks.
The majority of Masefield’s stylised dramas were 
produced at his private theatre at Boar’s Hill. Nevertheless 
the plays of the Irish dramatists in general were written 
for, and demand, stage representation.
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üilisaveta Fen coaments that Chehov*s mature plays 
reflect a **mood of spiritual discouragement, a helplessness 
before the overwhelming forces of circumstance, an awareness 
of personal insignificance#”^ This attracted the English 
people; there was an ^affinity between the disenchanted 
Russian of I880-I90O, and the frustrated Englishman of
1918-19)9;" both periods were stamped with Spiritual
2
discouragement." This is one reason for the appeal of 
’realistic* drama, and also one reason why it bad to 
precede and accompany the revival of poetic drama. It is, 
too, one reason why tka poetic drama superceded ’realistic’ 
prose drama. Christopher Hassall has made a similar 
observation from a different vieni^oint. One reason for 
the revival of poetic drama is that "a prolonged war, 
followed by the age of the Great Anti-climax, has made 
us more than ever dissatisfied with the mere appearance 
of things." Poetic drama asserts the individual, spiritual 
significance, and its triumph over the "mere appearances 
of things;" it therefore counteracts "spiritual discourage­
ment." But poetic drama had first to be brought face to 
face with contemporary, humdrum reality. The nineteenth 
century poetic drama in general, attempted to dispense 
with an illusion of everyday reality* Poetic drama in
1. A. Chel^. Three Plays, translated by E. Pen. 1951. P*9.
2. A, ClfAev.— Throe Plays, translated by a. Pen, 19?I, pr9.
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this century must be able to discuss major problems of 
contemporary and all life as freely as prose ^realistic* 
drama# This need has inspired Auden and Isherwood*s 
The Ascent of P.6^. T.s. Eliot’s The Cocktail Partar^.
Anne Ridler's The Shadow Factory? For this reason the 
revival did not come through poetic drama alone* The 
progession of poetic drama has been logibal — through poetic 
drama remote from everyday life, through ’realistic' prose 
drama over-intent in contemporary life, to a blending of 
the two. Ibsen’s drama, and the best ’realistic’ drama, 
asserted the spiritual ideal of poetic drama. Chehov!s 
drama incorporates the appeal of ’realistic’ drama, using 
it to assert a spiritual ideal. This is true, in a special 
sense, of the Irish drama. The nineteenth century poetic 
dramatists did not have a fine prose drama in persistent 
cwnpetition, although it is noteworthy that dramatists 
like Jones, Gilbert and Albery who are connected with the 
renaissance of drama generally, also produeed poetic drama. 
For a time, in the nineteenth and the present century poetic 
and prose ’realistist’ drama unites under thw wider aspect 
of ’good drama.’ The finest ’realistic’ prose dramatists 
themselves used poetic method. It is significant that in 
the second act of 8he Silver Tassie , Sean O’Casey uses
1. Auden and Isherwood. The Ascent Of P.6. 1937.
2. T.S. Eliot, The Cocktail Bartau
5. Anne Ridler. The Shadow gacfoSr . 1945*
4. 8. O’Casey, The Silver fassie. 1928.
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COTipletely symbolic method to give a 'realistic* illusion 
of modern warfare. This play supports Eliot's statement 
that the "poetic drama in prose is more limited by conven­
tion ..... than is the poetic drama in v e r s e , a n d  reveals 
one reason for the revival df poetic drama. Sean O'Casey's 
attempt to use a deeper 'realism* within a surface realism 
is unsuccessful, although ühe Silver Tassie is a cl^llenging 
play. Granville-Barker’s dramas, among the finest ’realistic* 
drama of this century, show a hankering after, and an 
increasing reliance on, poetic method. The title of one of
p
his later dramas is, significantly. The Secret Life. This 
is the conclusion of the first act, relying more heavily 
than any other of his plays on orchestrated dialogue and 
imagery:-
aerocoldi "We philistine politicians may be a poor lot ...
but we do get things done.
Joan: (half to herself as she leans on the parapet)
I must pray now to the moon.... as one burnt out 
lady to another .... to teach me to order my ways. 
(Serocold breaks into song again)
Seroeold: Ob, best upon us .... night du Liebe.
Joan: Burnt out inside ... the moon is gutted ....
such an ugly word!
Serocold: (singing away) Give forgetting ... that I may live. 
Take me out ... in deinen schoss."
1. T.S. Eliot, Poetry And Drama, p.20.
2. H. Granville-SarkW. fhe Secret Life. 1922. .
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cmiTsn III 
JOHN mSEFIia.D
Masefield has been oslled the "first of a 
multitude of coming poets who are men of action because they 
are men of speech, and men of speech because they are men of 
action",^ a distinction which is confirmed by Masefield’s 
life and by his critical theory. In Masefield’s life the 
active and contemplative have been fused and balanced to an 
unusual degree; bis theories of life and literature inter­
penetrate. His mature theoiy is a modification and expansion
of experiences end preferences dating from earliest youth.
2
The three autobiographies, largely concerned with his 
experience of art and with its effect on his own life, show 
Masefield ecdiieving a theory of the nature of all art and of 
its function in life generally. This prepares him to write 
a poetic drama intimately connected with everyday life, and 
based on an understanding apprehension of many art-forms. He 
therefore stands distinct from the majority of nineteenth 
century poetic dramatists, and has much to offer the twentieth 
century.
In the Mill records Masefield’s experience of 
Trilby^ with its "romance.,, from deeper wells, nearer the
1. C.R. aorlev. Essav Appended to the 3i^ ed. of Marlborough 
and other Poeias. 1916, p. 133.
2. In the Will. 19411 Kew Chum. 1944; So Long to Learn. 1952,
3. G. Maurier, Trilby. IsM.
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world's end", an "experience" which helped to awaken a sense
of "inner lifo",^ This antloipetcs his later conception of
the spiritual nature and function of art, of its giving a
"vision of the heart of life".^ Masefield at the same time
ntu
responded to the "longing, wistful, and perfection" of the 
iaagoiy of 'The Piper of Aril',® and to the precision and 
functioning of images in Steele's and Addison's work. These 
two experiences never clashed; a sense of them both together 
marks his criticism end drama. His early response to the 
delicacy, and the spiritual nature of art, was tempered by 
his experience of the variety end liveliness of Chaucer, and 
by his response to Keats ialse revealed that "incredible
4
beauty was the daily bread and breath of life". Constantly 
Masefield records experiences of beauty and harshness together,® 
This dual sense also marks Masefield's initial work and drama,  ^
Such an approach to life and to art prepares the way for closingy 
the gulf between realism and poetry, and so for a poetic drama • 
in touch with everyday life. It underlies Masefield's later 
critical theory, Defoe was deficient as an artist since he 
"never admitted ecstacy as a pert of life but as something 
tacked on to life from outside",® It reinforces his mature 
theory of tragedy in v*ioh beauty, agony end spiritual function 
are allied, - "tragedy at its best is a vision of the heart
I. In iixe irrCj p Q -giT:---------------------------------
8, Preface to The Tragedy of Kan. 1911,
3, 0. Campbell^ooii'B Poem, see Collected looms. 1926,
4. In the Mill, pp,96«8,
5, cpîrcT^%^^™p%49ff ,
6. Introduction to Defoe, 1909, p,xzlx.
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of life. The heart of life can only be Inld bare in the agony . 
and mcultatlon of dreadful aota".^
Gradually these responses to form and content 
were brought into a closer relationship, Malony îâasefield 
considered better than Tennyson, especially in the "order, 
growth end tragical feeling of his last book (of Morte D* 
Arthur), Tennyson seemed by comparison , "lifeless".^
Llasefield clearly began to prize eoonwiy, words which "get 
off the mark like sprinters at the pistol",® This oharecteiv 
istio image and comparison shows lâasefield's demand for
action in art, and his association of the art of writing with
)
hard toll. It implies Masefield*s corroboration of Abercrombie*i
4
statement: "form and matter are two aepeots of one thing".
"The powder in a cartridge may be abundant and the bullet at 
the end may be sincerely meant, yet neither will do execution 
till they are put properly into the proper weapon, rightly 
aimed, and Judgingly fired",® On this conception Masefield 
bases his crucial essay on Shakespeare's Troilus and Croasida. 
vdiich he finds an imperfect tragedy beomee its subjects and
A
form were not, and could not be, brought into unity.
Two things stand out from these preferences, the 
demand for beauty and the demand for aotion, for connection 
with life. These were brought home to Masefield once more by
1. Preface to The Tragedy of Han. 1911.
2. In the Mill. P.48.
3. op%oil^r^^p%45,
4. Abercrombie, An 2asay Towards a of Art. 1922, p,98,
5. J, Masefield, Jhakespears. 1911. b.isi.
6. J, Masefield, clhakespwre. 1911, pp.169-173, and see infra, 
P.JdP./éé,
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oxporiüiieeü in the carpet-ml 11 at Yotikars, Ee noticed the 
"deaûæas of Invert ion", end laolc of 'living delight** In 
some of the oarpet désigna. But there was one design which 
"roused the keenest possible interest,,, it spiritedly 
represented a fox running away with a fowl,,, evoiybody 
found some excuse to slip down to the weaving-rooa to see 
the vivid scene.,, , From the first I had felt that,,, there 
is no need for the putting of elaborate design beneath 
people's feet,,, , The instinct of my fwUow-workers was a 
lot sounder than mine, they demanded aotion in a work of art",^ 
'These experiences help to define the reality 
which is the style of Masefield's critical woik and drama.
In contrast to some nineteenth century poetic dramas and to 
the unrelieved x’ealistic play, to Masefield, reality is never 
the harsh, untransmuted by art’, or the gloomy, Tt is recur­
rently linked with delicate fantasy and beauty. In his critical 
work and In his drama, aspocially in Ths TruRody of Nsn.^and 
Tho Fa it Ilf ul.® Herein lies the appeal of Celtic literature
for Masefield; its delicacy and elegance, and tho "charm of the 
romantic", and a "protest against the sprawling hideow, filthy 
apathy of a commercial a g e " c r i t e r i o n  vdien be 
says that Herrick's interest is "not so much in life as in 
the adornments and luxurious ref laments of life", that he is 
not among the greatest poets for he has not written of the 
1, ^ l^^ bho^ K^ ll, pp, 145—6, • ^
I:
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"posslooete aud lively people who have worked and suffered 
hero",^ Hei‘s, MasefiaM plainly etates, although with a hint 
of aentiaantality, his oosvlotion that beauty is one with 
reality, harshnees uad aotion, sot a replaoeaont of them.
Here, too, la the liaplloation that poetry uses ordinary, 
suffering people, in whose lives reality 1b found, Important 
in this oouneotion is Masefield's linking of x’uetlo life and 
language with beauty, in hie oomment on Galet»rthy’s A Bit 
Q.'Loy.a.*^ Galaworthy u b o b "ell the typos of the village... the 
heists and depths of tho village soul... . For human nature 
you Imve done nothing to touch the meeting soeno, and for 
bofiuty, (if your actors can bring it off), I think the talk 
of the dancers in the b a m  will be something new on the 
s t a g e " , T h i s  "talk" wan n poetic dialect; it wee not 
entirely' nei? on the stage be cause Masefield had already 
written and had had produced The I'regedy of Kan.%  with Jon ce’
G race Marv'  ^as precedent,
i.ew Chum,G the second written of his autobiograph­
ies, x'ecoxda Masofieli's experiences on the training ship 'The 
Conway', before hie work in the aill. In Lew Chum. Masefield 
records his response to the sublime beauty of shipa, paradoxi­
cally created for the "roughest service of aon",^ making a 
char-otariiîtio connection of action, especially rough, everyday 
potion, with beauty; a oomieotion Which hints ut his mature
1. introduction to ilerrlck's joeaa. 1906, p.xvlii.
2. J. Galaworthy, A Bit 0 «I.OTe." i#15.
3. The Ilf 0 and Lett era "ox "ïohn Qalswortby, ed, by H»7,Marrot,
P.45G.
4. Thu TfeRsdv of H m u  I9u8,i8t pd.lQ 1908 by Granville-Darker;
5. E.i-. ^onec. Gracemaiv. pd.lB95(BOQ Chapter I, pp,lA-17,^5),
6. Hew Chut.. 19%%'
7. Ü30 i;ew Chum. 1944,
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theory of tragedy: "Tragedy at Ita best 1b e vialoo of the 
heart of life. The heart of life Oan only he laid bar© in 
the agony and exultation of dreadful oote".^ Signifioant too, 
is Masefield's impression of the "romanoe" of a ship, and its 
"exquisite order",2 Remand© and beauty are not a nebulous 
oonoeption to Masefield, but inseparable from form and
t
disoipline.
This dual oonsoiousness, reo(&&^^ apparent 
opposites, always aaiks Masefield's thought. It undorliijes 
his oonoeption of the relation of art to life: "Illusion is 
an artist's vrorld,», he makes an illusion idiioh may be truth, 
and will surely make truth easier to bear".^ Here,
Masefield implies Aberorombie's exposition of the artistic
4
mastery of existence. He puts the idea tentatively "may 
be truth", but it is a conviction throughout his major
oritioal work, ahekespeere,^- It is a slgnifioent idea to
\
find in Masefield's chief dramatic oritieiem. The oonoeption 
of an imagined, greater than an actual reality, makes 
laasefield choose poetio not prose form for his chief dramas. 
His firm eonviotion of the fundamental reality vested in 
everyday reality m a k œ  him a poetic realist. He is therefore 
fitted to write a poetio drama in touch with everyu.y life.
This oonoeption is recorded in do Lonx to learn. 
Masefield's third autobiography. Here, Masefield records his 
i; Preface to TVte Tragedy of Han.' 1011,
« See Chapter IV, pp.4 
5, 1911, Homo University id.brsxy|rsv,1934,Holnemann
4. o©^c5 # —15,^S2,
rn 
m .  1952
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growing awareness of his vocation as "story-teller", which
sharpened his experiences w # t  definite theory. The convic­
tion that fables link life with the "worlds of lme/?ination 
1
and eternity" here recorded must have cœae with this early 
awareness. The connection of the imagined and the eternal, 
with art is with Masefield from the beginning. This is bis 
strongest link with Abercrombie, Masefield's practice and 
theory of story-telling helped to define his oonoeption of 
drama. At first, Masefield made no clear distinction between 
them, but certain requirements in the latter were important 
to them both. Story-telling made him aware of the importance 
of imp:reasine the "significant scene",® of the relationship 
of foreground and bacl^round, of the heightened reality of 
arts "It was part of my theory of writing that when the back­
ground of some plotted scene or event were not clear as 
reality (that is, a deal more joyously alive in the mind than
any reality), that baclcground had to be built up", or the
"characters could not become alive in it",® It gave him an 
Instinct for the "choice of big fables",^ He forced himself 
to write full-scale novels, to sustain his narrative, and 
simultaneously to piactioe economy, and the "delicate vivid 
effects of description put into a few words"® vdiich he learnt
1; op.cit,, p,94,
2, So Long to L e a m . p,94, '
5, So Long to Learn. 0,168,
4f« Oit # ÿ p#x72«
5#
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from the masters* Ho begar to vrderntand ^thrift and ooadeiw 
sat ion” Gradually his practise of tho novel led to the 
need for drama, and ao their vital differenoee were Impressed 
on him# It is signifiée nt for Masefield as a poetio dramatist $ 
that he believed that "All ways of writing are a part of his 
(tho writer's) toclinlque".® He roelieed that p r a o t ^  In 
d r m a  is peitleularly valuable'to e writer; "That aost difficult 
way, of the theatre" was."a aoet precious way to any young 
writer, since it offered to him that criticism of the living 
audience, so sure, so salutary, so swift'*,® Thus Masefield 
WES immediately confronted with problems in drama of tdilch 
many nineteenth century poetio dramatists appear to be unaware, 
or which they could not oveitsoae. He "learned at once... that 
all my love of language, fondness for effects of stylo, 
worship of the ri^it word, ,.. delighting in words" must be 
"out away". It is also Important that he sought actors' 
advice* From them he leai-ned that "a good mime needs no 
words... dumb-show may be more than éloquence",® Implicit 
here is Masefield's recognition that the theatre is the 
dramatist'8 workshop. This underlies his plan for recited 
stories; the theatre offers the "criticlam" and participation 
of the "living audience",® Masefield learned to think in
1. op,cit., p.170,
2. op.cit,, p.169.
3. op.cit.
4. op.cit,
3. op.cit,, pp.1Ô9-170.
5. 30 Lon? to Learn, p.169.
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tanas of tho îhysioal aedla of the theatre, to 'ponder on the
non ¥*0 emoted the greet shahenpearoan porte". Ho produoed
plays on his own model stage, and read ploys, "with an
jjaaginory porfomamo... In ay head".- Hte early roading of
iillsahethan and French di'smo vrao llluninrtod for him by this
praotioe, and ha beonme "Ime and laas saticfled t?ith prose
a
plays of any kind”, Masefield's diatinations between the 
novel and drama are not, hmæver, always happy. He n@I:eo a 
strange half-dlstinction - "one of the narks of happy invention 
in Btory-tolling or {less often), in play writing is the 
appearance of a sequel or Buooasaion",® This is debatable, 
and it may be pointed out hero that Masefield soomo sometimes 
to tire of the ends of his playe.* But mere often in his 
reoarke on d r m o  wo are conscious of experience ha id-won in 
the novel. No one could know better than he the "drawbacks 
of having to invent", like the m o d e m  drometist, and it is 
the story-teller giving himself to drssie who says "myth or 
history... touched with legend and invention muet ever be the 
main foundation for epic and tragic ijceto",® Here we have 
Masefield'G early connection of romance and myth with reality, 
end his reaction from realistic drama with its eapheels on 
"crisis and topic",® Implicit In the preference is asseofiold's
L. op.cit., P.17Ü-173.
', op.cit,, pp.172-8.
op.cit*, P.176, 
k, see liifra pp,*fc-J^,'4tf, 46-, 49-ëô,
5. So long to W a r p , p.829.
&« J. Masefield. 3Hc.keaii6aie. 1911, p. 155.
Uo
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corroboration of Abercrombie*a etatecient that the ”ready#»made 
boot of oxiBtaooe”,^ is Insuffioloot for poetio oraaa,
kaaefieM found that %Aen Homer used fable be "entered a
spiritual world of a reallly so intense, that all have known
its truth throughout more than 8,000 years” This is linked
with his idee that the oharaoteze in drama should "oompete 
with life”,® an idea wbioh is oorroboieted by Abexxjromble - 
in poetio drama oharasters are put before us vdilch are "much 
more vehement and impressive than the persons we know in 
eveiyday life”,^
Masefield's response to the <x>onomy end distinct 
method of drama is part of a growing awareness of erchitoo- 
tories: "As e beginner,*, the little masteries... ere 
precious", later the "great construction and the power that 
carries the vast plan through to its plotted triumph".® 
Masefield was especially impressed by the marshalling of fable 
and directness of sages. Moreover, in his reaction to them 
is implicit his later distinction between the novel and drama,® 
He admired the leisurely setting out,,, the slow sure approaoh", 
and "masterly fury of the late,., ebbing of the tide", the 
quiet end",^ This was not only the fruit of his reading, but 
of semi-critical experiences - "illuminâtions" is Masefield's 
word, which are akin to parts of Abercrevbie's theory.
1, L, /bercîToaihlo, 'The Function of loetry in Drama', 1912,p,S30
__ 1932, p.llV,
;rjr in Drama', p,254,
5, J. KesefieVl, So Lôru: to L e a m , p,108.
6, 30» infra, p,lS#,//-j
7, So Long to Leam, p.115.
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la&eefield experienced the "merging of the momentci-y problem 
ia a daaaliagly clear percept ion of tho entire work in all 
its detail",^ Kia love of detail wua Imt eg rated v/ith his 
love of the "big zaesterlœ"* Underlying thle experience ie 
the realiaetion that f o m  must subdue content, so becoming 
an aspoot of concept, which ia the implicit criterion of hie 
oritioiam of Troilus and üresalda.® It forcibly recalls 
Abercrombie's idea that the beauty peculiar to art is "aesthetic 
oxpozlenoc presented for judgement, as apparent aupreiaacy of 
end as such over moans’*,® end his theoiy of the genesis of 
art* According to Abercrombie, the conception of a work of 
art results in en image by tho process of "eeteblishing end 
defining itself, ea it is held isolated and necessarily a 
unity in attention, realising ell its internal potentialities, 
and having.,. drawn into and assimilated many outlying assooi- 
étions’*.^ Masefield describes the result, Abeitirombie the 't 
prooees,
With this sensitivity to the "big masteries" 
came a widening of Masefield's vdtole conception of art. The 
poet should "ÿfork with the musician", or "he himself a music­
ian.,. the arts help each other.,« lAie artist should strive to 
be the Renaissance humanist... the complete men",® '."lis is 
distinct from Stephen ihillips* use of munie as a cheatrioal
1, op.cit*, P.C4Û,
2, see infra,,p.l9/66
3, L, ^bercro£!.oie, An .Cssay a  Æeory of Art, pp.38-9,
4; L, Abercrombie, & ÿ,Nc%3,,,;or Af't,, P.3S.
5# oo to pp,
" n
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attraction,^ KOBOfieltL’B oonaection of nur.io with drama 
roBcaablec T,3, Allot*e,* For Macofield tt lo la tho nature of 
pootic draiaa, not an ortriasic attraction. It ic the 
orystolliBation of a youthful habit of mind, for It was 
SasQfield'B habit when oompoBlng to "make lollopc"® or fit 
words to a tune In hin mind. It ie true that Masefield at 
first oouneotud mueio more with etoiy-tclling than with drama, 
TeatB* reaction égalant the usual epealiing of veree on the 
stage, hie ezperimont ia chanted verse or "cantillation" 
iiispii'od Masefield's idea of the Binging of stories to a 
musical acoompunimont. The connection is also important to , 
hia drama, because it is responsible for one of its defects.
It is e&tremcly probable that it indirectly inspired Masefield's 
championing of poetry in the theatre; Yeats' demonstration 
"i«is of the very greatest importance to mo long cfteiwards".® 
Masefield makes some criticism of music In the narrower sense 
of lyrics. He censures the lyrics in Rossetti's 'Rose Mary' 
because they "add nothing to the narrative ami are unpleasIng 
as lyric",® Ee oommonds dhokespearo's use of lyric to heighten 
a solemn o c c a s i o n , M a s e f i e l d  is therefore aware that lyrics 
should be functional, but his practice doee not always
1, See Chspfcor T, pp.34-8€hr G i-'C.î
2, doe Chapter I, n-feo
8. 8o Long to L e e m . p,116,
4, bee op,cif%,' pp.lZS-7,
5* op,civ *, p , ,
Ü, J. Masefield, Thanks he*ore voim;. 194k5, p. 16,
7. 7. Maoefl-eld, - ^ .(<11. p. 186.
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substantiate hie theory,^ In Masefield's drama the oonneotion 
of musio with narrative seems sometimes to persist. This, 
however, is partly due to a definite theory that "in verse 
men must try for smething of musio and dsnoing, in prose for 
something of drama and portrait",^ There is truth here, but 
it needs extremely oar^ul qualification. This statement 
helps to reveal «diy Masefield thought of "musical omedies 
with their use of song end dance" as "the most poetical" when 
he first resolved to write a ploy. The connection of music 
and dancing with drama is probably an aspect of his conception 
of drama as heightened, as competing with life.®
In his first attempts at verse drama, Masefield 
like the nineteenth oentuiy poetic dramatists, was conscious 
of his heritage of drama. He "thou^t much of the summers, 
the sword-dancers, and the Elizabethan theatrical ooapanies".® 
He envisaged a kind of mummer-play, to be story-telling rather 
than play-acting, but using dialogue, mime and ihythmio 
movement. The story-teller was deliberately adapting drametio 
form to his own needs. This characterises Masefield's dramatic 
career. It is one of tho more obvious aspects of his pioneer­
ing of poetio drama, of his fulfilment of Beddoefs appeal for 
a new departure in drama.® This adaptation shows on inate 
shrinking from the methods of realistic drama, and a dmand
1. See infra., pp,48-49.Mq
2. SO lone to Learn, p.166.
3; See infra., p.M.
p.lTS.n^40 Jo. Lgg.™»
5, See Chapter II, p. 14*'
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for heightened beauty in the theatre. Masefield was always
haunted by the desire for beauty of form with beauty of
concept. VJhen he read Dante's Divine Commedia. the "lack
of such liberty, such law, such beauty in myself... became
unbearable". ^  Masefield migdit have expressed hie craving
in the words of Drinkwater's Chronicler:
"And make as one the names again,
Of liberty and law",2
A orevii^ for a stylised beauty with strict form underlies his 
exclamation. This reveals that some of his poetio dramas are 
deliberate practice of a theory, not simply uneven, or ignoring 
the demands of the theatre. In his own criticism, Masefield, 
like Abercrombie, declines to assess merit, preferring to 
recognise distinct kinds of art, each with its own criterion. 
This attitude ie to be preserved, although not as an excuse, 
in any examination of Masefield's drama.
These experiences are the prelude and background 
to Masefield's chief dramatic oritlciaa in bhakéspeare. They 
show that Masefield has a general theory of art which under­
lies his ideas on particular aspects. Four are especially 
important to his poetio drama. He realised the organic nature 
of art, that certain material evolves and demands a certain 
form, whereas some nineteenth century poetic dramatists made 
an apparently arbitrary use of poetic form. He constantly 
stresses the f«motion of art in life and denies any gulf
i; SC long-to Leam. p. 192.
2. J. pnniwater. Abraham Lincoln. 1918 - the chroniclers before 
Scene 1.
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between poetiy and realism, everyday and eternal reality.
He is, therefore, better equipped than most of hia predeoes- 
aors, to write poetio drama. Hia early aasoeiation of muaio 
and dancing and etyliaed movemnt with drama lays the founda­
tion for hie later experlmente in etylieod verse drama, 
Masefield is therefore equipped to set his individual stamp 
on poetic drama. His early practice, especially of narrative, 
and of the production of plays mentally, and in a model 
theatre, made him aware of tho pr<Alems ;A1(6 confront a 
dramatist and made him vieiv drama in terms of the theatre.
Masefield's Shakespeare, in particular, shows 
that he was also acutely aware of his heritage of drama - 
classical, medieval and Elizabethan, and that he intelligently 
balanced them against m o d e m  drama. The Elizabethan audience 
"got its emotions from the thing done and thiw; said, not as 
with us, from the situation".^ Masefield doeo not decry the 
use of the temporary or topical. Like Abercrombie, he finds 
that it is simply insufficient. The Greek tragic poets "ended 
the action of their plays in the m o d o m  manner, at the great 
scene", but "a chorus axpouadod the moral value of the action 
ia noble verse".® Shakespeare, likc^Jmodorao, was stirred by 
tho "great event', but be strove to present a violent act and 
its consequences from the point of view of a great, just 
spirit outside life".® In the m odem play;® "%&en the brains
1, .qhakesneare. 1911, p. 19,
2. op.cit*, p.153. 
d . op.cit•,pl03.
4. Masefield writes in 1911 (this passage is omitted in 1954).
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©r® out the play dies", the <3Q£haalB la on topic and 
situation, the "field of vision ia restricted and the objoet 
brought near",^ Linked with thie is Kasqfield’o comaat on 
I%llllmore'8 use of Malopy - "there is too mudh paraphrase, 
and too little e plucking out of the paasioncte soul"»®
Masefield very often usea the likenesses end difforanoes 
between soul and body as critical terms. The phrase "passionate 
soul" recalls another written at this time - "tragedy is a 
vision of the heart of life".® Masefield never confuses the 
nearness of the object, the restriction of topicality, of the 
actual, with reality. He prefers the fable "lit with the 
vitality of many miude" «ftiidi does nob v/aate the dramatists' 
power in invention.* For Masefield, as for Yeats,® distance 
and remoteness can be apparent, not actual, a means to the 
greatest intlmaoy, and to untremelled reality,
Masefield's initial remarks frequently resolve 
his conception of reality* Thie ie further illustrated 
by hie commente on the theatres of Shekeepeare's time. There 
was no"dawdling" over "buaineos"; eimplioity and "illusion" 
were the object, not "realism".® Here, Mnsefiold is not 
simply opposing realism and illusion, bub oonoeiving dramatic 
illusion as a means' to a higher reality. "Illusion" out across
1; op.cit., p.iss.
2. Introduction to f.C. PhilHmcro'a roeae. 1913, p.x.
3. Preface tc The Tragedy of Nan. 19ll, ,
4; 'Plajnvritiag*, p. 121,
5; Sec Chapter II, p.«a,
6. Shakespeare. 1911, p.21.
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the everyday reality of time and epeoe. It was given by a 
combination of speed, preoieion end slmpilolty. Haaofieid'a 
etudy of Shakeepoare'e ploys in relation to the Elizabethan 
audience and theatre made hlm^of drama as lneei)«rable from 
its presentation, physical media and audience. His reaction 
to it was therefore distinct from that of most nineteenth 
centuiy poetio dramatists: "The only waits necessary in a 
theatre are those vhich rest the actors and those which give 
variety to the moods of the spectotors",^ It made him aware 
that Criteria of time and place are contained in a drama 
itself: "There must be no pause.,. but a change end a calm 
while the second »mve can assemble and gather".®
Linked with Idasefleld's ideas of reality is 
his conception of the aim and achievement of the serious 
artist. Shakespeare wrote about life: "a man who writee 
about life must accept life for what it is, as largely an 
animal thing". This is corroborated by Masefield's comments 
on Love's Lüüoura Eost:-"Life is the book to study... style 
ia a poor thing beside the honest plain t;ords... which pierce".® 
Those two ideas would appear to advocate a drawing from life 
which Involves harshness. But Masefield's demand for reality 
is an aspect of hia demand for beauty both in life and art.
Defoo failed as an artist beoause he did not "apprehend the
1. op.cl.., p.20.
2. 'rinywrltlHg', p.135-5,
3. ghakeareare. 1911, pp.28-9.
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glory and variety of life", the eoataoy whloh ie a part of 
life, end the beauty of death.^ Tho artist must not only 
respond to these, but must suWlt them to the mood of art. 
Masefield deals earnestly with the Idea that the dramatist 
holds up a mirror to life. The teneur of the passage is 
olear although the image is muddled: "In poetry, human 
experience is wrought to symbol, and symbol is many virtued, 
according to the imaginative energy that broods upon it. It 
is said that Shakespeare holds up a mirror to life. He tdto 
looks a mirror closely generally sees nothing but 
himself".® This is debatable. Moreover, l^sefield wrote to 
Galsworthy concemii% Justice® - "I do think it is splendid 
of you to hold up this clear glass of yours to ghastly things 
in life".*
The idea of "human experience" being "wrought 
to symbol", is linked with Masefield*s conception of the 
ImpersonaHty of the mature artist, an impersonality without 
fdxioh tragic vision oennot be achieved. Through the artist, 
Roger, Masefield voices his own experience as recorded in the 
autobiograihidst "In the old days it bad sufficed to brood 
upon beautiful images... now the old vmrld of the beauty of 
external image" was "ugly" beside the "high and tregieal 
things of life and death".® Shakespeare’s art was "selfish" 
until he turned to well-known fable.® The association of
1. J." Maeefield. Defoe. 'l909.' pp.xxviii-xxyix.
8. Shakospeiire. loll, p.43.
3. j'." Gslswoithy, Justice. 1910.
4. H.V. Marrot, The Life and Letters of John Galmwrthy. 193S.p857
5. Multitude aai~^flitude. 1909. n. 150-1
0. 1.212.
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Impersonality, vision f*nd reality, 1b part of a sarlos of 
aasooiatlosB uonstantly recurring in i^asafiald^s thought 
like oertain of dhaksapsare’a laagee, Tmperfjonality and 
vision are oomieotad with juatloa, justipa with a "brooding" 
which la the condition of the exaltation of groat tragedy.
On the toohnloal side the chain of association is one of 
seleotlou, ooahinatian and simplicity. It is only when the 
writer has learned to subdue external Images that ho can 
select, and acLeotloa la part of tho process of working 
experience into symbol, of aohleviag Impersonallty. Masefield*a 
strong social and moral Interests, his acute sensitivity, are 
therefore,tempered by an objsetivity, by an saphasls on an 
impartial dramatic justice. This la a salutary counter-blaet 
to soae nineteenth century poetic dramas, and realistic social 
plays of this century. Concerning y he Two gentlemen of Verona^  
Masefield soys that "a lesser mind would b Ix in judgement... 
the task of genius is not to sit In judgment but to "see 
justly".'^ Masefield’s emphasis is equally on form and comes ; 
especially when he voices his conception of the religious 
function of the artist. He is "concerned, above all, with 
moral ideas.,, this world Is the entire world recuoed by strict 
and passionate thinking to its imaginative essence".^ The 
idea of justice and Impersoaality holds the paramount import- 
anoa for Masefield, which "oomunloatlon" holds for 
AhororoMbi©,*^ It cKbracee charsetcr-drawing, liefut lug the
1; Shakespeare, 1911, p.38.
2. 1909, p. 139.
3. 3ee L. Aberermhble, ’Communication Versus Expression In Art*, 
"  1924.
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idea of personal oonfeeeion, Masefield finds that in Borneo 
and Juliet. "every character.«. is dravm from dhukcsspeore’s 
s e l f S h a k e s p e a r e  is to be found, if anywhere, in the 
"calm, wise, gentle people who speak largely from a vision 
detached from the world",^ It also embraces situation, 
Shakespeare wrote "from his sense of what was fitting in an 
imagined situation".!^ Here, it is helpful to refer to 
Masefield’s definition of imagination as the "transmuting of 
the known by u n d e r s t a n d i n g " i n  the context this means 
Shakespeare’s conception of what he could not know la terms 
of what he knew well - Athens in terns of Warwlokshlre towns, 
The imagined is not necessarily apart from life, a thorough 
knowledge of life is its condition. Masefield does not 
discredit the aotual reality, but he believes in a greater 
imaginative reality. In Kinr. John, he finds tliat the 
"characters that are most minutely articulated are those 
commoner, more earthly characters perceived by the daily mind, 
not uplifted by brooding w^ih the rare state of passionate 
intellectual vision".® On this conception Masefield bases 
his distinction between comedy and tragedy: "Comedy deals 
with character and accident, and trogedy with the passionate 
moods of the soul in conflict with fat©",® It is probable
* Shakespeare. 1911, p.74. 
*4 ojp# 0$ "p•"*7*
; op.cit;, p;3i.
. ATI.clt. n: AR.
O. O CXÎe P.^e 
^ 9 Op# Clt e ^ p# 65* 
5. op.cit;, p.81, 
3, op.cit.
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that LlasefieM is influonco-l hrre by Yaats ’ oouo-'ptloa of 
tregedy.^ îiaaefioiû dose not deny oharaot@report rayai to 
tragedy, or pasaioafite moods of the soul to comedy. He 
m^kes a broad distinction to she»? that tho tragio is the 
hi.idiest form of dmrae, dealing with the eternal and generlo,
08 opnosod to the nartieular, and therefore neoeesitating 
impartiality, This is brought out by his comments on 
Galsworthy’s tragedies, what-e he raak<» a plea for flesh and 
blood personalities, in whom all their past is mmuaed up, 
who give an illusion of living beyond the rigid requirements 
of the drama. He admires the "portrait-painting" of Tho
fid est Son^. but cmments; "I feel that you have thought down
■ ' ■
some of your oharacters to too groat fineness, Freda is.,, 
too ratidh a bag of nerves. I ’»mnt more of her personality".
Ho wants oheraotorR vjho "vmlk out of tho scene and say ’We’re 
alive, we don’t want this setting really. We’re human beings, 
not limited to this play»'*.® Hare, the dramatist spoala, 
aware of tho need for eollaboratien with the aotorss "I only 
ask frott you for some of the life which no actor oan give".* 
since Gaîsîforthy• had aimed at cheraotor-portrayol, Masefield 
oritloised hlo tragedlaa with this promise, This does not 
invalidate his general oonoaption of tragedy which preserves 
a distança from everyday and exteihal roallty, This is of
1. dee Chapter XX,
2, 3; Gelswort by, Tho eldest Con. 1912, •
4. op.oit,, P.357.
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paramount Importanoa booause in tragedy tha audienoa la made 
to "look at fate for a lesson in deportment on life’s 
scaffold".
It follOTr'® that dramatic clarity and judgement 
are relevant to, and supplied by, the world of tho drama 
itself, not dependent on their aotual experience by the 
dramatist, or occurrence in everyday life. Here, lilasafield 
is in close accord v/lth Abercrombie, On tho one hand King 
Bichard II is persecuted "both as the traitor and as the 
betrayed", for Shakespeare, "after brooding on it for months 
sees it all,,, as the just God sees it", his mind "quickened 
by the thought of the sun shining on the just and on the 
unjust".^ On the other hand in Othello. Shakespeare was "as 
baffled by idiat he saw as we",^ Clarity is not a quality of 
judgement, but clear, impartial vision relative to the world 
of tha drama, Tfhat is Important is not judgement of character 
and situation, but the power to enter into them Imaginatively 
whatever their nature - "Dramatic genius has the paircr of 
understaMlng half a dozen lives at once in tense, swiftly 
changing situations",® Masefield la alive to all the 
dramatist’s means of effecting while ^withholding judgement,
In A.S You Like It. Shakespeare expounded a philosophy, but it 
Is "opposed as all opinions must bo by an extreme earnestness
of eppogitlon".^ It is enshrined in character and inter-eotion
1, ShaküSï.oare. 1911, pp, 100-101, 112,
2, opicit,, p,ld4.
3, op.cit,, p,192,
4, op.cit,, pp,129-130,
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of oharactera.
Masefield's reference of charr.cters, plot and 
situation to an impartial, imaginative violon load» him to 
the oonoaption of the artietio mnntery of existoace. This 
conception links him with Abercrombie. Dramatic judgement is 
also effected by form. The exaltation of tragedy can only 
be achieved by unity of form and concept, which is Itself a 
kind of judgement - a specifically dramatio judgement. In 
froilus and Ciesaida he finds that "The tifo oubjecta and the 
setting are not, end cannot be brought into unity,,. It 
oppresses the mind into makin?; a gloomy Interpretation, 
Tragedy in its imperfect form cannot but be gloomy", ^  whereas 
"great art cannot,,, be pees ini et lo'’,^ Apart from the 
rightness or wrongness of Masefield's criticism, his criteria 
ere sound and clear. Subject and setting must be tractable 
to dramatio form, end brought into an order of significance. 
One subject must be paramount, and the rest "in passionate 
relation to the central idee". This is Masefield's nearest 
approach to Abercrombie's idea that form is an aspect of 
concept - "form and matter are two aspects of one thing",
In art a "subject can only be expressed in the form moat 
fitting to i t " M o r e o v e r ,  Masefield's idea that singleness 
and unity of impression are part of the exultation and justice 
which tragedy ohould impress, is akin to Abercrombie’s
1, op.cit,, p,171,
2, L, Aberoroubie, Thomas Haidy. 1912, p,140,
3, I. Aberoroabie, An Asa:? Towards a Theory of Art. p.98,
4, Shakesueare. 19ll, p,"
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exposition of the artistic mastery of existauce. This 
elnglaness of iaproBBlon is not lack of ahundanoa, but sn or­
dered quintessenoe, Masefield often allies tha words "sharp" 
and "ample". In Henry VI he finds a "big tragio purpose" 
which "makes the welter... signifleant and complote ... 
reduces it to a simple, passionate order, deeply impressive".^
We have here a aeries of aBBociatlona charaoteristic of 
Masefield - order, simplicity, algnlfionnoe and passion. The 
question of how abundance is allied with Blmpliolty is illus­
trated by Masefield's statement that "splrltrtal tragedy needs
:
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n " JEeaaure for Saasura is "so full of the 
illustration of the main idea that it gives an illusion of an 
infinity like that of life".® The important word is ’illueion", 
At that time "Shakespeare had not wholly tho povior that after­
wards he achieved of himself interpreting his violon by many- 
coloured images".^ Wsefleld picks out drama'e most suooint 
and Integral means of giving abundance and dimension,
A
Abercrombie too, stresses tbs abundance, signifioanoe and 
Older by which poetic drama effects its justice - the material 
and "confusion of forces which make up the impulsion of every­
day life, have been "simplified to a firm arrangameut of 
conflict, an orderly disorder"; the characters hove "undergone 
8 certain powerful einpiif loot ion and ej£ageei*ation, ao that 
the primary impulses of being are infinitely more evident in
1, op,ci L,, pp,53 —5d,
2, op.cit., p.wl,
3, op.cit,, pp.179,
4, op.cit,, pp.91-2.
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what they do and say, than in the speech and action of 
actualitie’s affairs"j in these characters, "every force 
which moves in them is made.., to be of intense, unobstructed 
significance"
We are now in a position to see the full 
import of Ttiasefield's distinction between different modes of 
di%m@, and between the novel and drama, "Comedy deals with 
oharacter and accident, tragedy with the passionate moods of 
the soul in conflict with fate". This contrast between inner 
and outer, soul ani body underlies his distinction between the 
novel and drama: "The good novelist ought to be like a 
looking-glass sauntering down the street"; ploywrlting is 
"a concentrated, focussed art, A play is a magnifying glass 
turned upon some selected part of life". The novelist oan 
"saunter about and look all over the body of life. The 
dramatist is forced by the nature of his art to examine the . 
life itself, the master-oell",^ Connected with this distinc­
tion, is another between the materials of art, and art, 
Rossetti’s ’The Staff and Scrip’ "wanders its way out with a 
waste of good life and good feeling (Just as life does) 
instead of bringing the ring full circle with a high delight 
like art".® The novelist, Masefield, curiously continues,
"may fill his book with irrelevant unimportant things", 
khile the playwright whose work is publicly performed, must 
mcke his drama "compete with life".* The same contrast
1. See L.‘AberoTOmbie, ’The Function of ioetzy in the Drama',
fp.S54-d,. Masefield, ’Ilaywrlt ing’, p.ll7,
3, Thanks before Going. 1946, p.14.
4, Peoent Irose. p.ll7.
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between Inner and outer, body end soul, underlies Masefield’s 
preference for the Elizabethan and Greek drama, "The un- 
terrible and inglorious and what they do in Kensington may 
be the subject of good and interesting plays", but man 
prefers "the excessive contest",^ Homer’s Ullysses and 
Achilles "live in the imagination as figures more real to us 
than most of those tdiom we meet in daily life". Poetry has 
"lifted boidi men v n h  the great mood and has toucht them 
both with such excess of passion that they ere now eternal",^ 
These, therefore, are the cfaaraoters which "compete with 
life", reveal the "master-cell",
Masefield is equally concerned with the 
technical aspect of playwrit ing in general. In this he 
stands apart from most of his nineteenth century predecessors 
who frequently appear to have no conception of fundamental 
dramatio aesthetics. The foundation of drama is "action" 
which is "hypnotic" - "If you do something you will hold the 
attention of men". Masefield does not mean ’doing’ on the 
physical level. The contest into which the action resolves 
must be presented simply. Masefield, a good’Aristotelian’, 
finds that the "unities" and the reduction of acts and cast 
help to simplify. They bring the fable "to the terms of the 
stage".^ That Masefield does not intend strict observance
of the unities is shown in his comments on Cthellot "the
1 7 0
action of the pley is one. It matters not if the time be 
divided into ten or fifty",^ and by his r®aark on Shakespeare’s 
drama in general; "If It stirs one to the soul it does so by 
the intensity of its human feeling".^ In Masefield’s remarks 
on the technical aspect of playwriting, there is a character­
istic train of associations - order, compression, excess, 
completeness. The dramatist begins by a "scene of exposition", 
he then brings the conflict to its h ei^t by a "succession 
of little touches", ending "when an end has been reached that
is an end". The audience must "go heme satisfied", the action
' •-
must be "pushed to its uttermost".® Masefield admires the 
"delaying of the greet moments so as to heighten the expecta­
tion" in Shakespeare’s ’The Rape of Luoreoe’.* The masterly 
delaying of action, and its intense exploitation are included 
in Masefield’s idea of hypnotic action. This is distinct 
from a preoooupation with "invention". The m o d e m  dramatist 
is at a disMventage in having to use his power in invention.®
It is significant that Masefield’s opposition 
to realistic drama is strongly brought out when he returns to 
his heritage of drama, and that then Masefield takes into
account, playwright, audience and actors - "You can have
6
anything on the stage if you oan make it effective". The 
use of meseengem and the deus ex machine is effective "to
1; ;?hPkaBpeare. 1911, p. 185.
2. ?1ooent prose, p.130.
3. opîTcI^Z^^pTllG.
4. Dhokespeare. 1911, P.S43.
5. ’Playwriting*, p.l2i;
6. ’Playwriting’, p.lS9.
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any audienoo In tho r l ^ t  mood for the theatre".^ infhat 
specially impressed Masefield in the Greek drama as in the 
Elizabethan, was its absolute adaptation to the theatre, and 
its advantageo for the playwright. This is a point of view 
rarely taken by the nineteenth century poetio dramatists.
The Greek drama was "made for continuous action, but... to 
rest the actors and to delight the audience, the action was 
interrupted by the chorus", which could also be used "in the 
action",® The chorus was the dramatist’s means of focussed 
brooding"; it enabled him to go straight to the "master-cell", 
to W m  "take the very life of the contest, out to the core 
and laid bare, and brood upon that."® This is why Masefield 
delights in the established conventions of drama - expositors’ 
speeches, choruses, deux ex machine and messengers - they 
are a lâiort cut to the greater Imaginative and spiritual 
reality. In his critical remarks on Greek drama, he shows 
hie awareness of architectordos. The messengers’ speeches 
must be "prepared for and led up to,.. the audience must be 
on tenterhooks". The messenger’s speeches are "delayed" 
with "preparation and beauty and strangeness" to achieve the
A
climax and lead down from the "passionate" height. This, 
Masefield also finds in mediaeval drama; "God spoke from the 
cloud or out of heaven". To a "simple audience" to "any 
audience in the right mood for the theatre" these devices 
are "deeply effective",®
1 7 2
Masefield was also etroagly impressed by tho 
mingling of the Greek, Elizabethan and post-Reformâtion play. 
This is a signifioant liking after the monotony of some 
nineteenth oentuxy poetio dramas, and some of the realistic 
plays of this century. In Greek drama "divine things were 
mingled with mortal things", the "heroical tales" were so 
blent with the doings of the gods that faith and fable went 
together",^ The post-Reformation play "developed out of the 
sports of the country fair, the ballad singers, story tellers, 
tumblers, and mystery players, and out of the passionate 
culture of the Renaissance". It is the "mixture of the two 
that is BO wonderful".® In this way the "body of IIW" , and 
the "master-cell" were both catered for. This problem 
engaged Masefield deeply. He finds in Love’s Labours Lost a 
"dual" dramatic method, which "presents in the plot something 
eternal in human life, end in the sub-plot something temporal 
in human fashion"," Shakespeare created "beings who look 
before and after, even while they "keep vigorous a passionate 
present", and so exposed the "two-fold energies of man", of 
the animal, and of the spirit.* With this is connected the 
question of giving on illusion of individual characters, \Aio 
yet present the impartial, high significance. Masefield is 
aware that the more "external" characters are, the more are 
they "limited".® The dramatist has to make his (Aameters
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paselonately alive, with dlalogus created by "close, oon- 
stnictive art" for the theatre,^ but through them present 
the "vision of the heart of life",® He finds that Shakespeare 
uses "telling simple"® quest ions to bring the obaraoters to 
life, end yet presents the "calm,, wise people tdio
apeak largely, from a vision detached from life".* In the 
letter there may be no approximation to individual character, 
or the charaoter may be conscious himself that be is detached 
’ trtm. life by experience, or by temperament, or both as in 
Jaques. For this reason, the staple of charactar-portrayai
must be the clash of character or "contest between opposed
5
wills” which gives "earnestness of opposition" to the central
6
concept. There is a further means of synthesising the 
individual and tha "vision of the heart of life". It is one 
which 8bov;s Masafield once more Insisting on the acted drama. 
"The importance of the little thing in the great event" 
characterises Shakes^are’s great tragedies ; "We ere all, or 
may at any time become, immensely important to the play of the 
world",^ This recalls Masefield’s realisation that "the 
casual things in life are life’s greatest mysteries, symbols 
of something unlmagined,,, something greater than life express­
ed in life",® 3uoh is the participation of the audience that
I i.  I             ■ ■ ■ I l l . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . . . . . . . . .
1, Op.cit,, p.137.
S; Preface to The Tragedy of lian. 1911.
3. ihatosneare. 19il. p.32
4. op.cit,, p.74.
5. ’Play-writing’, p.113,
L» 1911,S, g hakes re. 1911, pp, 129-30,
7, op.Clt,, pp.133-4,
8, A Tamaulin Muster. 1907, pp,43-6.
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"in all theatrical eoenes of great tension and confusion, the
,as
minds of audiences perceivepy^the herd, by communicated instinct, 
there is no need of words",^ Thus Masefield stresses the 
absolutely dramatic way of synthesising individual mid 
univei'sal.miby the eliciting of the audience's participation 
end vicarious experience; whereas the nineteenth century poetio 
dramatist often held up hie drama for ornamenting, or clogged 
the crises with involved words.
The question of language which was important in 
charaoter-portrayai deeply engaged Masefield’s attention, but 
in a wider sense then that of the nineteenth century poetio 
dramatists. In 1911 ;&en Masefield f i m t  Issued hie Jhukes- 
ware, he felt that "for m o d e m  audiences, poetry on the 
stage must be made natural by molistic scenery",® whereas 
for Masefield, as for Abercrombie, poetry is the most natural 
language on the stage in its own right. In the Elizabethan 
and Greek theatre, the "speaking of the verse was one of the 
great attractions,,, the actor then had no help from lights 
and attractIona; he acted in daylight close to his audience 
and held them by what was in himself".®
Masefield makes firm, but scattered distinctions 
between prose and poetry, which are relevant to his poetic 
drama. Be finds seme fine prose "gorgeous and solemn like 
groat poetry",*is not prose, but "only poetry" which can give
1945, p,15.
1925. p ^ .
iuciiofli-tfl Eaaays Morel,aai lelite, 1906, p,x.
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"concent ret ad intensity*',! Thin is oonneotsd with his
rosoerke on hlnnk voice. It aust be the "post's or natural
way", or it is "apt to become the poet'a prose", good for the
"swift sequonee of ©aeontiel parts", but not «dicn "some tensity
of feeling demande a finenece of style",® ïhan Kaeofleld
etressee poetry's po»;er to convey "tensity of feeling" he
Implies a distinction which Abercrombie aakoB botv.'oen prose
end poetic drama, Abercrombie finds that prose concentr o toa
its Imitation on the outermost reality", poetry "seeks to
iaitf'te in you the effect which would be produced if you
perceived with certainty the grand «aotiontl impulse driving
all existence",® that the rhythm of poetry is a "direct
imitation of emotional reality",* Masefield's distinction
4»
is also linked with his viords ic the os-eoivloomen who asked
his advice on,the production of Macbeth: "Men will go to see
your performance in order to get a heightened cense of life,
to escape from the m o d e m  worM's horror into en intensity 
G
of feeling". Masefield's idea of "Intensity" of a "heighten­
ed sense of life" convoyed by poetry possibly m;ee something 
to Abercrombie's idea of "intoxication" - the "capital 
function" of drama is "intoxication", or "eelf-eonsciousnesB.,, 
Being supremely and superbly knowing itself".® Masefield
1; 'Chaucer', Recant Irose, p.227,
2. Thanjcs B&fore Q o i ^ . n.il.
3. L. ' oororouble, »ifne Fimotlon of Poetry in the Drama',p,261, I
4. op.cit.' W
g. A Macbeth Perfoneanoe. 1945, p,24. ^
6. rr* Abercrombie, * the Function of Poetry in the Drama;p,266. i
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finds that Homer'$ audlonoo "domrndod. an anohantmont that 
would t^lco thorn hoyond themsolvea - this an chant ms nt has 
aJwayo to c«ao from tho exeltament of the post".! This la 
elallar to Aberoronbla's Idea that the "emotlonrl Importnnoe" 
which the subject has for the poet Is "one of the things he 
wishes to convey,,, by laduolng his raador's mind to assoclate 
tho subject with a similar amotion",®
This stress on intensity ahe».»s that Masefield’ 
makes the same demands of poetry end of drama. Speaking of 
the first Court lyrics, Masefield says: "The old simplicity 
,,, had given place to address and dexterity end winsome 
gaiety", and "in losing simplicity" it had "lost its dlreot- 
coas",® Masefield demands the simplicity and unity of fora 
end concept in jjoetry, which he dœaaade of drama. The old 
writers used the "single, compelling, imaginative line"; this 
was replaced by "Ingenioua strange forma", and the idea 
became the "peg, or excuse on which the poetry could be 
arranged".* Tho seme ImpersenBllty and selection is necessary 
in poetry as in drama. All w i t  ing is "great" when a "care­
fully trained technicien undeigoea a deep emotion, or botter 
still has survived one".® Reger relates h m  the Irish reason 
"stirred him to the excitement vdiich is beyond pootry, to
1. With the biyllli ïoiee. p,4,
2. L. Abercrombie ?ceiry. its fiiusic ond Meaning. 1932, p.41,
3. Introduction to larrista of tho est oration, p.vil.
4. op.cit,
5. aiultitude and Solitude. 1909, p.l04.
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tifeit delighted eenBltlvauuHa in whioh the Bind is tremulously 
alive, oan neither select nor combine". ! These demands under?.^ 
Masefield's statement of the religloue effect of poetry - 
’•Invisibly, very near us, and beauty, inhabited by spirits 
whose mission it la to bring order and beauty... to mortal 
aouls. The life of that world is all ©ostacy of understanding, 
it is all that instant perception eai lasting rapture, which 
wo know as poetry",® Hare, Masefield comes close to 
Aberoræabie'n exposition of the artistic mastery of existence, 
of the complete form and significance which the chaos and 
evil of life assumes in art, realising the "satisfaction of 
our profoundest dosiros".® maaoflold describes the result, 
Abororombio, the process os well as the result.
It is especially therefore, the reality of poetry 
which engsgaa Masefield's attention. The Civil war poets 
wrote verse vAiioh was not g r % t  but "more clearly a pert of
Jti
real life, sharper and mono actual", ■“ Masefieli goes straight 
to a chief failure of the nineteenth oentuxy poetic dramatists 
and poets. They failed because they "issued their worit not 
to the rou^, bawdy, beautiful world, but to the brooders like 
themselves",® He sees that as dramatists, they failed to 
bring their woik Into touch with everyday life. The Im^exy 
of Keats and Coleridge "turned away free the world".® These
1, op.cit., p.91.
2 « p . ®9 •
3. 1. ADercroable, 'The Function of Poetry in the Drama',p.267. 
6, op.cit., p . W ,
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poets did not use the "lAole of life as their material,., 
they were not m k l n g  Images of man and nature, they were 
making places of enchantment to which they could turn wheu 
the world hurt".! This is not true of the nineteenth oontury 
poetio dramatists in general. Moreover, the chief thing is not 
the materiel of tho Imagery but whether tho imagery was 
funotional end adapted to the drama. However, the distinotion 
idiinh Masefield makes is clear and valuable. He finds the 
same fault in the Civil War theatre; the poet was "no longer 
concerned with speech"; the theatre "oonoeatretod almost 
exclusively upon a speeoh of brisk and trivial repartee".
The nineteenth cent m y  poetic dramatiets "never knew what 
virtues and qualities would be needed in a poem to be spoken",® 
This dislocation from life affected both language and centont. 
They "out out, as not poetical, much of the work and many of 
the things which man's life has dignified". Masefield stresses 
that they oonoentrated on beauty of language for itself.*
Their "watchwords" were "boauty" and 'the magical use of 
words".® They achieved a occluded, particular verse whereas 
spoken verse appoaia”to our sense of life", and takes us 
"behind the individual veil, whicâi shuts us one from another, 
to that great stream of life in which we ère one with the 
universe".®
1. op.oit.,
A . op.cit., p.lC.
R. op.cit., p. 19.
4; of. Chr.ptnr Î.
5. 1th the Living Voice. p,19,6. ^pq^it.,"p.20.
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Those qualities, lu poetry, and espaolally its 
reality snd intensity, link Masefield.'s coaoeptions of poetry 
and drema. It is apparent that they ere mutually creativo* 
Both spring from his conviction that art should give a 
"vision of the heart of life". At the tine when îgasefiold 
wrote, he believed that the "modem playwright, dissctlsfled 
with modern drams is t«aptad to luxuriant boauty, colour, 
description, wit, ownraonnees, fastidiousness, to reckon the 
art the groat thing, not the thing soon".! This is indeed 
the natural reaction especially for a poetic dramatist, 
îEiaBofiold counsels the plajrwrl^t to avoid these and "you
will find, you are yourself the agony, or the contest, try-
2
lag to make or do justice". The kind of justice which an 
artist ohould aohi<3VO "sees In a perishing ’.lorld" an "un- 
porishlng boauty,,. in the mean soul and the great soul in 
passion - the purpose of Ood".® Once more the idea is of a 
religious nature; - "Tho great masters have only hope and 
charity and understaMing",* This great quotation from Saint 
Paul® which haunted Masefield, spans both sides of his critical 
theory - form and concept. The failure to give art its unity 
of form and concept makes it "as sounding brass, and the 
tinkling cymbal",® makes impossible that complete expression
1. 'ilaywritih?,'» p. 155.
8. op.cit., P.Î55.
3. op.cit., p. 156.
4. op.cit., p.157,
5. 'Corlnt’ii'rts' T, 13: 1,13, 
a. Shakespeare, p.161,
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of faith, hope and charity which are the artiet'a Juet 
vleion.
The Locked Chest! and The Sweepe of *98® the 
earliest of iiiasefield’s playa which we have,® are oonedios 
with strong social and tragic implications, written in prose* 
From the first, tv?o ideas engrossed Masefield - the idea of 
a "mingled drama”* and the idea that tragedy presents a 
"vision of the heart of life",® In these two plnys Masofleld 
tries to put them into praotloe. He never writes sheer 
comedy, but cxxaedy and apparently trivial fable end social 
life, are used to precipitate and point a tragedy, "Comedy 
deals with character and action, tragedy with passionate 
moods of the soul in conflict with fate",® The latter are 
always paramount to Masefield, but he also finds that "the 
stuff of man" is "terrible, tragical and humorous",^ This 
moral preoccupation Masefield conceived to be the crux of 
poetio drama. In 1911 he wrote as the preface to his poetic 
tragedy, Han - "The poetic impulse of the Renaissance is now 
spent. The poetic drama, the fruit of that impulse is now 
dead. Until a new poetic imimlse gathers, playwrights trying 
for beauty, must try to create new f o m a  in which beauty and 
the h i ^  things of the soul may pass from the et age to the 
mind",® This emphasis links Maesfleld with the nineteenth
I: ■f-
3. t W  'Ms', 0^  an earlier play îThe Conc'emned Cell* la destroyed. 
The title ouggeete a ’realiotle*drama .
4. * ilaywrlt ing*, p.SS.
5. on^cit # #p#l35,
7; Pram#.p.813.
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century poetio dranatiste, moreover, la Kon. os iu these 
early proao plays, ard at times shrougîiout MfiaefleM's 
career, tho "high thli%s of the soul" oveitiliadot? their 
dreaatlo eabodiaoat In character and event, Thoss two prose 
plays are, however, hox>eful e%ns, beoows in thon, 
lùÊSofield aaJcos hie fii’st strsnuoua atteuipts to "i^ass" the 
Bicniflouacc "from the stage'to get it uoross’. It was his
training horo vûxidh fitted Haeefleld to write hie poetio
dramas.
,*faaefield*B preeentatlon of ohar eter has
frequently been criticised# Thoiiiaa finds that Maeefleld io
not a ^ b o m  %;ortrayer of character^, that ho cannot easily
*1
cater into the bad men’s character. Ko finds, however, that 
while he "fails In the subtler shade# of Idioeynotaoy", he 
has "clear Insight into the aalnsprlngs of human impulse".®
It la trao that leaefiohi rarely errs against the "mainspring 
of human impulae", exooiit when ho falls to enshrine his higher 
significsnoe in character, or to maintsln a complete stylisa­
tion of oharacter. But that îlasofieM has some skill In the 
"subtler shades of idlosyncracy" is evident from these early 
plays, tihere Masefield concentrates on the relationship of a 
man and wife eplrltually apart.
In The Booked Cheot. Vlgdlo Is one of the 
characters who "look before end aftei* yet "preserve e 
vigorous pasElORRto present".® In all Hasefleld’s plays, the
1, Thoaw.tt., John laoefiolù. 1932, p. 118,
2, Op,olt,, p.'1^ 5,*'
3, Shakespeare. 1911, p,14S,
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women are more dominant than the asn-, la thono sarly plays, 
Masefield portrays the fmlnlae charBoter, aal elto individual 
woman Inter-netine with non. In Vlgdia, strength is earthy, 
a»i allied with tte hraalllty and forhearanoa of a wife, whloh 
are a tacit confidence la that etr-ength. slail? r kind of 
humility and strength Is shown In Mrs, lïerrlsou,! fhlle 
strength in Mrs. i'srgotter® le domination arising from 
unsuspected spirituel poverty. This strength remiads one of 
Synge’s S'aurya,® end of ïoats’ “tser,*and, at times, the 
sequence of thought end feeling strongly resembles that of the 
poetic realist I'adralo Colum Strong underlying oharacter is 
humorously suggested by jurtapesitlonc which nocsssltste a 
reading between the lines. This kind of portrayal also 
recalls Abercrombie’s drama. The characters move 4asefleld 
simply as ohareotere ®s well as far tlis concepts eiibodled In 
the®. Later this balnnee la profoundly altered. Tn these 
plays, Masefield carefully provides an Intoraating otory-level# 
The bejalieet detail is used for obaractarlsatlon, and 
Macefleld" oxperlaents In conveying the "Importance of the 
little thing in the great event",® a device finely used in Imtar 
dramas. The apparently trivial Icteiuiaangea about singing, 
supijer and the fair, outline the relatloiiEhlp between man and 
wife; they advoiioe the theme simultaneously vriLth the eotlon.
1. Mrs, H&rrison (one-soeue sequel to The Gamuden loader.1907).
2. See Tho ? of Np :i. 1308.
3, 3o0 Synge, "l%ers To The Sea. 1904,
4, ooe ' .ES. Yeats, "he" uulv ' ..'eàïouov ol~Etaor. 1916,
5. See Chapter II, p,39.(23
6, ShsStoapoam. 1311, p,183.
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Vigdls has the whip-hand over Thord all tho time, simply 
beoause she never presses rights until forced. The reactions 
of Thord and Vigdls to the murder are skilfully suggestive of 
the future action and of their difference In charaot er.
Thorl sees no further than the bare fact; Vigdls envisages 
all the oiroumstances. Later Vigdls Is able to deal with the 
situation because she has faced it, while Thoxd’s lurid 
imaginings leave him helpless, Thord Is summed up by a 
characteristic tag "but there. It is always the way".
The foundations of drama are "action »Aloh Is 
hypnotic", and the clash of character,! Masefield makes It 
clear that action may be delayed, physical or spiritual. The 
action of The Looked Chest Includes them all. It is further­
ed by a careful delaying and buttressing of the crisis, by 
close-packed dialogue which suggests spiritual end mental 
action In Its hints of hidden movements and relationships.
These give the "charity" In conception vdiloh Masefield found 
necessary in drama.® For there Is a hint of Thord’s jealousy 
and of the past relationship of Vigdls and laglald. Thus 
Masefield achieves the sharpness with abundance vdiich 
Impressed him In Shakespeare’s character-drawing,® And thus 
the two themes of loyalty, and of the particular loyalty 
between man and wife, are concurrently advanced. In this
play therefore, Masefield keeps some of his material subsidiary;
1. ’Play-writing’, p,118. '
2, See supra, pp. 14-10,~ g V .<T1 - 
a, Shakespeare. 1911, p.238,
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this he frequently failed to do in his later dramas. The
dlrge-llke lyrio of Vigdls Is notable for its humorous use
and Its complete naturalisation. It does not draw attention
to Itself for itself, which often happens In later plays.
The Sweeps of *98 Is, however, a loss skilful
play ♦ Poobe too. Is Intended to "lobk before and after" yet
preserve a "passionate present", but we do not believe In the
"passionate present" of any of the characters, the Insight
given to the hostess and to Roche Is therefore unwarranted.
Some simple words are effectively charged with meaning:
Hostess:"There*11 be other friends going the same road",
and consciousness of wisdtsa is made part of Roche’s character.
But there la no real "earnestness of opposition" to the
"I&llosophy"!, consequently there Is Insufficient Impersonality
In the whole conception. This Is a problem whloh fsoos the
dramatist who dispenses with the more f o r m ^  devices of drama.
So far Masefield Is not ready to grapple with one of the chief
problems posed by the nineteenth oentuxy poetio drama.
The prose play. The Camiden wonder^ Is a more
ambitious and uneven play. The wimen’s characters are well
drawn and distinguished. But although Masefield Is Interested
Is
In chars cters this play shows that this/subsidiary to the 
"delighted brooding" on "excessive terrible things". The 
inter-act Ion of the characters Is weak, and motives are blurred,
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The parson Is a bad clpher-flgure but an interesting fore­
shadowing of Mrs, Pargotter’s^ brand of ri^teousness. As 
In The Looked Chest, a serious social end ethical problem 
Is broached, but chiefly beoause there is not a sound 
relationship between characters and between characters and 
plot, neither theme nor motives are clear. One Is tempted 
to apply here, Masefield’s orltlolsm of the lack of unity 
and incompleteness of Shakespeare’s Troilus and Cresslda.®
The final réconciliation of the parson and Mrs. Harrison Is 
unsatisfying; we do not feel that "an end h&is been reached 
that it Is an end". The true sequel to The Caanden 
^Yonder is a detached, self-contained scene - Mrs. Harrison:* 
where Mrs. Harrison’s character becomes glaringly different. 
There is an earnest attempt at a s^^ish-buokllng, Invrardly 
weed: character In John, but the man’s evil does not spring, 
as In Mrs. Pargetter, frwi fully motivated oharacter. So 
far, Masefield Is not ready to cope with one of the chief 
weaknesses of nineteenth century poetic drama - lack of unity 
of theme with dramatic form. . What preoccupies Masefield here, 
is hie stronghold in drama - the gradual spiritual change 
from suffering, to the confronting and mastery of fate; the 
"passionate moods of the soul In conflict with fate".® 
Masefield’s Interest is not in the plot-level or the surfaces
1; See The Tragedy of Han. 1908.
2. See supra, p.lv.ttio
3. ’Play-writing’, p.119.
4; Mrs. Harrison, see The Tragedy of Han and other plays. 1909
S. Shakespeare. 1911. pi81.
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of obaraoter, but In the tense, fooussed slttiatlon, the
hidden movaaenta of the spirit.
Masefield attempts to naturalise the lyrio
exaltation of Mrs. Harrison at the olose.. This shows him
onoo more, seeking a oompromise between the fonaal and the
realistic - a problem posed by the nineteenth oentuxy poetio
drama* Yet the final significance does not semi to be
attained to the trend of the whole play.
2_
The Tragedy of Ifen oould not have been written 
without these early attempts. The ohlef interests of 
Masefield are apparent before Nan; in Han these raaoh a 
crisis, and that crisis is not fully resolved. In Han these 
early attempts bear fruit and omibine with a stimulus from 
the Irish dramatists especially Yeats end Synge. In so Lena 
to Learn. Masefield records the Influence of his native 
Herefordshire; the experience of beauty and romcnoe with 
terror and delight, the effeot of "old men having lived great 
lives in obedience to great po*?ers", the "broad slow speech" 
with the "ancient use of ’thou, thee and be’". This influence 
was re-animated when Masefield heard Synge’s The Shadow of
g
the Glen, and The Fldera to the Sea . One might trace more 
definite adaptations and influences in Hen, but the main 
stimulus vms to a frame of mind. The first visit of the 
Irish Players to London in 1907 Impressed Masefield deeply, 
but he was "still not interested in the theatre" and continued
1, The Troe W v  of Iton. 19%.
3, dee Chapter II, pp.2-&.7?-3
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to "foroe" himself to write long etorloa, was not the 
direot hut the delayed outcme of this frame of mind; it 
is dedieated to Teats.
In hie preface to Non. MeeeflaM is extremely 
definite. It is not the theory but the jractloe which falters, 
rwersiog the balance of nineteenth oentury poetic dramatists 
t&o were frequently weak in praetioe because they had no 
definite theory, Tragedy deals with the "agony end exultation 
of dreadful aota"; by these the "heart of life is laid bare". 
This statement must be plaoed beside Masefield's reaction to 
Keats, "inoredible beauty is the daily breed and breath of 
llfe",^ In Nan, beauty is shown as part of the "secret 
savage life"® of the country. It is not only impressed by 
the action, but built into the world of the drama, We find 
it in the Gaffer and hie sweetheart, in Dick’s description of 
the "little boys zwimmii^ in the river. They be so white 
and ewift... and the splashin* do shine zo"{^ even in Mr. 
Pargotter's affection for his Toby jug. Most of all we find 
it in the imagery uniting the tragedy with nature and with the 
greet betrayal in the Bible. No one denies Nan its beauty 
atKi tragedy. Mhat is often criticised is the way Masefield 
attempts to fuse the two, espeOgfUy by endowing peasants with 
poetio, heightened vision and language. W. Hamilton is one 
of the few critics vdio defend this, aptly quoting Perrin in
1, In The Mill. p,98.
2, SO Long to Learn, p.155.
3, ifan. ÏI.
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Captain ElarRKret^. vdilch was written in the came year as Nan: 
"The poor are often very refined,,, the very poor, Kapooielly 
in the couatsy".® Moreover, In A Tsmaulin tîuf/ter. Masefield 
records the mate’s words on watching a beautiful ship: "That’s 
one the beautiful eights cf the world. That, and a corn­
field, and a woeuuî with her child",® There is no line to be 
drawn betvjeen this language and idea and those of Nan when 
she says; "There bo throe tlmcm, Diok, vihen no wwaan oen spwk. 
Beautiful times, >hon *er ’ears *er lover, end when ’or gives 
♦orsolf, and when ’er little one is bom",^ In the preface 
IlasofioM iax'llos « distinction between those "ooraaon-plaoe" 
people who "dare not suffer and osnnot exult", and those to 
whom the "truth and rapture of man are holy things". No one 
denies Han her anguish when the "holy things" are scorned, or 
her daring to suffer. It is these which give her the right 
to her peculiar exaltation in this play. In Shakespeare. 
Masefield, has shown that dramatio and aotual justice are not 
necessarily the same,® Drama la not bad when it goes beyond 
the aotual world, but Wien it goes beyond the i>«>rld of itself. 
The world of I'aa w i H  bear close examination. Nan is in no 
way ccffimon-pleoe, and neither she, nor the other oharsotors 
vTo ignorant, Mrs, Pnrgottsr’s chief sneers are perverted 
words from the Bible: "I’d *ov© you resnonbor as your daily 
bread os you’re so fond of is give you by me and your Uncle... ,
1, J. Masefield, Captcin Margarat, 1908.
2, ’ , Hamiltœi, John Mame^leld. Ï525. p,81,
S. A Tarnaulin Muster, iod^. n.lSG.
4, ÎÏ1.
5, See Shakespeare. 1911, pp.189-195, end pp.35-8,
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Tou’ro a black, proud, ungrateful cat. »ot ycfur ’eart’ll 
look like on the Day of JMgaalnk beats Mrs, laxgotter’s
attitude to religion and to Ifen is an impllolt récognition of 
values greater than her <ym* This scale of giuatar valuoe is 
gradually built in. The cdiaracterB begin as ordinary, 
realistically presented people, gradually they are made 
to "ooranete vdth life". In the prince Masefield implies 
that drama is not to make an approximation to life, but to 
"peas" to the mind "bsauty end the high things of the soul". 
This emphasis on convoying rather than Imitating is at tha 
root of Hasofield'o later stylised drama. But at this stage, 
Masefield was trying to "create new forms"® by vAiich to 
convey. In Hf.m. the now form is a mingling of the realistio 
and the formal. The letter greduelly takes prooedonos. 
Inevitably from the action itself. The language of Nan at 
the opening inevitably differs frcsa her largusge thoreoftor, 
which fits one who la "pushed beyond the limits of the 
dying personality",^ Here, Masefield’s phraseology reoells 
Teats’ "drowning.of the dykes" which separate men,® But 
this Ifiigusge does not stKldsnly epring to Nan’s lips.
Masefield cocorends our assent in the way up to, and crosBing 
of, the "limita of the dying personality", Moreover, Nan’s 
language and ideas do not overstep the bounds of the world
1J iw. ml ' '
C; ^^lay'frlting’, p,117.
S. Preface to !^ e  T r e œ d v  of Nan. 1911.
4. Preface to imc'. loll.
5. w.B. Y e a t S j ^ h e  Tragic Theatre’, The Cutting of an Agate. 
1919, p.35.
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or the ploy, even when she eoys: "Ch young ann in your 
beauty. Young aan in your strong hunger. 1 will spore 
those women". We have seen Dick transformed to beauty 
through Han’s eyes. How, In her clear, anguished eight, 
when Hen transforms Dick into the tyj» of "young man" the 
action bears it out.
Fihere we have grouau for criticism, however, 
is in the Gaffer. The Gaffer is Masefield’s attempt to 
reoonolle the fozaal and the realistic, to naturalise the 
presentation of the higher signifioanoe. some euoh ro'quire- 
mest m e  necessitated by the pallid use of the formal 
conventions of drama in nineteenth century poetic drama, and 
by the break with them in the I'aalistio dr«ma. Masefield 
is only partly suooeesful, but the attempt alone is signifi­
cant. The Gaffer is one of the "calm, wise, gentle"
from vision o
ctiaraoters who speak "largely/detached from the world".'' I'isdom
is made part of his eonsbiousneos, and it is partly won In 
the action of the play. He gives indirect advice, and tacit 
approval to Han’s actions. He strongly recalls Old Skdal in
»r
Ibsen’s The ..ild i^ uck*'. in hie fore-knotdug exulting in the 
crisis. The Gaffer’s wisdom is not out of character so much 
as out of proportion. It is too protracted and latrioote, 
drawing too much attention to the symbolic level (with which 
it is true, the story-level Is to coincide). Imagery,
1. ^Han, XXI.
g. s'hskesieere, 1911, p.74,
3. T T i T T T n D u c k . 1334.
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especially when founded in chai'acter, is the moat Ictegral, 
concrete and oonoiee way of giving the "interprétât ion" 
which "spiritual tragedy" needo,^ But the Gcffor’o Imagery 
exceeds the needs of the play, incroaees the depths end become» 
only intrlOflîÉl^ relevant. There is a danger of a rival 
narrative - a danger which becomes crucial in A King’s 
Osughter.® Frequently the imagery of nineteenth century 
poetio drama was patent and decorative, kasefleld makes a 
strenuous, but only partly suooesuful attempt to combat this. 
Els attempt results In another kind of obtrusiveness; too 
much Is suggested to Nan by the Gaffer, This detracts from 
the "passionate moods of the soul in conflict with fate",®
The danger bo comae acute when the symbolisa is
not localised in character. Tho sheep and gallows are posoibly
meant to beer full religious significance; the direction 
"laughter Inside end one oroi’/s like a ooek",^ Is umistcfcablo. 
And it jars. It is net the dramatic way.
The weakest point in Nan, therefore, is tho 
failure to give an "earnestness of opposition" to the ' 
philosophy,® The two aides are in black and white opposition. 
There is some vital variation in the largetter’a world, and 
Dick’s view of Kan’s world in particular, cosmaads our assent, 
especially me Kan accepts it:
1; riha^oi/oare. 1911, pp.91-2.
2» TKi'nr;’c DauThter . 1923.
3, ^ha!kesneereZ p.Ql,
4. —
G. Knziou w m 3. 1911, pp. 189-150,
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Dîjok; After,,, I ooan the same glrle with theli*
♦aufis oil r e u #  of ,waphlng-*day,.,Pitiful 
I call it...
jjant It be ’erd to see beauty gone, and joy gone, 
aud e light ’eart broke. But it be wonder- 
ful for to ’CV8 little ones,*
Hsvertheleaa, we o.oguinootoo easily with Nan’s 
world, and Nan and the Gaffer ere too much alike, hhare we do 
not acquiesça, It is not becauae we are cosing the other side, 
but because something jars. It la difficult to agree with 
Ifân’3 picture of Jenny, The extrime aignifioanos given to 
Jenny is not In tune with the whole drauas "I see a girt 
town with la«$s, And I aoe you in a publia ’house, Jenny, 
with rod on your white ahaelco",® There la not, thoroforo, a 
full Impreoalon of di-emtio jmstico.
A strong, if inoomplete, impreaeion of drcmatio 
justice is given, however, by tho ordering of tho material.
Nan shows that Saaoflold can aohiova this, although he often 
foils to do so. The action moves inevitably from the trapping 
of Nan, through tho wooing and betrayal, end the marking of 
Nan for death, to the deaths of tho two chief hotrayera, and 
the suicide of Nan, In the last act tboro ie a skilful use 
of lyrics to "heighten a solson occasion"®} the first, over- 
shadwing the wooing of Nan, sung by Nan; the second, whan 
Nan is cast off, eung by the Gsffer. Moreover, tho setting 
and sub j act ere in unity, s dKsand raedc by îSesefield of Troilus
l; %aZlT.
2; TEÛ, III.
S, dhakoDuaare. 1911, p. 138,
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and C rQsglfla. ^  Tho flrct act givoc ua a onall t ciiant 
farmer’s house, a oaoae of huetlicg praperatiou cn two levels, 
rsaeabliog Ibsen’s aetliod in The v^lld Juok«® in tho second 
act we Bee Han aikl Diok before the world bursts in on them. 
Han is betrayed by the world, before the world. The party 
continuée while Man in her grief is drawn to the side of the 
Gaffer, Wio typifies those hurt and ridiculed by the world.
In the third act, the Gaffer and Han are together and once 
more the world, breaks in - this time Han is uplifbed by the 
world in the eyes of the world, Following this, Han is 
once again iaolnted with the Gaffer, and the larger world of 
vision and of nature begiua to win on the small, petty world. 
Now, hfaa deals justice io tW: world aoooiding to hor newly- 
won spiritual awaraness; then she goes out to meet the tide, 
symbol of tho abnogatiou of tho world: "over thu breast, over 
the lips, over the eyes". Here, thoro is possibly a hint of 
the three-fold sign of tho cross made by Christians - on eyes, 
lips, and bieast.
There is therefore, in strong contrast to the 
nineteenth oentui-y poetio drama, integration of form and 
concept. This is also due to Maseflsld’s fine une of 'the
n
little thing in the great event". The teaxiug of Hhn’s coat, 
and the finding of Diok’s letter set the plot afoot. The 
"little thing" defines the oharaotere and world of the 
Pargettera, and it ie used to unravel vhe past and shape it
1. op,cit., p.171.
2. The kild uck. læ*.
3. Èkokesneare. 1911. p.l83.
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into a oruoial rolatloaahlp with the p;>3He/Tt - a method 
oofflparable with Ibsen’a. The daring fora-ahadowlng of Han’s 
murder of the betrayers irtth a knife, in the first scene, 
resembles Ibsen’s us© of a small physical detail naturnlising 
the crisis on a lower domestic plane,^ Masefield d o m  not 
show his debt to Ibsen in his oriticsl wrltlutî, but it is 
obvious In his drams. This naturalised fora-Bliudosfine shows 
what a little and what a great deal it requires to make Nan 
into tho Nan of the close, dimilar to this, is tîKï breaking 
of the Toby jug, syn&ol of unbroken friaaishlp, in which 
cause, Mr. Psrgettor ironioally betrays Nan, This is used 
to preclpiteto the action, and to show what a little shakes 
Mr. Pargetter’s faith. Nan’s helplessnoss ia impressed, ahe 
loses an ally by a means likldi she cannot remedy. Later,
Nan cannot tell Diok of her father’s hanging, and so she too 
is mo Iked for death. These small details naturalise and neuse 
Kan’s growing awareness of the imagery of her own aid others’ 
lives, V.'e acquiesce, therefore, in the pealc of spiiitual 
awareness.
This use of tho "little things"In the "groat 
event" is not, however, always successful. The tainted pasty 
becomes syiidJolic of the thirty pieces of silver or the kiss 
of Judas. Nan forces Dick’s b@trot)ied Jenny, to eat it, and 
it symbolises the "bride-cake" of the treacherous. At this 
point we cease to acquiesce in the eignifiounoe given to 
Jvnny’a action in the drama. Nevertheless, this is an
1. See The ild Duck. 1%4, and. Ghosts. 1881,
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importent preparation for tho final soene In which the fifty
gold pieces hccocie "blood-iaonoy", symbol of the world -
" ‘©uses, ’orsos, poeltlon".
It is by means of the "little thing" that
Ms.aofi9H esters for the jliysiosl side of his play. The scenes
of tho precious ooat thrown into the pig-wash, of Jenny with
the dirty plate and knife, and tho te Intel pasty which she is
forced to oct, are excellant thaatra, This is maintained
to the oî!û. As Nan goes out thare is a scuffle to got the
money looked upj "take the aoncgf, Will. Don't *eod the brandy"
All tho aoenea of symbolic intensity are centred
round soma trivial detail tdiidh dictâtes action of a kind to
underline and pracipltnte aignifloanco without ocMapetlng iflth
it; this is so in the scene in which Jenny eats the pasty.
The characters even while looking "before and after" preserve
U "vigorous present', but tlioy srs not too "external" and 
1
limited". The two levels of life are mutually creative.
2
Foim, thercforo, bcco#8. "an aspect of concept". The symmetry 
of foz® ia which these two 1ovals era defined and separated,
And ôlash, the one being cuL off from, ad transcending, the 
other, mirrored in the unity of setting and subject to a kind 
of judgement. This is the kind of impersonal juatioo which 
drama should Impress.
The most important link with tho later plays le 
the use of auatera, into nee lyric symbolism, at times in
1. dhckcspeura, 1^11, p.123.
2, 360 L. Aberoroable, An S— ay yawaids a Theory of Art.p.98.
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danger of esceeding tho neode of tho drama, ona not always
lapreasaa by tae whole of the uctia-i, fho wonle and actions
ring fslaa only when Masefiolil triee to ohorge thoa with too
high a signlfionuoe, Tho same criticism arises more crucially
in the plays on historic or mythological themes, cspeoially
..ompcy the Great.^ In ifau. Masefield retched a criers in his
attempt to combine stylised symbolic method and realistic
mothod, similar to that reached by dean O ’Gasay in Tho Silver 
8Tas!'-aie. He went further into this problem in the plays
folloîAcg Han, before resolving It by creating his own stylised 
form. The realistic background of Kan, gives etrong ^ysioal 
action to point the spiritual signifloioice, The choice of 
remote material sudces this more difficult. In Kan. Masefield 
found a means of resolution - by elemental nature, peoulicrly 
fitted to that typo of play. But it brought grave difficulties. 
Masefield’s use of nature is in strong contrast to ôynge’s.
With dynge, it is ingrained in the psyohology of his characters. 
It is a weakness in Han that the resolution comes from the 
Idlosynorstic and extraordinary, not frca heightened awareness 
of kinship v/lth nature. Masefield has to find another method 
in -oapcy.
In hie aim at concentration and the higher 
slgnificanoo, UiOsafield has recourse to laoreaeingiy less 
dramatic methods in lomuev. He remaiiied on tho "sharp" and 
'-ample"® charactar-dravdng in Shak^poare’s drama. I'oar-'O? Is
1, The Tragedy of ioauey the Great. 1910.
S. s: "a*slay. a / t l E 4 r ; ÿ a a î ^  • •
3. Shakesteere. 1911. on.336 and pp.. p.135.
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drawn ample, Irut aot aharfj. We h?vo the parados of frequently 
vital, trenehiint dialogue wjiloh yet (loos not give an illusion 
of olaeh cf oharaotof*. Tn the briefer, aicller (azaraetere - 
Metsllua, Cato « we feel intor-aotlon. But just as we 
beoffiHe inters^od in Foapey himself, through the other 
ohmreoters, he declaims e "viBion of the hssirt of life". W  
feel Pompey’f! strong mental ohsr"Ct®ristl03, his charity, and 
insight; hut we do act feel that he exercises those qualities 
as a chsmotar. The muddled impression bncosiee scute when 
the significance - already drawn from tho action by dislocated 
means - does net coincide with the cK’^ esis of tho play, or 
rather, does not drew together tho lack of definite omphaale 
loto s flnsl revelation. Fompoy’s lest words eras iterate ta;
"Into a tyrant’s court the truly breve 
Goes proudly, though ho go to die a clave".
I* would be tempted to think t M a  a final error 
of I’onpey’B judgement, did not the shanty cwfirm that thJe 
is Buppoaod to be the diminant impraceioa given by the entire 
play.
The importance of the "little thing in the great 
event", Bkilfully managed in Han, verges on melodrcma. The 
whole point ie that it should have thie gi«ater aignifioance 
without coauii^ to be an acsonticlly little thing. We revolt 
when AntlBtla ~ oetching sight of Caesar’s bust - en effective 
move - declaims : "Go on in your pride. Till the klnge of the 
world sweeps your stables".^
1. Foafpoy The great. I#
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Tble wisdom ic chot-Ta .00 early 0 i Insufficient 
drcffiotic provocstlor.. The relRttonchip of ' and Cornells
is mirrored In that of Hi 1lip und Autistic, . ctioa erd 
eiguiflocuoo should be mutually oioative in ujosa. It Is e 
false iiotesfben rkillp *'awcd’\  saj^ j; "Tliat time", in roply to 
aatistie’e prophetio; *‘o»lfls hare iiovrer, Ihiltp, oven In the 
darkuoss, when the time comes".- There io no real relation­
ship backiiig thie iutenoe utterrmco:
.^hliij): Wo :di«ll have to put off our murrirge, Ant let la.
Aatistla; by, thuu it io, uo put off -inu wot off, until 
youth’s gone, and strength’s gone, end beauty’s 
gone....
..hllip; I must be uith my master .utistle.
A-ntistia; ,,, your imeto.". .hem you kisa the dry old 
hag, Philip, you’ll romember...«this beauty 
that would have boi-aa you sœia,'^
This wladim precedes the action, moreover, the 
drama does not impress that this ia inevitable.
In roauev. wo do not fool that wo have boon 
led to the eigaiflcant soeno. MausfieM is oonctantly trying 
to Impresa tho orux of the play frequently fdien it w o u M  be 
bettor to have a quiertua. He has, In foot, failed to mhko 
the distinction beti/eon tho novel and drama. There is no 
singleness of improssion resulting from a ''focussed" brooding. 
One reason is the aboenoe of coaoiso oharacter in .ompey, and 
of a oonoéiïtion rival to him, V/a are never aamoatly ai^acrod
1# op# cit.
2. op.eit.
3, ’rlay-wrlting’, p. 117,
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by Pompcy’B viewpoint, aad Caesar/oaraee to lifo. It ie 
difficult to baliove in the h l ^  ei^nifioaaoe vdiloh rœnpfjy 
gives to hia relatianahip with him» îletellus and üonîtlus 
are live oharaotars, ard in their changing reactions to 
Poapoy, we got e sonae of oxorted personslity, Eere, however, 
ocoure the oration of Pom^xay, rtrâ the song of the chief 
oenturiaas In fdiich the clgnificanoo soeain to he aomowhat 
eihltrai-ily d w m n  fion the eatlon, Poapoy’e last Tmrds do not 
come from the right person.
Some; scenes ara highly effective - tho arrival 
of Metollt® before Pwapey, of Cato afterwards, and the precise 
thïustï "I thought you ware Powpoy The Littlo"; the tense 
divesting of tho I’urple, the ontty of tho "filthy horseman" 
which turns the tide, I'xnotly the rleht note is struck in 
Cote’s: "Them are t w  nomop.". This latter hslf of the first 
eot grips, IJevortheleso, the whole ploy Is not dromoticnlly 
in "pasaloaste relation to the oentrel idea".^
It would he fruitless to esanino ihtlin The 
Kiop:® by usual stage standerdg. Teats’ influence is cpparent 
in the esiphasis on the *c"por lovais cf the soul, rcther than 
charaoter-auifacoc, o M  in the use of rsmetenesa as e means 
to intimecy. Alnoat all tizo action ie in oao darfr cell, or 
reported, The drame conelats in the oprcful grading of the 
réactions of the mi.nd to a sense of doom sdiioh brings its
n
own relief, similar to dynge’a The Pldors To The Soa. This •
l; 3 ^ aou,gaTg^ . 1911, p. 87.
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is MasefleM’s reaction ogolnat tho u o ü o m  drcantist 'u 
oaphacio on "orisic arw topic".-'- Tho wieo just vision of 
the cîiai’cotars In justified, for no iator-nctiou of characters 
is attempted.. Thoio Is, uonethelesn, a far greater resistance 
within the droraatlo action than in Poauer. cAth its more 
Glahorutc and pbyaioal action. Here, Masefield achieves the 
concentration end inevitable thrust of drama; "there ehculd 
be no pciwe, but only a rest idiilo the second wave can 
aasœble".® Too often there was a virtuel stop In : oiiuey. I W  
■fehe styltecd fo-ia causes us to enact thu phyclc:! z.ctlon our­
selves. There ai-e no eo^prcEiises. Uuoil Biggane has poiatod 
out that roa-poy ia criticised he,ruhly by wronc atandaids, 
that tho chant itHS and centuiiaas are merely choraa a m  there—  
fors not inoaagiuous. But . ouvri ie not flmlly sammlttod 
to either the formal or the realistic; this la vdicra tho 
incongruity Ilea, This was a potauti-J. wasluieea In Byron’s 
Cain.'* In üilllr the reaotoueas, as ia Teats’ draia^ .., praves 
the means to the greater intimaoy. This is ai.i Intimaoy aot 
only with concept, but with tho chartot era'spiritual ohz raoter- 
itstlcs which aimiiltsjaeously suggect surface chare ctor - d * W ,  
Hamilton ’a criticism of Ihilip’s ono-lina chorlc utterance-, 
his "oolô, complacent on-^-llnc sayings .:bcut fate... intruding 
on uai'rswlve that tc a veritshlr... agony of lyric
I s a o n t a t l o n " i s  ©newered by Philip:
1. dIUikcgTX3aro. 1911, p. 155.
S. , p.iBS.
a. Poe Chapter I, p.
4. A.II. Haallton, Jwmiteeefleld, 1922, p.m.
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•Hsîiat i féal 
I OPTBP, Go Within",
Ve ar« not given th® linka of oîiaracter except by juxtaposition,
but the cruoifîl nweaoate of a soûl facing; "aisfortuna", a
1
lesson in "deportment" on "life’s scaffold".
It is @e%»ol@Uy in otyliesc’. drama that dramatic 
justics is expressed in fom: this Is perhaps what lad 
MasmfieM to stylised drama. MasefieM poses the quest ions 
in 1 hi lip wher-»s Pompey ends on a smug note of explanation.
But w« feel la Ihilin that an end has been reached that la 
sn end.",® beceume the play has slnglemsa of impression.
The seme is tiuo of The Faithful.® This drama 
ie to be played "uninterruptedly without more break in the 
setion than te necessary to get the aotore ofi stage and to 
raise the ourtaln," There are two scenes only; one "quite 
bare" wlthmit decoration", the other "very beautiful, but 
bare”. In The Faithful as in none other of Masefield’s ploys, 
form ia an aspect of concept. The scenery contributes to the 
ritual. Ritual to these Japanese charaotera is what neture 
is to çynge’B peasants ; it is ingrained la their payeholoi;^,
60 that the aignifioance drawn from th& action is inevitable.
This unity of thaae and form was not always found in nineteenth 
century poetic drama, it ie not always found in Masefield’s 
own. Kora, MassfieM carries out with oven greater success 
than In yhilip. his eonooptlon cf tragedy as "the passloncte
3, j ref aoe to lian. 1911.
2, *: p.lit.
3. Tho Faithful. 1915.
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moods of tho soul in uoofllot wita f :te'\- by drawitlalng the 
peaks of spiritual action and cug/jt-tctlng tho links of oijaracter 
and «nreut. In lUc Faithful. &he etylieatiou is aora poignant, 
lass strict, and tlwro is fullar charLCiarisatioa and event.
But lyric is still as chazractar1st io. Individual utteranoe as 
the Bpù&db, in realistic dr&na:
"80 I with all ay ^owoiis
Unused on man or things
Co down the v/ind, to death.
And know no fruiting time".®
Ëapeoielly eignlfleant ie Sasefield’s praotlca of "mingled"
drama, by the mingling of the Intensely personal Elizabethan
manner with the flat Noh teohnique. This makes The Faitliful
an excellent atsgo play, and it fchwTP Masefield, in strong
o'ontrast to aoat nineteenth century poetio di-amatlots,
exT>erlaentlng with his heritage of drama. This is also true
of the language, Masefield mingles the "terrible spiritual
manner" and the "Inetinotiv© manner" of n prose coloured by
the traditions of country lifos®
"And you the doll, the dog, to be left vdien friend 
is taken/ No, no, Foiglve me, i am not s^tled 
in ay wits. Ton had hotter give mm wine, tor. I ’m 
going to law and UiUst hev® my wits about me... .
hrve kei)t faith this ni^ht and it will soon be 
moraine, Look, our lanterns are dim, i nd there is 
ell tho dew on the grass... we are the happy faith­
ful and the"birds are boginning",-
Moreover, in The Faithiul. i-iaaefield daringly mingloc ntylised
figures with chaai.otoi's. The Goff or v;ae hie flrrt attempt.
More, Masefield ia more suooeesful, and his method antioipatoa
1. lihr:keeptaareT 1511. r.Bl.
2. The gaithhîl. 1915, 1.2.
3. .vhHkeapeara. 1911, p. 192,
4, Sae ÿarth?ül. Ill, 4,
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the use of ’voices * in Good Friday and of embodied powers in 
The Coming of Christ,
Following The Faithful is a group of stylised 
religious plays on the life, passion, death and resurrection 
of Christ, ^ i e h  showfi Masefield's important contribution to 
the growing religious drama. They also show Masefield 
grappling with a problem posed by nineteenth century poetio 
dramatists, and grappled with by poetio dramatists in this 
century - the problem of bringing uacontcmporary unrealistic 
material with oontemporary algnifioanoe. Good Friday^ 
is the first of these - the influence of Yeats’ stylised 
dramas is apparent. As in Fhilip the King, physical shadows 
are thrown into relief against the screen of minds. Masefield 
remarked of Ihlllimore’s use of fable that there was "too 
little e plucking out of the passionate soul”,^ This is 
Masefield’s chief concern. The vitality of these religious 
plays depends largely on the new Interpretation or emphasis 
put on well-known material, A dual method akin to that noted 
by Masefield in Love’s Labours Lost is used to present some­
thing "eternal in life and smething tonporal in human 
fashion".® But Masefield does not allow the juxtaposition 
to speak for itself; he uses a ohorio Madman, The direct 
representation of Christ on the stage is forbidden.^ Masefield
1. Good Friday. 1915;
2. TnFroauccion to .0. Ihillimore’s Poems. 1913, p.z,
3. Shakespeare, 1911, p.27,
4. Ëy Dngilsh law, Christ cannot be represented on the public 
stage which comes under the jurisdiction of the Lord 
Chamberlain,
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oiroumvents this difficulty by graduelly identifying the 
Madman with Christ. Christ is also kept before us by the 
reactions of the other cha root era. Another major problem in 
these religious plays is the fact that the nature of the 
dramas demands that the higher significanoe be made clear. 
Masefield wisely draws a strict line between his ohorio 
figures end his characters, but be has to harmonise then.
The chief problem ia, however, that the central person 
Christ cannot be directly presented, yet Masefield has to 
give his dramas an illusion of a strong central character.
It follows that the chief events cannot be directly represen­
ted, but Masefield has to create friction of character and 
event and to provide a e^PO%-level. He achieves some suooess 
Learning perhaps from Ib8en,^Masefield directs our attention 
to the physical, everyday reality in order to prevent our 
dwelling on it. The interaction of the characters and events 
forces us to enact the unseen drama. Although Christ does 
not appear, tho other characters naturally discuss Him, and 
in the Madman we have the physical presence of the type of 
Christ's sacrifice - a constant comment. By the use of 
'voices' off, Masefield gives an "illusion of an infinity 
like that of life";® each 'voice* is passionately alive about 
its circumscribed problem, and the juxtapositions suggest 
Christ actually in agony, for these voices oblivious
1, See Chapter II, p.-Sfi.'^
S. Shakespeare. 1911, p,179
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or malignant, are oryingj
"And when the orose ie aet 
Jolt it: remember"; another -
"But oh, my love deceived me and left me here forlorn 
With my spirit full of sorrow, and my baby to be born".
But Masefield*B chief medium of thie breadth
of significance is the Madman, who, like the characters noted
by Masefield in Shekesneare. is consciously wise and detached
from life. His symbolism is loss intricate than the Gaffer's,
and It concentrâtes, not diffuses. He prompts the question,
however, "does Masefield sometimes fall to realise that the
«caltation, beauty end significance imparted by the unity
of thou#it and form throughout a play, is far more effective
than the neatest monologue tacked on?" Exaltât ion end victory
cannot be imparted hurriedly at the close of a play: these
are complete v/ith:
"By land and see His darkness and Hie
light led us with His peace".
This weakness becomes crucial in Masefield's next religious
play The Trial of Jesus.^
The Trial of Jesus shows the same tendency to
commentary which is not «passionately related" to the whole
play.. "In the west lands good for apples",® is an example.
The fatal weakness here, however, is monotony; however much
the symbolism obtruded in Nan, we were always bound on the
wheel with the characters. Here, there is insufficient
resistance within the plot, and there are no good characters,
1. The Trial of Jesus. 1925,
2* op.olt,, I.
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There is no new emphasis given to the known material, end 
Masefield has not made the story-level as dramatically 
engaging as he might have done. The play gives an Impression 
of a chorus upon chorus, with a pallid ohitf figure standing 
apart. The most significant thing is the figure Wisdom,
Which looks forward to The Coming of Christ.^ This figure 
has paradoxically more effect than the characters, and also 
than Masefield's ohorio characters. It is absolutely 
stylised and relevant, for it is a projection of the mind of 
Christ. Masefield makes little reference to it, but this 
play suggests a knowledge of Mediaeval drama. The success 
of this figure possibly indicstos that the stylised figures 
of Mediaeval drama had more to offer Masefield than the 
choruses of the Greek drama, although the latter Impressed 
him profoundly. This particular figure Wisdom, shows a debt 
to The yisdom That ie Christ.® in which the objectified 
powers have significantly an integral link with the characters' 
mind. But there must else have been a conscious link with 
The Dynasts.® In do Long to Learn. Masefield records his 
early memory of Hardy's change from prose to verse,* and 
althou^ there is no mention of it, ho must have responded 
to Hardy's greatest poem. The figure of Wisdom is used in a 
way ocaaparable to Elardy's spirit drama, to give a drama 
enacted among tho various powers, ideals and fears in Jesus.
1. The Ctmlng of Christ. 1923.
2. A Morality of k’iadoa who is Christ ol460t The Kooro Plavs. 
edited by F. Furnlval aaA A. Pollard. 1904.
3. T. Hardy, The Dynasts. 1903-6.
4. 3e Long to Learo. p.93.
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The powera in The Ccmin^c of Chrl&t carry on a dieoiuseion 
with and in the Anima Christi, not solely about him. They 
combine active and ohorio functione, thereby giving more 
plot, more progression, and more integral end inevitable 
oommait.
The Cwaiag of Christ is also notable for its 
mingling of the stylised end idealistic. In the latter half 
of the play, where it is neoessaay to impress the person of 
Christ, there is a change to realistic characters, with no 
incongruity. In this play Masefield achieves the fusion of 
the significanoe, and the chief central figure, for tlie 
Anima Christi is shown to have influence in this world and 
in the greater world, both summed up In the realistic Kings 
and Shepherds. V/e are in no doubt about tbs reality of 
Christ. The play shows Masefield once more ezperlmenting 
with his herlt%e of drama, in the alliance of the stylised 
Mediaeval j^^ique, with dhoksspearean end realistic figures, 
txa he experimented in The Faithful.
In Easter. ^  however, we are more aware of the 
concept than of its dramatic enshrinement. Easter - a "play 
for singers”, is intended to be entirely sung; it is beyond 
character. Has the striving for absolute transcending of 
character given the impression of deeper, spiritual levels?
V/e are given some pity and anguish throng the soldiers, but 
of Christ's agony we are net strongly impressed. The dead man 
is used to suggest the transit through pain to victory and
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rast. The restrained laagtu'ge, the Imagery, and the 
juxtapositions catch tho momentum of spiritual agony. The 
UG6 of the elements and of the of minds, conveys tho
Impression of a profound movement throughout all life. But 
this is no sdhstitutioa for a strong, central image, Khan 
there is no attaapt at characterisation, wo ai*e more sensitive 
to the unity and sustaining of the stylisation. This is 
uneven In Faster. The verse at times ie bald, particularly 
when MaaefiaM uses actual words from the Bible. We do not 
expect an improvement on these, but there should be no 
falling off. Masefield is not even suooessful io passing 
from the stylised *laima Christi to the Christ sdio speaks to 
Mary. As soon as Christ speaks out of the dej»rsoaalised 
idiom we want to see a real person; and. we are profoundly 
disappointed.
There la no doubt, however, that this period 
of drama suits Masefield, enabling him to "brood" on "exces­
sive terrible things". Most important, Masefield continues 
the religious poetio drama which began again in the nineteenth 
oentury. Byron’s Gain is an axaaçle.^ Masefield’s contribu­
tion is a careful experiment!^ with his heritage of religious 
and other drama.
Interspersed between tht lellglous plays ere 
two nors-religioua plays - Mellongy Ifoltspur.® and Tristan and
rt
Isolt.*^  and a play on an O M  Testament mtoiy, A King’s
1. See Chapter I, pp.lS-l3-.(^-ro
2. Mellonev Holtspur. 1922.
3. frlBta.n and ïsojt. 1927.
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Daughter.^
Melloney Holtspur atands out, although there is 
no break with either the csthods or eubjeots of the religious 
plays. The play shows that ElasefieM profited fr<xa hia 
prootlee of strict stylised foam. There is considérable 
skill in construction, and in the synthesis of the two 
complicated strands. But there are grave weaknesses.
Masefield has aot siujoessfuUy ordered his material so as 
to impress the significant scene, ani orltlolim of the ethics 
of the pley intrudes on us when wa should be responding to 
an impression of dramatic justice. The plot progresses well 
in the first two acts, end tho children arc well used to 
naturalise the supoinatural, and to show the sins cf the 
father being visited on the children. In the third aot, the
"tUi
interweaving of^revange motif, and the crisis in the readtlon- 
ship of Lenda and Bunny, is chaotic. Masefield has now to 
resort to juggling to achieve the d^oueaent. An «id has been 
reaohod "that is an end" or» the ethical piano, but this is 
not reinforce by unity of plot and concept. The children 
change from ordinary to peculiar children, and at the crisis 
Masefield causes us to criticise tho puerility of his technique 
when we should be assenting to lAe "full circling of the 
wheel".® Tho crisis is resolved by lady ISento's cad the 
children*a dreams, and commented on by a procession led by 
Susan pointedly singing "The hunt is up” .® This vnsuld bo
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ju&tifloâ if we had never enjoyed Lady Monto or the children 
as interest ing people, if îît'Sefield had not etoed at, and 
achieved, eo full a etoiy-level. The realietio and etylieed 
olaeh here.
There la, however. Justice and charity in the 
charaeterleation, because profiting perhaps from Ibsen’s 
drama, Masefield has eliuped the past into a crucial relation­
ship with the present. As so often in the nineteenth century 
poetio drama, it is not the visloufrgy but the expression which 
falters. Despite the lack of f o i w l  unity, Mellonev Holtsn’ir 
is not a gloomy play. The chief Charaotera are so passionately 
alive that there is a true exaltation at the close.
The sense of failure in fora may bo the reason 
for the attempt in Triatan and Isolt. to interwoave two strands 
in regular alternation within a definite framework. The 
attempt is unsuccessful, and it only emphasises the pallied 
treatment of izhls stirring fable. Mas cf laid may have learnt 
from Lady Gregory and Yeats, the miugling of legend and 
realistic force to precipitate a now significance. But 
Masefield’s strong point is not the Intelleotual vivacity 
which enables them to achiove it, but more explicit brooding 
and penetration. Thera io much indifférant verse, and none 
of tho characters, with the possible exception of the swine- 
keepers, ia "pessioattely alive" about anything. Masefield 
is not even successful with his stylited Lestlny, who neither 
sets a final seal on the action, nor elicits a latent
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significance, Masefield rightly felt that Triste» mid 
Tsolt needed a stylised framework, for even within this It 
strsggles. The straads of the pley are skilfully lnte3>> 
woven, and tho sub-plot funutions oa sevoi*al levels. But 
Masefield does not make enough of hia material, particularly 
of the fine opportunity tdien Tristan guards the swine. If
w© ere to have fei-oe, let us have full-hlooJied farce,
Arthur aud Bedwyr continue their self-ooneoious acting when 
thoir parts are over; Arthur ie e shadow, Tristan congratu­
lât &  himself on a crisp humour aud alert ness t&ich Masefield 
never suoooeds in giving him. Bracgi?en ie tho most moving 
ohareoter in the play. Yet tho plmy doos aot require charao- 
tailsatloa eo much as great pascion. Hero, especially in 
iBolt’e return to Yaro, the harshness is not mastered by art. 
There ia harshness in loolt’s exultation; at times there la 
harehceae of language;
Tsolt; T;%rc was dead ©11 the tlmo; no need to have ,
uoourged him.
I was tho vlituous wife. See whore it aank me.
It is ended: "Nothing can bring it back".^ We are act
impresaei by the tragic "deportment"® of the heroine.
Mhsefleld suooeeds in giving a vital, new 
interprétation of known material, sad In creating a strong, 
contra], character with true tragic deportmant in A King’s 
D-awthter. This Is an attempt coapursble with DriiC-cwater’s 
Mary Stuart.^ Bo tlx pl©ys illustrate the bringing of fable
1. Tristan and Ii
S. FrmfmM to m e  Tragec,
3. J, Drlnkwater. ifenr 3i
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and hlBtory into oontoaporsiry elgnlfloaaoe, «Ailok. is on© 
of the ways in which poetlo draajitistc lu tliie century hay© 
competed, with reulietio dmme. Ihla play ie unuBiml in its 
chorus K'hicli relates a complete narrative at regular inter­
vals throughout the drama, aa commuât on that drama. It is 
not euGcessful, but the veiy attempt is signiflosut,
Masefield shapes the subsidiary into a good relationship 
with the ohief narrative, and finally the two intemlngle.
But he either does not realiae lAen the play is sign if leant 
without this extra narrative, or he wishes to write two plays. 
The result is a chorus upon chorus. This failure to keep 
an order of main and subsidiary material is due to an 
interest in j^^osophy and cthioc ovcrpoiveriug their dramatic 
embodiment. Masefield will not completely leave the narrative 
for the dramatic form. There is already vital inter-action 
of oharaoters, and an inevitable progression, Ahat first 
strikes us about the chorus is the curiousnces of its having 
been intrcduoed; assent to its relevance comes later - too 
late,
A , audit ar is oosyjarable witli The Faith­
ful for its beautiful austerity, for its Juxtaposition of 
speeches finely tracing the pooks of %iritual action, for 
the gradual pushing of the agony "bayond the limits of the 
dying personality",^ The hurchneaa is mastered by art, end 
far more intense passion has gone into this play then Tristan 
and laolt. Jea©bol*8 soliloquy before death is among
1, preface to Man. 1911,
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Haeefleld^e finest dremtio writing, As in Yeats’ The 
Unicorn From the Stars,^ the speech dictates action, and 
carries its own exultation which prevails over the anguish:
Jezebel: First with this pencil, I
Darken my brows because they go to death 
i\nd make by eyes bright, since I go to join
my husband,
And go again to look upon ray sons”,^"
This in contrast to Isolt’s, is true tr%ic ^dopo.rfcmont’’*
The nature of Masefield’s last stj^iised drama 
End and Beginning*  ^demands little inter-action of character. 
Reactions of a central figure and some minor figures to an 
expected, doom bringing its oym relief, are required. Sequence 
is one of Masefield’s weal: points as a dramatist, although 
Nan shows that ho can achieve it. The subject enables 
Masefield to concentrate on the poignant, isolated, and re­
strained "deportment” ,of the heroine. The action is Mary’s 
sense of her own tragedy, Masefield was impressed by this 
kind of action In Shakespeare’s Richard II. vdiere Richard 
"wrings our hearts by his sense of his tragedy”.^  Yet here, 
as in Philip, Masefield achieves resistance within the play, 
without tho news of character and event. Mery is the sole 
character, and her oxporienco uoep not chantje, only deepen.
As In Good Friday. Masefield skilfully sugeests the outside 
world going on oblivious of Mary’s fate, and with some beauty;
1, W,B, Teats, The ünicorn From The Stare. 1907, Act III. (a 
re-casting o f 'where thexe is lîothlïlg:! '.
2, A. Klng'8 D»>lght«r. 7.
i: p.io:
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Offloer; I ’ve haû a firo lit
la the great hall; it Is such frosty weather.
Stylised figuras are used to lepluce phytloal action, and to
point our attention, not to the deed, but its elgnifIcsnoe,
The Spirit of Beauty holds the stag© during Mary’s exécution,
Maoefleld’a aoat roount play, Play of Taint
Oaorne." makes an apparent break vdth the plays which proeedod
it, nnd it la Masefield’s noarset approach to coiiedy. It is
the emphasis, however,. not the them© or manner, vhloh is
differont. In his oosay on Hsnry yi. Masefield reoaliad Sir
Philip Sidney’s remark that if un .nglleh dnmiatict wore to
write a play on Saint Goonse he would begin vdth the birth
2
of the dragon, Masefield profits from this; ho ia rigorously
.. - on
saleotlre. A new emphasis is put on Geors® ond/tha Dragon,
As in The Fr.ltbful. tl% flÿit^lc part of a giooter oonfllct
between truth to an inner id£àî^ and an enfoi'cod batroyel of
It, Masefield uses an almost'hu:^eïy-iî!.yae plot to express
an Inner value; It stands for .the little, insidious things by
which a man may be warjiod. f th© truth, tat strikes one
Immediately is not the incongruity of tho moving, intense
dlccuBSlons raised frdm the apparent ts'ivlellties; but that
those things have been elicited, not juggled, from the trivial,
GOGording to e law of tiuth which is finer then realism end
oongrulty. It Is signifie nt that In Masafield’s latest drama
the trivial becomes a "vision of tho heart of life",'' The
GeojRe, 194,8.88
3 » P'
ha Tragedy of Ilan. 1911.
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foaa is frankly eoweatloxial, with latroductory monologue, 
ekoruuôB, una représentâtive iigureu. The Bignilioauoe ie 
lodged equally In choraoter, uotiou and uhoxue, und Masefield 
succôEsfuily aiaglos his v#ise, symbolic figures and his real 
oharaoters. Shis is booause he has cleated a complete world 
«diiol'i gives the criteria by which it is to be judged. She 
forces sot in motion by the notion are shown physically - as 
in the dance of the Answered Irayers, aecording to Masefield’s 
early idea of a aimed poetic uiwma with music and dancing.^ 
Shcæe conga uni dances fit (.he woi'ld of the drama. The motives 
governing tho action, hoïfsver trivial, aie never anything but 
fundomchtal and epiiituul to the cbaiaoteivt thauseives. There 
is something iirtemoly moving about George who goes out to 
fight the Dragon, more to save his own skin thau anything 
else, and is caught up in hie owu mind afterwards. The
inH
phycical act of impulse is made to loom v^hrk significance with 
& reality which the uni’elieved symbolism of the Gaffer dooe 
not achieve:
dewiKe/ do fortune falls: a man’s life on my hands...
I era not lustlee to apportion death...
Ami very little life remains to me.
I may not see the PU!»ot with those eyes
 ........   ..tne evil weighs
Unutterably, to the bitter death 
And then, who knows? "
It is because George unpie6antiously becomes a saint, almost 
by accident, timt we assent to tho final choruses, Many nine­
teenth century poetlo dramatists would probably have considered
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the -plot of t»?® t-iviei or ic^ frv poetic
T^vnn, ’’annflcld plonH©-^ in thr nnbj-rt& - r thodn of 
r o o t f c  to tho nnd.
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CHAPTEH IV.
IA SCELLES ABEEOEOmiE.
Abercrombie's critical theory is built up, like 
Masefield’s, from his experience of life and of art, and a 
philosophic conception of their relationship, as well as 
from his own practice. But he is distinct from Masefield 
since he has formulated a unified critical theory, while 
Masefield's main critical work consists of remarks - 
frequently brilliant, but fragmentary. Critical ideas occur 
to Masefield chiefly under the unpredictable stimuli of 
reading, practice and experiences, whereas Abercrombie has 
an "itch to be thinking," and the desire and ability to 
form a theory of abstract aesthetics.^ Abercrombie's 
theory is sounder and a unity. The body of his critical 
work may be termed 'abstract aesthetics' and this distinguishes 
him, Masefield, and Drinkwater. The influence of Abercrombie 
on Masefield is obscured because he swiftly describes 
results and effect, while Abercrombie painstakingly and 
minutely describes technique. In this sense Abercrœnbie 
far more than Masefield looks forward this century.
It is significant that there is nothing in I'^sefield’s
1. Abercrombie defines "aesthetic science" as the science 
of "the value of experience sim^çr as such, without 
regard to any ulterior value of what is experienced," 
An Essay Towards A Theory of Art, 1922, p#51«
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brilliant intuitions to contradict Abercrombie’s equally 
brilliant analysis and philosophical research; on the con­
trary Abercrombie’s theory sums up fesefield’s and Drink— 
water’s theories. The nature of the transmission of ideas 
between Abercrombie and Masefield, and their calibre as critics 
may be illustrated from two ideas which dominate their 
respective theories. Abercrombie builds up his theory of 
*Communication Versus Expression In Art ’^  which embraces 
his theory, from an acute analysis of the genesis, technique 
and functi.on of art. This same conception underlies Mase­
field’s idea of the impartial justice of the dramatist and 
the religious function of art - a conception which pervades 
his theory. In Abercrombie’s the emphasis is on technique 
and form - on the specifically artistic formulation, in
p
Masefield’s the didactic artist is apparent.
As far as we know, Abercrombie never attempted a novel^ 
but his distinctions between the novel and drama are sounder 
than Masefield’s. Masefield finds a complete distinction 
between the t?;o, and that the novel is an inferior form.
He has a firm grip of fundamentals but he frequently draws 
the vn?ong conclusions, because he does not carry his ideas 
right through. He finds that the characters in drama compete 
with life; but in what way is this not true of the novel?
I* See B^tish Journal of Psychology, Vol. XIV, July 192),
2. See . /W ^
). A short story ’The Marriage Of True Minds’ appeared 
in the Cornhiii Magazine February, 19)1#
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He finds that the novel can have irrelevancy, so mistaking 
a structural peculiarity for ultimate difference, Aber­
crombie approaches a particular instance of the novelist - 
Hardy, with a mind open to the possibility of finding the 
novel capable of as great significance as drama. He traces 
the ancestry of the novel in epic, and its adaptation to 
man's consciousness and the needs of the time,^ He is 
ready therefore to recognise new forms rather than to make 
sweeping, exclusive categories. This is an important 
element of his pioneer work. Because Abercrombie always sees 
art-forms in relation to man's consciousness and needs, he 
attends equally to concept and form, and recognises that 
certain material demands a certain form. He is not likely 
to choose poetic tovm arbitrarily, or to ignore the specific 
strengths of distinct art-forms, as some of his nineteenth 
century predecessors. He sees that the novel may point a 
significance as sharply as drama, however apparently casual 
its approach, but he preserves a clear view of the novel's 
and the drama's distinct capacities and techniques. 
Abercrombie does not therefore mistake a structural peculiar­
ity for final form or significance. He always relates 
the parts to the whole, and emphasises the final evidence 
of the whole work. In drama "each act of a play has more
1. See The Epic. 1914.
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than its intrinsic significance through being] part of 
the whole play" , in Hardy’s novels a "sightless substance 
of compounded emotion" is created by the grouping of lovers.^ 
Abercrombie’s discussion is particularly valuable 
because of its thorough grounding in the ancestry of art, and 
its emphasis on the adaptation of form and concept to meet 
and shape changing consciousness. Because he is aware of 
the nature and scope of art and drama in general, he has a 
clearer view of the specific nature and scope of poetic drama, 
and of its relationship to contemporary life. This was 
lacking in many nineteenth century poetic dramatists. For 
this reason they erred on the tvio scores of fundamental 
dramatic aesthetics and poetic drama. It is significant 
that this grounding in art affected Abercrombie’s attitude 
towards his heritage of drama especially. Shakespeaids 
drama - which was the chief deadening influence on the 
nineteenth century poetic dramatists. He finds that the 
difference between Shakespeare’s and- classical drama is the 
difference between two attitudes to life, and in the "temper 
in which the form was used"^. Eomanticism asserts the 
"superior validity of inner, imaginative experience over 
outer sensuous e x p e r i e n c e " I t  is also a difference of
dramatic syntax.^ Shakespeare's is "analytic", the classical
TI ÿhcmas Hardy. iyi2. p.49.
2. op. cit. p.1*2,
3. Eomanticism, 1926, pp.31, 176.
4. op. cit. p.69»
5. op. cit. p.179.
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is "synthetic." Shakespeare is as "classical" as Sophocles,
p
hut his "classicism" can include romance. There is no 
real connection between "romantic, feeling" and "laxity
3
of form." Shakespeare’s use of an "apparently loose
conjuncture of parts" enables him to elaborate to the utmost
the "romanti.c moments."^ His romanticism v/ithin classicism
makes possible the "utmost emphasis of .... parts," without
"compromising the w h o l e . T h i s  attitude towards the
relationship of art and life prepares Abercrombie to fulfil
Beddoes’ challenge,^ to adapt his heritage of drama to
côntemporaiy life. It shows a healthy attitude towards
one of the greatest influences on poetic drama - Elizabethan
drama, which was lacking in the nineteenth century.
Because Abercrombie constantly preserves this reference
to the nature of all art, he sees that there is no difference
7
in "ultimate significance," between the novel and drama, 
although its presentation differs in ways similar to those
Q
described by Ltisefield. Drama "seeks to present its 
significance with narrowed intensity," epic "in a large
1. Rgnanticism. pp.178-9#
2. op. cit. p.“174.
). op. cit. p.172#
4. op. cit. p.17).
3. op. cit. p.l78.
6. see Chapter II. .
7# The j^pic. p.91# .
8. see Chapter III. p.itî
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aeration." This structural peculiarity does not preclude 
their both seeing in "particular human experience some 
significant symbolism of man’s general destiny,"^ Masefield 
found that the novel deals with the "body of life", drama 
with the"master—cell « Abercrombie more accurately 
points out that "Reality"^ or "sotne story founded deep in 
the general experience of men"^ is necessary to both, for 
we must feel that "life itself has submitted the plastic 
i m a g i n a tion,'This kind of "intention" allies epic with 
tragic drama - the highest form, of drama. It raises Hardy’s 
novels to the rank of great drama. By putting his novels 
"under the control of metaphysic," Hardy has "made the novel 
capable of the Mghestærvice to man’s consciousness."
The "highest art" must have a metaphysic for the "final 
satisfaction of man’s creative desire is only to be found 
in aesthetic formation of some credible correspondence 
between pex'ceived existence and a conceived absoluteness 
of reality."^
Abercrombie stresses the difference of presentation 
because the common ultimate intention ^ i n s  something from 
each form. Frequent^ the nineteenth century dramatists 
and even Masefield, seemed unaware of the peculiar benefits
1. The Apic, p.92.
2. op. cit. p.l?.
3* see Chapter III. p.ip?
4. The Epic, p.44.
5. op. cit. p.43.
6. 'Thomas Hardy, pp. 19-20.
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of dramatic form. Abercrombie finds in Hardy’s novels 
an instance of this "intention" requiring both epic and 
dramatic form, in order to present the antimony of modern 
consciousness. In The Dynasts the "epic qualities" of the 
poem take gp:*eat adv?.intage from its structux*e of drama 
within d r a m a . H a r d y ’s cliange from dramatic to epic form • 
impressed on Abercrombie the distinct values of each form. 
Epic gives a "history of an individual," drama a "history 
of the relationships of a group of individuals." Formal 
difference follows from thematic difference.^ Both forms 
can be "easily moulded into some close conspiracy to express 
the author’s peculiar way of understanding the v/orld and 
the human state in it."^ Epic can go farther than drama 
to make"overt declaration" since it has only a single 
figure to carry. Drama which must keep a "closely related 
complex, made of several human lives; moving uniformly 
through a story" cannot make ”£nert declaration."^ This 
Masefield, like some of his nineteenth century predecessors, 
often tried to do. The "overt declaration" became necessary 
to Hardy, therefore he changed from dramatic to epic form. 
Abercrombie brings out the full force of the formal and 
thematic difference in 1?//o images. Drama is a "riband",
1. Thomas Hardy, pp.222-).
2. op. cTt7^Tl04.
3. op. cit. p.129.
4. op. cit. pp.129, 1)1.
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epic a "string" of events; drama must have "firm continuity 
from end to end" like the novel, but also "firm weaving 
at every stage across the line of events."^ This image 
brings out the formal difference. A second concentrates 
on thematic difference;- "the dramatic form is like a 
string quartette, the epic form like a solo violin; it is 
in the solo that we most easily hear the quality of the
p
tone caused by overtones." In both cases, distinct 
significance inevitably presaged by and imaged in every 
part over which it presides constitutes an "artistic meta­
physic," capable of inspiring in man the sense of his mastery 
of existence. This does not occur in all narrative art; 
Abercrombie distinguishes between Hardy’s stories and his 
greater novels. The latter give not only the "solid,
tangible human situation," but a "significance
intellectual and s p i r i t u a l . T h i s  distinction is linked
5
with one he makes between realistic prose and poetic drama.
Abercrombie is not carried away by this emphasis or 
the significance of art. He is safeguarded against one 
of the weaknesses of nineteenth century poetic drama when 
he distinguishes the metaphysical power of art from didacticism
and allegory. The artist using allegory says ...."Life .....
1. op. cit. p.l)).j. C1X» j<pp
?. op. cit. p.134.
3. see infra,
4. Thomas Hardy, p.80.
5. see infra
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ought to mean this or that," the artist putting his work 
under the control of a metaphysic does not "gloss or interpret 
the fact of life, but re-creates it and charges it with the 
poet’s own sense of ultimate v a l u e s . T h e  metaphysic must 
be "related closely and naturally with the version of life"^, 
moreover it resides in the entire symbolism of the drama 
which includes character and plot, from which it is insepar­
able. Abercrombie stresses that "form and matter are two
aspects of one thing. The metaphysic can therefore only
4be "expressed by the whole of the art which contains it 
He refers it to something which is not debatable; to "fix" 
the value of art to the "truth of its conceptions" i6 to 
make it "endlessly debatable" but to fix it to form is 
"stable’J^  .The truth of the metaphysic is referred to the 
work itself, but it must be a "tenable, plausible, and coher­
ent speculation" even when liberated from the art. In 
The Dynasts Abercrombie finds the mean "do without and 
even go against the approval of reason, because of its 
adventure for the mind, its shapely formation of vague 
feeling.^" The result of "internal" and "external formality" 
is a "perfect separation from the surrounding disorder of 
the world, with a consequent turning of fearful matters
1. The Epic, p.4).
2. THomciS hardy, p. 167*
). An Es say "Towards The Theory Of Art , p. 98.
4. TËc^as Hardy, p.2o".
5. op. cit. pp. 167-8.
6 . op. cit. p.178.
7. op. cit. p.56.
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into exaltation for the spirit. Abercrombie describes 
the dramatic, artistic way of achieving a moral effect, 
of presenting significance, which frequently escaped nine­
teenth century poetic dramatists.
Abercrombie’s theory of poetic drama follows naturally 
from his theory of art* In a work of art alone can man
experience the impression of a "significant world" - the
2
"world we desire." In it everything refers to and implies
everything else.... All is inter-relation and coherence."^
Art does not say "life ... ought to mean this or that";
it shows it unraistakeably being what we desire. This theory
is of the greatest importance to poetic drama; very few
nineteenth century poetic d r a m a s t s  had an inkling of it.
It is Abercrombie’s theory that poetic, not prose drama, has
these characteristics and is equipped to achieve this
4supreme function of art.
The impression of a metaphysic is not to be confused 
with the pointing of a moral - Abercrombie distinguishes 
betvireen a moral and a "moral effect," or a "quickening 
of moral sensibilities."^ The moral of a drama may be taken 
"dramatically aesthetically appreciated simply as a
1. Thomas Hardy, p.166.
2. Zn Essay Towards A Theory Of Art, p. 102 and see supra p M 4
3. op. cit. PP.1Ô3-4T
4. see infra p . ^  ff.
3. The Art Of Wordsworth, 1952, p. 108.
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moral attitude .... just as we teike at its immediate value 
the ethical disposition of a character in a play." This 
is possible when the moral "really does connect with the 
logic of its art. " It is characteristic of Abercrombie 
to refer the moral to foim and aesthetic experience;— the 
"true moral value of poetry only exists as a consequence — 
a necessary consequence - of its purely aesthetic judge­
ment."^
The impression of a metaphysic is not to be confused eith-
I l ,
er with the author's subjective values. The original 
"impulsive experience"^ is aesthetic, it "bears its own 
value" and is morally and intellectually disinterested."^
It is important to remember this when Abercrombie stresses 
that a work of art should convey the artist’s particular 
sense of the value of what he is presenting.
This emphasis on the transcending of the individual, 
which is of great importance to Abercrombie’s dramatic 
theory, springs from his theory of ’Communication versus 
Expression in Art’ which embraces his entire theory. It is 
this which specially fits Abercrombie to write poetic drama, 
and distinguishes him from his nineteenth century predecess­
ors, many of whom fulfilled only half of the dramatist’s
1. op. cit. pp.115-14.
2. op. cit. p.114.
-'5. see note 5, p . t W
4. An Essay Towards a Theory Of Art, p.70.
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work — verbal expression of a conception* Abercrcxnbie’s 
theory directs him to dramatic technique, to reliance on 
the recipient to complete the work* The importance of his 
idea to poetic drama, especially after the nineteenth 
century ’closet-dramas*, cannot be over-estimated;- "Art 
is communication ••• expression succeeds in art when it 
succeeds as communication «••• mere expression does not 
give us the quality of art; that is only to be found in 
the spiritual quality of communicated experience *••• art 
does not exist for the sake of the audience; but it does not 
exist at all if the audience cannot take it in." ^
nîasefield and Abercrombie have in common this idea of 
the spiritual genesis and function of art. Masefield had 
this impressed on him by his early experiences. Abercrombie 
points out this is vital to man, and not a specifically 
artistic function;- "The business of man’s mind is to make 
the world speak acceptable things to his nature," and to 
"form the world into scxnething desirable to his central 
spirit." It has been man’s constant need to "understand 
the world in some rjaythmic manner."^ The artist is however 
specially equipped to realise this general spiritual need, 
and especially the poetic dramatist.^
1. op. cit. P.79#
2. ’Oommunicationd Versus Expression In Art’, pp.72-5; 77. 
5; ’Science And Tne World’, Speculative Dialogues, 191),
pp. 157-8.
4. see infra.
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MasQfÎGlâ's critical work is charactei'issd by series
of iterative associations, Abercrombie’s by systematically
widening evolutions. From this philosophic idea of man’s
fundamental desire, Abercrombie characteristically moves to
its special artistic manifestations. The spiritual function
of art depends on the communication of the artist’s
experience; its existence is not "material" but "spiritual".^
It is spiritual because it is a "symbolic communication"
of the author’s experience. He cannot communicate the
experience itself, only provide "the. occasion of it"; it
must be re-created in, and completed by, individual recip- 
2
ients. The insistence on the spiritual experience con­
veyed and received is part of Abercrombie’s case for poetic 
as opposed to prose d r a m a , O n l y  poetry can compass this, 
and the condition of the symbolic re-creation - the select­
ing, ordering and heightening particularly in poetic drama, 
make it more compèlling than everyday reality, and so able 
to speak straight to the spirit. It is apparent that 
Abercrombie’s case for poetic drama is built up by his 
entire theory because for the re-creation of experience 
and the creation of an ideal world every resource of language 
must be enlisted. It is part of Abercrombie’s case for
1, ’Â Plea For The Liberty Of Interpreting Shakespeare’,
British Academy-Lecture, May 19)0, p,29.
2. An Essay Towards A Theory Of Art, p.74, and op.cit pp.
:---- —  28-9.
). see infra p.pii^ff
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poetic orama that it has greater and more complex scope 
than prose. The poet is the "ran who can get the most 
value out of words." Re combines i&th "simultaneous 
e^qpression all the powers of language #ilch can be e^qpress— 
ively used."The "syntactic meaning" is "iiraersed in the 
vivid motional expressiveness ... of metric^tl rhythm" 
which is reinforced by "verbal suggestion" - not only the 
devices of imagery and symbolism, but the "disposal of 
consonants and vowels in the syllables."^ Because poetry 
can command all these resotr%s it can coomunicate the whole 
"progress" of the artist’s "impulsive experience."^
Cqmaunication in art is the transcending of the individml, 
the making another’s spirit submit to and re-e^perience the 
original experience of the artist. This e>perience is 
t\!ro-fold;- "what his eyes saw and #&at his spirit valued, 
the material and the artist’s peculiar sense of its value. 
It is this quality of the artist’s experience which makes 
Abercrombie champion poetic drama, the drama which is not 
content with the "ready-made boot of existence", but seeks
,5to create a sense of spiritual significance
Abercrombie is almost always speaking for poetic d2?aiaa 
when considering drama, but some conclusions apply to drama
1. Theory Of ..rt, pp.91-2.
2. dp. cit. p.91.
3* Abercrombie distinguishes between "impulsive experience" - 
"what happened to the artist", and fe]Q)ressive experience"- 
the "taking in" of a work of art; An Essay Towards 
A Theory Of .^rt. p*56.
see
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generally. Communication can only be effected by symbolic 
technique. In drama this is not only the use of verbal
symbolsI but includes character, action and their relation­
ship. Under this wider view of communication form and 
concept are inreparable. This conception safeguards 
Abercrombie against the cleavage of form and concept fre­
quently found in nineteenth century poetic drama. In order 
to communicate his experience, the artist must present it 
as a. series of interrelated parts with final u n i t y H e
has to express not only his experience but the peculiar unity
2
in which it disposed itself in his mind. The recipient 
must be aware of the parts but simultaneously that a whole 
is to be made of them."^ This relationship of parts with and 
within the whole is important in drama especially tragedy. 
Throughout every scene, character and speech must presage 
the final unity. ‘Thus there is constant interweaving and 
synthesis of the elements; in tragedy there is constant
synthesis of evil and good within an ordered, significant
unity. The synthesis of good and evil in tragedy is there­
fore inherent in the nature of the artist’s "impulsive 
experience" and in the method of drama ; it is built into the 
work as part of the metaphysic dominating the whole, and 
as form. Eince poetry has greater scope than prose for
1. An Essay Towards A Theory Œ  Art, p.96#
2. op. cit. p.96-7.
3# op. cit. p.72.
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interrelation and significance it follows that great tragic
drama must be poetic drama. There is never unrelated evil
or good; and thesee synthesis is an impression of 'signifi-
canoe ’ or ’r e l a t e d n e s s . T h e  synthesis is effected in the
specifically dramatic way. The opposite was frequently
found in nineteenth century poetic drama. Abercrombie makes
it clear that our acceptance of the synthesis is aesthetic.
No "illusion" is produced; we are not bamboozled into
thinking that evil is good. The e#il as well as the good
is actually heightened into its "fullest emotional réalisa- 
2
tion," but it is grasped through the formal beauty of the 
work of art as significance, harmony. Abercrombie’s insis­
tence on form and especially the evidence of final form 
is particularly apt in a dramatist, who^more than a novelist 
or poet^must trust to his craft, leave his symbolic technique
to speak for itself. He must not make "overt declaration."
Most nineteenth century poetic dramatists, and at times 
Masefield and Drinkwater, hankered for the "overt declara­
tion. "
His theory of communication makes Abercrombie attentive 
to the play in the theatre. î'Mny nineteenth century poetic 
dramatists appear to think of communication chiefly as verbal 
expression. To Abercranbie, the difference between the
1. The Idea Of Great Poetry, pp 167-9* •
2. The Idea df Great j^ oetry, 1925, p.98.
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limited communication by verbal expression and the
communication which is the "getting across" of the whole
of a drama, constitutes distinct forms of art* He recognises
that "armchair drama" is not necessarily still-born, but
potentially a new form adapted to man’s increased faculty
for visuo-lisinga But his chief example - Iferdy's
Dynasts is deliberately arm-chair drama; so that Abercrombie
does not vindicate all the nineteenth century poetic dramas
which did not reach the stage. Hardy’s is a realisation of a
special aim; theirs a non-completion of intention.
Abercrombie’s view of communication holds no brief
for incomplete poetic drama, and of itself it refutes the
claims usually made by adherents of realistic prose drama.
His theory is based on an imaginative interpretation of
Aristotle’s description of tragedy. It is significant
that both his this and his theory of poetic drama are
linked with Aristotle’s Poetics. Aristotle, building up
his definition of the special f o m  of poetry-tragedy -
finds tliat it "imitates" men in action as better than in
real life, or worse." The "action" is "complete in itself,"
and possesses a "certain magnitude". It accomplishes
2
"its katharsis" through "pity and fear. " How can a 
dramatist imitate men better or worse than they are, except
1. Thomas Hardy, p.19).
2. Principles of Literary Criticism, 19)2. p.96.
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by imitating imagination? Imitation is not mimicry therefore, 
nor the connection between poetry and real things. It is the 
connection -between poetry and an imaginative conception, it 
is technique of communication.^ Ihis is to be borne in 
i^ind when Abercrombie says that the chief distinction 
between prose and poetry is that prose is language which 
"describes," poetry language which "imitates."^ Aristotle 
finds that the action is "complete in itself", {[here is 
therefore no such thing as imitating ’nature’ in realistic 
or poetic drama. "Complete in itself" means that it "forms 
a whole", and can be "taken in, as a w h o l e . " A c t i o n "  
is an "imaginative inspiration" embodied in "the lives 
and wills of human beings," it is complete in the sense that 
it has the "uniiy of the idea which it manifests.^ Ihis 
is why character is subordinate to plot; it is "as much a 
part of the dramatist’s" e^qpressive technique "as the prosody 
or imagexy of his language."
Abercrombie’s interpretation of Aristotle is also 
important m  his theory of tragedy. In tragedy, significane 
is given to evil as well as to good, the two are synthesised. 
Abercrombie implies that the katharsis effected by tragedy
1. op. cit. p.88.
2. The Theory Of Ppetry, P.107.
). Principles of Literary Criticism, pp.98-9.
4 . op. cir. p.99*
5. op. cit. p.102.
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is the releasing experience of an ideal world art in 
which "by reason of the unity of tragic drama, even the 
misfortune of life becomes an instance of the world we most 
profoundly desire*"^ This is not what he says but "entirely 
in accordance with what Aristotle says."^
Character is part of the symbolic technique for the 
expression of the imaginative conception, but Abercrombie 
stresses that it is the "human quality"^ of what he presents 
which engrosses the dramatist. He does not make his charac­
ters mere vehicles of philosophy, or concentrate on their 
morals or psychological restions, which frequently occurred 
in nineteenth century poetic drama. These can be used by 
drama, but Abercrombie reveals that it is the dramatic way 
to intersperse them throughout the drama, and express them 
as much by fora as by concept. He notes the "vivid and 
characteristic outline" of charaters in Hardy's The Dynasts 
distinct fran'bxquisite psychology," and a matter of "firm, 
shapely lineament. In Henchard and Sue Bridehead "little
waywardness" confimp the "shapeliness" of character. ^  
Abercrombie subordinates p^ehologieal analysis to the
character of the drama as a whole and to form in agreement
with Masefield and Yeats that great art tranecends the_______
1. op. cit. p.112.
2. Principles of Literary Criticism, p.112.
3. Poetry? it's alusic And Meaoingr"1932. p.63.
4. fhomas liardy. p.619.
5. bp. cit. p.M8.
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individual and particular to achieve the universal, in 
tragedy - the highest form of drama - there is, in Masefield's 
phrase, a "crossing of the limits of the dying personality;"^ 
tragedy, according to Yeats,'drowns the dykes that sepaiete 
men.' Abercrombie finds that in Jude The Obscure the 
"mastery over the reader's emotions", is less "tremendous" 
than in Tess Of The h'Urbevilles. since "tragedy is some­
what mitigated when attention is curiously employed with 
psychology.
"hr
Truth in character-portrayul is subordinated in the 
same ultimate aesthetic impression as truth to everyday 
r e a l i t y . T h e  dramatist’s psychological imagination" 
transcends psychology and observation. It is "controlled 
by the same sense of form as that which controls the whole 
action."^ A type can be as universal as one built up by 
acute psychological analysis. Hardy’s characters escape 
being mere types because, imbued with the spirit of the 
whole, they represent "s<®e serious variety of spiritual 
attitude to worldly fate." Abercrombie distinguishes 
between the "types" of Jonson and Dickens where "psychologi-
cal imagination" is mastered by "observation", and Hardy’s
1. see chapter III. p./8'^ t
2. W.B. Yeats, The Cuttinn: Of An Agate. 1919, p.35.
3. Thomas Hardy. p.l{?9.
4. see infra, pp.
5. op. cit. p.33«
6. Thomas Hardy, p.48.
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characters wbeee observation is "dissolved in the ....
power of imagination."^ The important point which Abercrombie 
makes is that psychological imagination embraces the creation 
^^®^^vidual characters^ and action, and the character of 
the whole work. Characters must simultaneously impress 
their own personalities and the peculiar spirit and purpose 
of the entire work. This conception is linked with Aber­
crombie’s theory of the function of poetry in the drama, 
where he analyses the poetry of a drama working out fr<sa 
character to action and ultimate significance.^
Abercrombie’s conception of cteracter-portrfiyal is 
further linked with his theory of poetic drama. He finds 
that the dramatist can and should dispense with many of the 
outward signs in charaeter-portrayal, just as the poetic 
dramatist can dispense with many of the outer signs which 
limit realistic, prose drama. It follows that poetry is 
the logical medium for drama.^,> The dramatist is not inter­
ested in the "way the mind works," so much as in the "result 
of a mind’s working,"^ just as the poetic dramatist conveys 
by hie diction and imagery the "passion to which the psycholog­
ical substance kindled his imagination."^ Fullness of
charaeter-portrayal is conveyed after the manner of poetry -
1. op. cit. p.j».
2. see infra. '
3. see infra p.2t4-ff.
4. The Idea Of u r w t  fme try, p. 194.
#»e Art wordswortb. p. 142.
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by suggestion, symbolism, form* Character in drama is 
the "visible equilibrium of invisible forces"^ and the 
dramatist can dispense with the forces which make their 
appearance in behaviour."^ This balance is finely brought 
out by an image — If one truly portrays "the trouble of 
the water", one gives a "sense of the invisible Wind by 
its effect on that which is, in all its motions, visible.^ 
It is the business of the dramatist to give a sense of that 
which cannot be exhibited* The nineteenth century poetic 
dramatists sometimes appear unaware of where the boundary 
lies.
This applies equally to the impressing of the 
characters’ personality. We must feel personality "within, 
behind, and always informing character ....", if we are to 
assert to character, and to the "moments when the soul of
A
personality shines through ..... character." Drama there­
fore, not only does not, but does not need to exhibit in 
actual terms. This is part of /hnercrombie’s case for 
poetic, ascpposed to prose, realistic d r a m a A b e r c r o m b i e  
speaks of T.iS. Brown's "insight into human characters" 
which yet leaves the impression of the "insoluble enigma" 
of the individual 1*^ and of Wordsworth's power to make us
.  - I -  -  II  -  I T  - I - - - - - - - - -             '   '  . 1. . - . .
1. op. cit. P. 14a.
2. The Idea Of Great Poetry, p.196.
3. op. cit.
4. The Idea Of Great Poetry, p.200.
5. see infra ,
6. The Nineteenth Ceatury And After, m y  1930. Vol.CVII. 
-------------------- -------------- P.724.
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feel the "secret personality behind the show of action 
and even of thought,"^
AbercrcHabie does not deny the impoi*tunce of the 
"show of action and .... thought" in drama. He merely 
puts them into perspective* In cider to show the iodepea- 
sahXe, drama must be extremely exact. Like poetry, it
p
deals with the "shaped and cœicrete thing." It depends
on symbols and instruction, it needs u scientific precision. 
Abercrombie comments on Aordsworth's faculty for "intuitively 
divining the inmost energies of mental life and of con­
structing their movement in the imagery and language of 
poetry." He "follows the workings of the mind" with the 
"scrupulous precision of a scientist," while preserving 
the"poet's sense of significance that must be felt rather 
than thought."^
Abercrombie emphasises character and personality# 
and especially the unanalysable enigma which the dramatist 
must suggest (although he can never describe it) because it 
is one source of the synthesis of good and evil in tragedy, 
and thus of the artistic mastery of existence. Ihe synthesis 
may be consciously made by the central tragic figure.
Macbeth is a man "meeting and enduring .... and dreadfully
1. The Art of Wordsworth, p.74.
. fbe Theory of Pnètiÿ'. p. 10.
. fhe Art of “Wordsworth, p.144.
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relishing" his own destiny. He is himself the "evil he 
endures, and he is also the good which comes into being 
by reason of that evil and his endurance of it."^ This 
synthesis, it should be noted, is not a 'compensation* 
but an inevitable mutual inter-action, mcbeth, at the 
moment of damnation "masters it by knowing it absolutely
O
and completely." This is important, since it has been 
objected that Abercroabie's "notion of compensation or 
equivalence" detracts from "tragic quality."^ According 
to Abercrombie's theory, if we criticise the synthesis 
of good and evil, we criticise the very data of the 
characters themselves, whereas the tragedy consists in 
the "transformation of events into the very stuff of the 
personal life around which they organise themselves."
Moreover, the synthesis is made by the creation of 
characters heightened until they are "profoundly symbolic" 
at the same time that they are "superbly personal."^ It 
is important that the two are mutually creative. Abercrombie 
criticises some of Hardy's characters, in The Return Of The 
Native who are "not so firmly imagined as the figures they 
oppose." They appear "invented to provide the required 
opposition,"^here^chsrscters should not lapse from the
1. The Idea Of Great Poetry, p.171.
2. ô p T ô T f . - p : i 7 ë r - -------
?. C.H.Kerford, The Year's ffork In anglish Studies,1923« 
Vol.VI.pp.^^10. (review of The i&ewy of Poetry) and 
see infra.p.3-4JL
4. The Idea Of Great Poetry, P.1S5.
5. op.cit. p.134.
• Thomas Hardy, p.109.
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"living unity of a person" to an idea,^ The nineteenth 
century poetic dramatists often failed to achieve this. 
Although he saw the necessity for characters who’look 
before and after" yet "preserve a vigorous present,"^ 
Masefield frequently failed to create them. Characters 
enable "nuances too fine and feelings too deep for direct 
statement" to come "unmistokeably to life in us."^ The 
"idea which has turned into a person" is therefore "far 
less liable to the impertinence of logical ctiticism 
than the idea."^ This is especially important in tragedy 
where evil and good which conflict in life must be 
synthesised.
To man the most moving symbolism is the "living symbol­
ism of vividly personal figures."^ But a balance has to 
be struck. Abercrombie finds that in Jude The Obscure 
"formal condensation" of the mood is not enough to’Counter­
act the tremendous emphasis it takes from being personified 
in Jude's son."® Form is vitiated when the wiphasis on 
personality is "too great for the form as a «hole to 
contain."^ It is only by perfect forn that "fearful matters"
are turned into "exaltation for the spirit."*^____________
1. The Idea' lüf Great Poetry, p.1%3.
2.John Masefield. Qhakesprare. 1911, p.142.
3. The Idea of Great Poetry, p.145.
4. dp. cit. p.l4^ 3>*
5. op. cit. p.157»
6. Ibomas Hardy, p.165»
7. dp. cit.
8. op. cit. p.166.
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It is in their value 'wnstrueture and that the
full potency of eharacteriati4s. The nature of Wordsworth's 
The Prelude prevented the use of a centre. 1 figure like 
Satan by which the "grand achievements of imaginative 
structure can be attained."^ This is a further reî^ r-on 
why character is subordinated to p l o t . i t  is part of 
the technique of the whole imaginative structure. We 
assent to the synthesis of good and evil as to logical 
and structural sequence, accepting it as we accept a moral. 
The "dramatic" taking of a moral is "always possible when 
it really does connect with the logic of its art."^ 
Nevertheless there must be selection of the material to 
be used, if "one uncompensated aspect of life" is presented, 
it will "prevent the art from doing its work."^ This is 
the sense in which Abercrombie speaks of "compensation."®
He is distinct frcm most nineteenth century poetic drama­
tists since he realises that the significance and moral 
effect of a drama are a matter of form, as well as of content^ 
that the individual and universal, the specific and the 
ultimate significance should be mutually creative.
It follows tbai'pessimistic notions" are "flaws in tragic 
imagination" , although elements pessimistic in themselves
1. The Art Of Wordsworth, p.65*
2. Principles Gx' Literary Criticism, pp.102-3*
5. The Art Üf Wordsworth, p.114.
4. The Theory ot* Poetry, p.51.
i. see supra p.lo-o-
6. Thomas Hardy, p.29.
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may be given artistic formation and beeoae "great and severe 
e3q>erience for the imagination*"^ Once more Abercronbie 
refers content to the final evidence of shapeliness and 
form. Hardy's work is not pessimistic because art is "too 
shapely, too assured, too masterful to be pessimistic»"^
This does not mean that drama cannot use chance and coinci­
dence. Art creates frtei the chaos and inconsequentiality 
of life fin "orderly d i s o r d e r , a n d  ideal significance.
In view of this, Abercrombie finds that the use of coinci­
dence is "no doubt necessary to the artistic formation of 
experience." But the coincidence must be credible. 
tragic art requires "substantiality of material," it must, 
be "embodied in persons entirely credible."® Coincidence 
must not replace the "interior conflict" and fierce 
"resistance" which lift tragic characters to nobility.® 
&v.'hole of AbercroBbie’s theory so far sMports and 
culminates in his theory of poetic drama. We have seen that 
poeiny is specially fitted to convey the ideal, significant 
world of art, by which man is inspired with a sense of his 
mastery of existence.^ The peculiar strengths of poetic 
drama — imagery, symbolism and rhythm — are in accord with—
1. Thomas Hardy, p.140.
2. op. cit. p.142. . .
3. 'The Function Of Poetry In The Drama', 1912 anglish
Critical Essays, twentieth Century, selected by P.a.Jones,
1953, p.%,4.
4. Thomas Hardy, p.30.
5. op.cit. p.5?.
6. op. cit. p.30.
7. see supra p. 7 %
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w ith man*8 inato  dôsirôs and progr6sslv6 conociousnsss»^ 
Poetry concentrâtes on, and is  equipped to contmunicate, 
s p ir itu a l experience. Abercrombie im plies that true  
tragedy, the highest form of drama, must be poetic , not 
prose, since poetry is  specia lly  adapted to compass the 
supreme s p ir itu a l experience of the synthesis of good and 
e v il which marks tragedy.^ Moreover, we have seen that 
poetry is  inherently dramatic; i t  can re-create  the whole 
progress (o r action and in te r-a c tio n ) of the a r t is t ’ s 
experience. Throughout h is a r t ic le  on *The Function of 
Poetry In  The Drama', Abercrombie's theory of poetic  
drama is  supported by his en tire  theory.
I t  follow s lo g ic a lly  from these fore-shadowings that 
"a poetic play is  not a play that might have been w ritten  
in  prose, but happens to be w ritten  in  poetry."® The 
poetry of a poetic drama, contrary to the practice o f 
most nineteenth century poetic dram atists, does not consist 
in  language alone. This is  merely the "outer sign o f a 
profounder d ifference, a d ifference of conception."
Form is  an aspect of concept. Abercrombie therefore  
analyses the "poetry" of a poetic dratjfâ from conception,
1. see supra, p .
2 . see supra pp.aarjo^
5 . see supra p .
4. see supra p .1 x;l?i -3o
5 . 'The Function Of Poetry In The Drama' p .253.
6 . iin Essay Towards The Theory Of A rt! p .98.
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through technique to ultim ate significance and form.
The characters are "poetry" and "were poetry before they 
began to speak poetry", i t  would be a "wrench fo r them not so 
to  u tte r  themselves»"^ Poetic language is  d%aanded in  
order to keep the characters " in  the scale" of poetry.^
The poetry of character and of language is  demanded fo r  the 
expression of the "conceptual poetry#"® Characters who are 
" in  the scale" of poetry have "undergone a certa in  powerful 
s im p lific a tio n  and exaggeration so th a t primary 
impulses of being are in f in ite ly  more evident in  what they 
do and say than in  the speech and action of a c tu a lity 's  
a ffa irs » "^  I t  follow s th a t the "confusion of forces which 
make up the impulsion of ordinary l i f e  has . . . . .  been 
s im p lified  to  a firm  arrangement o f c o n flic t."  Every 
force which moves in  the characters is  of "intense, 
unobstructed significance."®  So Abercrwnbie arrives  back 
a t his o rig in a l p o in t. The characters' language is  
s im p lified  out of the grey complexily of ordinary speech 
in to  an ordered medley of colour," and "every word they 
use is  required to have" (not only has) "the intense,
1 . 'The Function Of Poetry In  The Drams', p .234.
2 . op. c i t .  p .236.
3 . op. c i t .
4 . op. c i t .  p .254.
5 . op. c i t .
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unobstructed significance which words can only have in  
p o e t r y . T h i s  is  Abercrombie's ch ie f evidence th at 
poetry, not prose, is  the "natural and straightforw ard  
medium"^ fo r  a p lay .
From every aspect poetic drama is  equipped to achieve
the supreme function of a r t . The characters are "more veh
ent and impressive th a t those of everyday l i f e . "  They have
an"exaggerated shapeliness" of design in  th e ir  natures.®
Hnlike the characters of r e a lis t ic , prose drama, they are
capable of impressing the id e a l, u n ified  s ig n ific a n t world
of a r t  by which man experiences a sense of h is mastery of
existence. This world is  not a delusion or illu s io n . The
heightening of a poetic drama au to aatica lly  supplies the
p lay w ith its  own c r ite r ia j creates a world of "immediate
values fo r which there is  no reason, but only an immediate
in tu itio n ;^  «ïe are in  a world in  which there is  "neither
reality  nor illu s io n ."®
Abercrombie's theory is  supported by his championing
of the use of d ia le c t and colloquialism s in  lite ra tu re .
They, lik e  poetry, have "increased power of c«amunication,"
6since they spring fron the "natural sound of liv in g  speech."
Abercrombie comments on T.E . Brown's use of d ia le c t to
T% op. c i t .
2 . op. c i t .  p .253.
3 . op. c i t .  pp.254-5.
4 . The Theory Of Poetry, p .199
5 . i'he Theory of A rt. p .70.
6 . I ’oetry . I t ' s  lAisTc And Meaning., p .17.
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convey the "very tones and accents of liv in g  speech,"^ 
and an the Elizabethan language " fu ll  of the rap id  shadows 
and gleams, the expressive irre g u la ritie s  . . .  of conver-
O
satio n ." The v irtu e  which Abercrombie finds in  common 
speech is  o f great value to drama; i t  not only expresses 
"singular turns and elusive motions of consciousness," 
but i t  expresses them " in te llig ib ly "  by reason of i ts  
" fa m ilia rity ."®  This in te l l ig ib i l i t y  was frequently  
neglected by nineteenth century poetic dram atists. Aber­
crombie makes the important reservation however, that 
coamon speech must be "mastered by a r t is t ic  d e lib e ra tio n ,"  
colloquüism s must be given judicious placing."^
I t  is  apparent th a t something of the process of poetic  
drama must enter in to  prose drama. But the degree to which 
i t  is  carried  through constitutes the difference between 
re a lis t ic  prose, and p oetic , drama. Poetic drama im itates  
everyday r e a lity , only so much as w ill  keep the "poetizing  
of experience credible."®  Prose drama concentrates on the 
"ready-made boot o f existence."® I t  is  a d ifference between 
outer and inner re a lity , "ordinary appearance," and
1. ' T.E.Brown' ,  The Nineteenth Century And A fte r, p .726-7.
2 . ’Poetry And Cbntempbrary Speech* English Association 
Pamphlet 27, p .7 .
3 . ’C olloquial Language In  L ite ra tu re ', Society For Pore 
English Tract xxxvi, 1931, p .521.
4 . op. c i t .  p .521.
5 . 'The Function Of Poetry In  The Drama', p .258.
6 . op. c i t .  p .259.
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"S p iritu a l re a lity ,* '^  in  any oase, neither prose nor 
poetic drama can absolutely im ita te  l i f e  " in  its  conception, 
in  its  plan" because " l i f e ,  the m ateria l, must be to  a 
c erta in  extent, form alised, i f  the play is  to  be tolerated?" 
Poetry does not im ita te  l i f e ,  or action , or nature, but an 
"im aginative conception" embodied in  them.® Contrary 
to the usual idea, i t  is  poetic drama which deals w ith  
r e a lity ,  but i t  is  w ith "s p iritu a l"  or "emotional r e a lity ."  
The use of poetry is  necessitated by the nature of the 
a r t is t 's  experience. Poetry re-creates the a r t is t 's  
"impulsive experience" which is  tw o-fold -"what h is  eyes 
saw and what h is  s p ir it  valued".^ The re-creation  of his  
e]q>erience in  the re c ip ie n t is  s p ir itu a l, and i t  requires  
the enlarged scope of poetry.
Abercrombie makes i t  clear tdiat poetic drama does not 
need to neglect everyday re a lity  in  order to achieve ttiis  
s p ir itu a l re a lity ;  "Prose drama gives you an im ita tio n  
of the ready-made boot of existence," and leaves you to  
" in fe r therefrom the inner re a lity  on which i t  is  construct­
ed."® Poetic drama im itates the s p ir itu a l re a lity  which 
in e v ita b ly  "conveys the impression th a t the outer shells
1. op. c i t .  p .262.
2 . op. c i t .  p .259.
3 . see supra p .134-
4 . An Essay Tovarua  ^Theory Of A rt. p .54 .
5 . 'The Function Of Poetry In  The Drama', p .260.
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of actual experisQce have also beau im itated , when in  
fa c t they have perhaps been but carelessly indicated."^  
Abercrombie comments th a t Hardy's notion of the irony of 
human desire in  prose could "only be made through the 
symbolism of human a c tio n ,"  but th a t "when the medium is  
the fa r  more cogent one of poetry, a closer and more 
d ire c t form ation . • • • *  becomes eag^ily to le rab le . This 
is  linked  w ith  his remark on Drinkwa te r ' s power to dis­
pense w ith  "outwai'd realism ", since w ith the "rich  elabora­
tio n  of poetic speech and form," he can show the 'inmost 
s p ir it  of human action."®  He praises Drinkwater's  
Oophetua^ as a 'bompletely dramatic thing in  ly r ic a l 
measure," return ing to the method of the interludes which 
have " ju s t the q u a litie s  necessary fo r  poetic drama in  the 
present day," a "sim ple, fo rth rig h t, fran k ly  symbolic and 
ly r ic a l nature, p e rfe c tly  capable of dispensing w ith ac tio n ."  
The connection of physical action  w ith re a lity  and of 
r e a lity  w ith  prose is  the damning erro r of the ghost in  
'Minos And A Ghost.'® The ghost condemned the "unnamed 
and useless emotions which poetic rhythms can evoke," 
and demanded a drama which would "illum inate  the p ra c tic a l 
conduct of l i f e "  Action is  only p art o f the "outer shells
1 . op. c i t .  p .261.
2 . Thomas Hardy, p .27 .  ^ w , r, . . ...
3 . ’Memorial address, p-Tf- t, in?, vco m ,
4 . J . Drinkwa te r , Copbetui, 1911.
3 . ' Minos And A Ghost'. 'Speculative Dialogues, p .38.
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of actual oiüperiôacô#” Abercrombie does act advocate 
their aeglect, but their use to a greater end. Poetic 
drama can use the everyday reality in such a way that "this
temporary reality" becomes "without losing its nature that
pure reality which is for poetry always present in man’s 
ei^erience*"^ It can also use an apparent going against
reality# In Lady Precious Stream Abercrombie finds a
"neglect of #•••. everything we call an illusion of 
reality" but a "delicate and decorous reality" which is 
nonetheless a "profoundly human reality." In Nekrassov's 
poetry the "outlandish setting and circumstance isolate 
the essential humanity." It is the "naive simplicity" 
and "stately ceremony" which captivate our imagination.'^
This kind of relationship with everyday reality leaves 
poetic drama free to concentrate on spiritual reality, to 
"imita-te in you the effect which would he produced if you 
perceived with certainty and clarity the grand emotional 
impulse driving all existence.^'
The language of a poetic drama specially equips it 
tc^spense with everyday reality. The "numerous provocative, 
evocative devices, such as imagery, deliberate metaphor
1, Preface to New SnKlish Poems. 1951» p.8.
2. Preface to d.l.Hsuing's translation of Lady Precious 
atream. 1954, pp.-viii-ix.
5. Introduction to Pnons by Nicholas Nekrassov, 1950, 
pD.xlii-xiv. . ...
4. ’.The Function Of Pqetiy In The Dreme ’, p.261.
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and consistent metre," are "inescapably recognisable 
as symbolic of the emotional reality of life."^ Metre 
is a " direct expressi!ng„tbe emotion which the words 
enclose," especially of the characters* "shifting changes 
and unexpected tq)ward rushes of emotion."^ Poetic drama 
can therefore depart from everyday reality, yet double 
its power, because it has the "direct imitation of 
emotional reality to maintain credibility»"®
His friend Drinkwater described Abercrwnbie * s interest 
in the theatre as "practical", and considered that his 
faults would have been cured by the "experience of 
regular work in a theatre."^ Abercrombie's theory of 
poetic drama supports this; he would never have entered 
the theatre as anything but a poetic and practical 
dramitlst. The most important part of Abercrombie's 
critical theory is that dealing with Communication.
This theory makes him constantly preserve the relationship 
of artist - technique - recipient. This is of the 
greatest importance to him as a poetic dramatist in line 
of descent f r m  the nineteenth century. His study of 
his heritage of drama in relation to existing stage 
conditions and audiences, made him realise the dramatist's
1. op. cit.
2. op. cit.
5. op. cit. p.268.
4. John Drinkwater. Discovery. 1952, p.217.
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obligation to his craft and to his public. His theories 
founded on a philosophical conception of art's relation 
to man's needs and changing consciousness, prepare him 
to write poetic drama in touch with contemporary life.
Most nineteenth century poetic dramatists failed to realise 
that the artist must "accept the conditions under which he 
works and use them for his own purposes;" that these 
conditions, even limitations, under which the artist works, 
once thoroughly grasped, may become a "stimulus."^ 
Abercrombie's «nphasis on the value of art as "pure 
experience" and therefore on the necessity of communication 
for the c<xapletion of a work of art, made him realise that 
"the pleasing of the audience is oae of the conditions 
of his art which a dramatist must accept, and use - to 
his own ends."® This is in no way incompatible with fine, 
sincere art. Ibsen, the "greatest and most scrupulous 
dramatist of recent time" wished to please his audience."® 
And it is Abercraabie's theory that poetic, has more 
power than prose, drama to "please."
It must not be overlooked that Abercrchbie had 
some practical experience in the theatre. His Four Short
1. An Essay Towards A Theory Of Art. p. 88.
2. *A Plea For the Liberty of InRrpreting', British 
Acadœny Lecture, 19)0, p.8.
). op. cit.
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M s  Phoenix'- were produced. It is the practical 
theatre-man who dispenses with the doctrine of the unities; 
'In the theatre, time - schemes simply do not exist. Mere 
sequence and linkage of the events are enough to employ 
the sbrt of attention we exercise t h e r e . H e  knows the 
difficulty of making beauty 'tell* in the theatre.
In spite of the comparative lack of practical experience, 
his theory, even where it is most abstmct, is in harmony 
with practical theatre. Deborah, probably the first 
written of Abercrombie's plays,^ was never produced, but 
it is M s  best stage-play. His theory that the existence 
of a work of art is "spiritual" in individuals,^ does 
not advocate the dramatist's neglect of the effect of 
his drama on the audience at large. The work is COTipletely 
governed by the conditions under which it is given but 
the "periphery of a work" must be "closed in the work 
itself." If it can only be "completed in the supposition 
of the spectator, perfect ease of attention is missing
1. The Adder, first produced by Drinkwater at the 
itiverpool Repertory The&tre in 191); The Staircase, 
first produced at The Playhouse, Liverpool, in 191);
The Deserter, first produced at the Leeds Art Theatre, 
192?$ grid Of % e  World, first produced at Bristol 
in 1914.
2. Phoenix, first produced at St. Martin's Theatre in 192).
3. 'A Plea For The Liberty Of Interpreting', p.26.
4* See 0-  ^UcSoe tics / p
5. ’a Plea For The Liberty Of Interpreting*, p.28.
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and th e  s u rro u n d in g  q u iescen ce  in  th e  s p e c ta to r 's  m ind , 
n e c e s s a ry  f o r  a sense o f  a b s o lu te  m a s te ry ." ^  T h is  
c o m b in a tio n  o f  s c h o la r ly  th e o ry  w ith  some p r a c t ic e  in  
th e  t h e a t r e  g iv e s  a th o ro u g h  i n t e g r i t y  to  A b e rc ro m b ie ’ s 
th e o r y  and  d ra m a .. He s tre s s e s  e q u a l ly  th e  c o m p a ra tiv e  
ro u g h  ju s t ic e  and human, f a l l i b l e  m edia o f  th e  t h e a t r e ,  
and th e  m e tic u lo u s  c ra fts m a n s h ip  r e q u ir e d  i n  a d r a m a t is t .
I t  i s  th e  b a la n c e  w hich i s  im p o r ta n t .  Many n in e te e n th  
c e n tu ry  p o e t ic  d ra m a t is ts  w ere c a r e f u l  c ra fts m e n , b u t  
weak on th e  s id e  o f  p r a c t i c a l  t h e a t r e .  S teph en  P h i l l i p s  
s k i l f u l l y  a c h ie v e d  good t h e a t r e ,  o f te n  a t  th e  expense o f  
good dram a.
The m ost im p o r ta n t  c o n c lu s io n  rea c h e d  b y  A b ercro m b ie  
i s  one w h ich  re v e rs e s  th e  b a la n c e  o f  n in e te e n th  c e n tu ry  
p o e t ic  dram a, and com bats th e  id e a  o f  th e  u n n a tu ra ln e s s  and  
l i m i t a t i o n  o f  p o e tr y  on th e  s ta g e  -  an  id e a  w h ich  has o n ly  
begun to  be re c o n s id e re d  i n  e a rn e s t  i n  t h i s  c e n tu r y .  
A b erc ro m b ie  f in d s  t h a t  i t  i s  p r e c is e ly  th e  p o e t ic  dram a­
t i s t  who th in k s  s t r a ig h t  in t o  d ra m a tic  te rm s , who can  
g e t  c lo s e s t  to  ' r e a l i t y . '  I t  i s  p o e t ic ,  n o t  p ro s e  dram a, 
w h ic h  i s  f i t t e d  to  r e a l i s e  th e  g r a v e s t  demands w h ich  
man can make o f  l i f e  and o f  a r t ,  i n  an y  a g e .
1. Thomas H a rd y , pp.36-7.
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A b e rc ro m b ie 's  drama may be d iv id e d  in t o  th r e e  
n a t u r a l  g ro u p s , i'he f i r s t  group com prises th r e e  o f  th e
F o u r S h o r t  P la y s , The A d d er, The D e s e r te r  and The 
S t a i r c a s e . These a r e  concerned  w i t h  th e  o b s e s s io n  o r  
d e lu s io n  o f  a  c e n t r a l  f i g u r e .  'They have th e  minimum 
o f  c i ia r a c t e r  and a c t io n ,  and th e y  a r e  a l l  o n e -a c t  p la y s .  
A lth o u g h  th e y  a re  w e l l  w i t h in  th e  compass o f  th e  o r d in a ry  
s ta g e , th e y  r e q u ir e  n e i t h e r  s ta g e  n o r s c e n e ry , and v e r y  
l i t t l e  a c t io n  beyond th e  p o e t r y .  *Jhe and Of The W o rld ,^
th e  f o u r t h  o f  th e  'S h o r t  P la y s ’ , a lth o u g h  l in k e d  w ith
i t s  com panion p la y s ,  i s  w id e r  in  s u b je c t ,  m ethod and
s ig n i f ic a n c e ,  and  so i s  l in k e d  w i th  P h o en i^  and D eborah^
These l a s t  t%o p la y s  a re  m ost norm al a c c o rd in g  to  e v e iy d a y  
s ta g e  m ethods o f  w h ich  th e y  make f u l l  u s e . The S a le  Of 
S a in t  Thanas i s  i t s  own c a te g o ry ;  i t  sums up and tra n s c e n d s  
th e  m a t e r ia ls  and methods o f  th e  p re c e d in g  dram as. T h ere
g
i s  a f i r s t  a c t  o f  a p o e t ic  dram a, The Shepherds o f  un­
known d a te ,  b u t  i t s  s u b je c t  an d  lan g u ag e  s u g g e s t th e  
p e r io d  o f ,  o r  p re c e d in g , t h e F o u r S h o r t  P la y s . I t  i s  
e x tre m e ly  p ro b a b le  t h a t  S a in t  Thomas i s  A b e rc ro m b ie 's
f a r t h e s t  d ra m a tic  f l i g h t . __________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
1 .  'T h e  A d d e r ' T h e  D e s e r t e r * ,  71922 , 'The S ta ir c a s e *
? 1914, Fo ur S h o r t  P la y s . 1 9 2 2 .
2 .  The End ü f  Tlie S /o rid , 1 % 4 .  Four S h o r t  P la y s ,  1 9 2 2 .
3. TE3ëïïïx,'I92'3.-----
4 .  ï ïë ï ïô ra ü , a b o u t 1 9 0 6 . see n o te  C h a p te r  1 , p . i 7 .
5 . $he S a le  Of S a in t  Thomas -  one a c t  d ra m a tic  poem 1 9 1 1 ;  
s i x - a c t  p o e t ic  drama 1 9 )1 ,  see i n f r a  p . 5 0  f f .
6 .  See l y r i c s  An d U n fin is h e d  Poems. Gretyuog P re s s , 1 9 4 0 , 
and i n f r a . p . ÿ l y f f .
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In  a  la r g e  p a r t  o f  h is  drama t h e r e fo r e  A bercrom bie  i s  
a  p io n e e r  i n  th e  sense t h a t  he d is p e n s e s  w ith  o r  tra n s c e n d s  
o r d in a iy  s ta g e -m e th o d s . He a ls o  v a r ie s ,  w ith o u t  d e v ia t in g  
fro m , h is  d ra m a tic  th e o r y . T h is  is  t r u e  o f  The A d d er.
The A dder shows an a p p a re n t  d e v ia t io n  fro m  A b e rc ro m b ie 's  
th e o r y  t h a t  th e  d r a m a t is t  i s  in t e r e s t e d  i n  th e  e x h ib i t io n  
r a t h e r  th a n  th e  a n a ly s is  o f  c h a r a c te r ,  and frcmi h is  id e a  
o f  drama as  th e  h is t o r y  o f  th e  r e la t io n s h ip  o f  a group  
o f  in d iv id u a ls .  A b ercro m b ie  m o d if ie s  th e  fo rm e r  b y  a d d in g  
t h a t  a  c h a r a c te r  may change and we may be shown t h a t  
c h an g e . T h is  i s  w h a t we see in .S e t h ,  b u t  th e  p ro c e s s  i s  
d is p e rs e d  th ro u g h o u t th e  drama i n  the  d ra m a tic  w ay, 
c o n tr a r y  t o  some n in e te e n th  c e n tu ry  p o e t ic  dram as- I t  
i s  b ro u g h t o u t b y  th e  sym bolism  o f  th e  c h a ra c te rs *  
a t t i t u d e s  to  n a tu r e .  There  i s  a f la s h -b a c k  to  th e  t im e  
when th e  e a r th  h e ld  a p o w e rfu l w onder f o r  S e th ;  we see  
S e th 's  d a u g h te r  i n  th e  f i r s t  s ta g e s  o f  t h is  w onder. I t  
i s  a ls o  r e v e a le d  b y  th e  ju x t a p o s i t io n  o f  c h a r a c te r s ,  and  
b y  n a t u r a l l y  p r e c ip i t a t e d  s e l f - e x h i b i t i o n .  S e th  a n a ly s e s  
h im s e l f ,  b u t  we le a r n  f a r  more fro m  th e  t im e s  when he 
u n c o n s c io u s ly  g iv e s  h im s e lf  away -  g ig g l in g  a t  th e  
in q u ire , f e a r in g  to  m e n tio n  h is  d a u g h te r  w i t h  th e  a d d e r .  
Newby i s  an  in s tru m e n t and f o i l  c h i e f l y  in tro d u c e d  to  
i n i t i a t e  th e  a c t io n  and s u p p ly  o p p o s it io n . B u t he i s
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given a genuine curiousity about Seth, and since he is 
not himself tempted by lust, he has no insight into 
Seth's dilemma* He clings to fundamental truths;— "A 
child's a child*" He is the one to see the danger of 
segregating Seth's daughter*
Seth's daughter is sketched in. The nature of the 
plot prevents our feeling her fully exerted personality* 
Abercrombie paid great attention to the illusion of 
personality given by "little waywardnesses" which yet 
Confirm its "shapeliness*" These are found in Seth's 
daughter* Her opposition to the philosophy seems to 
come from a striving towards personality* Her individual 
apprehension of life asserts itself against her aunt's 
and her father's*
The Adder is built on a series of coincidences of 
a dramatically integral kind - distinct from those often 
used by nineteenth centuiy poetic dramatists. Abercrombie 
considered that some use of chance is "no doubt necessary 
to the formulation of life," but that it should not 
replace, or detract from, inner conflict* In the world 
of this play, life and nature seem ripe for the meeting 
of the girl, the Squire and Seth* Abercrombie found 
that Hardy's use of nature, and formal arrangement of 
characters, achieved an "admirable aesthetic isolation*"^ 
1. Thomas Hardy, p.51.
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The world of The Adder is strictly bounded by the 
malignant, overwhelming forces of nature, and the 
characters are extremely heightened; this seems to 
attract the coincidence which Abercrombie uses to present 
and image the spiritual states of the characters. The 
frank, formal use of coincidence — a form of symmetry — 
leaves Abercrombie free to concentrate on the inner 
"emotional reality" which is the special province of 
poetic drama.
Although they are fev/, there is rich relati onsliip 
and pattern in the characters. By this means the evil 
and good are synthesised. The girl is part of a pattern
y
of lijnes. She is contrasted with Seth in whom the fires 
of lust are only smothered, and the surfeited, yet 
still feverish Squire. There is fear at the core of 
Seth's regeneration; the apparently unregenera te debauchee • 
the Squire, has spiritually outgrown his evil. It is 
possible to love this villain. Seth's daughter has the 
potentialities of the Squire and her father, but with 
a bias towards good.
The synthesis is also m d e  in the individual characters 
Through them we experience the richness of ideal evil, 
and its nausea. In the girl's reaction to the old beggar- 
woman, it is not the reasoning to which we assent, but
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the delighted expansion of self-hood, the excitement of 
thought sensuously apprehended ; -
"Our sins are scarlet!
Scarlet!
And all at once I seemed to bo wearing life 
Like a beggarly cheap cloak; and some know how 
To clout their drab stuff with a gaudy patclit 
Scarlet!
Why, scarlet is for fire ....
Scarlet! I think it is a kind of power.
And blood is scarlet!"
This is also true of Seth; his words convey a paradoxical
splendour and loathscxneness lust;-
"Right into ray aching grief would blaze 
Lust like a golden trimpet: and like singing 
llfj blood would leap into its joy again 
And I was drubbing again."
A similar paradox is found in the Squire. The patterning
of lives, and the paradox in the individual characters,
brings out the themal paradox of evil. This is a paradox
not to be conveyed by ideas; it lives by the force of the
characters' personalities. Beauty, and humour, are
interwoven with the evil, and the proposition of evil
is set in extenuating circumstances.
Abercrombie stands out from Masefield and Drinkwater
by the extent to which he relies on imagery; his
specifically dramatic use of imagery to supplement action
and characters, distinguishes him froa his nineteenth
century predecessors. Imagery is used to bring out the
paradox of good and evil. . The imagery of the Squire reveals
a "living man's misery about death." He is obsessed with
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the idea of masterful, excessive life, wild, free and 
completely exx)ressed. He, like the other characters, 
expresses himself in terms of nature and of fire - the 
two dominant images of the play. The girl is linked 
with the Squire on the one hand, for fire is to her a 
symbol of the power and joy of life, of defiant self- 
assertion. On the other hand she is linked with Seth, by 
her response to the beauty and kindliness of nature. Seth 
has experienced this, but is it now a distant memory; 
his sense of nature is summed up in the malignant adder.
The equipoise of the imagery is a constant comment; it 
synthesises the good and evil. For the same images are 
used for good and evil, so that attention is directed to
the particular bias of the speaker. This is the dramatic
use of imagery to present significance. Only the girl 
novj has a sense of the friendliness of nature, and she tes 
been shielded frok its malice. Seth once felt a communion
with nature, but the play shows that this is not easy.
There is no "overt declaration," but a "firm weaving 
across the line of events." Questions are put but not 
answered. Is the sense of malignant cramping nature the 
result or cause of Seth's sin? Although the use of the 
four characters only does not give great scope for the 
"history of the relationship of a group of individuals," 
there is therefore a richness and complexity in their group- 
ing.
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It follows that there is nothing which is not there
»
in the interests of the whole. Abercrombie pointed out 
that we must be aware of the parts, but also that they 
will be made into a whole. There is some surprise incor­
porated in our assent to the inevitability of the close 
of The Adder. At the first mention of the isolation of 
the girl we are aware that it will have a greater signifi­
cance. The chance death of the girl's foster-mother 
becomes fate. Isolation becomes the condition of tragedy 
in this girl who "knows nothing of evil." This sets us 
wondering about Seth's and the Squire's introduction to 
sin. When Seth sees his daughter's dancing and singing 
round the apple-trees as "Vile words, prettily spoken," 
we imagine this to come frcna his own warped mind. But 
later, when once again she dances and sings, we see some 
truth in his words
Girl; "We shall be changed my life and I 
There'll be living within us .....
Scarlet fire for power and pride."
There is added irony and pathos in it now, since it
occurs after the Squire's entrance and before the girl's
death.
In The Staircase there are two fully-drawn characters 
only, but the theme allows more detailed characterisation 
than The Adder. The joiner, like oeth's daughter, has to 
find himself, but it is easier to make him an intelligible
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human being. Nevertheless, the play shows, not the 
analysis of character, but the results of a mind's 
working
Joiner: "Now I've climbed
where n o th in g  s to p s  th e  l i g h t ,  n o t  even dreeuns. 
W e 'l l  n o t  g e t  h ig h e r  th a n  t h i s ,  e i t h e r  o f  u s ."
This is the culminaticq) of a series of shifts in the
joiner, plotted with the precision of a scientist, but a
poet's sense of significances, and a dramatist's method.
This image is expanded rationally, but primarily it
impresses on us the joiner's excitement of realisation
effervescing in imagery; the results of change in him.
The characters in The Staircase differ frcsn those 
of The Adder by the degree in which their language 
reveals unspoken thought, inner decisions, and rooted, 
unsuspected capacities.^ The characters of the joiner and 
the woman are symmetrically plotted. Their juxtaposition 
reveals the maturity and unpredictable force of the 
woman's personality, and yet a great likeness between 
them. This is specially brought out by a kind of colloquial- 
poetry. Abercrombie valued colloquial language for its 
power to reveal recesses of mind and "upward rushes of 
emotion." The colloquialism here is in the rhythm rather 
than individual words. It seems smitten out by elusive
1. cp. Chapter II. pp. 11^ -34^ .
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turns of consciousness^ to be not a use of language, but
an attitude of rnlnd testifying to a poetic apprehension
of experience.
Girl; "She^ 11 slip a m j
From off her husband’s knees and dance up swift
Giggling shy and happily afraid
And the house falls quiet of their talk."
The colloquial ring of the last line takes its value
1
from the whole context. The woman easily follows and 
expresses the .joiner’s mind, imaginatively submitting to 
the spell of his day-dreams, when one uses this heightened 
colloquial poetry, the other is infected. The joiner 
seems able to voice her feelings better than she can 
herself:-
Joiner; "he blabbing abroad
The simple way her love askt him in.
Woman; Did he do that?
Joiner: Yes, such a blackguard he was 
 she’Id only see
The face of her own love there looking back 
W m a n ; The pitiful fool
Her imagination is most stimulated by remembered, re-lived
experiences, his by fancies. These shapely characters
are "in the scale of poetry", and we therefore assent
when she becomes aware of the symbolism of their lives
"Would I have rushed your mind, without I were 
Your own fine dream rousing you like daylight 
... ’ Tis the truth of the world 
Persuading you to come into its reach."
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Th.6 language and characters of the woman and joiner are 
juxtaposed with those of the tramp. His colloquial 
language is coarser than their*s but it is mastered into 
poetry, and not incongruous in this poetic drama. He 
is in the scale of poetry since he completes the pattern 
of the three lives. He, not the woman, is the harshness 
of the world cutting across the joiner’s ideal. This 
patterning with implications is ope way in which Abercrombie 
achieves in this one-act play, the significance of a 
full drama.
He achieves it also by the use of coincidence to 
create a graded significance. Here, as in The Adder, 
the play seems ripe for the coincidences. There are two 
extremes - the woman who has not
"lived in notions but in seeing things," 
and the joiner - at the crisis of his idealistic dreams
- symbolised by the nearly finished staircase. She is
ripe for a relapse from her hard life, he from his dreams. 
Coincidence in this play is an external imaging an internal
ce r U.« *^ CC
symmetry; their consequence separates the play from 
ordinary life and Judgements, and so prepares us to 
accept the synthesis of evil and good at the close.
The synthesis is also made in the characters themselves.
The woman brings into the play a vein of "comedy which
searches the heart of life as deeply as tragedy itself."
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üVe even feel a little affection for the tramp as he 
goes off saying "Copt!" The characters appear to command 
and relish their own fates# Because they are "supremely 
personal" they are simultaneously "profoundly symbolic." 
The knowledge that this is the woman of the joiner’s 
dreams has to be delayed, but the delay is part of the 
woman’s character# She sees the beauty of the situation 
and is almost loth to tell the joiner. But the confession 
is suddenly struck out by reaction. This is the "ethical 
disposition of a character" which "connects with the logic 
of its art." We assent to the beauty of form: the 
tragedy becomes matter for exultation.
There is an element of nightmare and of the grotesque 
in all Abercrombie’s drama. It is doubtful whether prose 
drama could handle this material with the assurance of 
poetic drama. In The Deserter is specially apparent the 
constant "support" given by the "emotional reality," 
which is the spetSial mark of poetic drama. Obsession 
is more gripping in The Deserter than in The Adder since 
it is actually formed during the action, and is presented 
thi'ough greater personalities. The Deserter shows 
Abercrombie’s growing command of character-portrayal 
and especially of the movements of the mind under stress.
Martha is in a position similar to that of the woman 
in The Staircase. What is added to her character, however,
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is an element of lady Macbeth. She therefore commands 
more of our sympathy. She knows the crime she does 
thoroughly, there is a decision in her evil. There is 
also more subtelty in Luther’s character than in Seth’s 
or the joiner’s. The characters in The Adder and The 
Staircase could have be eh drawn from sympathetic observation. 
There is more "psychological imagination" in the characters 
of The Deserter.
To meet the larger intention of the drama, Abercrombie 
uses a crowd scene as a prelude. This adds breadth to 
the relationship of the two chief characters. Until this 
play, Abercrombie’s drama has been epic rather than drama­
tic, according to his own distinction.^ All the old men 
and women of the prelude are intent on life careless 
whether others have it or not, or on its enjoyment 
intensified by another’s loss. All are full of the joy 
of life. They discuss Peter’s grotesque death and their 
gardens wdth equal interest. There is never an explicit 
relationship drawn between the prelude end the play, but 
there is a constant inter-action. The prelude does not 
simply initiate the action, but creates the scale of the 
world and of the characters. It reveals a world of free­
dom, delight in fresh air, sun, gardens, individual life, 
which brings out the central image of a house, stealthily
1. see supra p.2i3-^
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stifling the life of its inhabitant. Imagery therefore 
pervades the drama. The isolated figure of Martha contrasts 
with the vying group. The prelude keeps the dead man before 
us, as real a presence as Luther, and it powerfully 
prepares for the destruction of Martha’s hopes, we are 
ready to find that everything in this world will be of 
"intense, unobstructed significance." The prelude 
asserts the paradox of one who lost his life in his desire 
for excessive life. The whole drama is heightened and 
shaped to illustrate this paradox. The central image - 
the house, presents a deepening obsession, the skilful 
use of a small thing - a dandelion - brings out that 
naturalness and insidiousness of that obsession. The 
characters’ struggles to free themselves paradoxica 1 ly 
entangles them still further. There is a similar use to
l/v\
that -of The Staircase of deeply-rooted verbal slips ;- 
"We’re going out," "you made me come," "it vms for you," 
showing the characters struggling even while their fate 
is already beyond their help.
The action belongs to the contemporary world with
its problems of drink and desertion, but we feel that
the-characters and significance are universal. Abercrombie
reaches the generic through individual character and
2contemporary life. JiQ are however, not less aware that
the dykes which separate man have been drowned when
1. see Chapter II. pp»M-?û ■
2. cp. Chapter II. pplgA-g,
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Martha cries out -
"You are not really going?
0 leave love out I for pity's sake."
There is a similar submerging of personal affection in
r
grave, more instinctive impulses, to that of the woman
A
in The otaircase;-
"You do not mean tliat I shpuld - love you?"
Once again, at the close all individual loathing, desire 
and earnestness are submerged in quiet acquiescence 
"I dare say. Have you been happy?"
At these moments Martha is "supremely personal yet 
profoundly symbolic." We realise that her full tragic 
stature has been built in tliroughout. ^he stood out 
from the old folk at the opening. Like Deborah she could 
not wait for life, she must form it herself. Her 
"resistance" to the "current of life" is fiercer than 
that apparent in everyday life; with the exhausting of 
that resistance comes the synthesis of good and evil.
At the close it is her ability to accept, not her effort 
to change, which gives her fulfilment.
The more demands the theme and scope make on Aber­
crombie, the more supple and complex is his poetry. The 
colloquial poetry of The Adder was fine, that of the 
Deserter is a further advance;-
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Luther; Where will your mother be?
Girl; Upstairs.
Luther; Alone?
Girl; I ’m frightened.
Luther; No, not frightened now?
Girl; The house has gone so quiet.
Luther; Not frightened now though, honey?
Girl; Mother says Daddy's dead - o let's go off 
And play at something.
Luther; .... Eun you and fetch her here.
Girl; No, no, 1 won't!
I'll not go into the house again.
Luther: You shan't..
An idle-witted chap 1 was to say it.
Why, I'Id not go in there myself !"
The End Of The World is the only one of the Pour 
Short Plays with more than one act, and the "history of 
the relationship of a group of individuals." It is 
Abercrombie's first comedy, but it is not less serious 
than its companion short plays. The theme is serious 
and has tragic implications. There is as much evil in 
this drama as in the preceding plays, but it has a comic 
rather than a tragic richness. The subject is apparently 
ludicrous, but it is legitimately charged with significance
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This significance springs from the characters* finding 
of themselves for the first time. It does not matter 
that what awakens them is a delusion and in a sense trivial 
We still feel that the "fact of life" has been "submitted 
to the plastic imagiimtion." The poetry in the characters 
wells up; it is not laid on. we never quite believe the 
dowser's tale, but we believe in their belief in him.
The idea of the end of the wcMcld creates an "artistic 
metaphysic" which can "do without, and even go against, 
the approval of reason," because of its "adventure for the 
mind," its "shapely formation of vague feeling," The 
central image - the comet, and the heightened, shapely 
personalities reacting to it give the "formation of 
vague feeling" v/hich is an experience immediately delight­
ful and significant in itself, apart from the truth.
There is a grandeur in the way in which the distinct, 
thwarted personalities unfold under the star's influence, 
and meet and fashion the e3q>erience into a new meaning 
in life. Jiach character begins to take command of his 
own and others' destinies; every resource is enlisted by 
Abercrombie to give this spiritual excitement.
Although therefore the play has more surfaces of plot 
and action than any so far, our attention is directed to
the action of the poetry. In the manuscript, pencilled 
1» See book list. This manuscript which was in the
possession of the late Sir Edward Marsh, X was allowed 
to eæimine by courtesy of Mr. Christopher Hassall.
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in beside a speech are the words "more of a burst," and 
and Abercrombie gives this active quality to the poetry 
by his many slight but telling alterations. The principles 
underlying these alterations are;- the subordination to 
one main image, the concentration of a philosophical 
idea, the elimination of the tangential, however vivid, 
and the economic use of imagery. Ahen Merrick says»- 
"one man’s enough
with brain quagged axle-deep in crazy mire," 
the original version had been
"to let his brain be quagged in such a mire."
The image is expanded in concrete detail. a.n intermediate 
version was "oozy mire;" Abercrombie brings the sinister 
element "crazy" in instead of the natural quality* Thsre 
is more of a "burst." Frequently the modification is one 
strong verb as when Huff says - 
"You made it out
Did you a fool’s mere nasty game, like dogs 
That snuggle in muck." To "roll" as in the original 
version is bad enough, but to "snuggle" is perverted. 
Changes are made to give the poetry the quality of action 
just where it is most likely to become philosophic - 
in describing states of mind. This is apparent in 
Merrick's flash-back to his youthful delight in experience 
good and bad:
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You know, this is much more than being you»
There is a kind of power in you, that’s bound 
To know at last how not to waste itself 
That looks beyond you for its meaning, but lives 
Cto your liking welcome for the good and bad 
Right as hammering stones a thew wiiai strength." 
After "bound" there was an inter-mediate addition:-
p
"Filling up the stohe of purpose sœce time used 
against fate."
This passage is cut down to four lines, but none of its 
essence is lost. There is one image which is not allowed 
to over-elaborate itselfj-
"You know, this is much more than being happy.
•Tis hunger of some power in you, that lives
Qa your heart’s welcome for all sorts of luck 
But always looks b ^ o n d  you for its meaning." ^
These modifications achieve a poetry which dramatises the 
"inmost spirit'of action, which can dispense with outer 
action, being action itself. Doubtless the manuscripts 
of the other plays would show similar modifications, but
it is likely that the greater demands of The End Of The
World necessitated them.
Many of the characters of this play are pre-occupied 
with morals - we, however, could not be less disposed to 
think of morals. There is a shapeliness transcending
1. The End Qf The world. II.
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morals in the relationship of Huff, his wife snd Shale.
We watch the conception of ^  morality change in Huff’s 
mind; it "connects” with the "logic" of his character- 
portrayal, we never think of tos. Huff as a loose woman. 
She is the most lovable person in the play. Her leaving 
Huff and later Shale, is made part of the whole signifi­
cance - the complete reversal of situations, lives and 
worlds.
These reversals are not mechanical but motivated in 
character. The last reversal comes from the sudden, 
delightful exertion of Mrs. Huff’s personality. The 
linking of Huff and Shale at the close is not a complete 
surprise, it confirms our suspicion of Huff’s fundamental 
likeness to Shale. Both wish to appear ’big*; Huff sees 
himself through Shale’s eyes and admires him. Warp, 
the mol e-catcher, is an instrument for the denouement. 
Nevertheless we feel that the few touches we are given 
come from a fund of personality, so that the final breath­
taking reversal of situation, the revelation that the 
supposed world-ending comet is only a burning rick, is 
motivated in character. Warp seems to know all the 
inner selves of the characters, and some power in him 
makes us accept his comment: "They’re neither of them worth 
you, fvlrs. Huff", we feel he has been shrewdly watching 
all the time, and this seems as aspect of his trade.
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We do not quarrel therefore with an obviously symbolic 
comment
"There’s always buried water 
If you prod deep enough."
His quiet confidence, dependability and observation 
are drawn in at a stroke;
"What does he know. A twitching in his thews.
A dog asleep knows that much. What I know 
I ’ve learnt, and if I ’d learnt it wrong, I’Id starve." 
Waip would never have believed in the world-ending comet.
He could not afford to ’learn it wrong’. We accept him, 
as we could not entirely accept Gaffer Pearce in Masefield’s 
Man.
These reversals are the inevitable outcome of the 
characters* narrow-minded, hierarchic way of life. There 
is a balance of characters who have to work their meaning 
into the intractable, in their trades, and of those vho 
work through *bat is given to them. All are intensely 
aware of their trades as if they were personal, spiritual 
qualities. The society is a strong hierarchy with 
passionate but thwarted instincts. The villagers are 
proud of their achievements, but the dowser is right - 
one touch of uncertainty and they
"Oompbin like boys for a game spoilt."
They are iznav/are of a greater life using but transcending
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their own lives and crafts
"Life the mother who lets her children play 
So seriously busy, trade and craft.
Some of them have felt motions towards freedom:
Boilers: "I’ve felt the very thought go through my mind 
When I was at my wains, ’though *twas a thing 
Of such a f l i ^ t  I could not read its colour."
The characters have an intense desire to keep life in 
its familiar, restricted manifestations. But it is only 
with the realisation of the smallness of their own lives 
that they achieve a real possession of life, which does 
not need to guard itself:-
Merrick;"I’ve been a living man and m i ^ t  have been 
No tiling at all
...The world may be for the sake of n o u ^ t  at last
2
But it has been for my sake; I ’ve had that."
This complete reversal is mirrored in parallelism of 
form; there is "internal" with "external" formality. All 
the action takes place in the public-house. One by one 
the characters enter and submit to the horror and thrill 
of a world-ending comet. The small v^orld suddenly looms 
inexpressibly dear and significant. In the second act 
the characters once more enter and express their reactions
1. The iCnd Qf The World, I.
2. op. cit. II.
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to the comet now the full significance has dawned, on 
them. The first act shows deep into the characters' 
personal valuations of life. The second shows their 
sense of a greater force transcending their lives. The 
reversal is complete when, in the third act, the two 
antagonists Huff and Shale are identified and finally 
combine their resources. Although the play leaves the 
characters confined in their little valley, neither they 
nor their world will ever be the same again:-
i
Huff ; "Only one of my ricks alight? 0 Glory!
There may be chance for me yet."
"hacked (/vv
The significance reached is not tooheè-te. It is elicited 
from the characters’ inate, unexercised lives and built up 
up by their personal needs and reactions, ouch characters 
are "supremely personal and yet profoundly symbolic."
The prelude-like opening of Deborah is akin in motive 
and method to that of The Deserter; it marks a play 
dealing with the "history of the relationship of a group 
of individuals." In Deborah however the prelude is used 
more explicitly to achieve the "sightless substance of 
compounded emotion" which is "created by a group" of 
characters. The characters in this prelude have small, 
individual touches and are imbued with the purpose and 
significance of the whole. The man in the crowd who says;-
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"You came blithe 
I v;arrant when Matt whistled you from your mammy, 
You know there’s never choosing for us folks, 
is an individual, yet he is a condensation of the hard 
though feeling life of fisher-folk, of their sense of 
being part of an irresistible, general current of life*
The other people in the crowd have the characteristic 
mentality and imagination of the whole world of Deborah. 
Their imaginations are visual; they reveal that they are 
fisher-folk used to people and the naked forces of life, 
not for instance, industrial workers; they easily visualise 
and personify things outside themselves* We are prepared 
for Miriam’s obsession later with the Gabriel Hounds, by 
the wcsnan’s sense of the "malady” as a 
"ghost as grey as rain,
... .smiling and idly bandying with his feet 
This way and that the writhing bodies like 
xi man turns rats iWr have taken the he laid,"
îhe fisher-foiks’ sense of nature forces dn them a sense 
of God, and since they often find nature harsh and over­
whelming, anything which is harsh and overwhelming seems 
to come from God. The malady is God’s blame and judgement# 
At the close Miriam sees herself pleading for mercy from 
God, while the elements persecute her and her child. Her
1# Deborah, I.
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anguish at the loss of her child is a sense of betrayal 
by God.
Once more, as in The Deserter, the prelude presents 
a crowd vying for life; this is the anguished ground-work 
which is the condition of the tragedy. Between Martha^ 
and Deborah there is the difference of complete tragic 
stature. There is more scope for irony and tragedy in 
Deborah, since the forces tlmt are thwarting life are 
more naked, unhuman, more overpowering, than in The 
Deserter; they are forces whose instruments are pestilence 
and broken hunan lives. Such forces cannot be summed up 
in characters like Luther in The Deserter.
Although the subject includes elements of pessimism, 
the play is saved from pessimism by the "fierce resistance” 
of the characters to the "current of life” and the formal 
assurance of the whole. The significance which once more 
rests on a paradox appears to be Biblical - ”He that 
loveth his life shall lose it; and he that hateth his
2
life in this world shall keep it unto life eternal.”
This paradox is imaged in the formal balance and symmetry, 
and motivated in charBcters. Deborah’s adoption of Bamaby 
is a paradox which is motivated in character and past 
action:-
1. in The neserter.
2. ’Saint John’, 12; 25»
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Deborah; "Saul, you’ve been often very kind to us
David and me."^ It is implied that Saul had 
championed the lovers against David’s mother and thus 
ironic implications are cast forward. The paradox is 
also presented through the "unanalysable quality" of an 
individual — Saul saves B a m a b y ’s life at the expense of 
others, yet we never judge Bamaby or Saul. T h e m  is a 
splendour in Saul’s action which compels our sympathy.
Any man might do what Saul does selfishly. But it is 
not mere selfishness which prompts these words;- 
"Not I. I ’ll have the boy
2
Tended as leisurely as he were a lord," We 
find out later that Saul is, as he speaks, a doomed man#
He has the power, which the others respect, of one who 
is crossing the "limits of the dying personality"^ but 
using still the outward flourishes of character; - 
"....I need not bold out longer 
....had it come to a tussle, I dare say 
You’d have found me in slack fettle, a breathless
tL
weakling."
The paradox is also imaged in the rhythm and relation 
of the parts within the whole. In the first act, all the 
characters are trying to keep life in a hard battle with
1. Deborah, I.
2. dp . c i  t#
3. John Masefield, Preface to The Tragedy Of i<au# 1911 •
4# Deborah, I.
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nature, and with each other, A pattern of the chief 
characters’ lives emerges. In the second act, Deborah, 
personally thwarted, tries to express herself through 
Barnaby and Miriam, Again the greater life-force - imaged 
in nature —asserts itself. The wrecking of lives spreads 
but there is now the possibility of the emergence of a 
new-born life from the wreckage. Tlie lives throu^ which 
Deborah hoped to work begip to assert their individuality.
In the third act the greater 1 if e-force takes both those 
who hate and those who desire life, triumphing over all 
personal ties. Miriam no longer recognises Barnaby, Barnaby 
has killed the love in Deborah, The baby is dead, and 
this last thwarting of life ruins all those responsible 
for bringing it into the world. This is the kind of 
structural unity found in Masefield’s The Tragedy Of Nan, 
but rarely in the nineteenth century poetic dramas.
The paradox imagèd in the over-reaching of one wave 
of life by another, is confirmed throughout by ironic 
and pathetic repetitions;- Deborah’s love for David and 
Barnaby, Miriam’s love for Barnaby and her child; both 
Miriam and Deborah lose those they love because of the 
same greater life-force. Miriam’s fight for her baby’s 
life compares with Saul’s fight for Bamaby. The play 
opens with grey nature spreading disease and unsafeness
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in life. In the second act, these powers, apparently 
absent, are underniining life. Barnaby reacts against 
the familiar, safe life built up with difficultyby Deborah. 
In the last act the familiar, safe life becomes grotesque 
and dangerous. Barnaby returns in a vain effort to find 
safety. Miriam and Deborah are lured to death in the 
storm—swep 0 marshes. üach act has therefore "more than 
its intrinsic significance through being part of the 
whole.” The formal sureness and inter—weaving synthesises 
the good and evil and confounds the themal paradox.
It is in Deborah that Abercrombie is most successful 
in creating characters who inevitably assume full tragic 
stature. The Miriam of the close is presaged. She seems 
on a different plane from the mid-wife or Deborah. All 
the mother in her, the life force asserts itself; yet no 
ordinary mother. Hhe is face to face with God, pleading 
for her child. Her individual concerns are submerged 
in her sehse of the conflict and paradox of the life and 
death forces;-
"I knew him alive beneath my heart 
But dead I brought him into the world 
And God cares nothing for his soul."
Barnaby is now any man. Her real injury is a sense of 
being cast off by God, not by Barnaby. She has become 
generic woman but this has been elicited from small
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characteristic touches; her keeping from Barnaby the 
knowledge
"I am with child," and her cry 
"FoolishnessI It was sacred to me."
The same is true of Deborah, She dwarfs the crowd at 
the opening. The desire for marriage and children is 
the greatest plea she can make even when the general com­
plaint is:-
"It takes a man to build houses on slime 
And then ask .women to come bed with him,
Ay, and to child, in such a filthy place."
The will to life is less complicated with other issues 
in her, than in the other characters. She knows but is 
not deterred by the futility of the 
"Marvellous desires 
That seem to hold life is mastery."^
When Barnaby pleads with her not to send him out into the 
wind again
"You slmll not put me into its power," 
we realise the force of her personality, and the huge 
forces which she unknowingly unleashed, in her effort to 
make life yield the meaning she wanted;-
2
Barnaby; "I felt you willing me to love the girl."
At last she sees the meaning of her own life, and this
1. Deborah, I.
2, op. cit. III.
2 8
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acquiescence is marked by an image at last paradoxically 
expressing one-ness with nature. The synthesis of good 
and evil is clinched at the moments when the characters 
are most "supremely personal yet profoundly symbolic."
Deborah is a fine stag e-play, abercrombie does not 
speak much of acted plays, but his abstract theory proves 
good theatre. Certain parts of Deborah are only to be 
fully realised in the theatre; the opposite was frequently 
true of the nineteenth century poetic dramas. The theatre 
would bring out the implications of its symmetry in 
character-grouping and action. Deborah’s likeness to 
Haul, her appeal for David’s life in the crowd awaiting 
the doctor, Saul’s threatening of the crowd with an axe, 
Deborah’s threatening of Saul with the same axe. Miriam’s 
fight for her baby by Barnaby, and her plea for a knife, 
would have doubled force after we had seen Saul fighting 
for Barnaby*s life with an axe. The theatre would there­
fore bring out the common ground on which all the characters 
stand, and would assert the paradox of the theme, namely 
that the more the characters try to assert themselves 
against the overwhelming life force holding all their lives, 
the more they strike at themselves.
Phoenix, like The ünd Of The ^orld, discusses a serious 
problem in the form of comedy which "searches the heart 
of life as deeply as tragedy." Once more nature, in the
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form of the sea, holds the action in solution, and the 
setting and cnaracters constantly comment on each other* 
The dazzling blue sea, the over—ripe, enervating atmosphere 
create an isolated world, which diminishes and comments 
on the characters. The man-made tower in which all the 
action takes place, signifying an impossible, sickeningly 
beautiful ideal, contrasts with the beauty of the sea 
with its hidden malignity and changeableness. These 
external characteristies enter into the characters and 
action. The changeable, malicious sea enters into 
hhodope’s nature, Phoenix and Amyntor, when infatuated, 
feel that the sea is in league with them;- 
Ihoenix; "The sea joins its counsel to our sweet 
Conspiracy, and love delights in us."^
Phoenix responds to the self-delighted life of nature, 
but the queen is aware of the sea’s malignity. Rhodope 
finds it a "pretty view;" she is not indifferent to it, 
but she is not enervated by it. Only to her, and at times 
to Phoenix, comes real appreciation of it, and of its 
isolation from man-made pettiness and evil. After the 
feast, while the queen’s mind keeps to one track, Rhodope 
delights in the starlit night;- 
Rhodope ; "Q we can do without men for a while 
.... the a ir
Makes it a blessing to be breathing here
1. Phoenix. II.
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After the frowst downstairs of cooking steam 
And smoking torches, and the smell of vdne*"^
Her good sense of humour which the other characters lack, 
reveals the balance which is the key to her character, 
as is excess to the others’ characters. % e  relationship 
of the others to her is therefore at the heart of the play, 
so that the "form" especially the grouping of characters, 
is "an aspect of concept." The right relationship only 
comes when Phoenix realises that she actually has sotib 
personality;-
"You speak an honesty 
Which I can understand: and it is to you 
That I will say, with all my heart, farewell."^
The one flaw in the characterisation of Phoenix is in 
the Queen. She lapses from the "living unity of a person" 
to an "idea." Her exaggerated, sympathetic understanding 
of her husband is not confirmed by her whole character;- 
"3o strong in cranks and notions, and so weak 
ÿVhere there are things to deal with.
..... Bruised old fellow!
Desolate as an urchin when his friend
Has pusht him down and run off with his toy."^
We are aware here, not of "little waywardness" which yet
1. Phoenix. II•
2. op. cit. 111.
3# op. cit. II.
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”confirm the shapeliness” of character, but of an unresolved 
contradition.
Abercrombie is never more successful with colloquial 
poetry than when using it for invective and irony, designed 
for realisation by the actor;- 
Rhodope î”0 you are old enough
To have a grown-up son?
Queen; To have a son
rVho*s old enough himself to be a father;
So you can call me grammy if you like.
Rhodope ; I don't need you to learn me the call names.
You are the woman the king has done with.”^
This kind of speech is just as heightened as the deliber­
ately poetical poetry in the play. Each character responds 
to the full to every mood, as they cannot in everyday life;- 
Rhodope;”Re might make you play at lions with him.
Be a good ghost and vanish.
1st.Soldier; If I do
What will you play with me?
Rhodope; A scoundrel ghost!
I believe he's in love with me .....
Phoenix; This morning's pride
% s  gone the \my of knucklebones and marbles. 
Rhodope; It hangs about you still 
Phoenix; No; not a shred.
2
Rhodope: i whole hide of it.”
  I m  t •
1. Phoenix, I. 2. op, cit. II.
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The Sale Qf Saint Thomas is a drama of which the 
experience and theme exceed the means of the ordinary 
thea%;re# But Abercrombie has made special adjustments 
to make the play stageable. in his preface to his poems,^ 
he says that the poetic drama and the dramatic poem proceed 
from wholly different motives. He never classed Saint 
Thomas with the dramas, although he completed the ”original 
intention” - a one-act dramatic poem by the “addition of 
five acts”, while allowing that Abercrombie’s “original 
intention." was probably a dramatic poem, not a poetic 
drama, and that he used the advantciges of dramatic form 
without perhaps intending to submit himself to all the 
requirements of drama, it may be argued from its nature 
that the play is perfectly stageable. It is not in the 
ordinary run of dramas it is probably a drama adapted to 
“man's increased faculty for visualising,” like Hardy's 
The Dynasts, of v/iiich Abercrombie thought highly.
This may be tested in various ways, especially by the 
imagery, for it is here that the difference between an 
interest in a philosophy, and a true dramatic interest 
in ideas which only exist as enshrined in characters 
and action, becaues apparent. When we place some of 
Abercrombie's dramatic poems - 'Judith' and 'Vashti', 
beside jaint Thomas, it is clear tiiat in the poems imagery
1.
2.  ^'^amblems Of Love' « Poeao, 1950y>
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accompanying heightened perception is not always reached
through, and summed up in, characters; that the reference
is to a presiding idea.^ In üaint Thomas, however, the
imagery always refers back to the mystical habit of
experience in the chief character - Thomas. The metaphysic
of Saint Thomas is a tenable, coherent idea detached fron
the drama but Abercrombie has an interest in it which
exceeds its simple truth. He is interested in the idea
 ^becoming^ tested in character, placed in arguable and
motivating circumstances. This is a true dramatic interest,
which might however, also be found in dramatic poems.
But Abercrombie had already achieved dramatic formulation.
The germ of Baint Thomas exists in the Speculative Dialogues
and the dramatic poems.Abercrombie experiments with it in
alone
various ways, but in Saint Thomas/in the form of mystical 
experience. We conclude therefore, tliat Abercrombie's 
interest w s  in this particular habit of experience which 
could best be realised in the full milieu of drama, not sim­
ply in dramatic formulation v/hich he had already achieved.
This particular interest, however, specially resists 
dramatic form. The question of character is crucial in 
this drama where the mystical experience requires the 
deeps of the mind and soul, rather than character surfaces, 
and where there is therefore little of the inter-action 
of plot and characters required in drama. In a sense.
1. see infra pp.X^^/l^
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Thomas has no character* But he is given a characteristic 
way of experience and expression, and a spiritual force 
which cannot be separated from the erring, physical man*
The other characters respond to Thomas as a physical human 
being* Moreover, the broad outlines of Thomas' experience 
follow the tendencies of all men's experiences and natures* 
we recognise his fears and evasions, his night-mare 
imaginings, his loathings, his impetuouaity, his partial 
sight, and these make for good theatre* The situation 
is entirely human in its grouna-work, and it is humorous* 
Thomas has therefore the generic character of man*
But we are conscious that reversing the usual procedure 
of drama, it is character v/hich asserts itself through 
the deeper levels of personality* we must be aware of 
character in the background, because fhe foreground of 
Baint Thomas is the transcending of individual character 
in mystical experience*
'The mystical experience of Thomas is motivated by 
other entirely credible characters and actions* The 
relationship of the brothers Gad and Gundaphorus is sound, 
the paradox of the mystical experience of Thomas derives from 
the paradoxical situation in which they place him* This 
is a fundamentally humourous situation which makes the 
mystical experience grip;-
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* "Ho can aiauso whatevor scandailous whimsy
The mind of a slave can tliink of, to contrive 
I'be jovial squandering of unheard-of money.
In Abba ne 8, the ship’s captain, Thomas’ mystical experience 
is imaged ana naturalised on a lower, more human plane, 
and made more intelligible by Abbanes’ bluff resistance* 
abpanes at heart is a man who dislikes change* He feels 
the need to be “more than myself” but puts a hearty, 
common-sense face on it* He disclaims all desire for the 
“life of life” . Ht* Thomas is right, however;- 
"He knows not what he is
2
He has the secret native in his heart*”
Abbanes is a character from the level of ordinary experience* 
The presentation of mystical experience demands this if it 
is to transcend it and preserve the tension necessary in 
drama*
The paradox of mystical experience is also imaged 
in the form and action* The opening scene shows Thomas’ 
’prudence* and hesitation; this is contrasted with Thomas’ 
later reckless, literal carrying through of whatever presents 
itself to him;-
"Let come
wlmt will now; I am spirit in love with it.
%
X give mysülf to everything, even to horror.” ^
'iiiis ia not the opposite of 'pruaence’ but a new kind.
S ain t Thomas.IV.
2. Baint I'homas.VI.
3. op; cit. II.
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Thomas* loathing of animal and insect life is translated 
into his identification of himself with horror, until he 
seos himself as a scavenger dog, "and his own carcase 
proliferates in flies;-
It TBS himself, the death that lay 
Indifferent there, breeding this filth of flies 
îhbmas’s very stronghold, which he images in the rock's 
reply to the thundering waves
"Shall I be injured, I undignified 
Who am my soul, and in my soul 
M  God,"^  ,
is transcended by the ultimate perception that;- 
“each by each is shaped 
As a crag shapes the moving of the waves 
About its base, and by the waves is shaped."^ 
There are constant reversals of Thomas’ idea of what his 
"gospel” is, what a "palace of soûls," These are necessi­
tated by Thomas’ habit of experience* The same sense of 
form therefore governs the whole as governs the characters* 
These reversals, with their elements of melodrama, make for 
good theatre* For a drama Haint Thomas is specially 
intent on the non-physical. For its formulation it requires 
material which strains credibility more than drama can
1. op. cit. Ill 
2* op* cit*
5* op* cit. VI.
2usually afford* Abercrombie finds in Eardy’s The Dynasts 
an "artistic metapbysic" which can “dc without, or even go 
against reason," because of its "adventure for the mind" 
its "shapely formation of vague feeling*" The rats, the 
scavenger dog, the palace of souls - equally valid as 
symbols and as action and objects in this play — achieve 
this.
The language of Baint Thomas is used less for the meet­
ing of experience - as in The End Of The World, than for
p
the slow dawning and deepening of experience* The^e are 
longer, more complex images, images witliin images to express 
states of mind. A specially skilful use is made of 
colloquial poetry: Christ as a stranger is given colloquial 
language and apparently inconsequential rhythm;-
'Well he shall htive his mind and go with, you 
To India; a good slave he is, but bears 
A restless thought. He has slipt off before 
• *.lTis a slave a king might joy to own."^
V
From the lips of Christ as Christ we also hear;-
"Tli^ must not therefore stoop thy spirit’s sight 
To pore only '\ithin tlie candie-gleam 
Of conscious wit and reasonable brain 
*..But send desire often forth to scan
2
The immense night which is tiiy greater soul*"
1. Saint Thomas* I.
2* OP. cit*
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it is noticeable that the colloquial poetry is used for those 
who have more of the surfaces of clmracter - Abbanes and 
Gad, and Christ when he assumes clmracter. In the former 
passage Christ is acting a part of a nonchalant owner; 
in the latter he is preaching as Christ* The use of 
colloquial poetry hfis come far since the spasmodic attempts 
to naturalise it in the nineteenth century poetic drama*
To relate Abercrombie’s theory to his practice is not 
to think in terms of what he says specifically of drama*
Very rerely is there anything in his whole critical theory 
which does not apply to written art in general except 
when he is distinguishing - between the epic and drama, 
classical and Elizabethan drama* This is not because 
Abercrombie had no distinct sense of the drama, but because 
of his constant reference to the nature of all art. An 
application of his theory to his practice does not reveal 
weaknesses in theory or in practice. Vve find what we 
might expect from his critical habit of mind - always 
ready to recognise adaptation of form to growing needs, or 
alliance of forms. . We find in his last, most ambitious 
drama. Saint 'Thomas, a play which confounds his own distinc­
tion between epic and drama in its adaptation to man’s 
"increased faculty for visualising" - an extension and 
transcending of ordinary drama* This is the sign of the 
pioneer needed in the poetic theatre*
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Almost the whole of Abercrombie’s work, including some 
of his prose Speculative Dialogues^ and most of his poems, 
is dramatic. Throughout his work he formulates and re­
formulates certain recurrent images and ideas. His 
work is therefore material from which we can deduce some 
of the distinctive marks of the dramatic poem and poetic 
drama, and of the philosophic and dramatic idea, by noting 
the difference the distinct forms make in the same idea, 
and the habits of the imagery in each form. The fact 
that Abercrombie keeps his dramatic poems and poetic
dramas separate, and his statement in his preface to his 
2
Poems tiiat they “proceed from wholly different motives," 
shows his break with the nineteenth century poetic drama­
tists. Far from failing to maintain this distinction, 
Abercrombie shows an alert sense and experience of the two 
forms, which distinguishes him from the nineteenth century 
poetic dramatists. This investigation is therefore import­
ant in relation to the nineteenth century poetic drama, 
and in relation to Abercrcmibie’s own poetic drama. Some 
of the distinctions which will be dravm from Abercrombie’s 
work will not necessarily apply to all dramatic poems and 
poetic dramas, but merely illustrate some important 
instances. Others, however, will be important to poetic 
drama generally.
1. Speculative Dialogues, 1915*
2. Poems. Oxford University Press, 1930.
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‘Maiy And The Bramble‘S illusta?ates dramatically 
an episode in the life of the Virgin Mary in which "seen
ret
things fluttered with spitirual haste behind them." The 
idyll formulates an idea dramatically, but here Abercrombie 
is not interested in the character of Mary, or in the proc­
ess of her reaching an awareness by the nexus of character 
and plot. A similar kind of experience is the theme 
of The Sale Q£ Saint Thomas where, however, Abercrombie 
is interested in this awareness embodied in an individual 
character and situation from which it is inseparable. Again
o
an idea in 'Mary And The Bramble' becomes in 'Blind' 
the human terms which make up a proposition. The bramble 
speaks to Mary:-
"Thou wilt ride 
On the lusts that have thee tried,
The murders that fell short of thee 
Like charioting in a vi.ctory."
In 'Blind' this spring from the individual outlook and 
conflict of a character reacting to experience. It is 
motivated and impregnated with passion and personal view- 
point:-
Tramp; "Ay. we all know you were good, are good, safe 
  in Heaven,
We hear you giving thanks therefor, but don't
you think time is
1. 'Twelve Idylls', Poems. 1930.
2, 'Blind'. 1909. Poems, 1930, There is no reason why 
'Blind' should not be regarded as a poetic drama.
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T h a t  y o u  th a n k t  us f o r  b e in g  b a d , and  t r y in g
o u t y o u r  h o lin e s s ?
* • .  .Y o u  had o u r ig n o r a n t  b acks  f o r  s t a i r s ,  le a d in g
you up in t o  H eaven .
. • • • Y o u  c o u ld  n o t  r e s t  fro m  good, f o r  we w ere  goads
p r ic k in g  you on;
The blossom  o f  y o u r  h o lin e s s  needed  o u r c r im e s
f o r  d u n g ."
I n  th e  d ra m a tic  poem i t  does n o t  m a t te r  t h a t  th e  b ra m b le ’ s 
s p e a k in g  i s  id io s y n c r a t ic  r a t h e r  th a n  a  h e ig h te n in g  o f  
a w a re n e s s . B u t t h i s  id io s y n c r a c y  w ou ld  be a  c r i t i c i s m  
i n  a p o e t ic  dram a, as  i t  i s  i n  M a s e f ie ld ’ s The T ra g e d y  
Of g a n »^ I n  The A d der S e th ’ s use o f  im a g e ry  f r a n t a r e s  
a n d  weeds s i m i l a r  to  t h a t  o f  ’ M ary And The B ra m b le ’ i s  
f u l l y  m o t iv a t e d ; -
S e th ; "The lo r d  s e n t  down a b u rn in g  b l i g h t  upon
m a s te ry  o f  s in ,  and  l i k e  a f la m e  
U n d id  th e  t e i a M  t h a t  w ere ro u n d  my a n k le s  
C r ip p le d  th e  s p in y  f in g e r s  t h a t  had h o ld ."
T h is  i s  d ra m a t ic  im a g e ry  when we have th e  m a lig n a n t  h o ld  
o f  n a tu r e  p re s e n te d  i n  te rm s  o f  c h a r a c te r  and a c t io n ,  
a n d  t h i s  n a tu r e  im a g e ry  i s  th e  c h a r a c t e r ’ s in e v i t a b l e  ex­
p r e s s io n  o f  h im s e lf  i n  te rm s o f  w hat i s  m ost f a m i l i a r ,  
an d  t h e r e f o r e  m ost f o r c ib l e  i n  h is  l i f e .  T h is  d i s t i n c t i o n  
d id  n o t  a lw a y s  seem to  be c le a r  to  M a s e f ie ld .  I t  i s  
o n ly  n e c e s s a ry  to  i l l u s t r a t e  th e  id e a  i n  th e  d ra m a tic  
po«D . B u t i t  i s  n e c e s s a ry  to  b u i ld  t h a t  aw aren ess  in t o
1. See Chapter III, p.^Ao-'
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th e  d ra m a , and to  e l i c i t  i t  n a t u r a l l y  fro m  c h a r a c te r  and  
a c t io n .  wVe a r e  n o t  in v o lv e d  i n  an  i l l u s t r a t i o n  as  d e e p ly  
a s  we a r e  i n  a  dram a.
A co m p ariso n  o f  some o f  th e  S p e c u la t iv e  D ia lo g u e s  
and  th e  p o e t r y  shows th e  passage o f  a p h ilo s o p h ic  to  a  
d ra m a t ic  id e a .  I n  th e  d ia lo g u e s  A b e rc ro m b ie  o f t e n  uses  
human te rm s  t o  i l l u s t r a t e  a  c o n c e p t. I n  ’ E a r th  And A 
C row d’ we have a  d e s c r ip t io n  o f  a  "num ber o f  men an d  
women . . .  g o in g  to  and f r o  i n  th e  s t r e e t s ,  d iv e r s e ly  
b u s y , n u d g in g , j o l t i n g ,  e lb o w in g , s h o u ld e r in g  one a n o th e r
. .  • • eac h  a s e p a ra te  co n sc io u sn ess  . . .  i n  each  one th e
1 2g ra n d  d e s ir e  o f  e x is te n c e ."  In  ’ The O ly m p ia n s ’ A p o llo
d e s c r ib e s ;—
"One sw aying  t id e  o f  m o tio n  to  and f r o  
We saw i t  i n  i t s  sw arm ing p a r t i c l e s  
M u lt itu d in o u s  atom s o f  p a s s io n a te  w i l l  
S e e th in g  i n  s e p a ra te  p u rp o s e s . B u t one p la c e  
We n o te d , w here th e  w ra n g lin g  l i t t l e  l i v e s  
Were r u le d  b y  some g r e a t  p assag e  o f  e v e n t ,
A l l  p a c k t  one way; as  when th e r e  have been f lo o d s  
S w eeping  a c ro s s  th e  meadows, tw ig s  a n d  s tra w s  
L ie  couched and  m a tte d  b y  th e  vehem ent w a te r  
So s tro k e d  to g e th e r  w ere th e s e  l i v e s . "
1 .  ’ E a r th  And A Crow d’ , S p e c u la t iv e  D ia lo g u e s , p#73.
2 .  ’ T w e lve  I d y l l s ’ , Poems, 1 9 3 0 .
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This is imagery of a conception subordinated to the 
passion and situation of the moment. Individual view­
point, judgement and passion impregnate the idea, giving 
it a circumference of significance which was paradoxically 
lacking in the dialogues’ leisurely unfolding of the idea 
in the abstract. The idea in the dramatic poem may be 
less accurate technically, but it has emotional accuracy.
It is noticeable that the kind of difference between a 
dramatic and philosophic idea, and between a dramatic 
poem and a poetic drama, is similar. This illustrates 
one way in which nineteenth centuiy poetic drama failed;
an interest in an idea, frequently moral, over-shadowed
that
its dramatic embodiment. It also suggests/this philosophic
interest often distinguishes the dramatic poem from the
poetic drama.
The dramatic poem and poetic drama are formally
adapted to these distinct interests. The dramatic poem
lacks fullness of characterisation and action, and has a
less complex structure. Frequently imageiy consisting of
whole episodes, and lype characters are found in it,
S
the episode-imagery tending to take the place of the plot 
of drama. A weakness in some of :vlasefield’s dramas was 
that this kind of imagery began to rival the drama itself. 
In the poetic drama plot and imagery are mutually creative, 
and the imagery is diffused throughout the whole, -
2character, action and setting* For this reason, a moral 
or philosophic aim over-shadowing a dramatic interest 
shows immediately in the imagery* In the prelude to the 
’Emblems Qf Love’ philosophic interest is paramount* 
Ahasuerus says:-
"He’s the speech 
Of spirit - I the dangerous exultation*"
This is not the kind of awareness which fully formed 
characters usually reach in drama* They are too involved 
with the other characters to be so impersonally aware of 
the imagery of their own and others’ lives. This kind of 
awareness is usually reached in tragedy, but drama has 
special means of building it in. Abercrombie’s own 
drama is sufficient illustration. This distinction 
between the philosophic and the dramatic idea recalls 
Abercrombie’s between the epic and the drama.^
One of the ways in which drs.ma can accomodate this 
special awareness reached by characters, which tend to be 
expressed in imagery, is shown by a comparison of the 
dramatic poems and poetic dramas. In ’Judith’^  there 
occurs an image from the pulling down of a stronghold with 
ropes, comparable with the central image of The Deserter. 
In ’Judith’ it is declaimedz-
1. ’Emblems Ôf Love’, Poems. 1930#
2. see supra, pp.^ r^vv. -cf
5* ’Judith’, ’Emblems uf Love’.
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Judith; "death even now
Is digging at thy station in the world 
And as a man with ropes and windlasses 
Pulls for new building columns of wreckt halls 
hovm with a breaking fall, so death 1ms rigged 
His skill about us, so he will break us down. "
In the drama, this image becomes personal, instead of being 
declaimed, chiefly bees use the colloquial poetry and varied 
rhythm give a sense of the character spontaneously finding 
means to express himself;-
fertha; "iSo I ’m to have the child against me too?
•••, I ’ll see I have her mind and let my will 
Strain upop. you through her; that’s only sense - 
But she’s the weakest of the ropes I ’ve hitched 
About you ......you may forget
How firm I ’ve fastened you to what I mean.
So here I ’ve done the friendly thing, and come 
To give you the mere hint the ropes still hold 
I have had rigged about you this good while."
The dramatic poem brings out one of the pitfalls dug for 
the dramatist. However colloquial or varied he may make 
his language, we may still find his characters declaiming 
the imagery as if it were news from another clime, instead 
of filling it with a sense of unique significance. In 
the dramatic poem we assent to the imagery as to the full
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stating of a case; in the poetic drama we assent to this 
significance for this character at this time.
At times it is necessary to have a leisurely unfold­
ing of imagery in drama. The ways in which Abercrombie 
naturalises it shov/ drama’s special means of acccxQodating 
it# Re uses a literalness of mind in his characters —
1 K
especially his rustic characteis^^ fie uses images within 
images especially for states of mind, as in The Sale of 
Saint Thomas; he acapts his rhythm to give the impression 
of characters suddenly coming across significance and 
delightedly or perplexedly expanding it. In ’Blind’ and 
the poetic dramas, the differences between a philosophic 
and a dramatic idea, and betv/een a dramatic poem and a = 
poetic drama, are summed up. In ’The Fool’s Adventure’ 
and in ’Blind’, both of which Abercrombie classes as 
’Interludes’, occurs the idea of God as a king in an 
unapproachable palace, working his purpose through evil 
as well as through good. In ’The Pool’s Adventure’ the 
idea is dramatically formulated, but in ’Blind*, as in a 
drama, it is subordinated to the immediate situation and 
manipulated to become the characteristic, biassed view­
point of the tramp. It therefore becomes debatable in terms 
of himan miseries and reactions, and ^  tragic. The idea 
of ’sin’ being God’s helper is translated into individual
1. see infra p.3*^ff.
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characters and action, one of whom naturally has the 
faculty of seeing the significance of his own and others’ 
sins. It is his individual reactions to these which give 
him the idea of sin as a friend to God. It is in the 
nature of the tramp, a blind man, to have the power of 
visualising this idea and of expatiating on it with the 
intoxication of words. The whole man, not simply the 
intellect, is in the imagery of ’Blind’
Son; "Can you skill words?
Tramp ; Not I, but by the Lord
Words can skill me. They’re a better drunkenness, 
And put your sorrowful hams outside the doors 
Of sense, shut deaf to their clammering of pains. 
Than any quart of brandy."
This reveals that one of the chief differences between 
the imagery of* the dramatic poem and that of the poetic 
drama, arises from the special activity of the poet in 
each. In a dramatic poem the poet enters into the 
characters’ minds; but in drama, he enters into each in 
turn and simultaneously as whole men. The poetic drama 
is not simply a dramatic poem with more characters, action 
and plot, and for this reason the imagery is diffused 
throughout. ’Blind’ may not have sufficient action to hold 
the average stage, but it is very close to stage—worthy 
drama.
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In ’Blind’, the central imagery of blindness is 
not only a physical fact or a moral significance, but the 
very clime and mental habit of the characters. The 
blind son visualises his sense of the changes in his 
mother, in the changing voices of the leaves before a 
storm. The weather is thought of as a blind man, and 
certain parts of nature which are friendly are thought of 
as blind, the unfriendly parts as seeing. The blind 
characters’ physical handicap is extended into their 
natures and experience, and used to augment the theme by 
implication. The creation of a blind man’s world challenges 
comparison with Milton’s in Samson Agonis tes, which ranked 
very high in Abercrombie’s esteem. A physical and visual 
quality of imagination characterises the blind people; they 
easily identify themselves with things outside and within, 
according to feelings rather than sight. The tramp 
visualises himself as hunger personified. Especially 
notable is the character! attitude or lack of reaction 
to nature. The blind son is acutely sensitive to the 
noise of trees. The mother who is not blind has less 
sense of nature. She sees her own hatred as eyes lighting 
up the dark house of her life. This is dramatic imageiy.
It concentrates the progress of the whole drama, and is 
self-commenting. Her blind child is paradoxically the 
instrument of this ’sight’ of hatred; she uses him to
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murder the husband who abandoned her. The son has no life 
in her eyes except as a tool. This is her particular 
kind of spiritual blindness.
The imagery is used therefore to draw in and distin­
guish relationships. The suspected kinship of the blind 
boy and blind tramp is obviously drawn in by the fire 
imagery which they both use. But there are vital differences 
The son has in addition a sense of protective wings above, 
the father of the glassy, unapproachable front of Heaven.
A specifically dramatic judgement is therefore made by 
the imagery. This dramatic judgement by imagery is 
specially enforced by the distinctions between physical 
and spiritual blindness. The mother who has her sight 
is blind to beauty; the blind son delicately lingers 
on stray pleasures - the feel of a girl’s silky hair.
When he asks his mother;-
"Have we blind souls?
Is not a soul a kind 
Of hungryness?" 
he brings out the crux of the play - the fact of sight in 
the blind, and blindness in the seeing. This realisation 
is the means of sight in the true sense in the mother j- 
"I need not so have grieved about your eyes."
A characteristic of Abercrombie’s mind and imagery is 
illustrated in ’Blind. ’ The same images are used for
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good and evil, which thereby become potentially aspects 
of the same thing.
The fact of the use of nature imagery and the parti­
cular bias it is given is itself significant in Abercrombie’s 
plays* There is a comment from play to play by implication.
In The Deserter nature images are in the minority, for the 
play deals with the stifling of one mind by another, rather 
than by nature as in Deborah. In The Deserter an image 
from nature — a dandelion is used, but it shov/s man’s invest­
ing of nature with peculiar powers which are not inherent.
It is used for the hypnotic imposing of an obsession. In 
Deborah on the other hand, images from storms and wind 
exï)ress the "merciless onward thronging power of life", 
which overwhelms all man’s efforts at individual life. In 
The Deserter man’s mind is playing with nature. Deborah 
is therefore linked with The End Of The World and The Adder 
rather than The Dejerter. A contrast is also suggested 
between The End Of The #orld, and The Adder and Deborah.
In the former true av/areness of nature is latent, also a 
sense of confinement by nature. But the characters 
acquiesce in this confinement, there is not the intense 
conflict, sorrow and fear as in the other two plays. In 
The End Qf 'The World as the characters become aware of 
nature, they expatiate on themselves and their relationship 
with her, conscious of something with which they are in tune.
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In this respect they are related to the characters in 
Synge’s Ihe Playboy Qf The A'estern ,7orld^. In Deborkh 
and ‘Jfae Adder consciousness of nature is forced on the 
characters who feel its malignity and oppression. There is 
a mixture of fierce resentment and resignation — a mood simi­
lar to (though not quite parallel to) that of Synge’s 
The Riders To The Sea.^ The Deserter stands out from the 
cycle of Abercrombie’s plays in which nature imagery is 
used. It is linked therefore with The Staircase where there 
is a similar central image from the man-made - a new stair­
case in a rotten house.
The Hpeculstive Dialogue ’Famine and Pestilence’ 
is the germ of Deborah, and their comparison reveals how a 
philosophic idea becomes not only a dramatic idea but a 
tragically dramatic idea. These comparisons are not 
necessary for an understanding of the imagery of the dramas, 
but they reveal the full force of the major images, hov/ 
much has been concentrated into them, and drama’s special 
means of achieving this fullness. In the dialogue is 
discussed the necessity for famine and pestilence, and how 
God will ultimately use both to increase man’s individuality. 
The latter idea has ironic enlargement in the opening of 
Deborah, where the fisher-folk of a cholera and famine- 
smitten village try to save their own and their families’
1. J.M. Synge, The Playboy Qf The Western World. 1907.
2. J.M. Synge, The Eiders To The Sea. 1904.
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lives, each at the expense of the others. The dialogue 
and the drama are linked in verbal imagery’s—
Famine s "It was a long way off that I saw through the
heat shimmer the black waving of thy skirts 
upon the lowmost air."^
This reccJls Deborahs- 
Womans "I within me
Can see the thing, a ghost as grey as rain,
p
Fleeces of shadowy air wrapping his shape."
In the drama the image has become the supposed idiosyncracy 
of a character. The grief-crazy mother is considered mad 
by the other characters, nevertheless she expresses a 
heightened awareness of what all the characters feel.
Famine and Pestilence in the dialogue complain that men do 
not toil "in order to live nobler, larger, more passionate, 
more ecstatic, more beautiful l i v e s . Deborah shows the 
tragic results of the attempt. They complain too "0 why, 
why can they not see the necessity for us?"^ In Deborah 
this inability to see their necessity^becomes the characters’ 
exertion of individual will against the general tendency - 
the "merciless onward thronging power of life." They cannot 
see the need for them because of their own determination to 
grasp and form life into the meaning they desire. What is
1. Speculative Dialogues, p.11.
2. Deborah, I.
Speculative Dialogues, p.26.
4. bp. cit. p.IJ.
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a remote though rational proposition in the dialogue 
becomes arguable and so potentially tragic, emotional 
as well as an intellectual reality in the drama. This 
particular example of the passage of a philosophic or a 
tragic idea is sufficient to combat a serious criticism of 
Abercrombie - that he concentrates on the philosophic and 
abstract at the expense of sensuous appeal.^ The abstracts 
are supremely sensuous in Deborah.
The chief imagery of Deborah is from nature* There 
is a Hardyan flavour in Deborah which comes from the formal 
mastery of the metaphysic, with much of its significance 
imaged in nature, as it is imaged in the spirits in 
The Dynasts. Here, and in The Dynasts, we feel we are 
wa^tching individual instances in life serving, and protesting 
at serving, a general tendency. Nature is malignant in 
Deborah, it images the preying of life on life. The constant 
contrast of the characters’ own lives with nature forces
p
on them a sense of God. Everything whioh overpowers them, 
therefore, seems to be an aspect of God; the cholera is 
God’s anger, the merciless wind is like devils’ trumpets 
blomng. We would know that these characters, like those 
of The Ghepherds and The End Of The World are used to dealing 
with life and people, not things. They have a strong sense
1. J . . i .  Cunliffe, English Literature During the Last Ifelf- 
Century, 1923, pp.298-300, and H.I^lmer, Fost-Victorian 
Poetry. 1938, p.297.
2. cp. supra p.;
3of people - many things and abstracts are personified.
They see anger as a person grasping a man to shake the 
life out of hiia. ,Ve might also gather that they are fisher- 
folk; - fear seems like a fisher’s net keeping a man’s body 
strung together; it cannot be mended.
The Adder and The Staircase illustrate a use of 
imagery which implies a ccxnment from play to play. Their 
theme is a hiding from reality. In The Adder nature is mal­
ignant towards those shielding themselves and others from 
reality. The charcoal-burner’s hut - the man-made image
V
of smouldering lust, asserts man’s defiance, but the wo;i^ ds 
are ready to close in:-
Y  ^ " K e e p  lU  CL m  l A v u t x  ,  oc ^  K /C /"
Kcc(At y  m/i - cvl
FKl tDcc cc hacJc ?
They might be a part of Egdon Heath. • In The dtaircase 
nature is in the background, and sin again springs chiefly 
from lack of contact with reality, Imaged in the man-made 
objects - clocks, a joiner’s tools and the new flight of 
stairs. Those things, good in themselves, are directed 
to a wrong end - the patching-up of a rotten house.
The imagery of The Adder is linked with that of the 
idyll ’riary And The Bramble’. But in the drama there is an 
equipoise in the imagery which comes from individual character. 
Lusts and sins are like the anguished writhing of a leaf
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of flames, a pack of tame dogs, full of disease; they are 
connected with violent precipitation towards pain, death 
and disease. But the same sins are imaged in flame, golden 
trumpets, song, brave scarlet-coloured flowers, lions, 
burning liquor and mellowed vintage. Each view is true in 
the drama.
The dialogue Beggar And His Dog’ holds the
germ of The Adder. In this dialogue the dog advances the
view that man is able to delight in life because he can sin,
but "Sin in your narrow sensé, in the shameful sense, may
be the price he pays for it." Sin in the wider sense will
ultimately make men "more conscious of living."^ It is
difficult to vj&rm to the idea in the dialogue; and the
reason is given there ; "What is narrowly and especially
known for sin is perhaps peculiarly notable; but if you
look at it, it is for ever imperceptibly shading on all
sides with a multitude of other things. Philosophy sees
2
them all as the kingdom of sin." But drama does not; it 
ia pre-occupied with the "shading", as in ’Blind’ and The 
Adder. This is the difference the characters and situation 
make, and it is specially impressed by the imagery.
The imagery of The Deserter and The Staircase also 
illustrates this implied comment from play to play. In 
The dtaii'case the new, white staircase in the rotten house
brings out the unnatuiaIness and wrongful isolation caused
1. Speculative Dialogues, p.66.
2. op. cit. p*6?fl
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by an unhealtiiy ideal. It is a blatant nan-made image.
In The Deserter obsession and evil are cloaked in an 
insiciious natuialness. Imagery from meshes of ropes and 
spider *s webs brings out the sub tel ty and smoothness of the 
hypnotism. They give a sense of desertion by familiar 
things, of things slipping away beneath Martha’s feet, 
until her mind is not her own. These small, insidious 
touches are juxtaposed by sudden outbursts of naked borrow# 
A whole episode of a woman kidnapped by revolting monkeys 
is used as an image, and juxtaposed with an image from a 
dandelion;-
Martha ; **1 have the notion of him readiLng out
A grasp upon ray mind, plucking it like - 
Q like plucking a dandelion-clock,
To play it nvjay with ’noves me - loves me not*.” 
in both The Staircase and The Deserter there is in the 
imagery an oquipoiso of beauty and ugliness. In the latter 
there is a contrast between^ea 1 thily contrived traps 
and the familiar, delightful activities of everyday life - 
bakings bread, brushing the nap of a hat, steeping a white 
cloth in oye.
The iiind Of The world is the most rich in mature 
imagery of the Four ohort Plays. The chief link with the 
imagery of the other plays is its images from the stars and 
fire. These, as used in ’Blind’, The Adder, in a special
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way in The Sale Of Saint Thomas> and in the ’Fragments Q£
A Philosophical P o e m A  symbolise life delightedly and 
completely expressing its purpose simply to be. Abercrombie 
images man’s mind as fire when its activity is directed 
towards the conscious mastery of existence. Thus he uses 
a comet in this play as the instrument and image of the 
characters’ avjakening desire for a fuller life.
The rustic characters image themselves and others 
in tenas of animal life and nature, because these are the 
prime facts to them and have become ingrained in their 
psychology. The shock of facing up to life, and to nature 
as a life and death force as well as a familiar sux’rounding 
and livelihood, brought about by the world-ending comet, 
results in exaggerated reversals of accepted values. These 
are naturally imaged in terms of nature. Life now seems 
like a squashed midge, man like a mole tunnelling. Instead 
of a sense of man mastering nature, comes a sense of his 
being dwarfed by nature. This is a salutary confinement, 
unlike that in Deborah. The nature imagery is therefore 
made the natural expression of the rustics — a delighted 
or fearful expansion of mind to face and shape new experiences. 
These characters have a literalness of mind which is related 
to the faculty of imagery - an inate sense of spirit in, 
not necessarily behind, appearance. This faculty is most
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marked in the characters of The Shepherds.
The imagery of Phoenix is linked with that of 
The &nd Of The World. In both men give exaggerated 
importance to themselves and man’s activities, and a complete 
reversal is necessaiy. Imagery from nature is used to give 
this reversal;- boats seem like gnats, Phoenix* killing of 
his first lion later appears liko the picking up of bay 
on a hay-fork. On the other hand there is imagery bringing 
out the true stature and significance - the king is like 
a desolate urchin, girls’ minds like pots of boiling water, 
full of bubbles. The characters’ reactions to nature are 
themselves a comment, so that a dramatic judgement is made 
by the imagery. ^  There are images bringing out a sickening 
aTOreness of sensuous pleasures - marble is like v/hito 
idleness; all the least worthy pursuits are imaged in 
shrill clarity, while duty is imaged as floundering in 
mist, memory in cobwebs;-
Amyntor: ”1 will be now nothing but my own pleasure.
I ’ve been mere senseless duty until now.
Like blundering in a mist. But over me 
You dawn: at your first glance my foggy air 
Spangled with particles of whitening gold;
Now that bewilderment of milky fire
2
Clears to a blaze of morning in my eyes.”
1. see supra p./r—
2. Phoenix, 1.
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The self-imposed deception is brought out by the imagery; 
the sea is tinselled malignity, Amyntor a gilded thing 
showing tawdry in sunlight.
The Sale Of Saint Thomas stands apart in its imagery 
because its theme is mystical experience in which the image 
and the imaged are likely to be confounded. This ei^erience 
necessitates the characters’ heightened awareness of the 
imagery of their own and others’ lives. Here more than 
anywhere else we are impressed by the exact imaging of the 
nature and deepening of Jaint Thomas’ experience. This 
experience is a paradoxical reversal of values, and it is 
imaged in the striking alternation of images from beauty and 
horror. Thomas’ sense of the beauty of the sea merges into 
his horror at the clutching, madly lusting, frenziedly 
dancing nature in India, which seems like Hell. The use 
of the same images for good and evil, beauty and horror which 
characterises Abercrombie’s work therefore takes on a peculiar 
significance in Jaint Thomas. Following this conflict is 
a complete reversal of values; men seem to be there for 
nature’s use - of flies hawk at men and sink wells in
hife flesh. This is a prologue to oaint Thomas’ identification 
of self with horror.
The second act brings out the idea that transmuted 
and changing appearance paradoxically reveals one-ness; 
gleam appears like shadow, shadow like light. The imagery
0
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becomes less a matter of the congruence of image and imaged, 
than a direct description of a spiritual ÿode of apprehending 
life. The "shapes of things” seem to be "slipping from 
off their secret s p i r i t s . W e  gradually become more aware 
of seen things becoming states of mind or body;- India is 
a delirium, stifling air is hot, black misery. There is 
also more implied Imagery:-
Thomas; "When a man does a thing, what is it he does?
That thing alone, which finishes and goes by.
Or 8binds as mere achievement in the past?
Nay, in this one thing done, the man becomes 
One of the doers of everything that shall be.
For without this, what will be could not be.
No more than next year’s apples can be sweet 
If this year’s summer ripen not the wood;
Lven as everything the whole world has been 
inher’d into his deed, and there became 
Incarnate spirit fashioning the future."^
In proportion to the horror, the beauty is heightened.
Thomas’ master is a "world of dying flesh," and the 
immortal mind proliferates in flech like frogs in putrid 
water. Yet Thomas’s relation in India is like the variation 
of melody consenting to harmony, and man’s eitperience is 
a quiet, secure, luminous, and royal building with golden 
windows.
1. The sale Of Saint.Thomas, IV.
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There is therefore a profusion of distinct images as 
of
well as/Iterative images; but it is the manner of experience
underlying them which gives them unity.
The Sale Of Saint Thomas# as one would expect, has
more links with the Speculative Dialogues than the other
dramas. The idea that when life is "perfectly and intensely
feeling itself to be life, it is so because it is then
life increasing itself, though not necessarily in the
1
primitive manner," is shown in the mystical experience
of Saint Thomas. When this idea is mistakenly expressed,
as in Deborah or The Adder, it becomes tragedy; when it
is suddenly realised it becomes comedy as in The End Of The
World. Moreover the idea of man’s spirit "wonderfully
delighting in experience, the seige of the world, meeting
2
the attack with a mighty and gleeful imagination," under­
lies Saint Thomas; the transition from fearful to gleeful 
imagination is reflected in the imagery.
In drama imagery in its widest sense embraces plot, 
character and their relationship. At times, and especially 
in tragedy, the characters become conscious of the imagery 
of their own and others* lives, but this must be built into 
the whole. The characters’ extreme consciousness of the 
significance of their lives logically tends away from 
drama ; it assumes that there is a need for the drama itself.
1. ’Lust And Love’, Speculative Dialogues, pp.88-9#
2. ’Lust And Love’,
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This c^sclousu6ss in Saint Thomas is pushed to the furthest 
limits» Abercrombie has provided clash of characters and 
event, but the heightened awareness of Saint Thomas exceeds 
the scope of ordinary drama. The whole of it cannot be 
summed up in the characters and action. This does not mean 
that Saint Thomas is not stageable. It means that it is a 
drama with something added. Abercrombie assumes in the 
narrative links the clairvoyancy of the spirits in Hardy's 
The Dynasts, and,the two dramas could be staged in similar 
ways.^
The Shepherds is a first act of an uncompleted drama 
with an initial similarity between its chief characters' 
experience and that of Saint Thomas. The characters, like 
those in 'Blind', have a heightened sense of people and a 
natural faith in an intangible, invisible life lodged in the 
tangible and visible. Lengthy and persistent use of 
imageiy is natural to them; it comes from a literalness, 
not a subtelty of mind. The uncanny powers attracting the 
girl are imaged as men standing up to the knees in the 
stream of time, but wading easily. The shepherd reacts 
to the girl's words literally
"Wading at night:
What s o r t  o f  t r a d e  s e ts  them a t  t h a t  c o ld  w o rk? "
1. Granville-Barker produced The Dynasts in 1914 with 
actors at the sides of the stage to recite the 
narrative links.
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The use of imagteg is natural to characters who preserve 
as much wonder in the face of the familiar, as at modern 
inventions; spectres seem like dead leaves about the track 
of a great train with a smoking engine and;-
"The world had such a slow way once, belike 
spectres could ride on it; but they're light things 
And now the rumbling world they percht on like 
An easy-going wagon runs full tilt 
A carter that would brush them off like wisps."
The girl's face is "like a flame 
Shining through linen."
The imagery which strongly links The Shepherds with 
the Four Short Plays is its fire imagery. Here it expresses 
in its complete form the sense of intoxication which was 
turned awry in 'Blind', and thwarted in The Adder. The 
girl identifies herself with fire when she has become 
completely expressed, self - delighted experience 
"They shall breathe me in like air 
And think me in in their burning thought."
This also links The Shepherds with Saint Thomas. In Saint 
Thomas the force in which Thomas’ individuality is sub­
merged is at first feared, then it brings a mystical, joyful 
communion, and Thomas' mastery of his own and others' 
lives. The girl exercises a similar power over her father 
and the other characters, to Saint Thomas' over the slave- 
master in the slave-shed, in Saint Thomas there is no
renunciation of life, but a goi#g out into all life. The 
paradox of the supreme, individual life achieved by indenti- 
fication with all life. The girl in The Shepherds cuts 
herself off from all life even from her father to achieve 
this unlimited power. One might call The Shepherds the 
mysticism of the powers of darkness, Saint Thomas the 
mysticism of the powers of light.
In a special sense Abercrombie dramatises his philosophy 
of life. But, unlike some of his nineteenth century pre­
dess ors, and at times even Masefield, he does this in the 
unswerving dramatic way. The inevitably different forms 
which the recurrent ideas and images take show sound theory 
and practice, and centrality, not poverly, of invention.
They reveal that although Abercrombie was interested in 
ideas as ideas, his prime, life-long interest was in ideas
tested in, and inseparable from the human actions and
1
characters of drama*
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CHAPTER V 
JOHH DRE4KWATER
John Drlnkwater le a lose original, and at 
times, a lose sound critic than Masefield or Aberorwnbie, 
both of whom Influenced him. Some of Drin&water's ideas 
are important because t h ^  ocrroborate theirs and may have 
been conceived independently. Others show an alert 
intelligence catching up prevalent ideas - especially 
Masefield's and Abercrombie's - and vigorously echoing and 
re-fashioning t h ^ .  But Drlnkwater is not a mere plagiarist. 
He opposes (without explicit reference), Abercrombie's 
exposition of 'Communioetion Versus Expression in Art'^; he 
sometime disagrees with his idea that 'font is an aspect 
of concept,^ and ultimately he disagrees with Masefield and 
Abercrombie on the crucial question of poetry in the theatre. 
There is, however, nothing in Drlnkwater's theory to 
invalidate Masefield's and Abercrombie's theories.
Moreover, Drlnkwater makes special contributions. 
He had the most practical experience of the three dramatists, 
as actor, producer, and playwright,® and he not only changes.
1. See 'The Poet end Communication*. 1923.
2. See infra. pp3-4.
3. See Chapter II, ppBff.gj^
g
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and gives M s  reasons for changing, from poetic to prose 
drama, hut experiments in carrying into prose-drama some of 
the qualities of poetic drama. His theory, therefore, sets 
the practical th%treHnan's seal of corroboration on the 
intuitions of Masefield and the deeper, more abstract theory, 
of Abercrombie. His conclusi o m  concerning realistic prose 
drama and poetic diema are fundamentally one with theirs, 
end when he changes to prose drema he does net retract them.
It is, paradoxically, the practical t heat re-man - 
constantly apparent in his theory - who turns to prose drama. 
But, as we have seen, Masefield and Abercrombie, are also 
practical t heat re-men in different ways and degrees. The 
three dramatists* conceptions of what is praotioal are 
important for an understanding of their pioneering of poetic 
drama. Masefield and Abercrombie are convinced that poetry 
is the inevitable and most practical method in the theatre cf 
the future. Drlnkwater is practical in relation to the existing 
theatre. The word and idea of convenience recur in his 
writing.^ He scans to ask, "Will present stage conditions and 
audiences accept poetic drama? If not, if this requires a 
revolution, the practical course is to adapt drama to them, or 
becœae a prose dramatist". Without disparaging Drlnkwater's 
early pioneering of poetic drama, one may say that Masefield
1. See infra pp.*y~8r4% l#g 88»
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and Abercrombie, are more truly pioneers. They consider what 
will be praotioal in the long run, for the future theatre.
Their attitude appears to be - 'Can we not at least help to 
prepare the way for poetiy in the theatre? If we fail, this 
is no reason for adopting prose drama. We will be poetic 
dramatists or nothing. * Drlnkwater is less assured than they 
about poetic drama, although he was at first as enthusiastic.
He speaks of experimenting in his verse dramas with potential­
ities of poetic drama which are taken for granted by Masefield 
and Abercrombie,^ Some of his remarks on drama in general are 
dubious, and imply that he had a less distinct sense than t h ^
of the fundamental distinctions, and mutual creation of certain
/
forms and conceptions. A change to prose drama - inconceivable 
in Masefield and Abercrombie - is not surprising in Drlnkwater.
Even vdiere Drlnkwater is obviously influenced by 
Abercrombie, he makes a personal contribution. This is 
apparent.in his distinctions between different narrative forms > 
the novel, epic, drama, the narrative poem; and between the 
lyric and the drama. He is in general agreement with 
Abercrombie when he says that narrative poetry is "more closely 
allied to drama than to epic", has less "breadth" than the
O
epic. The word "breadth" is misleading and implies his 
dlsagreœient with Aberoraabiep but this distinction makes it
1; See infra p.l4.3<V
2, Introduction to Morris's The Life and Death of Jason. 1910 
p.xiii.
3. See Chapter IV p.
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Clear that "hraadth” meaim breadth for "overt declaration"^
of signifloanoe* For he finds that In epio we are given not
only the oharaetere but the "development and slgnlfloanee of
an eportd or a oobbios",^ a  narrative po«a usee a "series of
incidents to trace the development of one oharaoter* or even
tvjo or three", not for interest in the incidents for themselves,
but "only in so far as thcqr react upon and visualise the 
#»
aharaotera". Drlnkwater does not penetrate the differeooes 
like Abererombie, and in leas degree, Masefield, but he ahows 
a firm grip of fundamentala which is isq>ort&nt after the nine­
teenth century.poetic drama. He ia less sound vdien he 
deeoribse the genesis of art. This - Abercrombie's strongest 
point - is of great importance to a poetic dramatist. It 
prevents his arbitrary use of poetic form. Drlnkwater 
describes drema as "narrative with the addition of stage 
action".^ Drama, like epic or narrative, is a "succession 
of poetic experiences governed into a related whole by an 
energy distinct from that which evoked them".® This may be a 
fair description of results, but it leads to Drlnkwater's 
denial that form is an aspect of concept, a conception of which 
the poetic drmaatist must be oonvinoed. He denies that the
1. See Abercrombie, Chapter 17, p.ë-.ii3
8; Introduction to Morris' The Life and Death of Jason. p.zlii. 
S; op.olt.
4: »The Mature of Drama', Prose lapera. 1917, p,206.
3. The Lvrlc. 193D, p.44, and op.. Inf re pp.4-6-.3ir
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narrakivo fozR eziablas the "saying of something imposslblo to 
any other method then the narrative",^ He says, truly, that
feu’ll'
all narrative art is "qutet about human eharaoter", that this 
is the dramatist ohief image - the image "nearest and most 
familiar to man".'' Out it is his opinion that in oonoeiving 
laaobeth. Shakespeare became aware of a "oertain strain of 
tragio beauty In the dally ea^erlence of the world". He then 
sought an image - the "characters of Macbeth and Lady Macbeth", 
which he "set in an adequate action".® This reads like a 
theoretic description by a man who has never himself been 
impelled to write a drama. Good and competent drama might 
be written in this way, indeed in his preface to his plays, 
Drlnkwater implies that so his history plays were written.^
But it is doubtful Whether Shakespeare or any great dramatist 
who must thiidc straight into dramatic texms, creates in this 
way. Drlnkwater, in effect, denies that an artist's particular 
power and intention inevitably express themselves in a 
particular form. The dramatist uses dramatic form to "reach 
an audience using two cens^, instead of one", to "widen his 
appeal", end not for any "inherent virtue which ho finds in 
this form and in no other".® This strong sense of the added
1. 'The Mature of Drama', p.S04. 
S; op.oit., pp.803-4.
3. 'The Nature of Drama', p.800.
4. See infra. p;0.32o-;
5. The larrio. p.55.
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scope of drome In the thentre, and of the oo—operation of 
dremetiets, actors and audience. Is salutary after the nine­
teenth century poetic drama. But it is fortunate that 
Drlnkrmter does not entirely prasezve this attitude totmids 
prose and poetic drama. His rmarks on them show a realisation 
that poetic form is d®aanded by a certain manner and pitch of 
the artist's experience.^
Nevertheless some of Drlnkwater's ideas of poetry 
in drama arc equally dubious. Once mere this is due to his 
weak theory of the genesis of art, but there are sound as 
well as weak points in hie argument. This is brought out by 
his dlsouaaion of 'lyric poetry', a misnomer for what is, in 
fact, "pure poetry".® The quality which is said to be 
exclusively lyric is "the quality of all poetry". Lyric is 
the "exprèsion of personal «motion", but "so is all poetry",® 
This "pure poetry" takes other forms - narrative, drama - by 
its combination with other energies. In poetic drema the 
"poetic energy" is "united in the dramatic energy”, in 
narrative po«ma, epio and drama, it is combined with the 
"energy of co-ordination".^ This may be a fair description 
of the results, but it is not of the genesis. In poetic drama, 
the two are simultaneously and SErtually creative. In Anthony 
end Cleopctra. Drlnkwater finds that we sometimes have drama
1, See infra., p.dA^t-? 
8, The p.35.
S. op.oit.. p.30.
4.-The Lyric, p.44.
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without poetiy* The elemente which he dietinguiehes are clear, 
hut they are not drama and poetry* KIb et at ament limits poetry 
to language* A further comment le, howover, eelf-critloislng;
are living In a world of dramatic poetry^, but certain 
parts are not poatiy,^ The "v/orU", or la Aberorofabie's 
phrase, the "soalo" of poetry® is as valid poetry aa the 
poatzÿ" of laoguage which may be absent in a poetic drama. At 
times, Didukwater labours (la a way which suggests surprise), 
the pc^sibility of the post u M  dramatist simultaneously pending 
complete utteranoe. "The poetry of Macbeth is not only great 
poet;ey, it is great dramatic poetry. This does not mean it 
is great poetiy being used for the purpoaao of drama, but that 
it is groat poetiy which is drama. The tremendous moments in 
3!iak€»peare ere not moments of sudden surprise in action, of 
uaaxpeotod disoovexy of character, of ]^ilosophic revelation, 
but of d remetic poetry",’^ Dilnlcwator chows that ho is aware 
that poetry is demanded by certain oonoeptions, he comments on 
Brutiu}* -
0, that a man might Icnow ,
The end of this day's business ore it come,,,*
that "this is "not that other meaning plus the miomment of 
great poetiy; it is that other meaning transmuted by great 
poetry into something of a new kind", an "expression of a
1. op. cit., p.35
2. See Chapter IV, p.
3. Shakespeare. 1932. p.95
4. l u l l ^ T a ^ a r  V. 1.
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different meaning oonoeived In terms of gireat poetry from the 
first".^
Notwltbatandlng soan weakness in his theory, 
Drlnkwater hag a sound gre®p of drams av& of the main 
distinottons between poetic and prose drama. His theory of 
drama, like Abererwabie's and îAasefleM's, of itself, champions 
poetic drama,, It Is resnarkable that, among these three d r a m ^  
tists, the sounder the theory of drama in general, the more 
insistent is the plea, and the case for, poetic drama.
Drlnkwater agrees with Abercrombie and Masefield 
that any subject is matter for diama if submitted to an
I
artistic purpose. But the dramatist's special concern is 
"the observation of human society''.® This does not necessarily 
mean contemporary society, or Involve social and moral issues. 
These can be used, but they should be the "occasion" rather 
than the e M s  of the drama.® Ibsen's "social conscience was 
subdued in e h i # e r  creative instinct".^ Ben Jenson's 
superb contemporesetty in his own age is meaningless now, it 
doe® not "intimately ouncera tis"*'^  This reveals Drinkwatar's 
reaction against reelistic end problem plays which urges him, 
as it urged Masefield, to advocate the use of fable and legend.
1; Shakespeare. pp.34-5.
2; fSe Crcntia Art of Theatre-Going. 1929. p.l57.
3. Unfinished tii^onr. 1938, p.42
4. op, cit., p.42.
5. op. cit., p.41.
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Thsso ara "reality" as much aa the aotusl and oontaaporaryj 
"reality" is "souothlng about vdiloh the artist was himself 
eoaviaood at creation".^ He advooatcws their use too, because 
they save the draaatlrt'c i?c,ate of energy in plot invention, 
provide « link with the audience,® and draw on the "elemental 
vitality that comes from association".® Nevertheless, the 
dramatist must "inform his fable with the spirit of hie own 
age, or see it fall lead before him on the stage”,
Like Masefield end Abereromhie, Drlnkwater finds 
that, far from being severed from moral, social end philosoph­
ical issues, the drema han a distinct artistic relationship 
with them, and method of impressing them. The dramatist's 
task is "not to pass judgement on the world but to understand 
it",® not to "reflect his age" but to reveal himself.^ The 
"force and detachment of dremc. is little concerned vrfLth the 
direct statement of deductions".^ Tet the drametlot should 
"argue about life",® and w e  the "trivial and fugitive to 
express his "Vision of fundamental thingE".® This is inherent 
in artistic and dramatic method; the artist cannot present 
life but only his "vision of life",^® and the "texture" of
1. T h e  i'oet and Cocujunioation*, p.29,
2. Preface to Collected Plays (Sidgwiok Sr. Jackson, 1925),Vol,I, 
p.mil.
5. Yiotorlan Poetry«1923,p.142.
4. Shakespeare, eisi. , ,,,
6. Shakespeare.u.ll2 and cp. Masefield, Chapter III,
6. T h e  Value of Poetry in Education*, Prose Papers, pp.51,55.
7. Iuti*oduPtion to Morris* The Earthly mradise.lPll.Vcl.I,p.ix,
8. 'St.John Hankin', Prose lepers.. P.P5Ù.
9. The G<^tle Art y  M a s »  PP.82-3.
10. ^si.Jolin Hankin', p.S40.
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the oharaotora» oocpression iEvolvas the artist'b implicit 
argumasv sbou» lif0,^ Drlnk^raver.thercrca'e, secs the 
specifically artistic and dramatic way oi‘ pres anting signifi­
cance. Moral and social fail&oioa must be exposed dramatically 
by the "operation of character",® and the artist's "criticism 
of life" must be "woven into the effect".® Art has a 
spiritual function transcending moral or philosophical issues 
tdiich cannot be separated from its aesthetic form and from 
the reoipleat's aesthetic experience of it. Art directs us to 
the '-realisation of spiritual activity’*'^ which le the "thing 
W0 must moat desire".® Art, and aspeoially poetry, ia equipped 
to direct us to this aotivity, to "destroy letheigy of spirit, 
to shape all. our daily meditation and intercourse and the 
fortila activity of the natural world with sharp and intimately ! 
realised forms".^ Here Drlnkwater’s theory strongly recalls
AbarcMmbie’s ezpwsitlon of the art 1stio mastery of existenoe.^
It follows, and Drlnkwater himself pointed out, that pootic 
drama is pre-eminently capable of achieving this euprme 
function of art.®
In his discussion of the materials of art, Drinkwatez 
singles out two kinds - hlstoiy sjti moral and philosophic idoas.
1. op.oit,, p.239,
3. Op.oit., p.249.
P.7l k
d. op.oit., p. 14. V+M-—u
7. See Chaf e r  IV, PP.Vf-430, et passim.
S. op, infra p . l ^ .  ><4-^
Chapter IV,
3
He taken M s  œcampleB, significantly, from the nineteenth 
centuîy poet—dramatists. Ho stressee the "subservience of '
Incident to idee"Hn all narrative art, but he mekes the i
i
necessary qualifications, Byron’s Gain is the "presentation ]
of an abstract idea", with "protracted philosophic ]
2,
dislogue", ' This is distinct from the philosophic inter­
pretation of life in toran of Imeginatlon. Tennyson, he 
finds, had "certain obstrect moral points of view which he 
R*as apt to impose". In Swinburne’s drema, the interests of 
drama and history frequently conflict. In Mary Stuart.
Swinburne shews a "poet’s understanding of his protagonist’b 
chnreotor", but he attempts to introduce the "scholar’s exact 
knowledge of her hiatoty". The process of the Cuoen’B 
intrigues is true in history, but not tragic in terns of art.^ 
The dremet1st should, however, use history solely as a "r@- 
egeot for the creations of his art".® He Is free to manipu­
late history at will, but he must maintain credibility, must 
not appeal to exclusive knowledge. The kind of relationship
between drama and history is brought out by Drlnkv/ater’s
Ù
comments on him otra historical trilogy. He records how he 
"deliberated on certain themes" and found in the three historical 
figures a "roloase" for his imagination". Those impreesed on
1. Introduction to Korrie’ The Life and iwwth of Jason.p»xiii.
2. The Illgrla of literal tv - Byroii - A Ccofllot. 1335. p.319.
Ü. Tictoidan lo e tiy , g . 'ï^ .
4. Ayinbume. pp. 120-121,
5. cv^'uburne. p.lSB,
6. 111 no Pin. 1918, Oliver Cromwell. 1921, Ttpbort 3. Lee.
19è^ . '
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hlz& tho IciuGnscï drnasLtic ©5.0alfioanco of **one zuau^  huzoan lu all 
respects like the reet, being set in a position cf great 
authority above M o  fellows'’.^
Drlnk^mter proaarvos this hoaltiiy attitude not 
only twards the nlnotaentîv^contury poetic drama, but towards 
his heritage of drama In general. He la strongly infiuonoed 
in his comparison cf Classioai and Elizabethan drama by
Aborertmbldistinotions between ’Olassloism’ani ’ omautio- 
2
iBia*, This p<*jparlson shows him, as it ahowad Aboiororable, 
m m  re of one of the chief alBtakoa views h e M  by the nineteenth 
century poetic dramatists, who attempted to imitate the formel 
variety and abundanoo of Elizabethan drama, without its strict 
underlying imnginativo unity. Drlnkwater emphasises xhat the 
"sense of narrative oontinnlty" is a neoeaslty in all narrative 
art, providing in a narrative poem "direct, swift-telling",
g
in d«uao, the "even chiming between action and character",'"
% n  the Elizabethan drmma^ Jfhie might appear to be in abey­
ance, or absent, whereas "unity of effect" is imperative in 
the theatre of all plaoss".^ He censures Seaa O’Casey’s 
Juqo and the Payoock. as "defective in management". It haa 
rich variety of pungent detail", but not always "homogeneously".
1. ? reface to ç greeted I lav::. 1923, Vol.I, p.viii.
5. Deo Chapter 17^ p.iio-(
3. awinburaa. p*93.
4. Ocntfe irt of Thoatre-Coing. p. 169.
5. op.cit.
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This eontreete Ptrongly with the Ellzabathan "external confusion 
of eotion" wblob yet had hehJnd It a "Eupreme spirituel unity". 
Coleridge, with other poet—dreastlots, produced the foiraer 
without the latter; it became a "aesnlnglaeB end" Inateed of 
a "riotous symbol".^ Here, Drlnkwater makes an original 
dintinotlon, The dramatist must "keep hia sense of direction 
steadily alive throu^out the jhaaes of hia play", but the 
"ouperficial confusion" resulting from a failure to do this, 
may not be a "confusion of essential design". It will merely 
make that design "more obscure to the audience than it ought 
to be".® This is possibly Dilnkwator’s nearest approach to 
the idea that form ie en aspect of oonce-xÆ. urlnkwetar makes 
e point which the nineteenth-century poetic drcmatiste- 
ajç)oareà to ignore, that the Elisabothan drsme was peculiarly 
adapted to the Elizabuthan theatre and audience, so that its 
Bothod could not bo indlBcrimlactoly copied. The Elizabethan 
theatre could Eccommodnto "external confusion" and had special 
means to enforce the "spiritual unity". It encouraged the 
"closest possible intimacy of contact botween the players and 
the audience' ; and the "EWltlpllclty of ecenee" end "rapid 
transit ion from one place to another", $*ioh impress "swift 
continuity of stage action".®
This ©yaaluatiori of the relations of foim and
1. »a .T. Goloridge», Pross I'^ners. pp.112-13.
2. The Gentle Art of Theatre-Godrg. p. 170.
Z, ■Shakiâbv.eai-e. p.85.
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concopt rolnforood DrlnkMut@r'a objootlvo sttituds to drema 
whloh mist have apnuu; frtn hia aariioat expoi-ieme of tho 
th^atrvj-nstlng exporioiioe. Ho dlatlngulahaa the llizabethan 
"imaginative continuity" frcsa the "dlreotnaea and oohesion"
uuVvCttâx^
vrtaioîi the wrltero give to the Oreok drama»^ la the 
Ellzshothan drama there Is s "auperstruoture of charaotar", 
in the Greek a "superstrtioture of idea".® This does not 
mean that Dhakespaaro vras not interestei in idee; "it is a 
mistake to think that tho ohief interest of üaobeth Is his 
character, and not his tragic signlflcpjioe”, but tho use of 
n control character "does undoubtedly engage aa interest in 
a way not attempted. by the Greeks",® it ir important that 
Drinto-iater objectively puts character into peispootive as 
part of tho dramstist'e technique.^ The supe-'xtruotur© of 
character is "sc knit up that the detachment of one part 
"iapeidls tbs stability of the vdiole". Structural unity in 
character testifies tc ore of the chief quolltloe in an 
artist, the capacity for "ordering great masses of detail into 
a whole of finely-balanced and duly-related proportions".® 
This capacity may take tho form of "objective differentiations 
of character, the chief enei-gy of the deftest wits, such aa 
f emuel Johnson, and the best comic dramatlats". It may be
r, swlnnurno, pp. 50-100,T rsr.~Kmmr' *- She Ggntre Art of ffegetra-Going. p.174.
4„ Ahororombio, Ohapter IV,
5# ’Icetiy and Lm;ileh xoetly. p#l?0
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Fielding’b p w e r  to «draw a multitude of oheraetar and event 
Into the superbly shaped lines of his story”. It is signifioant 
that Drlnkwater finds this «arohitootural power’* a «yet more
wonderfîîl things*. ifAere It is allied with pootic oneigy” , in
1 ’ /3ophocIes’ drama. '
Drinki'fater stressas the uocesaity for unity of 
parts within final form, but he brings out the inevitable 
conflict and temporary unervenesses, by vdiloh final foim ia 
achieved. "CoritinuouB tonBlon cancelB itself out; there 
must be "relaxation" as distinct from "disBiipation",® These 
should be in"greet poetryy and the remark applies equally to 
drama, "rich variety, even apx)&rent contradict ions of form, 
tbou^it and feeling, controlled by a pervading spirit".®
Drlnkwater's concept ion of the cliaracter-port rayai 
proper to drama, follotrei from his idea of the materials of 
art. The dramatists' material is the "observation of human 
society",'^ and he may expose moral and ethical fallacies by 
the "operation of eharaoter”,® dut characters should be 
kept free from "artificial conditions of society". Hankin's 
chief failing was that he could not see life "detached from... 
Institutions and expediences. He could see clearly, but not 
vary deeply; his characterc are alive and considered from many
1. op.oit,
2. Swinburne, p.115.
3. op.oit'.', p.63.
4. The Gentle Art of Theatre-Goinf<. p,157.
5. Haiacin^/p.249.
6. Introduction to Morris', The Defence of Guenevere. 1911, 
p.xxi.
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jjoints of view, but he wee never able to dlvoet them of the 
rage of oiroumetanoe",^ It ie apparent that Drlnkwater 
ie here tending towards poetic drama. He finds that there 
is no poetry in the characters of a detective drama. The 
jigger, they have "no life apart from the stage". They aie 
used only to develop an "entertaining plot",® But in Sean 
O’Casey’s Juno and the lavcoCk. the characters seem to have 
"no very clearly defined business there they belong to 
no plot.., seem so aimless in their purposes”.® This Is 
linked with his omazfônt on Mrs. Jackson in Hankin’s The 
-neturn of the Prodigalt she is a "cequotte creation, arguing 
nothing, doing nothing, merely being", and, "in her, Hankin 
approaches poetic imagination in conception, t hou^ not in 
utterance",® This conception Is linked with Drlnkwater’s 
idea that action is subsidiary to Character end idea. Action 
is not essential in drama, but it must be replaced by "some
A
direct progression of idea or spiritual conflict". It 
follows that in poetic drama which is "purged" by the poetiy 
from all inessentials",^ action is even less important than it 
is in prose drama. Drlnkwater implies this realisation that
1. ’St.John Hankin’, p.246.
2. The Owatle A H  of Theatre-Going. p.l47.
3. op.oit.
4. St.John Hankin, The Return of the Ircdl^al. 1905.
5. ’St.John Hankin’, p,848.
6. ’St.John Hankin’, p.228.
7. Swinburne, p.146.
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the poetxy of a drama la itself action idien he ooamienta on his 
attempt in C_ojphetua^^ to produce the same effect as physical 
action by a ’’variety of measures’’ and a ’’rapid and changing 
movement of lixythm".^ He speaks of the "conflict that 
constitutes cotion in literature"*^
It is also linked with Aberoromhie's insistence 
on the value of art as "pure experienoe",^ on the moral effeot 
of ark oonsequent on its aesthetic appreciation.^ mother 
we agree or not with what the oharaotezs have to say, poetry 
"quickens our imaginative perception... to be alive is to be 
moral".^ Although Mrs. Jackson has not poetic language, she
has this poetio value and effeot as "pure experience".
The "unit" of "human society" portrayed by the 
dramatist is the "Individwl". The dramatist should large 
the signifioanoe of the iMlviduals separately, and"bt the 
same time, oonvey a eumulative signifioanoe resulting from 
a group of these units in conflict",^ so giving an "organic 
effeot of oharaoter upon Oharaoter".® LVen secondary idiases 
of motive should be oonvinoing, and the slight characters
9
there to draw in the central characters should have life.
1. Conhetua. 1911.
5. Dlsoovenr. 1938, p.l54.
3. Tnirodudtion to H.K, White's, roams. Letters c M  Fragments» 
1907, p.xlviii.
4. 3ee Chapter IV,
5; Aberormabie, Chapter IV; p.V.Oit--]
6. 'Poetry and Conduct', p.84.
7; The Gentle Art of Theatre-Going. p,157.
8.
9, The Gentle Art of Theatre-Going, p.158.
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Drlnkwatcr ssos therefore ^ lAat was not always apparent 
in the nineteenth century poetic drama* or even In Masefield ^ e* 
that character and action should be mutually creative* 
should ’chime” Characters should not ^belong” narrowly 
to "plot",® but should give an illusion of having "life 
apart from the stage,® on the other hand, they should exist 
only in relation to the "Immediate dramatio design",* and 
never extend the boundaries of the play on their own aooount.
In Swinburne's Marino Faliero he finds a tendency to allow 
the "development of oharaoter to progress in teims of adven­
titious experience instead of æcperienoe arising from the 
diuma".® In some of Shakespeare's dramas, Drinkwater finds 
a"grasp of oharaoter" whioh transcends "event". The close 
of Measure for Measure is not inevitable, but a theatrical 
necessity.® In Hankin's The Last of De Mullins.^ he finds 
the other extreme - characters "controlled to certain ends" 
whioh leaves us the impression that "other ends ere oono'eiv- 
able",®
It is fidelity to oharaoter which is the "major 
consideration". In Rosamund. Swinburne errs in the "minor 
consideration of fidelity to event", but not in the "major
2I fhe G œ t i e  Art of Theatre-Going, p. 147.
3. op.cit.
4. Swinburne, p.Ul.
5. p. 153.
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consideration" of fidelity to psychology.^ Drinkwater's 
sound conception of the mutual creatlveness of character and 
action makes this a perplexing distinction. But it is 
elucidated by his idea that physical action is not essential
to the stage", and his conception of a "direct progression
err
of idea^spiritual conflict” whioh can replace physical 
2
action. He rightly subordinates action to character, since
” act ion is constructed solely as arising out of the natural
demands of character,,, never for its oWn unrelated excitement”.
The mark of bad drama is the substitution of violent events and
action for ideas and character focussed with action”.^
Swinburne at times achieves this focussing, since he is
interested in the spiritual significance of circumstance and
the way in idiich event’’unseals the primal springs of emotion 
5
and conduct”. This conception of action in drama shows 
Drinkwater’s reaction from the realistic prose play. He 
castigates those modem plays in whioh ”sensational and 
abnormal event is of paramount interest” at the sacrifice of 
character. Like Abercrombie, he stresses that no drama can#
0
or should,represent the "chaotic and complete action of life". 
These obscure and efface the "poignant significance at the
1; Swinburne. p.157.
8. ^St.John Hankin, p.228.
3; 'The Nature of Drama’, p.209. 
4; ’St.John Hankin’, p.227.
5; Swinburne, p.133.
6. bp. bhsipter IV, p .1S.''->î'H-
3may need twonty”.^ It is for the producer, therefore, to 
bring to life the "vivifying oont&et between the units or 
eharaotere of a play".8 Drinkwater cleerly and objectively 
âistinguiehee between the psychological analysis of character 
a M  the dramatic representation.
It follows that the characters are distinct from 
the "people of our daily contact" Wiam we dietlnguiah chiefly 
by "BUporfioial qualities".® They are heightened and govern­
ed by the criteria of the drsiaetic world to which they belong, 
aid thereby cut off from everyday distinct lone of good and 
bad, Maiy Stuart was to Swinburne "neither good nor bad", but 
a "superb manifestation of passioaute. life".*
Driakwater’e conception of the relationship 
between action and character, and of thoir artistic relation­
ship with the character and action of daily life, underlie 
his important distinction between tragic and comic cherooters, 
tragedy and comedy. This distinction is important because it 
corroborates Masefield’s and Abercrombie’s conceptions, and 
augments the case for ^loetio drame. Drihkwater’s theory of 
poetic drama is, therefore, the logical culmination of his 
entire theozy, vfeich is, in gonersl, sound. Moreover, his 
distinct ions are based on a healthy, critical attitude to his
!• Swinburne. p,184.
2. ÿ e  gentie A rt J(tf gtaKire-Goine. p. 100.
3. Swinburne, b.133.
4. op, oit".',' p. 130.
é
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heritage of drama. In the Elizabethan drama* ”idea” was the
principle of tragedy* and «character”, the principle of 
1
comedy. Drinkwater does not simply oppose ”idea” and 
character. His conception resanbles Abercrombie’s exposition 
of ’action’ in oragsdy as an ’’imaginative inspiration” embo-* 
died in the ’^lives and wills of human b e i n g s " T h e  Greek 
conception of tragedy was the ”operation of na^ural laws on 
man” not only ’closely individualised characters”.^ In both 
tragedy and comedy, the Greek mind was concerned with ’’ideas’’.^ 
In Shakespeare’s drama, Uie hero was more ’’particularised” as 
an ’’added appeal to the audience”. Gradually, character ac­
quired an interest of its own, end Shakespeare introduced 
’’comic characters” or ”comic relief”.  ^ But aithou^ the 
tragic hero was particularised, the emplxasis was on the 
’’tragic significance” of the character. ”It is a mistake 
to think timt the chief interest of Macbeth ia liis characoer, 
and not hia tragic significance".
These distinctions between character in ragedy 
and comedy are elucidated by another broad distinction, - "To 
philosophy, the abstract, the accidental to comody of charac­
ter, and to poetry, p-sslon and idea, man's tragic or delist­
ed perceptions of idie world".^ Prose is sufficient for comedy, 
but tragedy - tAe "analysis of passion or emotion in conflict"
1. The Gentle Art of Theatre-ôoing, p. 174*
2. See diapter iV, pp.
3. The Gentle Art of Theatre-Going, p. 171.
4. op. cit., p. 17^i
5. op. cit., p. 174.
Review of Masefield's 'The Dauber', The Bookman, June 1913,
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needs the "more urgent and stricter conventions of verse".^ 
Masefield* he finds* is "more deeply moved by the struggle 
of man with external circumstance and his own primal passions"* 
than with subtelties of character"} his instinct is for 
tragedy rather than comedy. The "struggle of man with external 
circumstanoe"* and "primal passions" are not to be confused 
with the crude materials of life. Drinkwater finds that in 
Juno and the Payoook.^ Sean O^Casey mistakes for tragedy a 
"fearful convulsion of life... in crude terms".^ Even the 
fine poetio prose of Nan is inadequate, for Nan transcends 
character and becomes the "central symbol of a noble tragic 
idea" demanding the "high ihythmic expression" which is
poetry.^ It is relevant here to recall that Drinkwater
-<» '.,
experimented to bring prose drama, some of the qualities 
of poetry; to "keep in the sparsest prose, something of the 
enthusiasm and poignancy of verse... to make it beautiful 
without letting anybody know about it".® Although this aim, 
and Drinkwater*8 achievement, are of merit, his own criticism 
of Nan might be taken as a warning. If a drama demands 
language with "some of the qualities of poetry", it is 
usually best expressed in completely poetio language. 
Drinkwater’s last raaark is important - "... without letting 
anybody know about it". It goes to the root of the modem
1. op.olt., p.124.
2. Sean O'Casey, Juno and the P^ycocfc; 1925.
3. The Gentle Art of Theaire-Going. p.l78.
4. Review of ’Dauber*, p.lsi.
5. Preface to Collected Plays. 1925, p.viii.
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audience’s suspicion of poetry in the theatre.^ Drinkwater 
was not evading the issue, but facing a major problem 
confronting the poetio dramatist today.
The characters of tragedy are generic, ’symbols’, 
rather than particularised individuals. The "great victims" 
of tragedy are always "greater in stature than the common 
man, whatever the environment in vdiich they move".® This 
heightening and universalisIng is necessary that tragedy 
should achieve its spiritual function, the ’purging’ of our 
spirits.® The supreme exaltation of tragedy comes from life 
so presented that the audience finds itself straining up to 
its tragedy or achievement.* This idea implies Drinkwater’s 
familiarity with Abercrombie’s exposition of the artistic 
mastery of existence. Like Abercrombie, he finds that we 
exult in art, as we cannot in life, at the supreme moment of 
distress, an experience which is an element of the sense of 
mastery of existence.® The audience can "exult" even while 
the protagonists are "subjected to extreme distress".®
"Distress" and severity, however, are not in 
themselves essential to tragedy. Drinkwater illustratee from 
Swinburne’s Sigurd, that protagonists may "pass through the
1. See Chapter II, pj«0jp'ofe-7
2. Introduction to F, Vernon’s The Twentieth gentury Theatre. 
1924, p.6.
3; English Poetry, p.13.
4. Introduction to The Twentieth Century Theatre, p.6.
3; op. Abercrombie, Chapter IV, pp. 11,13,IV; and, op. supra.p.ô-. 
Ô. Swinburne, p.47.
3complets arc of their being in a state of Joyousness, and 
remain strictly tragic".^ On the other hand, Galsworthy’s 
The Silver Bpx^ ’^ remains a comedy in spite of its relentless 
s e v e r i t y " D e a t h  in Hamlet is not the tragic climax, but 
"an accident of the real th^ae" Shakespeare gives a
disastrous ending "when it seems to him in the terms of 
character to be necessary"5^ as in Othello and Macbeth, but 
he also uses it because it is "convenient" for the theatre in 
which he worked,^
Drinkwater’s distinction between tragedy and 
comedy is the foundation for his distinction between prose 
and poetic drama. He found that tragedy demanded heightened,
17
rhythmic language because it dealt with "elanental idea" and 
"fundamental passion",® He makes the same distinction as 
Masefield® and Abercrombie^®, between body and spirit, outer 
and inner, temporary and eternal. Poetry helps towards the 
"last achievement of the anbodled language of spirit"^^; it 
does not violate, but it m a k %  unnecessary, everyday verisimil­
itude. Drinkwater sees the attempt to dress Shakespeare in
1. op.oit.
8; J. Galsworthy, The Silver Box. 1909.
3; Review of ’Dauber’, p.124. ^25-
4. HamiAt (Collins’ New Stage Shakespeare) 4a introduction 198&, 
pp.v-vi,
5. As You Like It. op.oit. Introduction, p.viii.
6. Hamlet, op.oit. Introduction, p.vi.
7. Review of ’Dauber’, pp.124-5.
8. op.oit.
9. See Chapter III, p.19'.
10. See Chapter IV, pfSS.^Yi-^
11. Swinburne, p.143.
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sightiesntih oentuiy costume as unnecessary before anything 
else, since poetry "purges tragedy of inessentials", is a 
"concentrated aiKi symbolic language emphasising the ocmimon 
factors of humanity".^
Drinkwater agrees with Abercrombie that "all 
things are in the province of poetry". It is not the matter, 
but the way in vdiich it comes to us whioh is poetic. In
+c> „
poetry matter is "subjected" in a mood of "intensity".*^ He 
agrees that poetry deals with the "shaped and concrete 
thing".* But there is much which in its particularised form 
is too local and too dependent on accidental factors to be 
transposed directly into poetry". This, Drinkwater does not 
confuse with a severance from everyday life, thus, he is 
safeguarded against one of the weaknesses of nineteenth 
century poetic drama. He finds that "poetic conception" or 
the "stirring of emotion to poetic intensity" is almost always 
"coincident with a sympathy with the ccsnmon experience of the 
world". Poetio drama does not need to give an Impression
of life as we know it on the "surface of dally experience"®; 
realistic drama attempting this "seldom escapes the tyranny 
of its own devices"."^ Drinkwater’s idea that the poetic 
drama does not need to forsake the actual to achieve the
1; Swinburne, p.146, and cp. Abercrombie, Chapter IV,pp.25-5-.
2. Review of ’Dauber*, p.125.
3. The Lyric, p. 16.
4. L. Abercrombie, See Chapter IV, p.182.'^^^
5. ’Rupert Brooke’, Prose Papers, p.182.
6. Shakesneare. p.llïïl '
7. op.oit., pp.82-3, and c.p. Abercrombie, Chapter IV, p.
3spiritual reality, strongly recalls Abercrombie.^ Indeed, 
the "trivial and contemporary" are not only a means, but a 
"convenient idiom" by which the dramatist oan express his 
"vision of fundamental things".^ Shakespeare gives an 
illusion of the everyday, \^ile the play "does its profounder 
business reticently".^ Drinkwater does not simply imply 
that any drama, realistic or poetic, oan absolutely imitate 
life in its materials or language. In realistic drama, as 
in any other, the speech is "selected, heightened, arranged 
wPfehr dramatic sequence", although there may be "elaborate 
care to conceal" It, as in Chehov’s drama,* To accept as 
the basis of the language of a drama the "current speech of 
daily life". Is to limit it to language vdiich has "lost all 
freshness and a great deal of its meaning”. Life can only 
become art "by oonoentrat ion and selection", therefore. Its 
expression should be "correspondingly artificial and purged".® 
The greatest drama is "poetio drama in which expression 
reaches the highest artificiality and the symbol most 
consistently takes the place of traditional formulae of speech" 
The term "artificially" is, perhaps, unfortunate, but the idea 
is sound.
The importance of Drinkwater’s conception of poetry
1. See Chapter IV, pp.88s5.aiq
2. The gentle Art of Theatre-Going, pp.82-3.
3. Shakesneare. p.ïis.
4. The iîéntfërArt of Theatre-Going, p.105, and op. Abercrombie,
Chapter IV, p.2&.
5. Introduction to St.John Hankin’s Plays, Martin Seeker,1923,
, vol.I,p.9. -------- r-----— --------
6. op.cit.,p.234.
7. ob.oit.
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is that It shows his realieation that some, and not all
material, demands poetry, and is "only possible in the
impassioned, rhytbmio expression that comes to poetry at its
highest pressure".^ He sees, therefore, the contradiction
of writing a drama "arbitrarily in verse".® This implies
a qualification of his denial that form is an aspect of
concept.^ But it is signifioent that Drinkwater never takes
the steps of saying that certain things are "only possible"
fx>
IrH the form of poetio drama, only in the language "poetry". 
Moreover, Drinkwater makes the further point, vAiich often 
escaped the nineteenth oentuiy poetic dramatists, that 
certain material demands not only the language of poetry, 
but its formal structure and unity. The Victorian dramas, 
"lacked the first essential of all drama - the "objective 
quality". In Swinburne’s drama, this was due to a defective 
apprehension of the real nature of form".^ They used poetry 
to give unlimited scope to emotion, neglecting the "necessity 
of the opposite parts of a poem, fusing themselves into a 
technical, as well as an intellectual and emotional vdiole".^ 
If poetry is truly demanded, the intensity of emotion will 
"inevitably call up the intellectual power necessary to its
1; Introduction to Keats’ Poetical Works. 1942, p.xiii.
2; See supra.,
3.
4. Swinburne, p.99.
5. "’Tradition and Teciinique’, The Poetry Review. July, 1912, 
p.298.
Q
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shaping”,^ This conoeption is of great importance to 
Drinkwater as a poetic dramatist,
Drinkwater*8 valuing of the symbol and the 
"artificial" is part of a larger insistence on the necessity 
for uncompromising convention In art. For this reason he 
sees possibilities in the use of lyric and stanzaic fomus in 
drama, and is attracted by the established conventions of 
poetic drama - the chorus, soliloquy and messenger- 
speech. There are "enormous possibilities"^ in the stanzalc 
form, and "rhymed couplets" are "very effective".® He mokes 
the important condition that the "unity of lyric forms must 
be substituted for the unity of the governing elasticity of 
blank verse".* With this remark should be taken his critic­
ism of Byron’s Cain as "fluent lyricism"®, not dramatio poetry.
Drinkwater, the practical theatre-man, sees the 
aid and scope which convention gives to the dramatist, their 
formal "aesthetic" value as well as their expression of the 
context. When he states that their chief value is that they 
enable the dramatist to combine the objective and subjective, 
he safeguards himself against one of the weaknesses of nine­
teenth century poetio drama, and shows his healthy attitude
1; The Lyric, pp.31-2, note.
2. Swinburne. p.142.
3. op.oit;, p.143.
4. op.oit., p.142.
5. The Pilgrim of Stemitv. p.319.
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iîo his heritage of drama, particularly the Elizabethan drama. 
In Shakespeare’s drama the "objective quality", was integrated 
with a subjective sense of equal supremacy",^ while the 
Victorian dramas lacked the essential quality of the two - 
the "objective quality".^
Drinkwater stresses that "commentary" is essential 
to drama of considerable rank;® the artist must "aigue about 
life". His commaitary, like character and action, must, 
however, "arise definitely from the nature of the chief 
design and be a corporate part of it".* The value of the 
chorus tdiich is the "poet’s argument in drama" is that it 
enables him to keep his "deliberate argument" objective.® For 
this reason he urges that its use should be completely 
uncompromising. In the earliest English drama there was "too 
frank argument" not clearly out off from character, as in the 
Greek theatre, nor "woven into the fibre of the characterlsa- 
tion;j" - as "attempted" by the Elizabethan soliloquy.® 
Drinkwater’8 uncompromising attitude is beneficial after the 
nineteenth obntury poetic drama. This is apparent when he
I
criticises the soliloquy as "blurring" - depriving the 
audience of "help to which it has legitimate c l a i m " B u t  it
1; Victorian Poetry, p.139. 
2i cip, cit.
3; ’St.John Hankin’, p.241. 
4; Swinburne, p.112.
5; *St.Johri Hankin’, p.239.
6. op.oit., p.240.
7. op.oit., pp.240-241.
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is dlffloult to assent to his criticism since, ar Drinkwater 
elsewhere shows himself av/are, the soliloquy ale no is not 
the equivalent of the Greek chorus. He finds that it is an 
"ai’tistic contradiction" to identify chorus with character,^ 
but it ia easier to see this oontradiotion where there la a 
failure to identify them - as at timee^Maaefield’s Nan.® 
Drinkwater does not find this contradiction in Menefield’a 
Gaffer learce, although he notes that the Gaffer, and one of 
leats’ plays are "the most complete attempts to give this 
elemental desire (chorio oommentaiy) nati^ai expression,,, 
in m o d e m  drama".3
Drinkwater dislikes compromise in convention 
because it tends towards the natural os distinct from life 
in terms of objective art. He complains that the acted drama 
can never achieve the "purity of convention possible in 
other arts" because the "personality of the player is a 
capricious factor", is the "one inescapably natural theory 
where everything else, character, action, sceneiy, speech, are 
creations of art".* This insistence on convention in art 
marks Drinktrater as spiritually of the tribe of poetic, not 
prose dramatists, and enforces that his championing of poetic 
drama was sound and deeply felt, although in practice he 
wavered. There is no retraction of his statements concerning
1; Swinburne, p.162.
2. See fchapter III, pp>55=6.'‘'‘=’
3. »3t. John Hankin', p.243.
4. The Gentle Art of Theatre-Going, p.108.
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poetic urama, only a bowing in expediency. Earlier he believed, 
like Abercrombie and haaefield, that "the stage cannot regain 
its full vigour until it has rediscovered poetry .s its 
natural expression".! But finally he came to the conclusion 
that "verse could nut be the staple of a m o d e m  drama that 
meant to come out into the open and challenge the opinion of
the people",^ He does not say poetry cannot be "natural
'
expression", but that at the time (1918), it is not accepted 
as natural expression in the theatre,
Drinkwater wished before all else, to put his 
plays into the ordinaiy theatre. The same practical attitude 
paradoxically draws him awsy from poetic drama and equips 
him to ocmbat sane of the failings of the nineteenth century 
poetio dramatists. They too, especially Lamb and Byron, saw 
the drawbacks of the "capricious factor" of the actor's 
personality. But Drinkwater's practical training also made 
him aware of its compensations; "immediacy of appeal",
"communal excitement", and, "scope of expression". He realises 
that although the play is an "organic vdiole before it is 
acted,® its potentialities are only to be brought to life in 
performance. The physical presence of the actor gives that 
"dimensional"* power by which the "whole contract is given as
1. 'St.John Hankin', p.259.
2. Discoverer, p.217.
3. t H's Gentle Art of Theatre-Going, p.117.
*• Gentle Art 6f! ÿheâtre-Üoing. pp. 114-115.
o
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its artistic validity”,^ It Is only by the "response of
Pi
the audience" that drama is ccmpleted, Drinkwater makes it 
quite clear, however, that this necessity for production has 
nothing to do vrith the extrinsic attractions of scenery. If 
scenery is used, it should be "as accurate ancL true to nature 
as possible", but it is "unnecessary".^
Drinkwater’s insistence on the contract between 
artist, actors and audience, also equipped him to write a 
poetic drama vdiich the ordinaiy theatre was capable of ful­
filling. H is  experience as Seanchan in Yeats' The K in g 's  
Threshold*, revealed to him one of the dangers of poetic 
drama; he comments that Yeats* dramatio theoiy "made demands 
upon the players that could have no reasonable hope of fulfil-^ 
ment in the oomjaon traffic of the stage".® He finds that 
some of Shakespeare'8 heroes are beyond an actor's capacity - 
the adtof*mu3t have "iiamense'staying power, both in body and 
mind",®and it is for the dramatist to make full use of, but 
not to over-tax it. I n  both these instances, there le a 
conscious over-taxing. The nineteenth century poetic dramatist 
frequently wrote plays out of haimony with the physical limited 
media of the theatre, from the opposite reason. Drlnkwater
i ;  o p : c i t ;
8 ; o p .c i t . ,  p . 1 1 4 .
3 . Lecture on 'T h e  Draped Stage*, Birm ingham  Dail M a l l ,  2 1 s t
• April, 1 9 0 8 .
4 .  W .B . Y e a ts , The K in g 's  T h re s held. 1 9 0 4 .
5 .  D is c o v e ry . 1 9 3 2 , p . 1 7 4 .
6 .  f 'h e " t fe n t le -A r t  o f  T h e a tre -G o in g , p . 1 2 2 .
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coimaents that Byron sometimeE shows a lack of "theatrical 
'savoir-faire'".! His theory Is less profound than Masefield's 
or Abercrombie's, but its great compensation is"theatricalsa»w-{i^. 
’aavoii'—fiaiic!'". Drinkwater began his dramatic career with 
five short poetic plays. The first of these,Co^ieti^^,was 
highly praised by Abercroaibie as a "coapletely dramatio thing 
in lyrioal measure"^. His praise was warranted; Drinkwater 
not only aohlGved a fusion of lyric and drama, but he achieved 
them in his first drama, This is due to his maintenance of 
a frank, unccsupromising, stylisation. In his next poetic 
drama, Rebellion^, there are compromises and lapses in dramatic 
method. It should be noted, however, that Cophetua has less 
passion to sustain than Bebellion. and the significance of 
the action - which is simply a king’s vindication of his 
right to make a beggar-v;oman his queen - is less intricate.
Lyric form and language are perfectly adequate in Cophetua. 
but this is not necessarily proof of the validity of lyric 
drama.
In Cophetua. unlike Rebellion, the economy and 
tautness of the verse is maintained, and Drinkwater makes no 
att^pt at full characterisation. The play has a unity and
1. The Pilgrim of Eternity, p.321.
2. Gôîàietua» 1911.
3. TTDrïn^water, Dlscoveiy. letter from Abercrombie, 1911, 
quoted, pp.221-FI
4. Rebellion. 1914.
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force which are lacking in Rebellion» Drinkv/ater pointed 
out that rhyme can be very effective in drama. This idea 
is supported by Cophetua where the rhyme keeps before us the 
regular progression of the conflict, and provides a dramatic 
tension which cannot bo given in this play, by the full nexus 
of character and action, Drlnln^rater also made the important 
reservation that the"unity of the lyric forms must be substi­
tuted for the unity of the govarning elasticity of blank 
verse", Cophetua rhymes in quatrains - a.b.a.b. or a.b.b.a., 
and this unity is substituted for the unity of blank verse. 
There is little physical action in Cophetua. Drinkwater
held that this vras unnecessary, but that there should be a
progression of idea or spiritual conflict to replace it.
The verse of Cophetua. is Itself, part of the action, vdiich is 
the "analysis of passion in conflict". In Cophetua. 
Drinkwater "used a variety of measures", to see whether & 
"rapid and changing movement of rhyme might not produce the 
same effect on the stage as physical action".! The lyric 
verse and the rhyme, are especially good for Invective and
' A plaything, a chattel, a fool -
Cry shame-on the mother's who bore you 
If you bend net hie will to your rule.
Shall a King in his folly be daring 
To speak as he would, to be wise
As he knows in his heart, and set flaring
His Insolent flame in the skies?’
1. J. Drinkwater, Discovery. p.l54.
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Cophetua is a promising start to the career of a poetio 
dramatist. But it asks the question - "Can lyric drama carry 
greater significance and passion, and therefore, greater 
conflict and inter-act ion than are required here?" Drinkwater 
newer again attempted a coupletely lyric drama.
Rebellion, opens in a way similar to Cophetua - 
a number of figures conflict with a central character - 
Narres* Narres does not completely come to life because he 
is not conflicting with other real characters. Here, for the 
first time, Drinkwater attempts a full nexus of action and 
character, but he does not make a complete break with stylisa­
tion, Phane has very little character, he merely exhibits the 
qualities opposite to Shubia and Narres. Shubia has more 
character, but she is too like Narros. In this first scene, 
Drinkwater motivates the whole play; in the second scene, the 
conflict vdiich was pre between the three characters,
inevitably progresses. But it is the idea, not the characters 
which emerges most clearly. There is a direct progression 
of idea and conflict, not replacing action, but character. 
Drinkwater skilfully prepares us for the meeting of Shubia 
and Narros. When this comes, it is disappointing and un- 
dramatic. Drinkwater loses s i ^ t  of his characters to 
capture concepts. This dialogue occurs
356
Shubia; Immoderate love -
Narros : Is the grain of the thriving wood,
Shubia: You take my words.^
Shubia»8 comment is true, and the reason is that 
either of them might say vdiat the other says; they are sharing 
the lyrical exposition of an idea. The supposed climas of 
the passion .is flat :-
Narros: Woman, your health among the
springing corn
Shubia; You strong thews of the reaping
husbandman, ®
This is not the dramatic way, it resembles t h e . 
reactions and language of some of Abercrombie’s dramatic 
poems,® Drinkwater distinguishes between mere action and 
dramatio action, vdiioh is the focussing of ideas and character 
with action. Although particularly in this scene, and 
throughout, the idea^ is clear, the characters are unconvinc­
ing. The idea is not focussed into character, nor is 
character focussed into action. We are not convinced of the 
nobility attributed to Narros by the other characters, and 
Phane does not ring true as the villain. Some of the 
dialogue is extremely inadequate;
/I
Narros; If I should fail in love?
Shubia; It were oiough
That love had made immortal one brief hour 
One period snatched out of the measured
void
Men live by
1; H Z .
2. op.oit.
3. See Chapter IV. p-
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Narros! I think I will not fail in love
Shubia; A good thought, salty. Yet should all
hours be lost
We have had one hour.
*
Mairos ; One hour that not the gods oan cancel.
The thought is not salty, whj repeat it? It is
not particularly good, and the use of an inversion to heighten
it is therefore unnecessary and also unsuccessful - "One hour 
that not the gods oan cancel" - the verse often lacks tautness, 
imagely seems blurred and unimportant words are unpleasantly 
repeat ed ; -
Narros; Today shall be our token and today
Till all todays are shepherded in sleep.
And here shall never be the slave of
there.
If we should lean upon the arms of hope
We’ll go our separate ways, not looking
back.
And leave love to its burial alone.
Shubia: I would be strong to that if that should
fall.
Yet without sin I ’ll think ItlpShal^ not
The chief blot, and it is one which recurs later, 
is Narros’ song. Shubia’s and Narros’ unwarranted complaisance 
with it, and the way it is suddenly injected into the convers­
ation, is exasperating and undramatic. The song does not
bear these repetitions:-
1. Ila.
2. op.cit.
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Shubia; The dragons of my mind have fed
On the sharp berries that are grown 
Where no wise word is ever said 
.*« Tour word of bottle - must you answer it?
... and vdiat have we to do with suoh as these?
And these the eagles of desire 
Cry up the wind in sinewy flight 
Not shamed of the immoderate fine 
That speeds the crucibles of lust.
And these the ploughs of reason rust
in reason’s night.
Can we not leave them to their vanities?"^
Written in 1914, rebellion may have caught the 
imagination. But this extrinsic appeal no longer holds. As 
a drama it has as many weak as it has strong points. Orinkwates 
marshalls his material into a clear significance with flashes 
of good poetry. He sho*% some ability to crefite a nexus of
r ■ )
character and plot and a sense of what ooaes off in the 
theatre. But his method is not consistently dramatic.
Althou^ it would be difficult to miss the governing idea 
and conflict,-at the very middle of the play, Drinkwater is 
in danger of losing the audience’s attention.
Drinkwater commented that l^ellion showed him 
the truth of Galsworthy’s warning - "thé shadow of the man 
Shakespeare" is "across the path of all who should attempt 
verse drama in these days".® After its first performance, 
he "stripped it of a little of its rhetoric".® But he found 
that not only the language, but the method required changing
1. II.2.
2. Preface to Collected Plays. Sidgwiok and Jackson, 1925, 
Vol.I, pp.vï-vïi,
3. op.oit., p.vii.
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to be accepted by a m o d e m  audience, lifter Rebellion, in hie 
three one-act plays,! he sou^t "some other constructional 
idiom" whereby verse might be accepted as a natural thing by 
a m o d e m  aWlence"L® % a t  was this new "constructional
idiom"? Drinkwater had already used lyric form. The answer 
is probably to be found in The God of 4uiet which Drinkwater 
picks out for the success of its "rather experimental idiom 
of construction",®
The Storm is, however, the first written of lawns. 
Drinkwater’s comment on the part of Alice, that it "makes 
heavy demands upon the staying power of the actress",* shows 
his practical interest and experience. I'awns were not only 
"intended for the stage" but written under the actual 
discipline of stage production, end their craftsmansip was 
learnt in the theatre.® The Storm illustrates Drinkwater’s 
definition of tragedy as the "analysis of passion in conflict" 
The plot is Alice’s acceptance of her husband’s death in the 
storm, vâiich she has inwardly feared and known, but refused 
to acknowledge. On her is thrown almost all the strain. But 
Drinkwater introduces other characters to relieve the strain 
and avoid monotony, and to deepen the significance. The old 
woman Sarah, harps Alice’s fear aright, and throws sidelights
1. Pawns. 1917, The Storm. 1915, The God of tuiet. 1916,
^ = 0. 1917.
8. Freraoe to Colleoted Plays. 1925, p.vli#
3* Note to lawns. Sidgwiok and Jackson, 1917, p.vl*
4« op.oit.
5 ,  op,cit.,p.V.
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on the relationship of Alice and her husband -
xl
Sarah; For all you would bake his bread to a
proper turn 
And remember always the day for his clean
shirt
There was many scolding word for him to
bear, "
Joan, Alice’s young sister, comforts and also 
puts the facts plainly. The two of them provoke Alice’s 
reactions and increase and vary the conflict. There is an 
"organic effect of oharaoter on character", and.a cumulative 
significance results from a "group of ... units in conflict". 
The loss of a husband is overlaid with significance - "all 
that a man becomes to a waaan", the conflict of man with 
elemental forces. In spite of their conflict, the three 
women agree in their v i w  of the world;
II
Sarah; The anger never bates.
But scourges us till time betrays the
limbs,
And strikes the tongue, and puts pence
on the eyes.
And leaves the latch for stranger hands
to lift."
Into the tense situation, and’'cutting across this 
view of life, comes a young stranger, "buffeted and breathless", 
fresh from his conflict with the storm in which Alice’s 
husband is lost. But the stranger sees the beauty and
ivvtb
challenge of the storm, brings an exultation with the suffering
iVHx)
acquiescence, focussing the tvhole with a new perspective;
El
The Stranger! You on the hills
Grow dulled, maybe, to the royalty
that finds - 
In your crooked world a thousand
splendid hours 
And a storm to you is but a hindered
task
Or a wall for mending or a gap in the
flock.
• •• I rode upon the front of heroic hours 
And once was on the crest of the
world’s tide 
Unseared as the el«aents - But he
mastered me.
That god striking a star for holiday, 
And filled himself with great barbaric
laughter 
To see me slink away, ‘f
This view is as true as the women’s. A balance 
and conflict is given in the play. But the stranger’s view 
cannot be communicated to the women :
Ihe Stranger; Not all have eyes to see.
The sense of exultation does not arise out of 
the anguish of the viotlms, as In Synge’s The Riders to the 
Sea.! Drinkwater is plainly Influenced by Synge’s play and 
by Abercrombie’s Deborah.® and by comparison with than it Is 
inferior. There is no true tragic exultation In The Storm 
although it contains elements of exultation. The malignant 
forces are too external, whereas they are Ingrained in the 
lives and minds of Synge’s and Abercrombie’s characters.
1. J.M, Synge, The Riders to the Sea. 1904.
2. L. Abercrombie. Deborah, started 1908, finished 1909 or 
1910.
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From this closeness, the exultation arises, Drinkwater has 
nothing to equal Maury as broken, jubilant, «There isn't 
anything more the sea can do to me now"^ - an acquiescence 
which stresses her kinship vjith the nature #hich scourges 
her life. In Riders to the Sea and in Deborah, unlike The 
Stem, there is no sense of waste, nor any sentimentality.
In Synge’s and Abercrombie's characters, the major forces of 
life and death seem to be summed up, fundamental movements 
of mind and spirit are laid naked. But the motives and mental 
processes of Alice are not entirely convincing. She is not 
"supremely individual" or "profoundly symbolic".^ It is in 
character for Alice to think over the daily trivial things - 
now useless, whiohshe used to do for her husband:
"And I a woman
Would neber let him ask for anything 
Because of the daily thought I took for him 
And against this spite now I've no strength
at all,"
It is absolutely right for her to "work it out" -
Slowly his doings from when he left the door
Until he comes again. You stood at the oven 
With cakes half browned against his tea. And I 
Stood here beside my man and strapped his coat 
Under his chin".
But the significance vdiich she gives to their life together
and to his death, Jars, She seems to be b ias^ in favour of
her own sex. What she says might be true, but this is not
the kind of meaning a man would have for a woman at this crisis:
1, L, Abercrombie, See Chapter 17.
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«A woman takes a mate,
And like the patient builder gcverna him 
Into the good man known through a countryside,
Or the wise friend that the neighbouiswill
seek out,
And he, for all his love, may never know 
How she has nourished the dear fine mastery 
That bids him daily down the busy road 
And leaves her by the hearth, «
III The Storm. Drinkv/ater uses not lyrio, but 
blank verse as in Rebellion. But in The Storm there is 
little of the rhetoric of Rebellion, more directness and 
naturalness. This is revealed by comparing Alice's view 
quoted above, with Shubia's on a similar theme:
(I
Shubia: I mated with you for some rapture of
the blood
I hazarded in your veins, some oarlessnesB 
That was to make life venturous,
uncfoK^
Of scheming oveimuch, I dreamt in you 
A man should see right through the
obscure world 
To the core of living, should royally set
aside
The dulled and shabby usage of a throne 
And strip the king of ceaj^onial rags. 
Robing him in new wisdom,
Alice gives her view with fewer rhetorical flourishes, less 
repetition and an unobtrusive, but more subtle rhythm,
Drinkwater picked out The God of C^uiot for its 
"rather experimental idiom of constiuction" vdiich gave "both 
pleasure and puzzlonent",^
1. I. 1.
2, I'iote to Pawns. 1917, p.vi
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In The àtoim. Drinkwater experimented with blank verse to 
make it more colloquial, flexible, and straiglitfoiward, an 
experiment similar to Abercrombie's in his drama. In The 
God of c^uiet, he carries this experiment further by intro­
ducing short lyric lines and rhyme, Drinkwater commented 
that its "lyric plan gave to many people deep pleasure",^
^/hen he speaks of a "lyric plan", and of a "new constructional 
idiom" in Pawns, he goes beyond language; the entire "plan" of 
The God of Quiet is frankly lyric. There are no characters, 
but a group of'distinct figures give choric variations on a 
theme - the theme of the true nature of "4uiet". The theme is 
higlily ironical, and Drinkvmter records that to some people 
the "ending seemed elusive", irony being "the most difficult
g
of all things on the stage'*. In Gophetua. ürinkvrater used 
rhyme esgeotally to point the irony and invective. He skil­
fully uses it for this purpose in The God of lui et. but the 
irony is not entirely successful. The ironical theme is 
well translated into dramatic terms, the irony of action and 
speech, and the implied irony of the God of Quiet's presence 
throughout. But we do not fully assent to the God's complaint: 
"Not one of you in all the world to know me",
VJhy is the old beggar included? If he is, there is no positive 
in the play, and since he does not obviously misinterpret 
"Quiet", he weakens the other ironic misinterpretations. The 
ending is theatrically effective, but it blurs the theme,
l; op.cit;, p.vii,
2, op.cit.
3F
X = C Is the most popular and striking of pawns, 
and it shows that Drinkwater profited from his earlier 
experiments. He himself comments; "X = 0 has, I hope, profited 
in directness by experience learnt from the other plays".^
The great virtue of'X = o' is the direct significance of its 
clear symmetry of form, exactly imaging the theme, and so 
turning war Into "matter for exultation",^ The play was 
especially moving when it was written in 1917, (although 
Drinkwater said that it was "conceived and written several 
years before the war")®. It has power now, apart from the 
topical interest; but it is a mixture of strength and weakness. 
On the other hand, the significance is fIrmly^unobtrusively 
impressed by the form, the parallelism, and some good verse.
On the other hand, the significance is blurred by sentimental­
ity. This confirms an earlier indication in The Storm, that 
when Drinkwater is dealing with a well-worn, fundamental 
theme, he frequently tends to sentimentality. The danger of 
Swinburne's "emotional and philosophic reading of life is, 
Drinkwater found, that the "poignancy that is begotten of the 
conflict, shall become diluted with sentimentality... it is 
the business of the poet to keep it out of his art". This 
flaw recurs later in Abraham Lincoln^, vdiere, when Lee is
1. op.cit.
2. L. Abercrombie, See Chapter IV.
3. Baohe Matthews, History of the Birmingham Repertory Theatre, 
.1924, pp.69-70.
4. Swinburne, pp.53-5.
5. AbrahamTln coin. 1918.
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about to surrender, Drinkvjater blurs a well-plaoed incident 
of a soldier about to be shot, by making him produce his 
mother's photograph".^ Tn'x « 0 , 'the soldiers, rightly, are 
not fully characterised, but Drinkwater attempts to deepen 
the pathos end significance by a sentimental delving into 
the private lives of these representative figures, making 
one a poet, another a sculptor, another a Utopian politician. 
This savours of special pleading. The waste of special 
gifts undoubtedly heightens the tragedy, but Drinkwater is 
selective where he should be universal. And when once he 
steps outside his representative figures, there is nothing 
to check unbridled discussion and feeling.
In spite of their unevenness, these early poetic 
plays have many strong points. They are uncompromisingly 
poetic in method, and (except Rebellion). dramatic.
Drinkwater experiments boldly with blank verse, colloquial 
poetry and lyric drama. He asserts the validity of language 
as action, of myth and legend as reality, and of convention 
as a realistic medium. Most important, his experiments are 
tested in practical theatre-work. The verse plays were not 
only "Intended for the stage", but written "under the actual 
discipline of at age-product ion". This is the only sure 
foundation for pioneer-work in drama, and especially in poetic 
drama.
After this group of poetic plays written between
1. Scene. 5.
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1911 and 1917, Drlnkvjater wrote only one play in verse - A
- "a play, primarily Intended for v/ireleaa".® 
Although by now, Drinkwater had come to the o one lus Ion that 
verse could not be the staple of a drama which meant to 
come out Into the open and challenge the opinion of the 
people", he did not intend the play only for the radio.
But it is not a serious return to poetic drama, and it needs 
little attention, A Midsummer i3ve is a fantasia in tenus of 
m o d e m  life on the legend associated with Midsummer Eve,
Once more, Drinkwater uses rhyme. In his notes to the 
producer of the play by wireless, Drinlcwater says, "the 
verse itself, properly delivered, is an essential part of 
the drama".® This is in keeping with his theoiy of poetio 
drama.^ The plot is the response of a young country-glrl 
to the call of Pan; In spite of the blandishments of a rich 
business man, and her engagement to a rustic Dobbin. In a 
light vein the play turns its back on realism. It shows 
the impinging of a world of nature "wild and heady", free 
from earthly lusts and corruptions, upon a world which sets 
great store by:
"A Mayfair flat,
A Riviera villa and all that,
Carteblanche accounts with Cartier and : forth, 
... suites at the Lido, Deauville, Cannes, Palm
Beach".
1. Midsummer Eve. 1932.
2'. Cee Midsummer Sye. Sidgwick and Jackson, 1932.
3. Notes for the producer of the play. See Midsummer 2ve. 1932, 
P.V,
4. See supra. pp.&->6, 84.
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llttle Johnny^ is a grim one-aot play in prose.
The plot is slight - the ironio oondeonatlon of a man vdiose 
life depends on the identification of a child's ball,
Bennett is accused of murdering little Johnny, whose ball 
is found on him, Johnny's grandmother, old Mrs, Quale, 
proves Bennett guilty, recognising the ball because she her­
self "wound it up on the three-cornered piece of black leather 
cut out of the sole of an old shoe". It is prose in concep­
tion and prose is its perfectly adequate medium. But, having 
broken with poetio drama, Drinkwater did not find prose alone 
adequate in all his prose plays.
Several important questions are raised by 
Drinkwater's change from poetic to prose drama. Does he in 
fact leave poetiy for prose in a wider sense than language?
Are his experiments in carrying into prose some of the 
qualities of poetry successful? What is the result of a 
mingling of the two methods? Does he write any prose plays 
which are essentially poetic, or even more tiuly poetio than 
his verse plays?
o
Abraham Lincoln was written in the year after 
Pawns was published. It is the first of a historical trilogy 
in which Drinkwater attempts to "keep in the sparest prose 
idiom, something of the enthusiasm and poignancy of verse...
1* Little Johnny. 1921.
2. Abraham Lincoln. 1918.
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to make It beautiful without letting anybody know about it"#^ 
Thus he did not intend a complete break with poetry in his 
drama. He went further, he made frank use of one of the 
oldest conventions of poetic drama - choric comment a ly. 
Drinkwater held that commentary is essential to any drama of
cM jl
considered rank. The great role played by the Chroniclers 
and their poetic language, indicate the seriousness of 
Drinkwater'8 intention. The chroniclers' verse leaves no 
doubt that Drinkwater profited from his early verse plays.
In them he had experimented in rhetorical blank verse, 
colloquial blank verse, lyrio verse and rhyme, and their 
mingling. Colloquial poetry is not suited to Abraham 
Lincoln I Drinkwater concentrates on simplicity, with majesty, 
profiting from his earlier experiment to free his verse of 
rhetoric in Rebellion, and his experiments to gain elasticity 
and directness in Pawns *
i*
Two Chroniclers : Kinsmen, you shall behold
Our stage, in mimio action, mould 
A man's character
This is the wonder, always, everywhere - 
Not that vast mutability which is event 
The pits and pinnacles of change.
But man's desire and valianoe that range 
All circumstance, and come to porÇ„
unspent.
1, Preface to Collected Plays. 1925, p.viii.
S. The Chroniclers before scene 1.
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A similar majesty was intended in Rebellion, but 
there the verse was uneven and frequently clogged with rhetoric. 
In Cophetua, Drinkwater used lyric verse and rhyme for a less 
serious purpose. In the verse of Abraham Lincoln. Drinkwater 
feeling free to allow the language to be "beautiful", this 
time * allowing)* people to ^know about it*), enlists all 
possible resources. The prose is the more effective by 
contrast.
It is highly probable that Hardy's chorus of
Spirits in The Dynasts^, exercised a strong influence on
)
Drinkwater, But Drinkwater uses his chorus to mould the 
play into a significance opposite to that of The Dynasts.
The Spirit of the Years in the latter, invites the younger 
spirits to:
**enter scene by scene 
And watch the spectacle of Europe's move 
In her embroil, as they were self-ordained 
According to "ttie naive and liberal creed 
Of our great-hearted Compassionates 
Forgetting the Prime Mover of the gear.
As puppet-watchers him who pulls the strings.
You'll mark the twitchings of this Bonaparte 
As he with other figures foots his reel.
Until he twitch him into his lonely grave 
... So may ye judge earth’s jackaclocks to be 
Not fugled by one will, but function-free**.®
These spirits keep before us, and constantly testify to an
Intense conceptional poetry. In Abraham Lincoln, the
chroniclers too, comment on the action, forecast, presage,
provide an emotional and aesthetic, as well as an intellectual
1; T, Hardy, The Dynasts. 1903-8.
2. op.cit., Fore-scene, part I.
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signifloanoe. But they fulfil a far narrower function, and 
exercise far less power. T h ^  are there chiefly to show;
"Presiding everyydiere 
Upon event was one man's characxer”.
We feel that the parts in verse required poetry, but we
assent to prose for the n^t. Abraham Lincoln is a prose
play. The Dynasts, separated from Abraham L incoln by the
intensity of its conception is poetic drama.
The prose of Abraham Lincoln is adequate because 
Drinkwater succeeds in giving it "some of the enthusiasm and 
poignancy of verse". He described Hankin's plays as 
"vibrant with style".^ This is true of the following 
passage:
I
Mrs. Lincoln: You said this was a great evening for 
me. It is, and I'll say more than I mostly do, 
because it is. I'm likely to go into history now 
with a great man. For I know better than any how 
great he is. I ’m plain looking and I've a sharp 
tongue, and I've a mind that doesn’t always go in 
his easy, high way. And that's what history will 
see, and it will laugh a little, and say 'Poor 
Abraham Lincoln', That's all right, but it's not 
all. I ’ve always known when he would go forward, 
and when he should hold back. I've watched, and 
watched, and what I've learnt jlmerica will profit 
by. There are women like that, lots of them. But 
I'm lucky. My work's going farther than Illinois - 
it's going further than any of us can tellZ®
In the preface to his historical plays, Drinkwater 
says that the "problem of leadership,of the one man human in 
all respects like the rest, being set in a position of great
1. Last chorus of the chroniclers.
2. Introduction to St.John Hankin's Plays, 2 vols, 1923, Vol.I,
p.v.
3. I.i.
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authority seemed to me to be of Immense dramatic significance" 
This "one concrete example" of drama’s relationship to 
histoiy, he illustrates in "three phases"; Abraham Lincoln. 
plivG? and ! obert E. Lee. Lee rightly claims its
dramatic significance, but, as Drinlavater himself pointed 
out, this need not be "poetic significance".''^ In these 
three plays there is "immense dramatic significance", but 
none of them demands complete poetic form. Parts, but not 
all of Abraham Lincoln, required poetry, and Drinkwater 
wisely kept them distinct. His aim was not the "exhaustive 
presentation of a character, but the dramatisation of a 
theme". It is the theme vhich emerges most clearly, 
inseparable,it is true, from the character of Lincoln, but 
not inseparable as in The Dynasts from the poetic significance 
given in the verse. This has been stressed since there is 
always the possibility that a prose play will be more truly 
poetic than a poetic play. Drinkwater's particular concep­
tion of the significance of the historical material tends away 
from poetry. He emphasises the unspectacular strength of 
Abraham Lincoln, the unspectacular groundwork of the mighty 
events and crises, as in the scene in which President
Lincoln interviews Mrs. Otherly and Mrs. Blow.^ He builds
mio
the unspectacular with his material and language because it
1. Oliver Cromwell. 1921.
8. Bobeid: E. Lee. 1925.
3. The Lyric. V . 33.
4. Scene 3.
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is part of his dramatio intention to show a man "human in
all respects like the rôst". Drinkwater deliberately handles
some of his material without vivacity.
bome of the apeotrea of Abraham Lincoln, however,
have the enthusiasm and poignancy of poetiy. But it should be
noted that although Drinkwater is to be commended for not
falling below their level - an achievement which was not
always Masefield's^ - these are taken very closely from
2
Lincoln's actual speeches.'^ The notable examples are both
Lincoln's speeches:
Lincoln: I am loath to close. We are not enemies, 
but friends. We must not be enemies. Though 
passion may have strained, do not allow it to break 
our bonds of affection."
g
This Is taken exactly from Lincoln’s ’Inaugural Address.' Part 
of Lincoln’s last speech, before his assassination,is taken 
from the great Gettysburg speech, and froa his'second 
’Inaugural Address*,:
Lincoln; ... with malice t a mrd none, with charity 
for all *,,, resolve that this nation, under God, 
shall'have a new birth of freedom, and that the 
government of the people, by the people, for the 
people, shall not perish from the earth."^
It is proof of Drinkwater’s success in bringing some of the
qualities of poetry into the strictest prose, that their
dramatic contexts do not mar the speeches which he uses.
1. See Chapter III.
2. See Abraham Lincoln’s Pen and Voice. 1890, G.Brl Van Buren.
3. March, 1861.
4. Second Inaugural Address, March 4, 1865.
5. Address at the dedication of Gettysburg Cemetery, Nov.19, 
1863.
o
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Drinkwater’s next historical play, Maiy Stuart.^ 
diffsrs from Abraham Lincoln in intention, method and use of 
the historical material. Here, Drinkwater’s aim is not 
the "dramatisation of a theme", but t he resent ati on of a 
character". Once more, although the play has been conceived 
with some intensity, and Drinkwater feels the need for devices 
which he used in his verse plays, prose is adequate,
Drinkiirater defined tragedy as the "analysis of passion in 
conflict". This is what Drinkwater intends, but falls to 
present in Mary Stuart. He argued that in Masefield’s The 
Tragedy of Man. this dananded poetry, not simply poetic prose. 
Nan passed beyond character to become a profound symbol. We 
cannot apply this to Mary Stuart. Drinkvmter analyses the 
conflict of Mary’s passion, but he is equally intent on giving 
a strong, nevf interpretation of her character and tragedy.
She never becomes a profound symbol. The particular new 
emidiasis Drinkwater wishes to give is summed up in the 
recurrent song, composed by Mery herself:
"Hot Ricclo, nor Damley knew 
Nor Bcthwell, how to find 
This Mary’s best magnificence 
Of the great lover’s mind".
Mary herself, is at great pains to give this its corrobstory,
by persistent self-declaration and self-analysis. There is
too much analysis, not enough of the clear lines of emotional
conflict. At the opening, Mary speaks thus:
1. Mary Stuart. 1921-2.
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"I have talent - as rare as any in Europe.
It should be my broad road - that and my love*
And I cannot use it, for my love is beaten up
like dust, blinding me. Wanton, it is said.
No woman, I think was ever so little want on.
To be troubled always in desires - that's tc be
cursed, not wanton. Little frustrations and it 
should be the wide and ample movement of life.
I want to forget it all - wholly to become it.
And there are Damley, rdccio,,Bothwell. And my 
power lies unused, it rusts".
To a poet, Drinlrwater said in dieoussing Swinburne'8 Mary 
Stuart. Mary is neither good nor bad, but "e superb manifesta­
tion of passionate life".^ Prose is adequate to express this
i^ hedh
detached analysis in which Drinktvater tries to prove^Mary^<r<^/D 
good not bad.
Although we hear much of it, we see little of 
Mary's "best magnificence" of the "great lover's mind".
Mary's way with her lovers gives a strong impression of the 
opposite. At the close, Bothwell makes a last attempt to 
sway Mary:
Bothwell: You have fires. Can you quench them?
Mary, my beloved, I am stronger than you. Come - 
I bid it.
Mary stays a moment bound 
in his arms. Then she 
slowly releases herself.
Mary; It is magnificent. But I told you I am 
wiser than my blood
1. Mary Stuart. Act I.
2. Swinburne,p.136.
5 . IT:--------
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This is our impression, an impression opposite 
to that given in Rebellion. Rebellion is a weaker play, but 
there is more passion in its characters. In Abraham Lincoln 
the small unspectacular details counted for something, but 
in Mary Stuart. Drinkwater attempts to show "at the centre" 
of history, the "only glowing reality, a passionate woman",^ 
attempts and fails. At the crises, the prose is frequently 
good, but in the manner of oratory; Mary the fine orator, 
"wiser than her blood", not iv^ry the "passionate woman" 
speaîvs.
In Oliver Cromwell, written in the same year as 
IJary Stuart. Drinkwater dramatises a second phase of the theme 
of Abraham Lincoln. Oliver Cromwell is near in thane to 
Abraham Lincoln, and to Mary Stuart in form. Abraham 
Lino oln is a leisurely chroniole-play, Oliver Cromwell is 
less vast, its detail is more compressed, it is more easily 
grasped as an organic unity. In Oliver Cromwell. Drinkwater 
makes the most inelstent use of verse comment in the form of 
songs and poems, since his early poetic dramas. But here 
the songs have an additional function - to build in the seven­
teenth century world of the play. All but one are from 
Herrick, Herbert, Harvell and the Bible, and Drinkwater 
naturalises them to excess. The characters are God-fearing 
rustic church people. Drinkwater arranges a scene - excellent 
for the theatre - in vdiich all the farm-labourers gather to
1. 1 .1.
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give thanks to God, receive a pious address from Cromwell, 
and join together in the hymn:
"/II people that on earbh do dwell",^
The obviousness is oompeneated by theatrical effectiveness, 
Drinkwater knew well that a play must, before all else, "hold 
the attention of the audience",^ Most of the uoems are 
given to the serene, aged and pious mother of Cromwell. It 
is natural for her to withdraw from the immediate conflict in*^ 
her poetry, to make wise, timely remarks, to ask others to 
read poetry to her. But the poems are always irritatingly 
apt 5 a good theatrical device - over-obvious, and over-used, - 
cancels out theatrical effectiveness. Drinkv/ater was vdse to 
keep his verse commentary stylised and distinct from the 
prose in Abraham Lincoln. In Robert 3 . Lee, v/hich follovrs 
Oliver Cromwell, he is wiser. He thoroufÿily and unobtrusively 
naturalises his commentary, and allows his characters to sing 
for joy of singing, without a "palpable design" on us.
The examination of Drinkwater's prose dramas 
brings an increasing awareness that, although Drinkwater made 
a promising start as a poetio dramatist, and although he is 
both poet and dramat 1st, he is at home in prose drama. His 
attempts to use the devices of his poetio dramas in his prose 
dramas indicate that in his case (although not necessarily in 
general), it is better to use either uncompromising prose or
1. Scene 1.
A. Tki. tht , f77.
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uncomproDiialng poetio method. Where these poetic devices are 
not demanded by an intensity in the entire play, they appear 
tacked on. The poignancy and enthusiasm of poetry which 
Drinkwater successfully brings into prose drama, however, are 
precisely the qualities which make for good oratory, Drinkwater
instinctively uses poetic language and devices vdien he wishes
»
to give brealth and intensity to his prose plays « This shows 
that he does not retract his ideas on poetic drama. But vAien 
he feels most intensely in drama, he naturally expresses him­
self in good, oratorical prose.
Robert E. Lee is the third dramatisation of the 
"three phases". In his preface to his plays, Drinkwater 
claizas boldly that "the transition from verse to prose, from 
Z Z 0. to Abraham Lincoln was not a surrender, but a 
recognition that any chance of development in one’s dramatic 
technique depends upon an acceptance of the fact that if one
insists on staying in the theatre at all, one may be anything
•'l
one likes, so long as one is not doctrinaire. By this 
time, he felt that to try to introduce poetry into the 
theatre was to be "doctrinaire". This may be true in 
Drinkwater’s case; it is certainly not true in general. 
Drinkwater wrote insufficient poetic dramas, especially 
insufficient poetic dramas of more then one act, for us to 
judge whether his dramatio technique would have improved had 
he continued as a poetic dramatist. The experiments he made
1. Preface to Collected Plays, 1925, pp.vii-viii.
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suggest that it would. But undoubtedly, his dramatio 
technique improved in his prose drama and especially in 
Robert E« Lee, vdiere he does not attempt to tack on poetic 
devices.
In Robert E. Lee, like Abraham Lincoln and Oliver 
Cromwell, and unlike Mary Stuart. Drinkwater's aim is to 
dramatise a thme. Abraham Lincoln and Robert S. Lee are 
different kinds of chronicle plays; the latter is more true 
to the Shakespearean kind of chroniole-play, having far more 
action, far less discussion,than Abraham Lincoln. It is a 
better made, more organic and unified play; there is a sounder
relationship between action, characters a M  significance. Not
only Lee himself, but all the diaracters come to life, 
especially the four young Virginians - Tom Buchanan, Ray 
Warranton, David Peel and Duff Penner. These characters play 
a vital part in the action and naturally conflict as individ­
uals. But they are equally representative, and the most
skilful, dramatic commentary Drinkwater has yet provided.
Beneath their differences is a fundamental likeness and common 
bond; their very individuality and grouping, and their 
presence throughout comments by implication. X - 0, Drink- 
water's poetio play vdiich is linked with the historical dramas 
by its theme, was marred vAien Drinkwater attempted to make 
his representative figures poets, artists and dreamers. In 
Robert E. Lee, he introduces David Peel a "dreamer who no more 
confuses dreaming with stupor than he does over—emphasis with
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passion". Peel combines the active and choric. Duff Penner 
a similar "dreamer" carries his banjo to war with him and 
this itself symbolises the courage and the indomitable spirit 
of the Virginians, Only at the close the banjo is wrecked,
Duff dies and the Virginians are forced to surrender. But 
we, like his companions, respond to Duff's songs, simply as 
songs. The verse chorus of Abrgiham Lincoln, was fine, but 
there is a gain in dramatic unity and significance when the 
commentary of a prose play is the ordinary inter-action and 
conversation of live characters within the play.
Paradoxically, in Robert S, Lee, where Drinkwater 
dispenses with poetic devices, there is an organic vein of 
poetry. We first see the band of Virginians as young hunters 
in the woods at Arlington, with their freedom, like Lee, to 
make their choice, their comradeship and marksmanship which 
are to have increased significance later. This contrasts with 
the ball-room scene where, amid their last freedom and enjoy­
ment, Lee and the Virginians make their choice to secede, and 
the cross-cutting of loyalties becomes more urgent. Next, we 
see them as soldiers on Malvern Hill, hunting in deadly 
earnest. The play opens on a grave note, with the decision 
facing Lee, It ends with Lee's moving grave message to his 
men forced to surrender. The band of Virginians return to 
Arlington woods, this time with one of their number - Duff 
Penner — missing, James Agate makes a fine comment on this 
play vdiioh brings out the implicit poetry of its conception and
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method:
"The play moves symphonioally, full of contrasted, 
yet inwardly related movements. It maintains a spiritual 
whole, co-ordinating the allegro of Lee's independence, the 
adagio of his farewell, the scherzo in the woods vdiich is the 
young mens' joy of war, and the grave liturgical close".
In Abraham Lincoln and Oliver Cromwell.
Drinkwater did not make a complete break with poetic method, 
and these plays mar some of the uses and disadvantages of a 
mingling of the poetry and prose. In Robert S. Lee.
Drinkwater does not use poetio devices or language, but there 
is an underlying poetiy in his conception and ™.“+hod.
Following these historical plays, Drinkwater 
wrote five more plays in prose; Robert Burns.^ Bird in Hand.^ 
Laving the Devil.® A Man's House^ and Garibaldi®, which are 
essentially prose plays with the exception of A Man's House. 
Robert E. Lee showed an approach to poetry in a prose play. 
This is most clear in A Man's House.
A Man's House is the dramatisation of Jesuswords 
"I came not to send peace but a sword. And a man's foes shall
A
be they of his own household". Drinkwater takes various 
elements from the Bible - Jesus' healing of the blind, the
1; Robert B u m s . 1925.
2. Bird in kanl. 1927.
3. Laying the Devil. 1933.
4. A Man's riouae. 1934.
5. Garibaldi . U 3 6 .
6. 9rom si.Silathew, ch. 10 w.34, 36; See Act I.
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political, social and spiritual unrest surrounding his
ministry, his crucifixion and his resurrection, and relates
them to one family, the family of an upright Jew, Salathiel,
in Jerusalem, The house of Salathiel is truly a 'men's house',
a prosperous business man's house, which is divided by the
impact of Jesus,
The particular link which Drinkwater makes between
the Biblical events and Salathiel's household, is e profound
spiritual upheaval. This is imaged in the division within the
house and the departure of six of its people to follow Jesus.
Only one character, Mathias, is untouched spiritually. It is
a spiritual significance Tdiich the actions and characters are
made to hear, not ethical or social or intellectual, and this
*
raises them, and the play, to the level of poetry. There is 
a constant to-and-fro movement between Salathiel's house with 
its conflict, pettinesses, business Interests, artificial 
light , and its mixture of spiritual and physical blindness 
and sight, and the world outside. Drinkwater suggests an 
outside world of vistas broken by hills on which sheep-bells 
are ringing and shepherds piping and keeping their flocks.
At the same time, he keeps before us the activities of Jesus 
in this outside world, the unrest and rumours they cause.
This movement enforces a contrast between the old established 
world and the Jewish idea of God, and the new world and God 
preached by Jesus. Salathiel holds fast to the "God of our 
fathers... a Just God. He has given us reputation, riches
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and honour".1 This contrasts with Esther's reaction to 
Jesus *5lnfluenoe on r^chel and David, both Jesus *5di80iples:
"It w M O't just her love for David. It was swaething 
shining through David upon her, something shining 
down from Bethlehem... it is something larger, more 
raptuous than the power of God".®
Rachel's view of the disciples bringing the etss and her foal 
for Jesusbtriumihal entry into Jerusalem, is symbolic, in 
its beauty and simplioity of the new religion and God, and 
of the spiritual movement abroad:
"The hills are like a gate. Not a breath among 
the palms. And the Bethany road up there is so 
clear. Not a movement anyvdiere. Just two men 
passing over, leading an ass with a foal. The 
stars are coming out".®
The characters and action of A Man's House fit 
Abercrombie's description of a poetic drama.^ Althou^ they 
do not speak poetry, they are "in the scale of poetiy". The 
"primary impulses of nature "are more evident in them, than in 
everyday life". The latter is also true of the characters 
of Oliver Cromwell. Robert E. Lee and Abraham lino oln. and 
of any good ^ o s e  play. It is the degree to which this is 
carried which puts the characters of A Man's House into the
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"scale" of poetry. It Is not simply that they illustrate a 
poetio conception from the Bible. Drinlcwater suggests the 
constant presence and influence of Jesus throughout, acting 
as an alchemy. This causes in the characters, a "stronger 
resist en ce to the current of life", than is apparent in 
everyday life. Esther conceives God in relation to her own 
blindness:
Esther: This love you talk about. Uncle
Nathan, you don't really believe in that 
do you?
Nathan: IVhen he tells of it, I think I do.
SsthOT; A God of love? That's splendid 
isn't it? V4ho made me blind... I hate the 
God who did it to me. And now in my tonnent 
I have to endure this new cMtter in the 
house about a God of love".I
Her heightened reslstence makes the"prlmary impulses" more 
apparent :
Esther: I don't want peace, I want sunlight,
movement, lovers".®
To Nathan, Jesus symbolises "beginning all over
again L laying fresh foundations - asking us to search our
hearts - to put away all prêtaioe."®
The speech end actions of these characters are
heightened accordingly. Everything they do or say is of
"intense, unobstructed significance".' When Esther is
impelled to go to Jesus, her very groping out of the house
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as if drawn by a magnert, is symbolic of her spiritual and
physical healing, Drinkwater prepares a magnificent
entrahoa for her, IVhen she returns she sees - not only
with her eyes:
Barnabas: (recoiling) mat's the matter 
with you?
Esther: You have a mean face, Barnabas",^
The healing of her eyes brings spiritual sight to herself and 
others. Before, her blindness meant "No eyes, darkness - 
the world shut out - no colour - no light - just death
g
before the tomb". Her sight, not only enables her to 
appreciate the world and light as they are, but to see 
spiritually that "everything has changed for the world"; 
to see something beyond death and the tomb. She brings 
spiritual sight to the head of the 'man's house* - Salathiel. 
He sees what Mathias cannot, the "Nazarene”, after his 
crucifixion... "going up the hill to Bethany", following the 
six disciples drawn from his own house. At the climax,
Jesus symbolically comes to Salathiel's house, drawing a
crowd of followers with him, some of them from Salathiel’s
to.
house ia-vftiioh he brings physical and spiritual sight. At 
the close, only the six disciples from Salathiel's house 
climb the hill to Bethany, followed by the Ascended Christ.
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They leave Salathiel'e house, truly »a  man's House', to 
which Jesus brought first a sword, then peace.
It is apparent that the poetry of A Man's House 
Is conceptual and so pervades the entire imaging of the 
conception — characters setting, action and language. In 
poetry, Drinkwater held, the "matter has been subjected to 
a mood of intensity". This is equally true of the prose of 
A Man's House. The finest language of Abraham Lincoln is 
fine prose, the finest in A Man's House, is poetic prose.
It is not simply a question of particular words, phrases and 
rhythms, it is the entire organisation of the language, its 
exact co-ordination, emotionally as well as Intellectually, 
with the actions and characters:
II
Barnabast It's terrifying. They seem to be 
coming out of the earth.
Esther; Can you see him?
Levi: It's hard to distinguish anything -
Esther; It doesn't sound like a mob - it's 
deep and regular, that cry - Hosanna - You 
hear it - Hosanna - Hosanna -
Mathias ; Yes - look - there he is - riding on 
the ass.
Levi; They are throwing the branches from 
the palms down into his path as he passes.
Barnabas ; Yes - and their garments too - look,
îEêyârê spreading their clothes out in the 
road for him to trample on. They are a lot of 
hysterical maniacs. What do you suppose is going 
to happen to me if they start brawling, and my
son is mixed up in it?
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Mathias: Who oares a damn what happens to
you?
Barnabas : I do. I ’m going home.
First
Guard ; No one can leave the house. The
streets are to be kept clear.
Salathiel; There is a little foal trotting 
beside the ass,
Esther: m a t  does Jesus look like, Father?
Can you see him?
Salathiel; Yes, He must be a tall man,
Esther; You cannot see his hands, can you? 
Salathiel; His hands? No, girl,
Esther: They are quiet hands, I know it'l^
A Man's House is more poetic than any of 
Drinkwater‘8 poetic dramas.
To apply Drinkwater’s theory systematically in 
his drama, would be to state the obvious, so firm is 
Drinkwater’s grip of fundamental dramatic aesthetics. This 
is generally true of his drama; he verÿ rarely errs against 
dramatic aesthetics, although ^his theory occasionally 
outstrips his practice. The most important and interesting 
parts of his theory are his reasons for changing the prose 
drama, and his idea of poetic drama which sets the practical 
theatra-man's corroboration on Masefield's and Abercrombie's
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theories. His weak conception of the genesis of art ani of
distinct art-fonas reveals one reason why Drinkwater found it
possible to change from poetic to prose drama, a reason of
which he was not aware. It must be said that Drinkwater
appears at home in prose drama, notwithstanding the merits
6uid apt experiments of his poetic dramas. His own reasons
do not retract his theory of poetic drama, and although they
reveal a spirit of compromise fatal to a pioneer in the
theatre, it is an honourable ccmipromise. Even in his prose
dramas, Drinkwater does not make, or attempt to make, a
complete break with poetiy. His early experiments left a
stamp on his prose dramas. This is sometime unfortunate.
But in certain plays, written in prose - particularly Robert
E. Lee and A Man*s House, if it does not unite poetry and
drama, it helps Drinkwater to make a "valuable effort towards
the re-establishment of the union between drama and
literature".^ Drinkwater may not attain it, but he never
relinquishes his ideal of a prose drama whioh is "fine 
2
literature".
1. «The Nature of Drama*, Prose Papers. p.220.
2. *St.John Hankln*, Prose Papers, p.258.
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In the preceding chapters it hae been necessary 
to emphasise that the poetry of language, however Important, 
is only one element of the poetry of a drama. Too often in 
nineteenth century poetic dramas, the poetry extended only 
to the language, viiereas in the dramas of Kasefield,
Drinkwater and Abercrombie, there is an attempt to build 
poetry into the entire fabric, A poetic drama must be 
satisfactory not only as drama, but as poetry, and as the 
two simultaneously. Since these three dramatists not only 
attempted to bring poetry back into drama, like their nine­
teenth century predecessors, but to make it live in the 
theatre, and since poetry earnestly competing vdth the more 
familiar prose would immediately challenge the audience, our 
final reference must be to language. Does it bear examina­
tion? Does it make a serious and worth-while challenge?
Full realisation of the details of rhythm, 
imagery, and syntax is augmented by a reading of the plays. 
V^ile this is no replacement for the full Impact which these 
can have only in the theatre, it shows the ground-work and 
reasons for that impact; it is a test of the unity and organic 
growth of a play, and it helps to distinguish drama for the
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theatre from oloset-drena.
It has been indicated that Masefield's imageiy 
and language are not consistently draeatio, Nevertheleea, 
his drama shows as persistent experimenting as Driokwater's 
and Aberorombie'Sf and this, suoeessful or unsueeeesful, is 
a valuable contribution to pc^ic drama.
Masefield's early prose plays have devices and 
fallings similar to Drinkwater's. There is little imagery in 
The Locked Chest, and little is required, but, slgnifiesntly, 
at the humorous yet passionate crisis when 7igdis pretends 
to keep Thorolf, Masefield uses deliberately poetical 
language with imagery:
H jCtf
Ylgdis; 0 Thorolf, you were the jury-of a 
woman's eyes. You were as stately as a stag. .
You were as comely as a king's darling...
He had soft brot^i hair with threads of gold 
in it like the bright bird's feathers - now 
it's dabbled vdth blood... .
The dweeus of '98. shows Masefield's later vice of injecting
a play with poetry to escpress «notional i»aks and comment.
It ends with Roche's incongruous:
"I shall be too old when they try again. Goodbye!
Now with his useless steel the beaten rebel goes 
To that proud misery's place no victor ever knows".
This ivts the wrong kind of burden on on actor, the burden 
not of realising the imagery and poetry, but of trying to 
naturalise its inoonguity.
I^ an was written under the stimulus of Yeats aztd
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Synge; i t  is  M a s e f ie ld 's  f i r s t  e x ta n t a tte m p t^  a t  a p o e t ic  
dram a, a lth o u g h  i t  is  w r i t t e n  in  p ro s e . H i t h e r t o  M a s e f ie ld 's  
drama has been p ro se  in  c o n c e p tio n , r e a l i s t i c  in  m ethod; h e  
was re g a rd e d  as b e in g  in  th e  van  w ith  th e  r e a l i s t i c  d ra m a t is ts  
a t  th e  t im e  o f h is  e a r ly  d ram as.^  I n  th e  p re fa c e  t o  Kan^ 
M a s e f ie ld  says t h a t  netv fonus a re  needed in  w h ich  th in g s  o f  
b e a u ty  can pass fro m  th e  s ta g e  t o  th e  m ind .
A lth o u g h  Nan is  a d o m e s tic , and , in  a s e n s e , a  
r e a l i s t i c  dram a, i t s  new form ^ is  e s s e n t ia l ly  p o e t ic ;  i t s  
method p o e t ic  r e a l is m . The opening d ia lo g u e  i s  s t a r k .  Not 
o n ly  does M a s e f ie ld  use c o l lo q u ia l  and d ie le c t u a l  fo rm s , b u t  
he c a r e f u l l y  s e le c ts  h is  v?ords and uses t i g h t ,  f o r c e f u l  
rhythm :
M rs . T e r g g t t e r ; B e r t h in '  t h e i r  b r a ts  f o r  'em .
'Oo knows i * e t  d i r t  th e y 'v e  been p la y in g  in ?
Or m ending t h e i r  l in e n .  F ly in g  in  th e  fa c e  o f 
P ro v id e n c e . She m ight b r in g  us a l l  th e  f e v e r .
'Ow many more tim e s  am I  t o  t e l l  y e r  I  w o n 't  
'a v e  y o u r  th in g s  l e f t  about?  Look 'e r e  a t  t h i s  
c h a i r .  '
T h is  lan g u a g e  is  n o t b a s ic a l ly  d i f f e r e n t  fro m  th e  p o e t ic  
p ro se  o f  th e  l a t e r  soeues, used f o r  e m o tio n a l and s p i r i t u a l  
c r is e s :
D ic k : And a f t e r  I  seen th e  same g i r l s ,  w i th  
t h e i r  'ands a l l  rough o f  w a s h in g -d a y , and
1 .  See C h ap te r. I I ,  p p .1 - 3 .
8 . T h e  m a n u s c rip t o f  a drama The Condemned C e l l  has been  
d e s tro y e d , bu t th e  t i t l e  suggests a l i n k  w i t h  M a s e f ie ld 's  
e a r ly  p la y s  in  p ro s e .
3 .  See C h a p te r  I I ,  p p , 1 6 - ^ . '7 8 '^  .
4.
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t h e i r  f in g e r s  a l l  s c a rre d  o f s t i t c h in g .  And 
t h e i r  cheeks a l l  f l a g g i n ' ,  and sunk. And d u l l  
as to a d s ' b e l l i e s ,  th e  c o lo u r  o f  'em . And 
t h e i r  eyes be 'e a r y ,  l i k e  a f lo u n d e re d  w old  
ew e 's  when ' e r  t im e  be o n 'e r .  And l i p s  a l l  
b i t .  And th e r e  th e y  do go w ith  th e  backache  
on 'em . P i t i f u l ,  I  c a l l  i t .  D ra g g in ' t h e i r  
w old  raggy s k i r t s .  And th e  baby c r y in g ,  r nd 
l i t t l e  D ic k  w ith  ' i s  nose a l l  b lo o d y , f a l l e n
in  th e  g r a t e .  And l i t t l e  o a ir e y  f e l l  in  th e
y a r d ,  and 'a d  e r  ' a i r  mucked -  Ah.' Ugh.' I t  
go t o  my 'e a r t . -^
T h is  k in d  o f  lang uag e would not have been co n s id e re d  f i t  f o r  
a s e r io u s  and d ig n i f ie d  p o e t ic  drama by th e  m a jo r i t y  o f  n in e ­
te e n th  c e n tu ry  p o e t ic  d ra m a t is ts , (a lth o u g h  G i l b e r t ' s  G rac e  
M ary i s  a f i n e  exc e p tio n ).^  I t  is  n o te w o rth y  t h a t  th e  
g r e a t e r  M a s e f ie ld 's  aim  a t s ta r k  r e a lis m , th e  n e a r e r  is  th e  
approach to  p o e tr y .  The rhythm  becomes more m arked, th e  
r e p e t i t i o n  and b a la n c in g  o f words and s e n te n c e s , th e  c u t t in g  
out o f  a l l  th e  b a re  e s s e n t ia ls ,  th e  p re c is e  use o f  c a s u a l 
w o rd s . C o l lo q u ia l  usages and rhythms in  t h is  c o n te x t have  
new f o r c e :  " o f  w ashing d a y " , " i t  go t o  my ' e a r t " ,  and " d u l l
as t o a d 's  b e l l i e s ,  th e  c o lo u r  o f 'em ", E veryd ay  speech is
not l i k e  t h i s ,  b u t th e  e lem ents  o f t h i s  speech a re  ta k e n  fro m
l i v i n g  la n g u a g e . Not o n ly  is  t h i s  lang uag e vdiich  can be
-Hb
spoken n a t u r a l l y  by r u s t ic s ,  b u t c a p a b le  o f a d a p ta t io n  in  
w id e ly  d i f f e r e n t  chare c t e r s .  Nan is  th e  f in e s t  s p i r i t  o f  th e  
p la y ,  she a lo n e  assumes f u l l  t r a g ic  s t a t u r e ;  b u t h e r  lan g u a g e
1. Nan. Act II,
B. See Chapter 1, pp.16-1?;27- 7 8
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i s  t h e  same as D ic k 's  and J e n n y 's : -
"B ut you came. And you 'a v e  y e r  lo v e  o f  
a g i r l .  You says lo v e ly  th in g s  t o  ' e r .
T h in g s  a s 'd  move any g i r l  -  and o n ly  
because you be g re e d y . G reedy o f a m outh- 
agen , y o u r  mouth; o f  a g i r l ' s  l ip s  b a b b l in '  
lo v e  a t  you . And a sour o ld  woman's w o r d ' l l  
make you ' i t  t h a t  g i r l  across th e  l i p s  you  
k is s e d . I n  te n  m in u te s . Y o u ' l l  ta k e  ' e r  
l i v i n '  'e a r t  and ' e r  g i r l ' s  p r id e ,  and a l l  
' e r  jo y  in  t h e  w o r ld , and stamp i t  in  th e  
d u s t .  And y o u ' l l  dance on 'e r  w h ite  body; 
a l l  y o u ' l l  f e e l  is  th e  b lood m a k in ' a mess 
on y o u r  bo o ts".-^
Not o n ly  w ou ld  t h i s  language have been g e n e r a l ly  fro w n ed  
upon in  t h e  n in e te e n th  c e n tu ry , but i t  was no t e a s i ly  a c c e p te d  
in  t h is  c e n tu r y .  U n d e r ly in g  t h is  p r e ju d ic e  i s  a sound 
p r i n c ip le ,  bu t i t  i s  no t one w h ich  a f f e c t s  language i t s e l f  
w h ic h  is  m a l le a b le ,  and combines th e  s t r e n g th  o f  e v e ry  day  
speech w i th  th e  s tre n g th s  o f  p o e try . I t  i s  th e  sym b olic  
s ig n i f ic a n c e  %diioh ja r s ,  V^han th e  b a la n c e  o f  e v e ry  day  
speech and p o e try  is  m a in ta in e d , t h i s  lang uag e is  f i t t e d  t o  
answ er one o f  th e  most s e r io u s  demands made o f  p o e try  in
o
modern p o e t ic  drama -  u n o b tru a iv e n e s s  and n a tu ra ln e s s ,*^  But 
when, s p a a m o d io a lly , i t  assumes th e  f u l l  r ig h ts  o f  p o e tr y ,  
i t  j a r s .  I t  i s  no t a q u e s tio n  o f peasants  b e in g  u n ab le  t o  
command t h i s  la n g u a g e , bu t one o f d ra m a tic  a e s th e t ic s .
S im i la r  fe a tu r e s  a re  found in  A b e rc ro m b ie 's  c o l lo q u ia l  p o e tr y ,  
but A b erc ro m b ie  is  uncom prom ising. The f a u l t  o f Nan i s  la c k  
o f u n i t y  and un sw erv in g  d ra m a tic  in s t in c t  a f f e c t in g  th e
1 , Nan I I I .
2 .  See C h a p te r  I I ,  p.iCJt} and C h a p te r V ,
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la n g u a g e , D r in k w a te r  made a good p o in t  when he argued t h a t  
Xian demanded f u l l  p o e tic  fo n a ,^  Y e t M a s e f ie ld  m ig h t have  
been s u c c e s s fu l had he u n ifo rm ly  m a in ta in e d  a p o e t ic  p ro s e ,  
and n e v e r  a tte m p te d  th e  f u l l  p o e try  a f t e r  ^ i o h  he s t r a in e d .  
I n  The Campden bo nd er, a p rose  p la y  w r i t t e n  b e fo re  Nan, th e  
b a s is  o f  th e  language is  th e  seme as t h a t  o f  Nan, and i t  
p ro v id e s  good d ra m a tic  lan g u ag e . B ut i t  n e v e r a tte m p ts  t o  
be a n y th in g  b u t p ro s e :
1»
M rs , H a r r is o n : Lord  God’ s my hope and m ercy j I f
I 'm  n o t a l l  o f  a tre m b le  -  a l l  o f  a t re m b le  y o u 'v e  
made mo. And th e  c id e r  a l l  o v e r  my new t a f f e t y j  
Lo rd  G o d 's  my w itn e s s , th e r e  m ight have been m urder  
d o n e . G e t you out o f t h i s ,  Jolin l o r r y ,  I  do 
b e l ie v e ,  John^ as y o u 'd  do m urder. G et you out o f  
t h i s ,  N ev e r you d arken  th œ e  doors a g a in , i  
b e l ie v e  as y o u 'd  c u t my husband 's  th r o a t  -  Lord  
Jesus have m ercy -  f o r  what he had on h im , S ad d le  
th e  m are , D ic k , Y o u 're  th e  o n ly  one o f th e  tw o  I  
can t r u s t .  S ad d le  t h e  m are, D ic k , « l ie r e 's  my 
b o t t l e  o f  c o rd ia ls ? " ^
I n  c o n n e c tio n  w ith  S ynge 's  p o e t ic -p r o s e  dram a, 
T ,3 ,  E l i o t  commented th a t  p o e t ic  p ro se  is  more l im i t e d , t h a n  
p o e tr y ,^ (a n d  m ig h t have added, th a n  p r o s e ) ,  M a s e f ie ld 's  
e a r ly  dramas i l l u s t r a t e  t h i s .  B ut h is  successes must n o t be  
o v e iv -lo o k e d . He is  th e  o n ly  one o f  th e  th r e e  d r a m a t is ts  to  
a tte m p t t h i s  k in d  o f p o e t ic  prose^ (D r in k w a te r  a tte m p te d  
a n o th e r  k in d )  amd t h is  is  an im p o rta n t c o n tr ib u t io n  t o
1 ; See C h a p te r  V , p p .l6 = = ^ .^ ^ ' '
2 ;  The Campden Wonder, 1 9 0 7 ,
3 ,  ?he Cembden Wonder, Scene 1 ,
4 ,  See T , 3 ,  E l i o t ,  Po e tr y  and D ^ a . 19Ü0, p ,2 0 ,
5 ,  See C h a p te r  V , p p .3 4 f f , and i n f r a  pp ,S 3-2ê -,
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p o G tlo  drsnta, X lU icing k a s e t 'ie ld  w ith  th e  Q ln e te e iith  and th e  
t w e n t ie t h  o e n tu ry  p o e tic  û r a m a t is te .  Ke c a r r ie s  on an 
e x p e rim e n t mads In  th e  n in e te e n th  c e n tu ry , and he a tte m p ts  
t o  do f o r  t h e  E n g lis h  dram a, vdiat th e  I r i p h  d ra m a t is ts  d id  
f o r  I r e l a n d ,  The a l l ia n c e  o f  th e  r e a l i e t i c  and th e  p o e t ic  
i n  hap in d ic a te s  th e  way in  vâiich  p o e t ic  drama can c h a lle n g e  
r e a l i s t i c  p ro s e  drama on I t s  own grounds « an im p o rta n t p ro b lem  
f a c in g  p o e t ic  d ra m a tie ts  in  t h i s  o e n tu ry .^  I t  is  n o te w o rth y  
t h a t  M a s e f ie ld  does c o t make th e  m is ta k e  o f  a t te m p t in g  to  
copy S y n g e 's  la n g u a g e , L iS e  A bercrom bie in  h ie  m o d e llin g  o f  
h is  v e rs e  on S liz a b e th s n  b la n k  v e rg e ,^  and u n l ik e  th e  n in e ­
t e e n th  c e n tu ry  p o e tic  d rem etl e t s ,  h e  does not copy th e  r e s u l t ,  
b u t f in d s  t h e  e q u iv a le n t  s o u rc e s . He bases h is  p o e t ic  p ro se  
on h is  n a t iv e  G lo u c e s te r s h ire  d i a l e c t ,  and on c o l lo q u ia l  
s p eech .
M a s e f ie ld  n e v e r again uses th e  p o e t ic  p rose  o f  Han 
i n  a dram a, a lth o u g h  t h is  experim en t h e lp s  h im  in  h is  l a t e r  
c o l lo q u ia l  p o e t r y .  I n  T r is t a n  and I s o l t .  vdiere t h i s  k in d  o f  
p o e t ic  p ro s e  is  demanded, M a s e f ie ld  m i ld ly  and u n in t e r e s t in g ly  
d is g u is e s  h is  v e rs e :
Hog; " W e ll ,  s i r ,  w e’ re  f o u r ;  I  s a y  "G et in t o  th e  p ig s t y .  
I n  v d th  th e  p ig s " ,  th e n , i f  th e y  ocme to  s t e a l  p ig s  
T h e y ' l l  be  in t o  our c lu tc h  b e fo re  th e y  know we a re
t h e r e . , ,  ,
âov.'lân: Thank yo u , k in d  s i r ;  t h a t 's  i t ,  nd d o n 't  be  
' ' '  o fo a re d , s i r .
1 .  See C h a p te r  I I ,  p p . lo -? f f ,  e t  passim ,
2 .  See i n f r a  p p .5 ^ T ,
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The hogs won’ t  h u r t 'e e ,  and though th e y  s m e ll a
b i t  f l i g h t y ,
i t ' s  good f o r  th e  lungs i f  you b re a th e  i t
deep in  down",
f
A lth o u g h  th e  language o f  Nan is  sometimes u n d ra m a tio , i t  is  
alw ays  s u f f i c i e n t l y  v iv a c io u s  f o r  th e  t h e a t r e .  H e re  th e  
lan g u ag e  may be d e l ib e r a t e ly  toned  down, bu t M a s e f ie ld  seems 
t o  c o n fu s e  a d ra m a tic  i l l u s i o n  o f f l a t  d ia lo g u e  v / i th  d ia lo g u e  
w hich  w i l t s  i t s e l f *
I n  Pompey w hich fo llo w s  Nan, M asefie3.d  uses p o e t ic  
p ro s e . He is  a lm o st alw ays u n s u c c e s s fu l when he i s  n o t  
f r a n k ly  com niltted  t o  p o e try  o r p ro s e . The p rose  o f  h ia  e a r ly  
dramas Is  som etim es good. T h is  can be s a id  o f  p a r ts  o f  Pompey. 
b u t even w here  t h e  p rose  i t s e l f  is  good, i t  f r e q u e n t ly  goes 
on to o  lo n g , and M a s e f ie ld  o v e r -e la b o ra te s  d e t a i l s  in  an 
a tte m p t to  g iv e  th e  e m o tio n a l im p a c t^ in te n s ity  and a tm o sp here , 
w h ich  a re  conveyed n a t u r a l ly  and b r i e f l y  by p o e tr y .  T h is  
speech o f  Poinpey's w ith  i t s  d e l ib e r a t e ,  v i v id  re m in is c e n c e , 
seems t o  h a n k e r f o r  one d i r e c t  f u l l -b lo o d e d  im age;
I
Pomney : What a re  we, Luooeius?
L u c o e iu s ; Who knows?, Dust w ith  a t r a g ic  p u rp o se .
Then an end.
PomTiey: N o . But what moves us? I  saw a madman
In  E g y p t. He was e y e le s s  w ith  s t a r in g  
a t  th e  sun . He s a id  t h a t  id e a s  come out 
o f th e  E a s t , l i k e  lo c u s ts .  They s e t t l e  
on n a tio n s  and g iv e  them l i f e ;  and men 
pass on, d y in g , in  th e  w i ld s ,  to  end
in  some s c ra tc h  on a bone, by a cave­
m an's f i r e ,  I  have been th in k in g  t h a t
1he was w is e , p e rh a p s . Some new swarm o f 
id e a s  has been s e t t  lin g ,,o n  Rome, A new 
k in d  o f  l i f e  b e in g  born,t
A t t im e s  M a s e f ie ld  la p se s  in t o  p o e try  and i t  is  a t  onoe a  
r e l i e f  and an em barrassm ent. Such moments a re  d ra m a tic  
i n d i v i d u a l l y ,  b u t un dram atic  in  r e la t io n  to  th e  w ho le  dram a.
The p ro se  o f  Pompev is  d is t in g u is h e d  by I t s  s h o r t ,  
s ta c c a to  rhythm  in  vdiloh f u l l - s t o p s  seem t o  e c l ip s e  any o th e r  
k in d  o f  p u n c tu a t io n . T h is  can be v e ry  e f f e c t i v e ,  b u t o c c u rr in g  
a t  le n g th ,  i t  becomes je r k y  and monotonous. ^  t r i ^  to  be
p o e t ic  w ith o u t  th e  c o n c e n tra t io n  o f p o e try ;
•/(
Pomnev! You have y o u r  w i l l  now.
T h is  i s  th e  end .
And a t  th e  end, t h in k  what i t  i s  w h ich  you d e s tro y .
Home i s  n o th in g  t o  yo u . O nly  th e  rew ard o f
g re e d , and h a te ,  and p r id e .
The c i t y  where ju s t ic e  was b o m i^
I n  Pomney. M a s e f ie ld  uses a v a r i e t y  o f  s t y le s ,  
any one o f  v & lc h  c o n s is te n t ly  used w ould b e  good d ra m a tic
la n g u a g e . The m ix tu re  fo rc e s  o u r a t t e n t io n  to  th e  language
i t s e l f ,  n o t to  w hat i t  conveys, and i t  d is r u p ts  th e  dram a.
The same i s  t r u e  o f  th e  im a g e ry . Many Im p lic a t io n s  a re  made 
w ith o u t  le a d in g  anywhere d e f i n i t e .  A n t1 s t l a ' s  f i r s t  speeches  
seem t o  v e rg e  on im ag ery :
"More s o ld ie r s .  B low y o u r  h o rn s . Spread  
y o u r c o lo u rs , e n s ig n . Y o u r c o l o u r s ' l l
1 ,  P o m p e y l l ,  2 ,
2 ,  o p . c i t .
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be dust th e  s o o n e r. T o u r b re a th  w i l l  be  
in  th e  w in d , a l i t t l e  n o is e  in  th e  n ig h t  « 
T h a t 's  what you come t o ,  s o ld ie r s .  D u s t, 
and a n o is e  in  th e  t r e e s .  D u s t, and th e  
window r a t t l i n g .  No more fle ig s  and horns  
t h e n " ,
T h e re  a re  some re c u r re n t  im ages, and Rome is  a  c e n t r a l  im age; 
t h e r e  i s  a c o n tra s t  th ro u g h o u t betw eep th e  Rome " b u i l t  o f  
b r ic k  by hodsm en", and t h a t  vdiioh "g lim m ers i n  th e  u p l i f t e d  
h e a r t " ,^  I n  t h is  p r e te n t io u s  dram a, s t ro n g e r ,  f r a n k e r  
im ages a re  r e q u ir e d ,  o r  uncom prom ising p ro s e ,
H i i l i p  i s  w r i t t e n  in  th e  s t y l is e d  fo rm  in  w h ich  
M a s e f ie ld  is  most a t  home. T h is  fo rm  is  n e a re r  t o  a poem 
th a n  t o  a dram a, w ith o u t  ceas in g  t o  be v a l id  dram a, and i t  is  
th e  fo rm  a f t e r  w h ich  M a s e f ie ld  has s t r a in e d .  He uses a 
v a r i e t y  o f v e rs e  b u t ach ieves u n ity  because th e y  a re  a l l  f r a n k ly  
p o e t ic  and s t y l i s e d .  T h ere  is  a l i t t l e  f r a n k  p ro s e , bu t th e  
lan g u ag e  th ro u g h o u t a l te r n a te s  between p o e t ic  p ro s e , b la n k  
v e r s e ,  and rhymed l y r i c  v e rs e ;
II
P r in c e s s ; I  am a f r a i d ,  f o r  a l l  n i ^ t  lo n g  
The s p i r i t  o f  S p a in 's  com m itted w rong.
N o u ris h e d  w h e re v e r a l i f e  was shed,
Stood n e a r  my bed;
And a l l  n ig h t  lo n g  i t  t a lk e d  t o  me 
Of a  t r o u b le  th e r e  is  beyond th e  s e a .
A t r o u b le  o f  w ar . , ,  I  h e a rd  a h o rn  
B l£ # in g  f o r l o r n , , ,  .
I n  P h i l i p . M a s e f ie ld  shows a new c o n fid e n c e  in  th e  r e a lis m  o f
uncom prom ising p o e t ic  language and m ethod. T h is  is  th e  f i r s t
o f  M a s e f ie ld 's  s t y l is e d  dramas and i t  was an exuberance vdiich
is  to n e d  down l a t e r  -  i n  E a s te r .  The Coming o f  C h r is t , and
1. Pompey, I, l.
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and B e g in n in g * T h is  may be because M a s e f ie ld  was more a t  
home d e s c r ib in g  E liz a b e th a n  s e a - l i f e  and n a v a l b a t t le s  th a n  
he was w ith  B i b l i c a l  s u b je c ts *
M a s e f ie ld 's  P h i l ip  f i t s  h is  d e f in i t io n  o f t ra g e d y  
as a " le s s o n  in  deportm ent on l i f e ' s  s c a f fo ld " .  He aims a t  
p re s e n tin g  t h is  "deportm ent" w h ile  su g g estin g  th e  u n d e r ly in g  
p a s s io n a te  and in d iv id u a l  d ep th s . H is  sense o f  rhythm  is  
l a r g e ly  re s p o n s ib le  f o r  h is  suocess. He m ing les  a lo o  and 
d r ta k s ,  d e c a s y lla b ic s , o c ta s y lla b io s , and l in e s  o f  s ix  and 
seven s y l la b le s  to  p lo t  th e  p ro g res s io n  o f  th e  c o n f l i c t .  
O c c a s io n a lly  he uses rhyme when d e s c r ib in g  th e  c r is e s  o f th e  
s t i r r i n g  a c t io n ,  o r  a t peaks o f em otion when th e  speakers  a re  
ago n ised  s u rv iv o rs  o f th e  w a rfa re  or s p i r i t s  o f  th e  m urdered  
and d e a d . Most o f  th e  d e s c r ip t io n  o f th e  f i n a l  d is a s t e r  a t  
sea is  in  th e  measure o f Tennyson's Mess enme r ; ^ gf-ikf i
"The w ind and sea w ere f a i r ,
We la y  a t anchor th e r e ;
The s ta r s  burned in  th e  a i r .
The men w ere s le e p in g ,
When in  th e  m id n lfd it d a ik  
Our watchman saw a spark  
Suddenly  l ig h t  a b ark  
W ith  lo n g  flam es le a p in g " .
The s t y l is e d  drama, The F a i t h f u l , is  d is t in c t  from  
th e  o th e r  s t y l is e d  dramas b e in g  m odelled  on th e  Japanese Noh 
p la y s  w h ich  M a s e f ie ld 's  f r ie n d  T e a ts  ad ap ted  in  h is  own 
s t y l is e d  dram as. I n  P h i l i p . M a s e f ie ld  d ra m a tis e s  th e  peaks 
o f s p i r i t u a l  a c t io n  in  p o e try , d is p e n s in g  w ith  many o f  th e  
outw ard s ig n s . I n  T h e _ F a lth fu l he d ra m atises  them in  p rose
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and th e  ou tw ard  s ig n s  a r e  im p o r ta n t. The r i t u a l i s t i c  m a t e r ia l  
The F a i t h f u l  en ab les  M a s e f ie ld  t o  m in g le  l y r i c s  and p o e t ic -  
p ro s e  dram a s u c c e s s fu lly ;  th e  l y r ic s  a re  p a r t  o f  th e  r i t u a l  
and t h e  c h a ra c te rs  a re  engrossed w i th  th e  sym b o lic  s ig n i f ic a n c e  
o f  th e  ou tw ard  and t r i v i a l .  Thus th e  h e ra ld  b e fo re  t h e  t h i r d  
a c t  is  no t in co n g ru o u s , and ly r ic s  a re  n a t u r a l  t o  c h a ra c te rs  
t o  whom i t  is  " p le a s a n t t o  see a g a in  o ld  r i t e s  and customs t o  
remember t h e  b e a u t i f u l  m eaning in  th e m " .^  These l y r i c s  
would n o t p la c e  to o  g r e a t  a burden on th e  a c to rs  o r  a u d ie n c e .  
M a s e f ie ld  uses a  new b a re  r e a l i s t i c  k in d  o f  l y r i c  w h ich  has  
th e  e f f e c t  o f  a c h o r ic  d i r g e .  A s t y l is e d  f ig u r e ,  th e  f i f t h  
R o n in , s in g s  s p o n ta n e o u s ly :
"We la y  on th e  reeds  
I n  th e  marshy p la c e s .
They c r ie d  f o r  fo o d .
F o r  th e  sweet cakes o f o ld .
F a th e r ,  f a t h e r ,
I  am so hungry I
May I  have a  r ic e -o a k e
A l l  to d a y " .
I n  Good F r id a y  as in  P h i l i p . M a s e f ie ld  m in g le s  a
v a r i e t y  o f  s t y le s ;  i n  P h i l i p ,  th e re  i s  d ra m a tic  j u s t i f i c a t i o n
and u n i t y ,  i n  Good F r id a y  t h is  p o in ts  t o  a s e r io u s  la c k  o f  
u n i t y  in  c o n c e p tio n  and in  d ra m a tic  m ethod. J u s t as p a r ts  o f  
th e  dram a g r i p ,  so p a r ts  o f  th e  language a re  good d ra m a tic  
v e r s e ;  b u t th e r e  is  n o th in g  b in d in g  them to g e th e r .  M a s e f ie ld  
was n o t in t e r e s t e d  in  th e  vdiole dram a, h e  w ished t o  w r i t e  a 
s e r ie s  o f  poems on th e  c r u c i f ix io n  and i t s  s ig n i f ic a n c e .
1 .  The F a i t h f u l .  I ;  2 .
2 .  o p . c i t . .  I l l ,  2 .
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There is nothing wrong vrtth verso Interludes used to suggest 
the passage of time, action off-stage, significance, and peaks 
of emotion, but at the crisis Masefield gives a c<3v.ca*;evu5i:+-i,. _ 
of poems spoken by a Madman, which is in excess of the needs 
of the play and sets up a narrative rival to the drama.^
Madman; The wild duck, stringing through the sky.
------  Are ssAth away.
Their queen necks glitter as they fly.
The lake Is gray.
So still, 80 lone, the fowler never heeds.
The wind goes rustle, rustle, through the reeds,,. .
Not thus, not thus are the wild souls of men.
No peace for those
Vifho stop beyond the blindness of the pen
To where the skies unclose... .
Beauty and peace have made.
No peace, no still retreat,
No solace, none... .
Darkness, come down, cover a brave man’s pain.
Let the bright sail go back to God again.
Cover that tortured flesh, it only serves „
To hold that thing tAich other power nerves... .
There are few striking images in Good Friday, and 
they occur in clusters, and in the self-contained passages.
One of the best occurs in the Madman’s description of the 
crucifixion:
"The creaking door of flesh rolls slowly back;
Nerve by red nerve the links of living crack. 
Loosing the soul to tread another track".
The chief image - the Madman - is a depersonalised 
figure, a patent and obtrusive image of Christ’s suffering, 
and of spiritual sight, beauty and truth in the blind and 
despised.
1. cp. Chapter III, pp.49, &i. 3-°3
2For the body of the play, Masefield uses rhymed
decasyllabics, a bare verse in which he attempts to combine
restraint and dignity with colloquial rhythms and usages*
The result is a frequently anaemic and flaccid language with
too many tame oliohes;
/1
Chief Citizen; ... But when he learned his power 
And flatterers came, then in an evil hour,
As far as I can judge, his head was turned,
A fevf days past, from all that we have learned.
He made this claim, and since persists therein. 
Deluders are best checked when they begin.
So,when we heard it from this frightened friend.
We took this course to bring it to an end,”
This language is not passionately related to the thought. Even
in the lyrics, where Masefield is usually at home, the passion
frays into vague sentimentality;
f
Madman; I will go on, although my old heartache.
Not long,not long.
Soon I shall pass behind
This changing veil to that which does not change. 
My tired feet will range
In some green valley of eternal mind ,
Where truth is daily like the water’s song. '
At times, however, the colloquialisms are good and the
passion rings true; describes the crucifixion;
"They rose up black against the ghastly sky,
Good,Lord, it is a slow way to make die 
A Man, a strong Man, vdxo can beget men...
I have stood much, but this thing daunted me;
The dark, the vivid light, and long, long groans 
One on another, ccaaing from their bones".
To such passages the actors would rise; but it would be
difficult for them to naturalise the Madman, or to animate and
unify the many unlit parts.
'•V .'d l
The Truth of Jesus Is part-prose, part-poetry, and
3
the choruses which we have already shown to be undramatic,^
are intended to be sung. Here Masefield’s chief problem is
Jesus’s language. At the opening, Jesus appears as a stylised
figure speaking to the stylised wisdom vdiich is a projection
of his mind, and Masefield puts Jesus’s words from the Bible
into blank verse with the minimum alteration:
"0 friend I am the cup my father gives.
The blood of the new testament, which is shed
for many.
...If this cup may not pass, “bxcept I drink,
I will; Thy will be done".
The verse spoken by Wisdom does not Jar with the Biblical 
words :
I
Wisdom; Child of intense thought, son of light and truth. 
You stand tonight at parting of the ways.
Man, you have followed wisdom all your days''
The beauty of God has overflown your heart... ."
Here, Masefield’s skill in staccato, swiftly repetitive rhythm,
helps to give a judicial ring to the verse and to build up the
emotional conflict. With this rhythm he combines a repetition
and elaboration of words and cadences:
Wisdom; Then you will hang above a place of skulls 
...A day in dying, two days dying, three
Long days and nights in dying, every minute 
Like a long age of fever and being mad... .
In his poetic dramas, Masefield works well on the 
small, taut canvas, like Drinkwater, but unlike Abercrcaabie,
At the close Jesus speaks in rhymed octosyllabic stanzas, 
which effectively depersonalise the speech without losing 
emotional force:
,1. See Chapter III, pp.4B=^.%c<+^r
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Jo s u b ; I am the man ye scourged and. slew;
I hang on the tree ye aallod rao to;
I have put off pain, and body, and Jew;
I am spirit of m n  that God’s breath made.
I stand In the dezAcmss hare end ory
"0 helpless and friendless, here am I.
A friend who will help you till you die.
And In death not leave you afraid."
The body of the play is in prose. It is apparent 
that Masefield ettmapts to grade his language cocording to 
the peaks of the oonfllot rather than to charaoters, to the 
immediate oooaslon rather than to whole drama, vhere he is 
suooessful, as in rhilip. he Is extremely successful. Vhere 
he fails there is radical lack of unity. It is possibly 
weakness ?*loh attracts Masefield to maiQr styles, as m u ^  as 
his aim to vivify well-known material mi. grade his drama.
This is net true of all ^îasefiold’s stylised dramas, but
there unevenness of his aohicrvemsnt Indio at es that he did not
always realise tha reasons for his suocess or failure.
In the next play, Tha comin.'^  of Christ, the 
stylisation is oonslstent, and the blending of styles success­
ful. The play is frankly lyric and much of it is intended to 
be sung. There is very little plot find the graded verse is 
itself action. Masefield achieves extraordinary variety 
within this lyric drama, dpecially noteworthy is the collo­
quial rhymed verso given to the peasants:
»»
Rooky: Draw here to a aide where the wind will not
bite to the bone;
I am off to the farm for our vittlos; I ’ll
leave ’oe alone.
I shan’t be gone long, and it’s certain no
robbers will stir
5
After aheep, on so bitter a night;
ishy the ground is ell rimed with the thlte.
And the frost is all crisp on œy fur.” I
So b s of Masefield's loveliest lyrios ooour here, and their 
fluency and variety show his imagination working at high 
pressure, but this should not obscure the fact that ?be 
Coming of Christ is a succession of lyrics rather than a 
poetic drama. Masefield's restless experimenting is a healthy 
sign in a pioneer of poetic drama, but his experiments some­
times tend away from poetry in the theatre.
i^-ster is 8 "play for silvers'*. Masefield often 
puts good dramatic verse into the mouths of his stylised 
figures, but he rarely achieves this with good drama. 
Frequently, hwfever, he combines good lyric verso ;$ith good 
mime os in meter, in a way whioh recalls Bcttomley's lyric 
plays, I Here, Masefield dremetIses the spirit of Easter, 
using stylised figures to build up its elements - release, 
joy, hope, amazement, a m  life. But he makes no attempt et 
a drama; he alias to dramatise what is s by-product, an 
essential by-product, of all good drama. Throughout his 
dramas there are signs of Impatience with the full organisa­
tion of character and plot, of a healcering for direct eomaent, 
for the spirit of the action without the terns «diioh make up
*
:(, G. Bottwaley; lyric Plays. 1922 {'Marsaill's Weeping';
'Culhln Sands'; 'The Q m o r  of ’'aadsl'; 'Suilven and the 
Eagle»; 'Kirkconnel Lee»; 'The Woman from theVoe'),
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that spirit. This is borne out by his tendoaoy away from 
the arometIc,. motivated individual speech to stylised lyrio 
and ohoric language. This may oreato a perfectly valid form 
of lyrio drama, but it tends sway from poetry in the theatre 
to poetry in the drawlas-room. It is not the most valuable 
kind of pioneer-work when poetry is striving to win its way 
back into the theatre.
Before his final verse dramas the last two of
uJ|T
which are stylised, Masefield unites a prose play, aolloney 
Holtanur. Whioh ehovis eozmiderable teohnioal skill, but cn 
over-stressing of eyabolio Bignifiosnoe, especially in &  
lyrics.^
The next verse play, Tristan and Isolt. is not
stylised, although it is opened by a stylised figure, Destiny,
In view of the flatness of the whole. Destiny is pretentious:
"I show Tristan, the prince, in glory beginning.
And Isolt, the maid, in her beauty: I show these two 
Passing from peaoa lato bitter burning end sinning 
F n m  love that was lighted of old...
This beauty and intensité’ is lacking in the blank 
verse, especially at the emotional crises. Tristan and Isolt 
bribe the servant, Brangwen, to take Isolt's piece on her 
bridal nl#it; Brangwea and King Maze are to drink a love- 
potion. This is how the lovers discuss this crisis:
7Isolt; Is that you, Tristan? 
i.hat happened.?
Tristan: Llcten - love, listen.
■Teolti All’c silent ....
Did ho disoovor her?
Tristan: No;
But Che wee so shaking, she eoarcely oould
drink; having drunk 
She dropped the gold cup on the floor,
I picked up the cup, but the wine was all spilled, 
'..hat he drrnk
t'es the bitter brown ooze from the drug: It has
sont him to Bleep,
Sven when Isolt, having killed her lover Tristan, 
resolves to commit suicide, there is no passionate verse, no 
Intense imagery, only a vague lyric, sentimental verse alterna­
ting with bald hardness:
Isolt: Msrc was dead ell the time; no need to have
scourged him.
I was the virtuous wife; »os where it sank me.
It is ended: nothing can bring it back. I have 
this little knife of mother's. Poor mother, 
afar, $dio was thwigbtful for «a before I
thought, and will feel 
/ifter I cease to feel. The brook will run down 
Over tha aiiingle to aes; and the oomcroke cry 
And the honeysuckle, up in the glen, drowse sweet-
g, ness.
And the moon came over the hill. Mother will
have them,
Kct I ... .
The closing words and rhyme, give a final ludicrous
touch:
rthur; t’o will bring them together, here where they lie. 
If they have sinned, they have lived with a love
exceeding:
New they are spirits of love, not bodies bleeding.
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/. Kina's Daughter le not completely stylised,
but it has stylised elements, Jezebel introduces herself
and plays the part of prologue;
I am iiueen Jezebel, King Ahab's wife.
I,was princess in didon long ago.
But in an evil day I became Queen 
Over these strangers in Samaria",
Although in this play some of Masefield's characteristic
feelings are to be found - dislocating lyrio verse - unlively
verse - there is an improvement. Frequently the verse is
trenchant and passionate, and convinces us of its power to
create reaction:
Nsboth: You are not one
To search into the spirit, not be single 
Within your heart. You are possessed by things; 
Dead things, with stink and colour, brought in
ships ;
Your purples and the jmfels for your hair.
Your ivory rocmi, God save us! You being mortal.
Dwelling in Ivoz^^while God himself
Lives in the m@der*1roon darkened by wings.
Mloaiah:Yes. Naboth; but reserve this for the feast, 
Where those vdio hear it will enjoy it more 
Than we do herei"
The verse rises at the i>eaks of passion and there is a 
good Illusion of living speech.
ir
Jezebel;! shall not look upon my son again!
How many million mothers must have felt 
As I, with a dead child. How many lives 
Have I made lightless thus.
For no child ever dies without the breaking 
of someone's heart.
And yet the world goes on.
TTKsnr:
s. Act IV.
There Is little memorable imagery dispersed throughout, 
since Masefield detaches it in the undramatic narrative 
choruses :
* '
Moon-blossoa; Sien are like wind-vanes that forever swing;
Mon are like the winds forever wavering;
Men are like water; men are like the tide;
Women, the rock they ebb from, do abide i'A
j^d end Beginning is a completely syliaed drama, 
and it is Masefield's highest achievement in this kind. As 
in Ihllip. Masefield successfully cwnbines a variety of 
measures with unity and an exact plotting of the conflict:
For one brief hour I was free:
Men vdio were loyal came to -ne:
For one brief hour, I hoped. In vain.
To win my son and throne again,
I was betrayed again when the battle was joined.
I had to ride for life, drinking the b u m s  
And sleeping in the heather like the grouse. ’
An excellent rhymed interlude chanted by two women 
and effectively breaking into direct speech, draws in the 
action off-stage and whips the whole into a fury of excite­
ment:
Second Woman; Why does vigilance creep the stair
Dp, up, up, in the curtain there?
Why does he stand there breathing deep 
Near midnight thus, with the Q.ueen asleep?
Why has he come here? Whet does he mean?
Officer; Women, I want to see the (lueen,
Masefield achieves dignified depersonalised
1. Act V.
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language, ràiidi lapllee the links of oharaster and action, and
the passion is not blurred by sentimentality:
■ ”
Mary: Leave weeping, now; bedoing; time is short
Did I not say, my children, this would fall?
Blessed be God that it has fallen, and fear 
And sorrow are at an end. weep not. Lament not.
It cannot help...
This verse can accommodate even the more prosaic parts of the 
drama. At times there is a business-like documentation, but 
the language does not cease to be poetry.
Masefield's last play, St.Geoi%e is a delightful 
mixture of gravity and humour in which he utilises all his 
previous experiments - a frank and vivacious prose, lyrics, and 
a lituzgical verse reminiscent of Philip; 
u
All; Our utmost need cries out in you for mercy.
Priest; Christ, Who, as Man, wert, onoe a Woman's Son,
For Her sake heed us, for this hour of time
Falls cruelly on women in this Kingdom.
Their utmost need cries out to Thee for mercy
•%
All; Their utmost need cries out to Thee for mercy.
Masefield's drama is specially interesting since 
he not only experiments like Drinkwater and Abercrombie, but 
starts his experiments in realistic prose drama, passes 
through realistic prose drama, and finally finds his own 
dramatic medium in stylised poetic drama. He is confronted 
with the same basic problems as nineteenth century poetic 
dramatists, end he makes as many mistakes. His drama also 
suggests ways of solving some of these problems. His stylised
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dramas do not necessarily solve any prohibas, for no 
twentieth oœtnry poetic dramatist^sinee they tend away 
from the theatre to the drawing-room* We have shown that 
this springs from Masefield's weaknesses as well as from his 
Stlengths; It does not, therefore, show any inevitable general 
trend or weakness in poetic drama.
We have shown that Drlnkwater's imagery and 
language are not always drsmatio in his prose or poetic drama 
but there is no doubt, as there is with Masefield, that 
Drinkwater has sound dzmatie instinct. Compered with 
Aberorosbie, and to a less degree with Masefield, he places 
the emphasis first on the theatrical effect, second on the 
profundity of the imageiy. He relies on the theatre to give 
unity and full realisation to the imagery, and his imagezy is 
designed to co-operate with the action and settings. This 
theatrical sense is an antidote to the ornate and undramatic 
imagery of many nineteenth century poetic dramas.
Conhetua has little passion or thought to sustain. 
The imagery makes the significance clear; it is apt, not 
profound, it does not moke great daaands on the audience, but 
acts insensibly. There is little pl^loal action, and the 
language, especially its imagery, brings action into the 
drama and co-operates with the setting and action. The scene 
is the king's palace, with a view of steps leading to a temple,
symbolising the king's guarding of his spirituel chastity.
un
He will keep the "doors" of his love "guarded and/betrayed".
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He goes through the gates Into 3od*s house and there It is 
revealed to him that a hegger-woman shall be his queen, a 
women of "pure and conseoreted days"« His attitude to 
marriage is the same as his attitude to his people. His 
heart is "cltadelled beyond the reach of conflict". It is 
only when Copbetua chooses a queen from among his people 
that the barrier is broken:
"Great God thrust
His aim out and the barrier broke".
Rebellion has more passion and thought to sustain,
and Drlnkwater uses a deeper, more intricate end explicit
imagery. At times, the imagery is uodramatio and the climax
of the imagery is a song used undramatioally. But it has
vital dramatic functions. At the opening an image concentrates
the whole process of the drama:
Herroa; A stubborn word upon some trick of the mind 
And in the mirror of our quarrel grows 
An image of the trick of monstrous form.
And then the quarrel takes authority 
SfToa this new phantom that itself has made 
While the old small issue is forgotten quite.
The imagery is the characters* distinctive way of expression; 
Shubia and Narres identify themselves with the peaceful as 
well as the violent, masterful processes of nature. The 
chief work of the imagery la to impress the contrast of real 
and counterfeit, trivial and essential, implicit in theme and 
action. The flower of freedom is contrasted with the people's
1. I. 1.
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trivial demands for freedom «Ailoh are like a withered flower 
dropped by freedom. True and trivial rebellion are contrasted; 
the people rebel, having no capacity for enjoying life, but 
"lean cattle in the brain". Harroa* and Bhubia's is a true 
rebellion dictated by the "dragons of the mind". The imagery, 
therefore, gives characters and action their true perspective. 
The king's fell seaae to Shubia like "chatter among the eaves"; 
the stake at issue between king and people like a "blown wisp 
on the granaiy floor". Thie âetoQtive nature imagery strength­
ens and enlarges the scope of the drama, and insensibly takes 
its toll of the audienoe.
In The Btoip. the imagery gives the most powerful 
emotional intensification vdiioh Drlnkwater has so far achieved. 
The action is an emotional conflict stripped of almost all 
external action. The imagery plots the progression of the 
emotional conflict, and fills in the world end everyday 
environment of the diameters, bringing the two into sharp 
relationship. The neighbours on the hills are like lighted 
gnats searching the mines of hell; Alice's re-assuring make- 
belief is like logs or coal breaking away to a thimble-full of 
ash; the a t o m  is like a scourge and flail, like screaming 
devils which ere, in turn, like drums beaten at a funeral.
These rustic characters naturally express themselves in imagery 
seeing the storm and the power directing it in terms of nature 
and a perveraion of nature. Like the characters of Deborah,^
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they are used to being overwhelmed by nature and this foroes 
on than a conceiousnesa of God, of the "old king of the 
world", whose stroke sometimes falls on the "good man's 
baok", instead of on the wheat. There is no exultation in this 
view, only aoquiesoeneo. exultation oomos with the imagery 
used by the étranger *Ao oonneote the stoia with pagan gods;
"This supple torrent of might that suddenly rose 
Out of the fallen dusk and sand and leapt 
Like an athlete of the gods frenzied with wine".
There is no real equipoise in the imagery as there is in that 
of Absroronbie's Deborah, where to Deborah herself, oomee a 
sense of truoe with nature, marked by an image exiireseing 
one-nosB with nature:^
" o
Deboraht You cdme to wreok, makes me strangely quiet j
Like when the river's r o u #  with snatch of squall. 
The pour of the tide ineooing from the sea 
Foroeo a smoothness on the choppy, w a t e r ï *
Novertholess, the imagery of The Stoaa Is function­
al and dramatic.. Sarah's Imagery suits an aged, embittered 
wman, Alice's is aptly in the foim of anecdotes, grim or 
hmorous. At the opening, a natural simile concentrates the 
whole dMma:
Sareh; Ho news has been growing apace from nightfall on 
Into bad nwG, and now it's as though one stood 
At the door and said - "we found him l y i %  cold".
1. op. Chapter 7, pp,e».^Gq-i.
2, l^aborah. III.
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This image creates a tens ion; we knov; what will happen, and 
our attention is directed to the emotional conflict,
The Cod of luiot docs not involve great passion 
ox thought, There are many quick changes of Imagery easily 
followed in the theatre, and unified by rhythm and alliteration, 
There is also an implied imagely which is extremely effective 
in the theatres
I
Young aeggay; You quiet, old seducing thing,,,
l',hy don't you shout?,,. You muddy-faced 
Old silence,,« silence,,, beggar-men, king.,. 
Victuals and void,,, sharp stones ana boots.,, 
A coat aoi nakedness,,, rain and sun.,,
A thistle that's blown and a thistle with'
roots,,.
All right, old god... all's one, all's one,
a
This bringing of opposites Into unity has the 
force of an image of 'îuiet',
X 3 0. like The utorm. has little physical action, 
and its action is emotional conflict. Drinkwater relies
i
heavily on imagery to give a oiroumferanoe of passion and
C P  fit
eignifiounce. irollfie imagery directs our attention to the
emotional conflict rather than the physical action (although
the latter is extremely good theatre). As in Oophotua. the
imagery oo-oporatas with the setting and action. The lyrict
"The bud that breaks must surely pass.
Yet is the bud more sure of Kay 
Than youth of age, where every day 
Death is youth's shadow in the glass",
occurs just before Capya' death. The scene is e starry
summer ni^t, and the action moves rhythmically between a
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Greek t œ t  and the Trojan wallej In the Imagery starlight, 
light, oroharâs,criss-cross with shadow, trippings in the dark, 
blasting of wholesome fruit and buds. The contrast of the
i'y\~ho
theme is built with the Imagery, end into the symmetry end 
parallelism of form. Throughout the imagery impresses a 
complete reversal of values. The present state of war and 
evil is unnatural and unreal, snow falls in summer-time, 
wholesome flesh is blasted in the blood, dead men appear to 
be in a ghastly wood with life a beggar at the door. Present 
thoughts of home end everyday life are like ghosts out of a 
life that should have been, the world like echo its
vivid gesture gone, hrinkwuter often uses imagery from 
uatui’e. In particular, likening men to beasts. The Greek 
soldiers nose along the Trojan wall seeking prey. But at 
the same tima, Lrinlwater, like Abexcrombie, gives an equipoise 
to the play by the imagery. There is beauty in war; the 
sentinel on the walls seems like a lover in a garden of moon­
lit roses, the tents under the stars are like white orchards 
bright under a summer moon.
In hlldaummer ve . triviality of imagely goes with 
the relative triviality of the play as verse drama, hen Pan 
enters and a more serious note is struck, there is a little 
good imagery, husio flows as soft us mist about the knees of
cattle; the pinions of the swan hiss like a flood upon shingle, 
/and
the swan alights like a fuzy of enow billowed on green,
rnO/rk^
It is significant that imagery makes good pootio, 
end usually, good prose drama. This is borne out by
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Drlnkwater'a prose dramo. At tho oponij^ of Blery Stuart, 
ho U398 fraali iaagory to aonvay the emotional conflict:
Is
Bord! You truBtod Eargajst’a love. It la a wide thing,
radiant.,, , Suppose it hed been a poor mean thing, 
with no roots,,, . You don't mean love you mean 
a trivial, feathery visiting that doesn't know 
what love ip, '
This puts the d r m m  into a sli-^tly diffsrnt key from e prose 
drama. In the drama within drama, À  the emotional crises, 
Drlakvrater rellæ heavily on imagery, but it does not have the 
full effect which It would have la c poetic drama. It is 
natural that, having experienced the value of imagery, 
Drinîa#ater ^ould be loth^ to part with it in his prose 
dramas, and that at first he should not acclimatise it. At 
the crises, Drlnkwater goes otralrlit into verse and we are 
consoioue of the characters suddenly booom'rtg poetical, Ke 
has not in thlo play disporaod tho imagery thrwjghout, as in 
his poetic plays. The actors would have to txy to naturalise 
it, not realise it; this is the wrong way for drama. In 
Robert H. Lee, there is on implied end organic imagery dispers­
ed throufdiout, and imagoiy is built into A ISen'e House, hen 
a drama is conceived as b poetic dmma, the imagery which is 
built into ohareeters and actions usually demands verbal 
imagery. Oliver Cromwell was not conceived as a poetic drome 
end its imagery is clumsy, taskod-on, and so undramatio.
In Abraham Lincoln. Drlnkwater makes a formal 
dietirotion between ver«e end prose. This does not coincide 
exactly with e division between parts with and without imegery.
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But the imagery is naturally foouosed in the verse - choruses, 
and, paradozlcally, where thero is this frank division the 
imagery seems organic, The verse-choruses are marked by 
iterative imagery, Nature imagery is recurrent where 
Drinkwater wishes to bring out the unspectacular element of 
the war and of president Lincoln:^
"Lonely is the vision that leads a man away 
From the pasture-lands.
From the furrows of oora and the brown loads of hay,
To the mountQia-cldo,
To the high places vdiore contemplation brings
All hie adve^uringo »,
;>jaoag the sfevers and tho tillers in the wide valleys,*^
The chronlolarG gives a whole episode from country-life as
imagery of "mothor-wlt";
'/
The Two Chroniclers: You havo gone gathering
C o m  flowers And meadow sweet,
Hoard the hazels glancing down 
On September aveu,
3oen the homeward rooks on wing 
Over fields of golden vdioat 
And the silver cups that crown 
Mat or-lily leaves.
Kinsmen, what is aothojç„wit 
But the light of these?
This nature imagery is linked with the recurrent Biblical 
Imagery. Lincoln is the loader required to draw men's wander­
ing thoughts within the fold again, Fomiliar things havo the 
power of gospels; Lincoln Is linked with the Good Shepherd, he
1, See Chapter V, pp,B?l'
2, The chroniclers after iceno 1,
3, Chroniclers after Soene 2.
is God*6 captain cariylng out Jesus'e words on Mount Olivet;
the,chorus continuas;
"Knowing these, what is there more 
For learning In your little year®?
Are not these all gospels bri^t 
Shining on your day.
How then shall your hearts be sore 
Kith envy and her brood of fears,
How forget the words of light 
From the mountain -way
BlessfKl are the meroiful."
In the choruses ranificatlona of imagery oome to the surface, 
but they branch oiganiCElly from the drama.
The imagery of the choruses in its (Mwrfl^t and 
in its formal division from the prose, keeps a relationship 
between the Immediate end temporal and the universal and time­
less, and gives a relief. Some chozuses are used more 
specifically for relief, with imagery and comment in the back­
ground:
"Under tho stars an end is made 
And on the field the southern blade 
LloE broken,
And, where strife was, shell union be,
And where was bondage, liberty.
The word Jo spoken.
Night passes",*
It beoomee iricroaningly apparent v;hy Drinlwater 
wislisd to carry some of the qualities of poetry into the 
prose plays. But in tho poetic plays, imagery is reinforced 
by the whole drama, especially the metre; In the prose dramas 
the imagery rarely has the force which it has in the poetic
1. Chorus, scene S.
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dî'amaB, aod many dacgere 4 rine.
In C-Qi^ hetua, tîiu Imagery is reinforced by the 
©trlot Btyliuation and uee of rhyme and lyrlo form. But these 
prevent tho longer poriode and moi’e profound Imagely which 
poet ic drama requlros *
In .-..Qbollion. Urlukwator attempts the longer 
blank-verso periods Imitating the Blizubethan drama. At times 
the verso recalls some of the stilted enervated rhetoric of 
jjollQ.htfort.I' There ai’o obvious imitations of Shckespeare’s 
drama. But Drinlamtor shows hiasolf capable of sustaininc 
blank verse; the rhetoric is frequently good end would tell in 
the theatre;
it
ijzaoe; Cunning enough: I know.
Dirt all my world waits on the thing he says - 
"They move not yet" - and I and all of ua 
Stand proudly from this time on begetting rumours 
Shall crpss far sees to make men envious.
"They strike, and now" - then I and all my state 
My far-descended ne^ me, ay et orled rule, «
My poiSilous life - are but an unwholeswae tale,
Thors are real characters hero, unlike Cophoti^a. and a more 
difficult achievement of dialogue, Sometimes the imagery is 
not in tune v/ith the blank verse, but too long, intricate and 
mannered:
PUano; I stand
/vgaiaet fate rising terribly before me 
And, the sharp spade is sheer upon my roots.
Lawn's fingers write my last of sceptred health -.
But there is an oeoaeionel good, clear sweep:
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Ilarroa; i hive known a v;orld most worthy to be lost 
And the gossip of it shall be no more to us 
i'rom this day than the sound of a broken dish 
Rattled among the soourlngs of the house
C
There is little attempt at a coioquial blank verse; frequent
inversions and ellipses occur:
”0 very king of kings 
Not yet is suffered your birth-agony;
Now âione ie my poor pennyvmrth of words;
There is about my meditation grown 
Service of freedom, none among men may tame;
do not spend 
Too largely your good energy of life 
To gather rights but for that they are rights”.
-j-
The verse of 1 avrna shows an advance. Here, 
Driuicwater’s aim is not simply dramatic language, but verse 
which is natural in the theatre. The characters of Cophetua 
and .Rebellion were noble and from times past. Possibly the 
more parochial themes of imms led Drinkv/ater to experiment 
in colloquial poetry, but there is no necessary connection.
ûtiSO
In Pawns noble personages and Greek myth and legend are^used. 
Unlike some of his nineteenth century predecessors, in lawns 
(unlike rebellion). Drinkwater does not choose verse because 
his material is noble or remote in time, he uses it as the 
most flexible and forceful medium for the theatre. This is 
borne out by the variety and flexibility of its verse.
In The Storm, the syntax does not radically differ 
from that of ordinary speech, even where there is imagery; 
colloquial rhythm, phrases and words occur with no loss of 
poetry:
TTlTTTl
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Alice: And T © woman
Viould never let him ask for anything.
darah: For all you would baice his bread to a proper
 ^ turn.
Joan; If he should walk in now you will not forget 
The trouble you are putting in the house with
your talk. ”
Old Man: The night is full of tricks
But another hour will have ferneted all the hill.
The colloquialisms introduce more exciting, expressive rhythms 
than those of Rebellion and Cophetua. The same qualities mark 
thé Stranger’s more pretentious vision. His description of 
the storm is © masterpiece of excitement in rhythm and imagery:
Stranger:! set
Every sinew taut against this power,
This supple torrent of mi^ht that suddenly rose 
Out of the fallen dusk and sang and leapt 
Like an athlete of the gods frenzied with wine.
It seemed to rear challenging against me,
As though the master from Valhalla’s fables,
Grovm heady in his revels, had cried out - 
Behold me now crashing across the earth 
To sheke the colonies of antic men 
Into a fear shell be a jest, my fellows!
And I measured myself against this bragging pride, 
Climbing step by step through the blinding riot.'
Regular lines - "To strive and mate with eager lords of tumult;
And filled himself with great barbaric laughter.
intermingle with exciting variations:
(f
Stranger: You on the hills
Grow dulled, maybe, to the royalty that finds 
In your crooked world a thousand splendid hours. 
And a stoim to you is but a hindered task 
Or a wall for mending or a gap in the flock.
Drinkwater creates an illusion of the parentheses and emphasis­
ing of casual words f o u M  in ccILoqulal speech:
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Stranger; I rode upon the front of heroic paire-.
And once was on the crest of the world’s tide,: 
Unseared as the element. - But he mastered me. 
That god striking a star for holiday.
And filled himself with great barbaric laughter 
To see me slink away,"
There is a sparing use of unusual woixis with a co3.1oquial 
ring:
"You safely gebbing of sly and cruel furies;
I come from a harsh quarrel 
.With larger thews than men’s.
These experiments resemble Abercrombie’s, Like 
Abercrombie, Drinktrater relies most heavily on giving usual 
words an unusual force:
Alice: A savagery like this,
Beats at the wits till they have no tidiness;
And against this spite now :^ l’ve no strength at all; 
And crying and crying, and none can hear him cry, 
Because of this great beastliness of noise,
I want no hope - only an easy space to - remember,
For the first time in The Storm, Drinkwater achieves vivacious 
rhythm.
In The God of Quiet, this is augmented by the 
variety of intermingled verse forms:
h
Old B e ^ a r : One day, I s'tood
At dusk in the golden harvest lands 
And watched the sickles rise and fall.
And the following women with patient hands 
Gleaning all, gleaning all,., .
Soldier: I have endured, and hold it now no shame
To pass forgotten. There is no weight at all 
Now in this arm, and where the heroes fall 
Should I too join a sorry sword, ’tv/ould be 
But hosting in my pale infirmity 
Of such immortal courage as shall lose 
No virtue being secret.
mThe rhyme with the alliteration and refrain is extremely 
effective^ and the more effective because Drinkwater need not 
naturalise it in a character’s mouth. The action is reported 
and the figures are a chorio commentary on the theme of "(iuiet” ; 
In this way, The God of Quiet looks forward to the choruses 
of Abraham Lincoln:
citizen; And men shall know the sorrow that betrays 
Beauty and resolution and the high 
Conduct of heart proposing patiently 
Desirable shapes wrought out of shapeless dust.
Not scattering of created things.
Drlnkwater brings colloquialisms witA the lyrlo verse ràilch he 
used In Cophetua;
Young Beggar; Nor coin nor crust
Three leagues of dust 
V/e*ve trodden - Blast 
Them - let them fast 
And try the flavour -
Old Beggar; Hold, man, hold -
•Twere like enough that our tale were told 
Forever before the sun went down.
With the devils of war let loose to frown 
On a poor man’s cry for alms. We live 
And that Is something.
X » 0 enforces a point which appeared to be 
Ignored or not realised by many nineteenth centuiy poetic 
dramatists, that an Illusion of naturalness In poetry has not 
necessarily anything to do with fidelity to everyday language, 
nor has majesty with the severance from It. ïîhen Drlnkwater’a 
verse is unnatural It Is first because It Is not good poetry, 
second because he Is stilted or over-poetical. His c<Jloqulal
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poetry is more majestic than his pompous verse;
'
Ironay; It is past the hour
I should be nosing along the Trojan wall 
To oatoh what prey may be» I have scarred the
wall
At the bend there where I told you, In the break­
ing stone,
Thesg many nights, until at last I ’ve made 
A foyt hold to the top. It’s a queer game.
This tripping of life suddenly In the dark.
This blasting of flesh that Is vdiolesome yet In
„ the blood 
... I loathe It ; but good-night.
This verse, especially its visual qualities, would have great
effect In the theatre. But It Is sometimes affected by the
sentimentality of Drlnkwater’s attitude to his theme;
"It *B a dear home.
And fragrant, and there’s blessed fruit and coim. 
And thoughts that make me older than my youth 
Come even from the nettles at the gate."
Here, the rhythm is less exciting. These slack passages mar 
the symmetyy of foim.
An examination of the language of Drlnkwater’s 
poetic dramas shows a true pioneer. Where Drinkwater attempts 
a narrow Imitation of Elizabethan poetic drama In Rebellion. 
he makes the same mistakes as his nineteenth century predecess­
ors. But Rebellion Is the least Important of his plays. His 
other dramas show a ceaseless experimenting In methods to 
surmount the problems which face all poetic dramatists, and 
those which are peculiar to this century, and some achievement. 
Drlnkwater makes a notable contribution to m o d e m  poetic drama, 
and he makes It as the practical theatre-man.
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We have already shown some of the dramatic 
functions of Abercrombie’s Imagery and verse, and distinguished 
them from those of a dramatic poem. The fact that his Imagery 
demands more attention than Masefield’s and Drlnkwater’s Is 
Itself significant, especially as he has a strong philosophic 
bent and his dramas grapple with psychological and social 
problems. IVhat Is It which distinguishes him from his two 
fellow-ploneers and makes his dramas a more serious challenge 
than theirs? None of his plays has achieved^^he popularity 
of Han or X « O or Abraham Lincoln, yet his drama shows more 
lasting achievement and promise for poetic drama. It Is not 
primarily his dramatic technique, nor his character-portrayai, 
nor the imagery of his language, although these are striking 
and fine. It is his powerful and sustained command of vital 
dramatic poetry. Masefield’s and Drlnkwater’s dramas stand 
out for their tireless experiments. Abercrombie too, constant­
ly experiments, but he seems to command a confident, fully 
formed blank verse from the start In Deborah. This may be due 
to his early and persistently dramatic poetry. His experiments, 
frequently similar to Masefield’s and Drlnkwater’s, ate subor­
dinate to an assiduously cultivated and disciplined, but 
native gift; a gift for sustained verbal, musical orchestration. 
The same power of orchestration enables him to wield the 
complex dramatic form; It Is never elaborated for Itself, but 
always reinforces and co-operates with the drama. This should 
not be unduly emphasised, but It Is noteworthy that from 1907
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to 1909 Abercrombie was music critic for the Liverpool Dally 
Courier, Sir Waiford Davies pays tribute to the part which
Abercrombie took in each of the festivals of Music and Poetry
' 3 1
held In Gr^nog in Montgomeryshire. Music and poetry are
linked, too. In his drama.
While Abercrombie’s language needs no Intricate
defence, It can be used to combat certain serious criticisms.
It has been said that Abercrombie's power sometimes defeats
Itself.^ The distinction of Abercrombie’s language Is Its
sustained power, but his power of orchestration, works on a
small as well as a large scale. A speech from Deborah will
Illustrate this:
Woman; Just as well
Be In the tide as on this rick of slime;
It’s nigh as wet, nothing but washt-up ooze^(^
And silted umber, mere marsh steadied with day 
To be a kind of mortar, not an earth.
It takes a man to build houses on slime;
And then ask women to oome bed with him „
Ay, and to child, in such a filthy place.**
The verse with its jerky rhythm, repetition and parallelism, 
and Its ohovvKito|7euL and alliteration, orchestrates the 
woman’s scorn and the ludicrous proposition. This passage 
also combats the criticism that Abercrombie Is too learned 
a poet.* "Silted umber" is not perhaps immediately clear in
1. The Times. November 14, 1938.
2; 0. Elton, Lamoelles Abercrombie. 1939, p.14.
8. Act I.
4, H. Monro, Some Contaaporary Poets, 1920, pp.111-115
mthe theatre, hut the sensuousness and the rhythmic context 
cari-y it off.
This criticism links with one equally serious.
A distinction has been madel between Abercrombie's and Synge's 
peasants. Synge’s characters have a "lyric utterance springing 
directly out of emotion", distinct from that of Abercrombie’s 
peasants whose minds operate amongst ideas, "based on a know­
ledge which the peasant Is unlikely to possess". The real 
question Is whether Abercrombie convinces us that the peasants 
In his dramas naturally have this mental process and knowledge, 
not whether they would have these in real life. The great 
power of organic and unified characters and of fine language 
in the theatre, should not be under-estImated; It can over­
ride this criticism. The content of the imagery and language 
cannot be separated frcan the sensuous rhythmic appeal of the 
language as a v&ole in the theatre. Apart from the point 
that the imagery and ideas of Abercrombie’s peasants are, in
V 2
fact, taken from their familiar llpes and from nature; even 
where one might demur at the knowledge shown, the full milieu 
of the drama and of the character make the language natural 
and organic. Possibly a mere dowser would not be expected 
to have these Ideas, but expressed in this dynamic language, 
by this character in this context, they are inevitable;
1. E.G. Sturgeon, Studies of Contemporary Poets. 1916, p.17.
2. See Chapter IV, pp. 45,' 86, M by-63-,- 6V, et passim, .
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Dowser; 0 think!
Life that has done such wonders with its thinking 
And never daunted in imagining;
That he has put on the sun and the shining night. 
The flowering of the earth and tides of the sea. 
And irresistible rage of fate itself, 
ill these as garments for its spirit’s Journey - 
0 now this life, in the brute chance of things. 
Murder’d uselessly murder’s,*
There is, however, an element of truth in the 
criticism that Abercrombie’s power sometimes defeats itself, 
as this passage Illustrates. One criticism of the Imagery and 
language of Drlnkwater’s and Masefield’s dramas was that they 
occasionally put the wrong kind of burden on actors and 
audience, Abercrombie’s put the right kind; the actors would 
not have to naturalise, but to realise the highly-charged 
language, Munro has made an extremely curious criticism that 
Abercrombie is not always alive to the necessity for glamour 
of word and rhythm,^ Exactly the opposite is true, as one 
would expect, from his critical theory alone.
Abercrombie’s language shows extreme glamour of 
word and rhythm, and tireless experimenting to achieve them.
His experiments’ resemble Drinkwater’s, but they are finer.
KTiere Drlnkwater achieves exciting varied rhythm and vocabulary 
by uniting blank verse and lyric verse with colloquialism, 
Abercrombie, by the same method, achieves a bolder, richer,
It " ^
more subtle Intoxication; (the phrase is Abercrombie’s.P
1. Act I.
2. H. Palmer, Post-Victorian Poetry. 1938, p,297.
3. ’The Function of Poetry in the Drama’, p.266.
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Abercrombie naturally composes in long verse paragraphs, 
which give scope to his superb sense of rhythm and. power to 
organise language. Drinkwater’s good sense of rhythm 
naturally expresses itself in lyric, rhymed ond stanzaic 
poetry, or in good oratorical prose. Masefield’s more 
limited sense of rhythm expresses itself in staccato, small- 
scale rhythms working through many small variations to an 
often precarious unity. Theirs is lyric, Abercrombie’s is 
orchestral. Abercrombie’s verse may, for, thie reason, put 
a great burden on audience’s accustomed to the rhythms of 
prose, but not on one with any training in listening to 
spoken verse. It must be remembered that Abercrombie was 
not making a compromise W t k  the contemporary theatre, but 
working for tho poetic theatre of the future.^ Abercrombie’s 
verse is able to create the kind of attention it requires by 
its constant shocks of rhythms and diction, its sensuous 
appeal and dynamic imagery:
Deborah; Yes, and me,
Mad fool of a wind, you are like to shout 
Desperately awake again. 0 wind.
You are too loud! If I ’d the heart for prayer 
Would I not ask the God that men call good 
To keep His winds from pouring their great
strength
Where I must hear them rushing and destroying! 
For I ’m all coward again, when the wind’s up; 
The noise of it, and the fierceness of its
.U-H» _ pleasure,
- Sound w4th my soul, x am like one
Who falls beneath the running of a crowd 
The wind has grown to such a meaning for me! -
1. See Chapter V, pJ2t
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Helplocs, utterly helpless, underneath 
The speed and outcry and the anger of joy,
The meieiless onward - thronging power of life 
With which Gods fill the places of the earth, - 
Helpless, all overcome in my desires.
And trodden down by that main stoim of,,life.
Am I, when the wind is pouring over me.l
It would be difficult to find in any one speech, greater 
glamour of rhythm and word. Although the idea is unfolded 
at length veihally, there is a swift plotting of emotion and 
association. Criticism has been made of Abercrombie’s "wealth 
of explaining detail" which causes the dramatic interest to 
disperse a "mere vapour of excessive verbiage",^ and
Deborah’s speech is probably of the kind which prompted it.
But it is organised on a large scale in order to have an 
audible, sensuous and emotional impact. Possibly the idea 
is rationally complete with "0 wind, you are too loud", but 
every word and cadence and repetition is necessary to 
communicate Deborah’s rich experience. In this passage there 
is not one word which is not in daily colloquial use, yet 
used here with the full power of poetry; there are no two 
rhythmic lines alike, but we never lose sight of the g round- 
rhythm. This is language with sdiich the actor can and must 
identify himself, not language to be merely said; not only 
can it be spoken with physical action, but it dictates action. 
Tho most difficult problem for an actor is not to rise to a
1. Deborah, III.
2. E, Munro, some Contemporary Poets, p.113.
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supreme task which taxes all the faculties, but to animate 
uninteresting language which maires little demand.
Abercrombie’s verse has been called Elizabethan.^ 
The link is not, as often in the nineteenth century poetic 
drama, one of slavish imitation, but of similar underlying 
principles. We have shown that Abercrombie valued colloquial 
usages for their increased power and range of communication.^ 
He was aware of the relationship between Elizabethan verse and 
the contemporary speech, thus he did not make the mistake - 
frequent In the nineteenth century - of imitating the result, 
but found the equivalent elements in contemporary colloquial 
and rustic speech. His experiments in colloquial verse are 
similar to Masefield’s and Drinkiirater’s, but they show more 
originality and power. He not only adapts his colloquial 
verse in the drama, but in the character. Newby’s has an air 
of causerie:
Newby: Flesh ain’t made for that.
Met him myself today. You never saw 
A brow with such a fiendish writing on it. 
’Hallo, Mud', says he; ’Newby, sir’, says I; 
’What does it feel like to be earth’, says he, 
’Damn you!’ - I don’t see why he damned me?
,, Lord!
The brow of the man.
This language is capable of expressing tragedy and comedy
alike :
Martin: Woman,
You should be with your dead.
1, W. Gibson, Poreward to Lyrics and Unfinished Poems. Gr^nog 
Press, 1940, pp.vii-viii. ^
2. See Chapter IV,j9p.2i6.7if(.--j
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The '.;oman: Don't tell me that.
Ah, but they cried all night! And I 
Knowing nothing of this sudden illness,
Vdiat could I do.., .
Martin; But you should go to them;
Dead or alive, children need their mother.
The Vi Oman: No, no I couldn't bide it.
(suddenly leaning upright) Ah! what*s that?
Martin; What then?
The Woman : I heard one of my children calling for me.
Martin: Poor thing, it's daft.
The Woman; (crying out). Ah!
Martin; khy do you hold your breast?
The Woman: A great qualm took me; 'twas as if a hand
Crushed in my heart. Be quiet, let me listen - 
ilh! there again, like being cut inside 
The sickness! It has got me! Oh good God!
Yes, I will go home to my little ones.^
(she walks off unsteadily)
It is not simply a question of imparting colloquial rhythms,
syntax and vocabulary i»to verse; speech rhythms are heard
through the vrese, common words and phrases are used with all
the force of image ly;
"When the bent-lil’es had begun their gold 
In the green sod;*
"Keep still a minute now, and catch your breath.
And let the hour have you... '1®
" I '11 have the morning blow right in on me, ,
And have some gleam of green things in my eyes,*
These unobtrusive, original usages bring exciting, living 
rhythms into the*verse; the language is constantly slipping
1. Act I.
2, The Adder.
4, iBe Deaerter. ______________ _______
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into imagery.
Abercrombie, like Masefield and Drinkwater, in 
less degree, introduced a mixture of provincial, Scots, Anglo- 
Saxon, mlddle-English and Shakespoarean words into his poetry: 
-"clemm’d, shlppen, thews, fleering, halfling, byre, joists, 
coclcening". These vitalise the language and express stresses
of emotion and thought ;
11 1 
TLomau: We lie for need; You for a fleering scoff.
I've a mind to stop you cockering 
Your halfling blood,”
Sometimes these are used slmp]^ to emphasise that the characters
are country-folk;
Woman;" 3ometImea it might be
In the hot dusty drouth of afternoon 
We'Id pass a byre and hear the milkers chat
There is not one which is unintelligible in the context, not 
used for a specific purpose, in contrast to the poetical 
stilted words which frequently studded nineteenth century 
poetic dramas, Abercrombie also experiments with compounds - 
scane with the force of an image, othez-s prosaic. In either 
case they concentrate and mefce the abstract concrete and 
sensuous; "tinsel-gay, fiery-parcht, sharp-sweet, cliff- 
darkened, jaw-breaking, honey-coloured, heart-sick, sense- 
enchanting, hot-foot, lily-livered." V/hen all these effects 
are synchronised, the verae is extraordinarily vivacious, and
1. The Staircase.
2. op.cit.
3. op,oit.
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a b s o lu te ly  d ra m a tic :
I’
S h a le  ! T h a t 's  th e  w o rd !
B u r b lin g ,  s im m e rin g , ay and b u m p y -b o ilin g ;
A l l  th e  îïomen a re  mobbed to g e th e r  c lo s e  
U nder th e  w i t  a n - t  re  e s , and t h e i r  f u l l  minds 
B o i l  l i k e  so many pans s lu n g  on a f i r e .
Why, s t a r l in g s  t ro o p in g  in  a copse in  f a l l  
C ould make no s c a n d a l l i k e  i t  
. . .  'hat?  th e  id io la  p la c e  
Has gone ju s t  ra n d y  o v e r  i t i" ^
I t  i s  a p p a re n t th a t  A b e rc ro m b ie ’ s g i f t  f o r  
o rc h c s t i’a t io n  a c ts  not o n ly  on a s m a l l - s c a le ,  w i t h in  s e n te n c e s , 
parag rap h s  and in d iv id u a l  sp eech es , b u t on a  la r g e -s c a le  
th ro u g h o u t e p is o d e s . The opening o f  D eborah i s  one o f  th e  
more o b v io u s  p ie c e s  o f o r c h e s t r a t io n .  I n  The End Of The  
' 'o r I d . t h e r e  is  a f i n e  o rc h e s tra te d  ep is o d e  w i t h in  a scen e ,
 ^^ e  n _
w h ic h  would have i t s  f u l l  im pact th e  t h e a t r e  a lo n e . VJhen 
th e  d o w ser’ s news o f a wo r id -e n d in g  comet has been a s s im i la te d ,  
th e r e  is  a seen© o f s p i r i t u a l ,  m e n ta l and p h y s ic a l t u r m o il :
M e r r io k : ( s e iz in g  th o  dow ser)
' I s  i t  t r u t h  w e ’r e  in  th e  way o f  th e  s ta r?
3 o i l e r s : 0 l e t  us go home; l e t  us go home and s le e p !
(A crowd o f  men and women b u rs t  in  and shout c o n fu s e d ly )
1 :  Look ou t f o r  th e  s t a r !
8 : ’ T is  m oving , m oving .
3 : Grows as you s t a r e  a t  i t .
4 :  B ig g e r  th a n  e v e r .
1 : Dovm i t  comes w i t h  a d iv in g  pounce.
As tho ug h  i t  had lo o k t  f o r  us and a t  l a s t  fo u n d  u s .
2 : 0 so n e a r  and coming so q u ic k
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This ohorio division of regular lines and the alternation 
of single lines with two lines gives not only the confused, 
hysterical reactions of the crowd, but the effect of the comet 
moving. They all hustle out, and Huff speaks in the midst of 
the turmoil. His confident brooding, self-righteousness is 
made to impinge on this confusion:
n
Huff; Ay, now begins the just man’s reward;
And hatred of the evil thing 
Now is to be satisfied.
Wrong ventured out against me and braved:
And I ’ll be glad to see all breathing pleasure 
Burn as foolishly to naught 
As a moth in candle flame.
If I but have my to watch over those
Who Injured me bawling hoarse heartless fear.
One is reminded of a chorus from Samson Agonistes pitched in
a lower key. For the different confidence of Shale, there is
a return to decasyllabics:
u
Shale: As for you, let you and the wmnen make
Your howling scare of this; I ’ll stand and laugh 
But if it truly were the End of the World,
I ’Id be the man to face it out, not you:
I who have let life go delighted through me.
Not you who’ve sulkt away your chance of life 
In mumping about being paid for goodness.-
Then follows the dowser's soliloquy working to a climax and
leaving off in mid-sentence.
Dowser; Naught but a plague of flies!
I cannot do with noises, and light fools 
Terrified round me; I must go out and think 
Where there is quiet and no one near. 0, think! 
Life that has done such wonders with its thinking. 
And never daunted in imagining.
That was put on the sun and the shining night.
The flowering of the earth and tides of the sea...
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I will not think of that, I'll blind my brain 
With fancying the splendours of destruction;
White-hot rivers of smelted metal pouring ,,,
Across the plains to roar into the sea.,, ,
The curtain is lowered.
The Sale of St,Thomas stands apart from the rest 
of Abercrombie's drama, but because of the special heavy 
demands of the mystical subject, it incorporates the previous 
methods. Nevertheless the predominant impression of the play 
as language is far different. It has been shown that St.
Thomas is not peihaps poetic drama, but that with certain 
modifications in stage-prooMure, it could be staged with 
powerful effect,® In the dramas the orchestration is a 
means to an end - the realisation of the play on the stage.
In St.Thomas. the musical plan and the orchestration are in 
the foreground. This gives the verse the kind of action 
which is found in a symphony. Characters and action are not 
demanded, but used for their formal advantages to shape and 
motivate the conflict. This renders St.Thomas stage-worthy, 
but it comes fully to life without the stage, A stageable 
drama is different from a drama which demands the stage for 
its fulfilment, This vast musical organisation makes it 
difficult to grasp the verse as an intellectual vdxole, 
Abercrombie fore-saw that this was one of the limitations of 
blank verse.® In a drama a character's speech may be charac­
teristic of him as an individual and simultaneously of the 
vdiole. In St.Thomas there is a veneer of character and action,
l7 End of" Act I. '
2; cp Chapter IV, pp.49y-Vl,i'sT,
3. Prlnoinlea of English Proaodv. 1923. nn.33-34.
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but characteristic speech in a group of individuals would 
interfere with the orchestration of the whole, much of 
3t.Thomas was conceived outside character and action; when 
they occur they illustrate a narrative commentary. The 
spirit in which St.Thomas was conceived, is summed up in a 
musical image:
^jgvery act, once it is done, becomes 
Immortal being, that act of our hands escapes 
To add one more imperishable force 
To the whole world’s almighty will, like sounds 
Of many instruments in'fugue concerting 
One everlasting music".^
Images from music are persistent, always occuring at the 
peaks of mystical experience - when St.Thomas becomes aware 
of his immortality;® when he suddenly hears the speech of 
his own people in the slave-shed and exercises a superhuman 
power over the slave-master;® ïjhen he sees a vision of a 
palace made of.human souls,^ and a vision of eternal unity
5
created by individual temporary acts; when he sees the 
nature of supreme life:
",,, let music be the parable.
Beautiful is the sound of strings and pipes; 
More beautiful the melody in the mind 
Made of the sound; more beautiful of all. 
Voices of viols and harps, trumpets and flutes. 
Dulcimers, horns, consenting one with another. 
And melodies in these voices each on each 
Conferring grace, each its own loveliness 
Elaborating in concord with the rest,
All to achieve one perfect amplitude
T r m
2, I,
3, III.
4, III.
5, IV,
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Of manifold muslo, a single dignity 
Of shapely intellectual delight.
But only as the listener gives himself 
In spiritual understanding to it,
The charm of sense-enchanting instruments 
Can give his mind their melody, his soul 
The beautiful congress of their melodies;
Make this your parable of the world",^
The recurrent musical image is the variation and
discordances of music consenting to harmony^ tfhe change from
ordinary experience - chaotic, painful and often insignificant,
to mystical experience - sense of communion, significance and
joy. This is not the kind of conflict on which ordinary
drama is built, although it may occur in drama, notably at
«
the close of tragic drama. The verse has to do most of the 
work v^ich would normally be done by the characters and action 
in static descriptions^ of scenery, action and states of mind, 
St,Thomas* self-communings frequently extend to more than a 
hundred lines, images are lengthy and do not stand out as 
they do in ordinary drama, Abercrombie’s experiments do not 
tend away from poetic drama, St,Thomas, is a deliberate 
adaptation of dramatic form.
An examination of the language of three dramatists 
reveals that they are faced by the same basic problems as 
their nineteenth century predecessors, and that they solve, 
or suggest ways of solving, some of. these problems. They are 
also faced by new problems and while these lead them to make 
similar experiments, each makes original contributions.
Their chief distinction from their predecessors is that they
1, VI,
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are not fettered by imitation of Eliaabethan blanlc verse.
One of their most important contributions as a group is their 
experimenting in many verse-forms and combinations, including 
blank verse, and their experiments to bring blank verse into 
touch with contaaporary colloquial speech. With the Introduc­
tion of colloquial speech into poetry comes a widening of 
theme and subject-matter. There is great variety in the work
r
of these three dramatists alone, and they assent the validity 
of poetry as a practical elastic form for the theatre, and 
its power to treat any material in a way which will challenge 
contemporary audiences. Not only had they to solve the 
problem of a restricted blank verse imitative of Elizabethan 
drama, but to grapple with a demand for naturalness and 
unobtrusiveness in poetry. Their distinct experiments in 
poetic prose and colloquial verse help to solve this problem. 
Some of the experiments of Masefield and Drinkwater tend away 
from poetic drama and the ordinary theatre. But the achieve­
ment of the three dramatists lies as much in the ground which 
they clear for others as in their own notable successes.
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Conclusion*
Certain conclusion^, may oe drawn from the viork of 
Masefield, Drinkwater and Abercrombie and their nineteenth 
and twentieth century environments, concerning the 
fundamental nature of poetic drama.
An examination of nineteenth century dramas
reveals that they fail on both scores - as poetry and as
drama, and as an inevitable fusion of the two. It is
tv
precisely when they fail in the dramatic that they fail to 
be pou,tic, and when they fall as poetry they fail as drama. 
Two conclusions may be drawn; that poetry is irdicrently 
dramatic, and Ux®t it is capable of being the most 
practical and straightforward medium in the theatre. 
Frequently in these dramas there occur passages of good 
poetry which are not, however, good in the context of the 
entire drama. This makes clear Abercrombie*s initial 
premise in his theory of poetic drama; poetic drama is not 
drama which might have been written in prose but was better 
in poetry. The poetry of a poetic drama embraces the 
entire drama and is absolutely fused ith the drama - 
conception theme and subject, symbolic technique 
(including character, action, plot and language), and 
ultimate significance.
A characteristic failing of nineteenth century 
poetic dramas was a moral or philosophic interest quenching 
or disrupting the dr;ama, a fault easy to detect and to
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condemn. Yet, underlying this persistent failing is the
sound idea*that poetic form is to be used for exalted, 
serious material (which was often confused with remote and 
historical material, moral x^nd philosophic issues), :md 
that poetic drama should undertake some serious criticism 
of life. With few exceptions, nineteenth century
dramatists rarely achieved this in the dramatic way.
The problem recurs in this century, and in the work of 
Masefield imû Drinkwater. It is noticeable that when 
these drauaatists wish to emphasise and deepen significance 
they introduce or force poetry into their prose dramas.
The instinct is sound but tlie method wrong.
One of Abercrombie*s chief points in advocating 
poetic drama is that it is best equipped to quicken a 
spiritual and moral sense, transcending narrower 
considerations of morals, psychology and piiilosophy.
But he stresses that the supreme function of art is the 
inspiring man with a sense of his mastery of existence, 
and the artistic, dramatic way of achieving it. Like 
Masefield, Abercrombie distinguishes between realistic, 
prose drama, 4hicn concentrates on the ready-made boot 
of existence**, and poetic drama which concentrâtes on 
inner, spiritual, enduring reality. Nineteenth century 
poetic drama lists and prose realistic dramatists in tills 
century, failing to perceive the artistic way of 
achieving it, frequently made the mistake of limiting this
4 4 3
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serious function of art in- moral or social issues iii 
themselves. Realistic prose drama, aiming to reproduce 
everyday life and language, resists this artistic 
evaluationyof poetic drama with its thorough symbolism 
and - in the ’tldest sense - its artificiality, is 
specially equipped to achieve this function in the 
artistic, dramatic way. This function depends on the 
artistic presentation of material in terras of order, 
significance and unity, which are specially rich and 
complex in poetry. However poetical the nineteenth 
century dramatists were therefore, and however much they 
laboured the significance or barely disguised it in 
dramatic terras, since they did not present one entirely 
in terms of the otheraid not achieve this prime 
function of poetic drama, although they rightly attempted . 
it.
With a narrow conception of the seriousness of 
poetic drama a limitation in theme and subject. In
this century, especially in the work of Masefield,
Drinkwater ind Abercrombie, 9ny material is potentially 
poetic. The only conception^which is not poetic in 
drama, is that which h iving the intensity nnd unity which 
demand poetry, cannot in its full intensity be mastered by 
dramatic form, or expressed entirely through dramatic media. 
This does not invalidate tiie fact that there are some 
states of mind and spirit, especially of mystical experience.
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which, if they can be compassed at all can only be 
compassed by poetry. An exaadnation of the work of the 
Irish dramatists, of Ibsen*s so-called social dramas, 
corroborated by that of Masefield, Drinkwater and 
Abercrombie, shows that poetic drama is not only in its 
distinct way realistic, but capable of grappling with tlie 
social psychological and moral issues of realistic, prose 
drama and with its methods.
The fact that the re-birth of poetic drama v^'as 
aided by prose, realistic drama does not argue against 
their fundamental differences. Although the aims and 
methods of the two are frequently oppOv.ed, poetry and
-to
fidelity reality are not. Some prose drama has 
begun to challenge poetic drama on its own grounds - 
economy, illusions and concentration, but it is 
essentially a question of prose drama acknowledging and 
needing the strengths of poetry, not of prose having 
scope and power equal to thoo6 of poetic drama. When 
a prose drama has some of the qualities of poetic drama 
there is usually an access of po^er, but when a drama 
written with all the appearances of poetic form is 
essentially prosaic, there is a loss of po/er. It 
will often be found, as for ini^tonce in Masefield’s 
prose dramas, that the stricter the attempt at realism, 
the greater the tendency to poetic language and method.
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This makes it clear that poetry is indispensable to. the 
dramatist, and that poetry and realism tre not opposed.
Comp red with prose drama, poetic drama is the 
stronger, riclier, more complete form. It transcends 
ordinary reality and creates a poetic world which 
supplies its o m  criteria. It is a dynamic and 
balanced form. On the one hand, poetry proceeds from 
within outwards - from conception through symbolic 
technique to ultimate significance. On the other 
hand, although the material always acts on two levels - 
actual and symbolic - in poetic drama and especially in
outwardly realistic prose drama which is inherently
poetic, the material is constantly broken down and 
focussed on the inner, individual and spiritual, there is 
a movement from without inwards. Ibsen’s drama, the 
work of the poetic realist Padraic Colum, and of Masefield, 
Drinkwater and Abercromoie, illustrate# this balance. 
Poetic drama is the drama which can achieve fullest
integration of ^orm and significance. Masefield, like
Abercrombie, distinguishes between realistic prose and 
poetic drams as drama concerned with the outward and 
temporal, and that concerned with the spiritual and 
fundamental. Like Abercrombie he finds that prose 
realistic drama is in d<mger of being materialistic and 
limited, and of substituting extrinsic, temporary
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attractions for organic, imaginative experience. The 
**unterrible, inglorious, and what they do in Kensington** 
may provide good and interesting prose plays, but in 
them the *’field of vision** is restricted, and the **object 
brought near**. Man’s mind prefers the **excessive 
contest’*. In Shakespeare’s drama the aim is not at 
**realism** but at **simplicity** and **illusion**, which are 
the means to a greater. Imaginative reality. It is the 
business of the dramatist to concentrate on the **master- 
cell**, not on the externals of life. To fulfil this 
function the "concentrated intensity** of poetry is 
necessary. Masefield makes the same point as 
Abercrombie and Drinkwater - that poetry is demanded by 
"some tensity of feeling**. Poetry is the language 
which conveys a "heightened sense of life**. The 
heightening inherent in the method and language of 
poetic drama makes t^ ie actions and characters more real 
to us tiian those of everyday life, and consequently more 
real and enduring in the imagin àion. Poetic drama 
transcends everyday reality in order to concentrate on a 
greater emotional and spiritual reality, ;ind on an 
imaginative reality.
Masefield’s individual failings as a dramu.tist 
should not obscure two points which emerge from his 
drama; that poetry and realism far from being opposed arc
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autually creative, axid that stylisation and convention, 
that is distance, not severance from, everyday reality, 
are pocentially Uie means to a-greater imaginative 
reality. His plays illustrate the scope and strength 
of poetic drama. On the one hand Masefield uses
peasants, sordid and trivial elements of life, dialectal 
and colloquial speech; on the otiier hand he uses a 
strict stylisation, and extremely intricate verse-forms. 
There is nothing to choose between the two from the 
point of view of realism or poetry. Masefield is not 
o^ten successful in his stylised dramas, but when he is, 
he demonstrates that it is necessary for poetic drama to 
dispense with meoiy of the outward signs and physical 
actions, and that it has a special power to replace and 
transcend them* His occasional successes in mingled
verse-forms shoA' that poetry in a drama is itself 
action, and that the realism of such action is mental, 
spiritual and motional.
Abercrombie’s.theory of poetic drama is 
specially important; not only does he shov that the 
form of poetic drama is demanded by certain conceptions and 
a certain intensity of imaginative experience, that it is 
a necessity in the theatre, but he builds up his theory by 
a thorough émd convincing analysis of the aims, scope and 
tedmique of poetic drama. His theory is reinforced by a
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sound theory of art in general, and corroborated by the 
theory and practice of the draaaiists here examined.
Abercrombie’s chief plea is that poetic drama 
is best equipped to achieve the supreme function of art, 
inspiring man with a sense of mastery of existence.
This is far from a nebulous, high-flown idea.
Abercrombie argues that the sense of mastery can only be 
given by art in which life assumes the complete order, 
unity and significcince which are man’s deepest desires. 
The special strength of poetry as language, and the 
entire structure of poetic drama specially equip it to 
achieve this function - and to achieve it naturally.
For poetry, especially the elements of rhythm and 
imagery, is in accord with man’s inate desires and 
spiritual and mental activities.
Moreover, poetry is demanded by a certain 
manner and intensity of the artist’s impulsive 
experience. Poetry as opposed to prose in drama, is 
the "outer sign" of a profound difference, a "difference 
of conception". It proceeds from within outwards,
a ai
starting as "conception poetry". It follows that the 
characters and action - or symbolic teckmique embodying 
this conceptual poetry - are in tiie "scale" of poetry. 
Poetry simultaneously employs all the powers of 
language; it has therefore the greatest scope for
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concentration, complex sigaifictoice interrelation, and thus 
for creating the whole experience, spiritual and emotional 
as well as intellectual, of the artist and his characters. 
It follows that poetic driicaa is west equipped to achieve 
the ideal world of art by ahich man experiences a sense of 
his mastery of existence, and that poetry is the natural, 
straightforward medium for a play. But a proviso should 
be made; poetry must be demanded by the artist’s own 
imaginative experience. The--rom‘ciu1.ic does not imply 
that poetry is the most natural and straightforward medium 
for all plays. Poetic drama is not drama which might 
have been written in prose, neither is prose drama 
necessarily drama which ought to have been written in 
poetry but was written in an inferior medium. ’Prose’ is 
not necessarily a derogatory description of a play.
There is fine drama for which prose is the medium demanded. 
Some prose dramas, it is true, seem to demand poetry, but 
in others prose is the most natural and straightforward 
medium. Drinkwater’s plays furnish instances of both 
kinds.
Abercrombie’s theory corroborates the points 
already made and is borne out by his own practice. In 
his plays poetry is demanded, organic and pervasive. The 
entire dramas are "in the scale" of poetry, and the 
language itself is exciting action vindicating the power of
in
poetic drama in dispense with the outward and physical.
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ïet, although in his plays physical action and details of 
everyday life are largely replaced by the action of a 
poetic language exactly plotting spiritual and mental 
progression, Abercrombie makes poetic use of details of 
everyday life and language. This illui»trates his point 
that poetic drama need not forsake the actual to achieve 
a deeper reality.
Its power to do this is a potential danger, 
part of the strength of poetic drama comes from its 
impact on everyday reality. Its potential weakness 
springs from its greatest strength, its power and 
limitation of concentration. Abercrombie’s dramas, as 
all poetic dramas, are marked by a persistent verbal 
imagery which is part of the imagery embracing character, 
plot and action. While all drama, prose and poetic, 
depends on symbolic technique, in poetic drama symbolism 
is carried to its furthest limits, and it logically 
demands verbal imagery. For this reason, imagery is one 
of poetic drama’s means of overcoming its limitations, and 
its chief strength. It is demanded by tine scope and 
concentration of poetic drama because of its emphasis on 
spiritual inner reality. Such concentration restricts
straightforward description, analysis and detailed 
surfaces of everyday life and action, which are possible in 
prose, realistic drama. Imagery swiftly, integrally and
simultaneously fulfills all these functions. Thus it
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tends to become superfluous or ill-at-ease in prose drama, 
as is clear in some of Masefield’s and Drinkwater’s prose 
dramas. It is precisely the dramatic functions of the 
imagery in Abercrombie’s dramas which show poetic 
conception, further i.i.lu-trating that imagery specially 
marks poetic drama, and that poetry is ini:ierently 
dramatic*
It would be difficult to over-stress the 
necessity for poetic drama to preserve its surfaces of 
plot, character and everyday life. Poetic drama depends 
on and endows with significance our largely prosaic life. 
The recurrent distinction between soul _nd body, inner and 
outer, when poetic drama is being discussed, needs careful 
qualification. Poetic drama can deal boldly with the 
unseen and spiritual. Frequently in the work of great 
poetic dramatists, especially the later work of Ibsen and 
Shakespeare, the story level appears to be little more 
than a concession to human apprehension. But it is 
there; the tribute money must be paid. It is there
because these dramatists saw a greater reality tnrough and 
in, not despite everyday reality. It is in thi,. way that 
poetic drama is more truly in touch witn the basic facts of 
life than prose; for the inner, spiritual reality is taken 
as a fact of life. Prose drama tends to emphasise one
side of life at the expense of the other. The power of
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poetic drama lies in the fact that it gives the dramatist 
scope completely to realise his own impulsive experience, 
that it satisfies the whole man, both the artist and the 
recipient.
Abercrombie’s dramas reveal some of the chief 
functions of imagery and consequently the scope and 
concentration of poetic drama. Its chief uses, in his 
drama, are to distinguish and draw in characters and their 
relationship, to give a circumference of significance, 
emotional and intellectual, and to provide the sensuous, 
concrete and actual level of experience, which is 
specially necessary for the maintenance of dramatic 
tension in poetic drama. It suggests the individual 
worlds of the characters, and the ?orid in which they 
move as a group, actual and symbolic. Tnese functions 
emphasise that poetry and realism are not opposed, and 
that poetic realism differs from but is not inferior in 
the realism of prose drama.
Although Drinkwater has a less sound conviction 
than Masefield or Abercrombie, he too finds that poetic 
form is demanded by certain material, and the idea can be 
tested in his drama since he is ooth prose and poetic 
dramatist* He argues that prose is sufficient for 
comedy, but that tragedy or the "analysis of passion or 
emotion in conflict" needs the "more urgent and stricter
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convention" of poetry. This idea corroborates Masefield’s
and Abercrombie’s theories. Linked with the conception is 
his idea that poetry is concerned witii the generic *ond 
fundamental. Tragedy -emands "heightened, rhythmic 
language" because it deals witli "elemental idea" and 
"fimdamental passion". Poetry purges tragedy of
"inessentials"; it is a "concentrated, symbolic language" 
which emphasises the "common factors of humanity".
Like Abercrombie, Drinkwater advocates poetic 
drama from the nature of art including arwma. Art cannot 
present life itself (which realistic prose drama attempts 
to do), only a "vision of life". Its function is to 
direct us to the "realisation of spiritual activity".
This idea recalls Abercrombie’s conception of the supreme 
function of art, and his idea that poetry imitates the 
effect which would be produced "if you perceived the grand, 
emotional impulse driving all exi./tence"# Drinkwater
stresses that no drama can represent the "chaotic and 
complete action of life", this obscures tiie "poignant 
significance at the heart of the matter". In all drama
life is "concentrated and selected"; a correspondingly 
heightened and purged language is therefore demanded. 
Moreover, a dramatist’s characters must be made to speak 
"not only what tiia lips would say, but what the spirit 
would utter", ana it is Drink.Witer’s conviction, as it is
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Abercrombie’s wid Masefield’s, that poetry is the "language 
of the spirit". Driak^ater therefore corroborates 
Aoercrombie’s statement that poetry is the natural <md 
straightforAiard medium for the theatre*
These ideas are illustrated in Drinkwater’s drama.
In his prose dramas he introduces poetry at emotional, 
spiritual and mental crises, nd when he ^vishes to underline 
and concentrate the signific^jice. The fact that the 
poetry often jars does not show that poetry is in any way 
unnatural, merely that the only criteria of naturalness in 
dramatic languague whether it be prose or poetry, are 
aptness, consistency and expressiveness. When Drinkwater’s 
conception reaches a certain pitch of intensity and of unity 
(as in A Man’s Louse) he uses poetry, although not necessarily 
verse.
V/hen Drinkwater introduces poetry into his prose 
drcuiias, there is frequently a clash of two distinct methoas 
and levels of experience. Poetic and proi>e form resist 
each other. Dut his drama shows nevertheless that poetic 
drama can be wTitten in prose witri a realistic illusion of 
everyday reality, and that parts only of a dra;na may demand 
poetry, as In Abraham Lincoln* It is, therefore, possiole 
for poetry and prose to be successfully combined in one 
drama* This does not, however, invalidate Abercrombie’s 
statement thc.t poetry as opposed to prose in drama is the 
outer sign of a profound difference of conception.
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An examination of the langUv&ge of those three 
dramatists confirms that imagery spociaiiy marks poetic 
drama, and that one of its chief functions is to enable 
it to dispense with outward signs pjid pnysicai action, 
by directing the attention to the spiritual and 
emotional conflict. On the ocher hand it preserves 
an equipoise of the two since it brings in details of 
the characters’ everyday lives and world.
Tleir language also corro orates that realism 
and poetry -re not opposed, particularly the experiments 
in colloquial poetry. Poetic draiaa is capable not
only of admitting the themes and materials of prose, 
realistic drama, but the inioms, syntax and vocabulary 
of everyday speech, with no loss but a gain i)i poetry. 
This gives further evidence tlaat poetic drama need not 
dispense with tzie actual, everyday reality to achieve a 
deeper reality. Just as poetic drama needs to make an 
impact on everyday realiuy, in theme and material, so in 
languace it gains power when the rhythm and vocabulary 
of living speech are heard through the poetry, and 
poetic use is made of the prolaic and familiar.
Tills is only to point out what is a commonplace 
of Kxi.abethan drama. But the comparison with
Elizabethan drama suggests not a change but a possible 
slight shift of emphasis in poetic drama. In
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Elizabethan drama, especially Shakespeare’s, physical action, 
spectacle, details of everyday liie were one with an 
emphasis on an underlying spiritual reality, and poetry was 
accepted as action and as one with everyday life. Since 
then pootry has known a temporary but severe divorce from the 
theatre; in the nineteenth century it failed to come to 
terms with the contemporary life imd theatre; at ilie close 
of the nineteenth century and in this century, an apparent, 
although although not a fundamental, opposition has been set 
up between poetic drama on the one hand, and on the other
'tb
the drama which comes la terms with life, especially 
contemporary problems, which ia real, natural m ù  up-to- 
date and can hold its own in the theatre. It has been 
indicated that poetic drama has been forced and well able to 
challenge prose, realistic drama on its own grounds. 
Nevertheless, nov that poetic drama has proved this power, 
in this century there.are signs - in theory and in practice 
- of a tendency to stress poetic drama’s power to dispense 
th everyday reality and physical :^tction, and concentrate 
on an unucrlying reèsLity.
At the present when poetic dramatists are only 
beginning to attempt to re-enter the theatre, by continual 
experiments, it would be unwise to draw many conclusions.
But the fact that the critical work and practice of the
to
dramatists exa.riined persii>tently recur in certain paints
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suggests that, as a group, they indicate some of the 
characteristics of poetic drama in this century and also 
some of its fundaraontai qualities. It is apparent 
th%t poetic drama has widely different appearances and 
emphases, tiiat it can be absolutely unstagevvortrxy or 
highly successful in the theatre. 3ut the nature of 
poetic drama and its validity and necessity in the 
theatre do not change, however much The Cocktail Party 
may appear to differ from The Tragedy of Non, and both 
from Elizabethan drama. The very fact of the 
differences is important. It shows poetic drama 
capable of being brought aosoiutely up-to-date, cmd so 
of re-entering the theatre.
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H.W, otonehill
■Bibliographies of (John Castle) 1925» 
Modern Authors
Dilly Tante(pseud. Living Authors
i.e.3.J,K.units)  
(H.5.Wilson N.York)1932.
d.J.Kunitz & 
H. Hay croft.
xW^tieth Century (H.W.Wilson,F,York)1942, 
Authors*
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JOHI< DRimWATm 
WOHKd A. DRAM
Cophetua
The Only Legend (iivasques);
#ie x'ieq. i-jpert' The Only Legend; 
Jruss in DQots": Robin hood.
itias In Boots 
Lebcllioc 
The Otoim
i-av/ns (The otorm: The God 
oi u'iet j K s <77)
Abraham Lincoln
fehry dtuart
Oliver Cromell 
Bobert E. Lee 
Robert Ihrna
Collected PIays(Cophetpat 
Rebellion: ; ■
line bln: f a y  » Oliver
(/roaweil; tiooert l.Lee:
Little Johaaart dsomes.)
Napoleon: The Hundred Lavs 
(adaptation from the Italian 
of B.itusaolini & O.Forzano)
; idaum er Eve
Lay ini" The Devil 
A tîan'a House
(David Kutt) 1911.
Frinted for private circula­
tion, Bwnvi.lle, 1913-
(aee Collected Flays)
(David Kutt) 1913.
(David Nutt) 1914.
.rinted by the Author, 
Birair^ham, 1915.
(ùügewlck 6e Jackson) 1917.
(Gidgewick & Jackson) 1918. 
(Rev.ed. )oidgev'dck & Jackson
1921.
(didgewick & Jackson) 1921. 
(Gidgewick & Jackson) 1925. 
(didge ick & Jackson) 19^. 
(Sidgevdck & JacliBon) 1925.
Garibaldi
(dldgewick &. Jack son) 1952.
(Gidgevdck & Jade son) 1952. 
(didgcwidi & Jackson) 1955- 
(oidgewick & Jackson) 1934. 
(didge.vlck & Jadtaon) 19^6.
WQSE.G B. CEITICIGM 
H,K.« White. Toeas.Letters And Prose
irap aaen ta  (é d . w ith  in t r o d )
. Foema (ed.with intr< 
see souae In Council &
iiir i, didoey. rod)
To"''
Frbse FapersJ
William Morris. The Life And Death of
u Joon (■‘•njrod. j
William Morris. The Earthly Paradise
(J-ntihd.')'
(Boutledge) 1907
(Eoutledge) 1910.
(Doutledge) 1910.
(Routledge) 1911
william Morris. %
(see
Tlntrbd.')
Tradition )md iechriaue
Gray. Worko (Introd.)
William Morris. A Critical otudy 
Gvvinburne. An Est Irate 
Rupert Brooke (essay)
The Lyric
xrose Papers(Toetry And Conducti
The Value of loetry in Education*
The ' i'o et and dis V jus Ion i" Art aÆT 
The "ivTti'st'; Chaucer; 0 ^  Fhiiip Gldney; 
drayt g .T. ColeridheTxSe Rio pees As
Defence of Quenevere (Routledge) 1912.
toetanr Review July, 
1912.
(Dent) 1912.
-use In Council & -trose
xapers)
(Martin Gedcer) 1912.
(Dent) 1932.
Printed for the aut lor 
at the Chiswick Press. 
1916.
(i.Æatin decker) 1916. 
(Elkin uathewa) 1917*
rbets {’“I'eamraon: W illi^  karris  iW  
The Gtate; T.hatts-ihiptontRUPert Brooko; 
fhe H'at'ïïre of Drama; Jt J o ^  hahkin; 
Ru^rt Drooke 'Oh'tbim V^ 'ebsterj. .
The way of Poetry. An Antholoi y .
Some Contributions To % e  EpKll# 
j^thold^y With special reiereaace to 
tble~seventeenth century (w'arton
iecture on RnMish ioetry«»o Ï9)
(Collins) 1921.
Published for The 
British academy by
O.U.P. 1922.
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■t J a m  Imiaiu ^ M t e d  riays
V let ori sn r oe tar/ 
iatrlotism in Literature 
The Wav of s iose
i?'« VeiTtoa. The -.wentleth Century 
‘Theatre tlnt'ibci.J
The Fllprim Of Eternity» Biyon,
irConTIÎct-----------   ^
(Martin Gecker) 1925» 
(see also Fi-ose xanersJ
(Hodder & Stoughton) 
1523.
(Williams & Rorgate 
1924)
(Collins) 1924.
(G, liarrap) 1924,
(Hodder & Gtoughton)
1925.
ailliam ^rnes. Twenty Poems (Basil Blackwell)1925. 
(see also i-rose Payers)
The Poet A M  Communication 
Ct/ohwaiy Memorial necturc, i«aay 1921)
The Muse In Council (The Poet And 
Cdmmum cation ; The Toet .-.nd ' " 
iTadltidnt '^Gimoie. -ensuous And 
Fajgaionate* ; loetry -rü Conduct)
(Watts) 1925
(see also &uoe In Council) 
(Gidgewick & Jackson)
1925.
WUHK3— fis— CrlTICIpM-
[A footnote ' The ooul of «.odem Poetry ’ t 
W l i u  aidney; John^miiton; 'i^ oaai
E I p B  on;' l , ; r e l d ^  b * *
and |i-ip:ht Royal*'(Fupert i-ibolce; Prah'cis 
ue'dwlp:e.
Hartley Colendge. Essays. (Introd)
Robert otephen Hawker.Twenty Poems
( In tro d -)
(Basil Blacltwell)1925. 
(Basil Blackwell)1925-
_BBQj ,x
raîio
Book for Bookmen.
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A Book For Bookmen. (Cory;
Eranweil oronfeetCdlerlfee iatfcton
^ 4  w's^on; C^%ridEO*s ligjpfeâT
MPdc^ *'s Any -^üicic3 |ap;ot ed t 
John Collop; a Roem by c.Gfflart; 
Lraa^s Darwin; Robert Hanker ;
William 'Bynes; r.tise ’s'" ''Ashley 
Catalof'ue* Î the * it any Of i i man of 
rét*'Cers~rÂ.. Memory ol ur.Ii.v>giltTTr'~
Collins' New Gtan:c Bhakesneare 
led, with'iht'ibd. j' - Wacbeth:"
As You Like It; The leanest;
Jielfth ; much Ado .ibout Nothinj^;
lîaalet»
The uentle Art of The atre-c-olng
Art And The State(Boscoe Lecture
1930}
Foe try And Dp! ma (Arthur .Jkeaip
memorial' Lecture.Jan 29,1931}
The Tijvhteen-oixties (ed.} 
article by J,'I;'i,on Aeneas 
-vweetiand Dallas
Gha- espeare
Kunert Brooke.Lithuania 
‘"T ^ f a Î Q a f n b t e )  ^
Èrtf^ liüfa Foetis''. m  Unfinished
'ili'stoiy '
Keats. Foetical works (introd.}
An Outline of Literature 
’ (rev. by A.ohipp}
(Dula^} 1925.
(Collins) 1927.
(Robert Holden) 1927.
(k.A.Bryant,Liverpool) 
1930.
(J .w, ,?irrowaaith,Bri! toi) 
1951.
(C.Ü.F.) 1932.
(Duckaortii) 1933• 
(Sidgewic^ & Jackson)
1955.
(Methuen) 1938.
(Collins) 1942. 
(George Kewnes) 1950.
II. WORK OK.
A. ot Jorin Adcock
J. Agate
uods of Modern urub street
x n m r v ^ .
Alarums And Excursions (Grant 
H c H H a T * I 9 5 2 :----------
F. & E, Allen
The Athenaeum 
ü.W, Bishop
D. Dean
f.A. Darliiçton
A* Dukes 
C.L. iîiikl 
B. Jameson
T.C. Kemp
The London Mercury 
F.L. Lucas.
The teiark T?:ain uarterly 
G.W, üîathews
A.B, Mathews
H.J. Kewholt 
Pur Time 
H. raimer
Lord Oxford and *G eure
ater
Apr,18, 1919.
Barry Jackson And the London
Theatre (Barker) 1*
The Portrayal of CL&yWlt In 
.jjih loetic tm ^ l 9 0 0
' 1 present—day. m.A.iSieslB. 
London University.
The You»:est Drama (Berm) 1923. 
Authors ind I. (Lane)1921.
i.-odexn Drama In Lurone.(Collins)
j m : —  ----------
The Birai;
TÜÔa m r.kenertegy The atre
Aug,1923*, fob, 1924; Jan,1926* 
Aug,1927; iîay.1933*
Bummer 1936, Winter 1937.
The ioetxy of John Drinkwater 
Cg.T ; g ^ ‘i 7 U V œ p b ô l '; I925T "
The Work done mhe Birmirg ham
to 16 July 1 % 1 .(Moody Bros,, 
^Birmingham) 1 % 1 ,
Few Paths on Helicon (Kelaon)1930,
Wept, 1914.
Post-Victoriam Foetry (Dent)1938
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R. Fogson
fhe Times Llteryy aappleiwnt
W,L, Fhelps
The Foetacy Review
F.E, Gchellioe
J.C, Squire (pseud. 
Solomon Eagle)
F. Vernon
&d.ss Hornlman And the Gaiety 
Theatre. Manchester. (HockliJf 
FubiiAing Corp. ) 1952.
sept, 1917; Oct,1918; Apr,1921; 
June, 1923; July 1923;Dec,1925; 
July, 1927; Bq)t 1927;Feb,1933.
xhe Advance of Fnr:llsh Foetiy 
In The iV/entieth tentiayy.
(Alien & Unwin) 192v.
ivar, 1912; Apr,1912; Jan,1933; 
Apr, 1937; Apr-iuay,1947.
Appraisements And Asnertiom 
.3 to Lome Contemporary Writers
riarpprnco T t r i g ^ : — -------------
Books In General 3rd.series.
(a. V, Mnopf ,!<»York) 1919.
The Twentieth Century x‘ht atre 
(Harrap) 1924.
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LABOMAÆB ABEHCROMBIE
Autobiofq?aphyt Biography and Bibliography
Lascelles Abercrombie ’A Personal 
Bote*, Ten Contemporaries^ r'oies 
towards tKe îr arïit i v e ^ Il O R-
raphy ty John üarnswor&Çalsô^ïncl. 
aolbliography of Abercrombie;
A Bibliopyaphy of Modern i^oetry with
et:
(Benii) 19)2.
some A Ote 6 on Contemporary i^ o ts
Oliver Elton. Lascelles Abercrombie 
1881-1958 (Proceedings of ibe British 
Academy; Vol.XXV.
o,J. iiunitz & li.HaycrAft.
A Biopyaphical Dictionary of 
Modern Literatni'e.
The Chapbook, June, 
1920.
(Humphrey àliiford)
19)9.
i'd. IV. W ilson 11! # York ) 
1942.
woims. A. DRAia.
MSS. Examined
The MS. of The End of the World formerly in the possession 
of the late Mir Edward Marsd,“ ow in Mr. Christopher Hassall’s, 
is heavily scored in ink and pencil (suggesting a very early 
or first draiigtit; and the amendations made correspond with the 
printed text. It bears the date *191)’ in Abercrombie’s hand­
writing* .
Deborah
Pour dhort Plays (The Adder;
The otaircase; The
^ ' T H r a ^ " i E e  {voriar^ —
Phoenix
ihe daïe of Eaint Thomas 
(six acts)
The Shepherds (1 act of a drama) 
see lyrics iVnd Unfinished Poems.
(John Lane; 1912. 
(^ •iartin gecker) 1922.
/f23
(Martin Seeker) 1931*
(üregynog Press, 
-Montgomery shire )1940.
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POETRY k m  HiOoE 
Interludes And Poems
^lary And the Bra:able
The Sale of Saint Thomasd  act;
Bmblems of Love. 
witchcraft Lew Style 
iyton firs 
In The Dunes 
Hani And EpiRo
iassap:es of Blank Verse trans-
l â F ê r from"mk^dbcles "fn-----
Roman tic lo m  '' ' '~u
Syëïve idylls ind
% e  Poems of I^^^ellea
(Oxford Fo*Vs 
Lyilea And Unfinished 
GneoulatAve uialoniea 
I'he Marriage
WOiiKG. C. CRlTICIGk
John Lrlnkivater» An Appreciation 
By 'JLi.A.
Thomas Hardy* A Critical Study 
The Function of ioetiy in The Drama
1912 see Lmlish «--ritïoàï Essays. 
Twentieth oentnry. cd." T.'Z.'Jdœs.
.Robert Bridges by L.A,
(John Lane) 19O8 rev.ed. 
(John Lane) 192B.
Published by the author 
jiUch i^arcle, H ere fo rd##e
lublished.by the author, 
Kyton DynjLck,
(John Lane) 1912.
Georgian ioetiy 1919.
Georgian Poetiy 1922,
Georgian Poetiy 1922.
The Chapbook 1923,
(Martin Gecker) 1926. 
(ii-artin Gecker) 1928.
(0,ü.P) 1930.
(Gregynog Press) 1940. 
(i-aitin Gecker) 1913« 
The cornhill, keb,1934.
The ioetiy Review,
Apr• 1912.
(Gartin Gecker) 1912,
(O.Ü.I.) 1933.
Poetiy And Grama, 
Gept. 1913.
4 7 4
ühaYJbooka -uad kioadsldes 
(reviews)"
The Epic
ïïar -lûd The Drama
Views And T'airies (see 
rdnarlticisn j
An^l-ssav I'gvaidG A Theory of
Communication Versus 
in Art  ” ' "
appe
Pamphlet 27, Fob,1914 
of the English Associa­
tion (O.U.t,).
Poetiy And Drama, Dec, 
1914,
(üecker) 1914,
The British Play goer,
14 Dec. 1914.
The Times Literary 
üupïleaenb,Aug.7,1917.
(Gecker) 1922.
The British Journal of 
Psychology, Vol.XiV 
(general section) part 1 
July, 1925.
(Seeker) 1923.
 (O.U.F. ) 1924.
(Gecker) 1924.
(Gecker) 1924 
” 1926
The Theory of Poetry
The Idea of Great ioetiy ( d ark 
Iiecbuxes, 1923, re'auced anS 
revised; also given (recast)as 
the Ballard Mathews Lectures 1924.
Romanticism (revised and expanded 
from three lectures given 1926 at 
Birkbeck College, Bond.Univ., the 
first embodying the article on 
•Views and Fairies* 1917.
The Year's Work in Lngli# Studies (O.U.l.) 1927«
T o f - i g 55= S   ---------------
'Drowsy iriRhttd Steeds' Proceedings of Leeds 
Ihilosophical Society 
7ol.il part 1 pp.1-5 
(Chorley & Pickers^ 11 
Leeds), 1928.
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I ot Homer» the 1st
Staves urantu.by Tra«v:lett
Hicholaa Hekrasser. Foems 
trahbr. by J .ï«« .<oskice( introd . )
I TO PTC 33 in Literature (Leslie 
otephen Lecture may Iu,1929)
'T,i. brown'
Foeas (iref.)
k Flea For The Liberty of 
InternretiOR. MiltiA Academy 
lecteie, ?, 1930.
Collocuial Language In Literature
i'he irinciolea of Literary Critic­
ism
New Lnpmsh Foe ms. A M
Oi' Cdntemnorary V'erae hever before 
published (colTcbtTon'made by L.a . 
wibh pref.)
* Tennyson' in Revaluations 
(Lecture at Ciuy TLt'oraiy " 
institute 1931)
The Year's Work For 1930
Foetiy. its &.usic -nd heaning
'Sir Henry Taylor'in The Ll;diteen- 
Gixtieo (esaSi^a by Fellows of ’The 
lîoÿal 'oociety of Literature ed.by 
J» Drinkivater)
"Robert Brovmlir-" in The ihzeat 
Victorians' '
Lady Frecioua otreoia transi.by 
o,r, 'llsiung* (pref. J
(Cresset Fress) 19^. 
(O.U.F.) 1929.
(C.U.i.) 1929.
Nineteenth Century And 
After. May, 1930.
(O.U.F.) 1930.
(HumphrQT Milford) 1930
Tract YKXVi of 'The 
oociety For lure English 
(series vii) (Clarendon 
Frees) 1931.
(Gollancz) 1931»
(Gollancz) 1931»
(O.U.F.) 1951.
( " ) 1932.
( " ) 1932.
( " ) 1932.
(Ivor Nicholson & 
Watson) 1932,
(îïlethuen) 1954.
47G
Herford And International 
Literatvtre ( lïtenorlal Lecture 
Oct' 1954 for Manchester 
^oJ(l Society. )
Manchester University 
Fress. 1935*
WCEKS. C. CRITICiaM
John -Drinkwater (An Address Given 
at the Aiemori'al Service at St. 
ftiartin In The Fields, Apr.2,1937) 
see J. Lrinkv'/ater Collected 
Foeias Vol.iii.
Thomas Hardy's 'The Dynasts* 
(Lecture at Royal institute 
of Great Britain, Jan.15,1937)
Thomas Hardy (in supplement 
1922-19^0 to the Dictionary 
of National Biography.)
(Gidgewick & Jatkson)
1937.
Frinted in Transactions
of the R,I,London,1937«
(O.U.F.) 1937.
II worn ON 
J. Agate
S. Alexander
The Contemporary Theatre (Chapman &
i n s n r r m f ^ ---------
Art And The ftaterial
(Manchester University 
Lectures Bo.XXlII challeng- 
ii^ The Theory of Foetry)
The Athenaeim
The Bookman
The Calender of Madera Letters 
The Chapbook
(Manchester Univ.Fress)
1935.
Aug.26,1911; Bov 23,1913; 
Oct,1926.
raar-Aug. 1925.
June, 1920.
G. Cumberland (i>seud. 
C.F. Kenyon)
J.W. Cunliffe 
J.W. Cunliffe
-et Down in Alalice (Grant Richards)
igig:-----------------
litelish Literature in The Last Half 
(Macndllan,Loridon) 1923.
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D, Dean
J. Jh?inkwater
0, Alton 
0, Elton
T. Harnam-Clark 
C.H» Herford
8. Jameson
8.J. Kunitz &
AiH, Uayoroft
L. Jones
G.J. kunitz
The London Mercury
F.L. Lucas
‘T. Maynard
A.L* i.iorgan
H, Monro
The Igrtraval of Character in En^iah 
i'oet'id Drama from I9ÜÜ to present aecy 
&.'iC,"5ÎHeBi3 1'951, London u^versity?
Discovery (Ernest Benn) 1932.
Gtrlkimg Figures Among M o d e m  £np;liah
s' (Levint
ëS) 1931.
gaspKÏ,
Lascelles Abercrombie The Oxford 
liiagazine, ilov lü, 1938.
Lascelles )d>ercrombie 1681-:i.jQ.SC€Xi.6 0 üOt; yC3?QS)PX0 *
Iroceedings of rh# British Academy 
Vol.XXV (O.U.F.) 1939.
In Gloucestershire (Gimpkin
Modern Dramas In Europe (Collins)1920
Twentieth Century Authors, 
iï kiopraph'Ica!! Dictionary of Modem
T3 ^ rS^ -m.:::ilii6nrv5s r,
First Impressions. £
Enop^t
Dec. 1922; Fov, 1926; Mar, 1933. 
Authors Read And Livinp; (Chatto &
T7I 3 u8 n & -----------
,„Bg8l.I.oe1(8 . % % h  , ^  ,„^e#can 
(Brentano, «.Xoik) 1924.
Tendencies of Modern Enr llsh Drama 
'(t'dhsYàb'Ië '7 ‘O T .  --------
oome Contemporary ioets (L.tarsons)
i g z c ;  --------
Hiui ftvtua
$(Tuity
H.J# Bewbolt (ulr) 
A. Kicoll
XoetCT /md Drama 
The Xoetr.7 Bevie?/ 
C. Sibley
•C. sturgeon
F. Swinnerton
Dhe limes
i'he limes Literary 
Juppleaent ' '
Fm Vernon
L. Untermeyer
s. Vines
A.B. W,alkley
H.H. vvilliams (L^ lr)
C* Williams
C.H. Williams
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New laths on Helicon (Nelson) 1927*
British Drama* An Historical Survey 
from tHe BéiïïnnfnKs to tHe rresent-
H m e  (narranj 1925.
iilar, 191); June, 191).
Feb, 1912; Apr-May, 1948.
Barrie And His Contemporaries 
Cameo Fçrtrails MvinR
AutHors .TiSeSster urovea 3 T9'jib *
otudiea Of Contemporary Foets 
(Hairap) 19IS.
Ihe Georgian Liter 
rev.unabridged and i 
(Dent) 19)8.
Scene
us€rated ed.
^ ^ r n  loetic Drama (Basil Blackwell) 
Oct, 28, 19)6*
bee, 1915$ rec, 1919; July, 1922;
Aug, 1922; Sep, 192); may, 1924;
Jul, 1925; Oct, 1926; Aug, 1929;
Feb, 19)1; Jun, 19)1.
ihe twentieth Century theatre
v î e ^ a ^ n m f ^ — -----------
kodern Bxltish ioetiy 5th rev.ed. 
(lîârcûurt Ërace , W.xork) 1942.
Movements In i^bdem Engli^ Irose 
ÂM'Versé -------
More Irenudlce (Heineman) 192).
Outlines of Literature 1890^1914 
)rd "revled. (-Sidgev3^ (3£ à oackson)1920.
loetry At I-peaect (Clarendon iress)
Lnprlish Ariters 3rd rev.ed.
(SMgewicKliû Jacicson) 1925*
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C.H. Williams Writers Of Three Centuries 1789-1914 
(ur:mt Richards) lÿzC. ■ ' ' '
General a) Drama 
J. Albery 
J. Anouilh
®, ;lnden &
C, Isherif/ood
C, I#erwood
J. Millie
J.L. Beddoes
G, Bottocil^
R. Browning
G. Byron
.E.G. Bulver-Lytton
A. ChehoY
I * Claudel
S.T. Coleridge 
M, Connelly
1. Colum
H. Duncan
T.G. Eliot
Dramatic Works (ieter Davies) 1939»
iilces Noires (Calmann-Lévy.laris)
Kouv elles ilèces Poires (Edition 
Le La i'able Ibnde) l943T
The Ascent of (ï'aber & I'aber)1959« 
On The Frontier (Faber & Faber)1938. 
Flays On The lassions (Longmns)l^à. 
Complete Works (Iranfrolico iress)
v s m :  --------
lyric
ocenes
s (Constable) 1932* 
‘"llgys (Constable) 1929
Foetical '^ orks (John tiurray) 1951* 
Works (Dent) 1948.
Poetic And Dramatic Works (Chapman &
m i ;  'i § g 4 « --------
Three llavs translated by k.Fen. 
(Haxmonaaw'brth ) 1931*
L* Histoire De Tobie Et De Sara 
-Rânimrd, "laris; W 2 . -------
Poetical Works (Mcmillan) 1925*
Green Pastures (Gollancz) 1930*
Three Flays (Maunsel, Dublin) 1917*
This Way To the Tomb (laber & Faber) 
 ---------
The Cocktail Farty (Faber & Faber)
I950T-— -------- ^
4 8 0
T.3, ü i o t
C, iiy
J. Galsworthy
H, Ghéon and 
H, Brocket
W.G. Gilbert
K. Granville-Barker
I.a. uregoiy
ï, Hardy 
C, Hassall
H, Ibsen 
H,A, Jones
J.o, Knowles 
C. Lamb 
C, McÀvoy 
J. Middleton 
'T.C, îiiurray 
J.M. Rurry
i'he Family Reunion (Faber & Faber)
1939:—  ----------
iüurder In The Gath edi al (Faber &
FaTêrT '1933.-----------
Venus Observed (O.D.i.) 1950.
A lileep'of i'rlaoners (O.U.F.) 1951*
Ihc Fir stborn ' (0. L .i. j 1952,
Hava (Ducte/orth) 1929*
ot, Aane \nd The Gvotnhdx* (Lont^mans
tïrëen;”îi.TorK)' 1 9 3 ^ ---
Fee tar And Other- Fl^ys
Gretchen (Kev/man) 1879*
Sweethearts (Samuel Fren#) 1899* 
spRaKed (French) 1877* 
riRinal Hays (Chatto & Windus)1920. 
iyKmalibn (J.ft. Last) 1873*
Three Flays (Sidgewick & Jadeson)1919*
Irish Folk-Hiatory 1 lays (iutnam)1912. 
Jeveh short ilays limunsel Dublin)1909*
The Dynasts («lacmillan) 1910.
Christ's Comet (Heineman) 1937*
The" "player feiaap;(Heineman) 1953*
Collected works (Heineman) 1905-12.
The Theatre of Ideas and Three One- 
'."ct" Flays ''("Chapman iL iiall) l9l5. 
ihe Divine Gift (Duckworth) 1913*
The Tempter (tiacmillan) 1898. •
Uramatic works (Routledge) 1883.
Works (Methuen) 1903-3*
David Ballard ( i.H. Bullen) 1908.
Gorka (J.C, Hiamod) 1885-7.
«iaurice Harte (Allen & Unwin) 1934.
Cinnamon And Angelica (Andrew Dakers)
igzRT:— — —
4 8 1
J . V., hjl^ araton Dramatic And Poetic ïfoika (Chatto X 
'«vijxMs; 1£76*
N, Nicholson The Old Man of The Mountains (Paber 
& Faber; 19%.
S, O’Casey Collected Plays (Mcmillan) 1949»
3. Phillips Nero (Macmillan) I9O6»
nerod (John Lane) 1901.
xaoTo »nd irancesca (John Lane) 1900,
J.B, Priestley Johnson Over Jordan (I'rench.N.York)
i g n  ;-------  -----
A. Bidler The ;ihadow Factory (Faber & Faber)194G.
T.W, Hobertaon Principal Dramatic forks (Low) 1689»
G.B. Ghaw Complete Plays (Constable) 1931»
ir.B, Lhellcy Complete Poetical Woi'ks (O.U»î ») 1952»
J wynge Plays. Poems And Prose (Dent) 1941,
T, Taylor historical Dramas (Chatto & Windus)
W 7 : * —  —
A, Tennyson Poetical works (O.U.i.) 1955*
J, Webster Complete Works (Chatto & Windus) 192?»
W. Wordsworth Poetical Works (O.ü.l.) 1952.
W.B, Yeats Collected Plays (Lacmillan) 1952.
Pour Plays for Dancers (Macmillan)1921*
b ) Koh-Dranatic
îÀe Vedremie-Bapkcr (David Allen)1905, 
oeason.
f. Archer
A, Bennett The Regent (Methuen) 1913.
».G, Van Buren Abraham Lincoln's Pen And Voice 
(TlarkeT’L .'York;' ---
4 8 2
c, Hassall and 
D. Mathews
P#P. Howe 
D. uwynn
h. Maeterlinck
H,V, liùarrot
k» Marsh (Sir) 
G»B, Ghaw
îoa îcylor 
W,B, Teats
pddie i»arsh (Lund Humphries) 1955» 
sketches 'For A Composite Literary 
Lio; rarhy.
The Repertoiy ‘Theatre (Seeker) 1910.
Mv/ard M-irtyn And The Irish Revival 
(Jonathan Oape) 1930, "
Le iréaor Des Humbles (dociété De 
Mercure Se ïrance) 1895.
The Life And Letters of John 
üalswrthy (déiheinanJ 1955.
A Number of People (Heineman) 1959*
The wuinteasenoe of Ibsenism
r c ô ' m m ë )  ' i # 2 .--------------
The Theatre in Enr-iand. 
ihme of its i^ortcominffs 
and. P Q ^ b i i i t i e s  *'&e % r k  Blue* 
(Lpotuiswood) IS71.
Plays ind Controversies (Macmillan)
The Cutting of An Agate (Macmillan)
1919.
B. Poetic Drama 
L, ibercronbie
G. Bottomley
E» Martin-Browne
A. Clarke
Rote to dcenes And Plays (Constable)
v m : -----------   ^
A dtaKe Por Poetry. îi
lÿ i.vvilson kendal) 1948.
The Poet In 'The English Theatre 
Poefry'keview, Mdv,1948*
She Problem of Verse Ir^uaa Today 
London Mercury, Pov.^ '"'""^ "
T.d. Eliot
T.3. Eliot 
F. Ferguson
C, Fry 
W.W. Gibson 
C, Hassall 
J.L* La&'ibe 
B, Miles 
A. Maener 
H. Peacods 
Ioetiy Review 
M.£« Prior 
M. dayers
The Heed for Poetic Drama ihe 
listener, Nov,25, 1936»
The Aim, of Poetic Drama Adam 1949. 
jfhetwfo 'Fnetic LraBt Faber & 
üelecbêd Essays, Faber 3rd.
ed, 1952.
loetrv And Drama (Faber) 1951.
Poetry in The Theatre And ioetry Of
the I r e ^ r e ' English institute Essays, 
(Columbia university Press, K.ïork) 
1950.
' When Poets. Write H a y s ' Rev/ She atre,
-i ar. 19^ ^^  #
do»® Thoughts On the Future of Ftetlc
Druma'Poetry i^ eviee. Mar. 19131 
Rotes on the Verse Drama Ihe Masaue.
rlments In Play writing In Verse 
Pro se Cihtrbd?) ' (Fit’nan
The Actor and Poetic Drama New Theatre 
Poetic iaama And the ffell-iiade Play
English xnst. Pssays (see above).
The Poet in The Theatre (Routledge)
'Dramatic Doetry And Poetic Drama*
m s r r m r , — “---------
AnalyDis....APd A 
dURRestiog. Eng,lost.Essays (see above;.
Poetry And the Eirlish Theatre Life 
and Letters i'oday^ , Vol.lh, 1936.
Times Literary bunole- » Poetic Drama* Dec.14, I9II. 
rent
W,J, Turner 'The Poetic Drama* London Aercuiy, 
Dec, 1919.
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r. v,ik *Actir*j; And Poetry' New iheatre,
Juiy"r i 9^ :
c. The ü 
J . Agate
H, Barrett-Clark
The.Chapbook
G.W, Cunlifie
B, Dean
A. Duke8
A. Dukes 
A, Duke8 
M, Ellehauge
ü. EHla-Permor
M. Fosb
C. Hamilton
P. Hartnell
in General 
The Contomix)rQry Theatre (L.Parsons)
Î 9 2 3 :-------
i Study of Modern Drama (D,Appleton— 
Centu^) '195^ .
'Poetry In Prose* (3 Essays Apr.1921, 
by Ï.S, Eliot, K. Aldington and 
fi. Manning).
Modern Eaglieh PlppiPh.ta  ^.A^ o ^  
History of Ew.llsh Drama from. 1825.
(îlarrap) W .  ---------
*The Problem of # #  R e p e ^ o ^  ‘^ s atreq* 
and Drama. Dec, 1913.
•The Heoertory Theatres* Poetry and
Drama. Dec. 1914,
Drama (Thornton Butterworth) 1956. 
The Youngest Drama (Bonn) 1925»
The Irish Dramatic taovement (Methuen)
 -------------------------- 19)9.
.âmbol And Metaphor in Human
(PriMetown .ùnlv,xrcas)1949
The Theopy of the Theatre and Other 
Principles of i^amatlc criticism
(H, dol^ L.iork) 1939•
The Oxford Companion to the Theatre 
(Ù.U.P.) 1951/  ■-"
H.A. Jones 
P.M. Mortal end
A, Hicoll
A. Micoll 
J,D, Ottoway
W.ii. Phelps
E, Reynold 
fi« upeai^t
I. 'Tt^less 
L.A.G. Strong 
I. Swinnerton
The Tines Literary 
Lupple aie nt ' ' ' '
W. Tolies
J.C, Trewin
The Henasoenoe Of the English A a m a  
(].iacminaii; 18% '. --- ------
He; Arthur Jones and The tic
henalsaanM In Lngland M.a 
London, üniversi'lÿ.
Mineteen# Coatury Drama 1600-1850
Tc:u.T:) "1 9 3 0 " . '^--------------- --
Nineteenth Century Drama 1850—1900
TciTzrri9P5: —
British D r a m  (Harrap) 1947.
The Development of Religious Drama,.In
England in the IVert leth Cehtiity
xfËarüniv. ----------
The Twentieth Century Theatre 
(Ëacmillon, M.îorhj 1918.
F-ssays on Aîodem Dramatists (Macmillan)   1921.
m o d e m  LpRlish Dramas (Eariap) 1950.
Drama since 1959 (Longmans, ureen)1947.
laodem Poetic Drama (Blackwell) 1934.
Common Sense About Drama (Mel son)193?•
ueorr; 
(Heineman
Ucena
'The lynasts on The atage' Dec.10.1914,
Tom Taylor And the Victorian Drama 
(üolumnia Cniv.lreoa, h.ïcffkj lydC.
The Theatre Gince 1900 (Dakers) 1951.
/
